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Tuesday 30 June 1987

‘Political killing
A COMMUNIST Party leader
in Buenos Aires has been
found shot dead near his home
in what aides said was a politi
cal crime. The victim was
Osvaldo Villanueva, a munici
pal union leader from Lanus.
— AP.

Lloyds List
26 June 1987
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Marr (Falklands) Limited
GENERAL MANAGER
(Director designate)

The Marr family companies, leaders in the British fishing industry, have pioneered a
British presence in the Falkland Islands fishery which, as Marr (Falklands) Limited,
has created a substantial new business venture. A top-level executive is now sought to
lead and expand this company.
Marr already have extensive interests in fishing vessels, fish processing, world wide
trading and various other maritime activities. Marr (Falklands) Limited is involved
m joint venture fishing operations with the Falklands Islands Government and over
seas fishing fleets, reefer operations, crew training and fish marketing.
The Falkland Islands ventures are seen as an exciting long-term growth prospect for
Marr in which the new senior executive will not only manage the existing operations
but spearhead the future growth and investment.
The post is located on Humberside but will call for extensive international travel. The
target age range is 35-45 with experience of senior commercial management ideally,
but not necessarily, gained within the fishing or maritime industries.
An attractive remuneration package will reflect the responsibilities of the post and
the achievements sought.
Applications, with CV, to:

The Company Secretary

Marr (Falklands) Limited
St Andrews Dock, Hull HU3 4PN
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These striking pictures
show two scenes from
Ascension Island to
which five gunners from
No 2624 (County of Ox
ford) Squadron of the
Royal Auxiliary Air
Force, Brize Norton, paid
a “working visit”
recently. They show (left)
the gunners building a
defensive position
against an impressive
mountain backdrop and
(below) starting on the
Dew Pond Run which
the> did within hours of
arrival among some
rather better acclima
tized competitors. How
the trip came to be made
and what else the party
did on the island is rela
ted on Page Three.
Photos: John Readshaw
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Oggies pay working
visit to Ascension
Five Gunners — Oggies, for
short — from No 2624 (County of
Oxford) Squadron Royal
Auxiliary Air Force, based at
Brize Norton visited Ascension
Island recently.
The story starts when it was
heard that VVg Cdr Dick Parsley,
was leaving as OC Ops at Brize
Norton to go as Commander
British Forces in Ascension. OC
2624 Squadron suggested that
once Wg Cdr Parsley was in post,
some of the squadron’s auxiliary
members could make a working
visit.
110 Strike Command took up
the idea and sought agreement for
all the auxiliary regiment squad
rons to send detachments to other
overseas areas where the RAF
has a presence. The precedent
had been set, there were Terri
torial Army personnel on attach
ment to Regular Army units
around the world.
So it was that a technician from
Oxford Polytechnic’s Civil
Egnincering Dept, a bank clerk, a
satellite controller, a student and
a sales engineer, all from the

heart of England, came to be
flying to Ascension in an RAF
Tristar. And, if the Gunners
thought the trip was going to turn
into a “jolly”, they were
mistaken!
Within hours of arrival they
were racing together with 140
other better acclimatised service
men in the Dew Pond Run,
followed by a disco in the NAAFI
that evening.

PROJECTS
With barely hours to recover,
the team were given their tasks by
Wg Cdr Parsley. It was a full
programme of projects: defence
positions to be selected, sited and
constructed; a full study for an
overhaul of the island’s Ground
Defence Operations Centre, and
help with one of the community
projects. All within the week.
Under the direction of Sgl Baz
Baskerville, the team got to work.
Cpl Donna Readshaw’s skills as
2o24 Sqn’s NCO IC Signals and
Command Post Section were put
to use in the study for
modernising the Ground Defence

Control Centre, while the rest of
the team did a survey of the
defence positions and made a
start on their refurbishment.
Community work included
clearing Elliot’s Path. It had been
originally cut in 1840 around the
summit of Green Mountain to
give warning of approaching
ships. Clearing it proved hard and
hot work.
The group had the rare chance
to see some turtles come ashore
to lay their eggs. They even saw
some other eggs hatch with the
baby turtles struggling back to the
sea.
LAC David Williams, a student
at Coventry Polytechnic, went
deep sea fishing with the crew of
a visiting tanker. When the
chance to visit the NASA tracking
station arose, SAC Dave Ewart
was keen, even if it was a
"busman’s holiday" for him. In
civil life he is a spacecraft
controller.
Another event of the detach
ment was their volunteering to act,
as observers during a Hercules
sea-search sortie of eight hours
looking for a missing yacht.
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Devon crabber
Falklands-bound
ESassr* “ *■” “d °f juij' -»*»«
A DARTMOUTH crabber will be moving to new

food Ltd., part of the Hullbased company Witte Boyd
Holdmgs, to work on the crab
fishery in the Falklands. Her
Rri«neriT? J°TeT- ov/n.er’
Brian Whitehead, is going
out to the Falklands with two
crewmen to operate the crabber for Falkland Seafoods.
Also going out to join the
project is Brian Hardy, a
former processing factory
manager for UK Foods, who
will be running a crab processing factory at Port Stanley.
Laura Jay will be shipped
out to the Falklands on July
23 from Sheemess and should
be there in about 28 days
Mr. Whitehead and Mr
Hardy and the crew will fly
out and a second boat, ACV
will be sent out in January
The two vessels are sister
ships, built by Bryce Water
house and launched on the
same day in 1983
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toser. It sailed the former what fishin^ ^ S
seiner Coastal Pioneer there about, hunting ”
y a
research the potential for
Skipper Whitehead who
the fishery on a project has been a rrah
e
financed by the Falklaiids eight years
Islands Development Council
taken Ms boat
q flhaj!
An abundance of the cm*n' a rll!
\*P to Scotland
red Chilean crab (ptlS narHv ^P*r' f
r.ecently>
wL ’ tefi
bf Y £°l tbe , interest,
manv of fheTcb/
d. m because fiab>ng m boxes had
3 the Islands
^ A°„nfhi°dulL
r
.
Skinner
wbVb a
fb0tpe[i,ireai011
?2mg
wad to d
° he^alk!andf 13 that SkiPyfiyPS News: ‘We saw m per Whitehead sees little
BovH^werf^wfb- thaJ WltuG
f°5puinshore crabbing
?®^d * e looking for crab- locally. The way fishing is
WG ph°?ed up and n0W’
have to move up to
red
me®ting» and lfc ? much blS&er boat, with the
Tb/™™ therfe‘ ,
, .
investment that involves, and
tJhe
/ working m workf offshore or go out —
nlu•ands,
app?als ?he^e s n0 ^tuni on the
btrnn1 "f b^i °Cal,ty has inshore grounds, he said.
, ? a bit like working m A lot of younger men in
finn nf'fi hT *e introauc- particular are very interested
inJ
? boxes. ,f",work- ‘n the Falklands venture,
mg static gear, said Skipper because it is almost imposWhitehead.
sible now for them to get into

\ way into crabbing
^ * b?at„within the finan} reach of younger men.
has a Thornyw* apv 1155P engine’ as
h
ACV> and a complete
SPfG G?gl?e wiU be taken
°Ut aiVd canmbalised’ for
spares for the two boats as
required, with the spares used
then being ordered,
She has a 1* ton Hydroslave hauler and a 3* ton
vlvier tank, which will hold
L75 ^ns of crab, although
Skipper Whitehead does not
envisage this being needed
initially, as he will be landing daily. He has fitted an
extra radar, a Furuno 24 mile
daylight viewing set, and a
Furuno colour sounder will
be installed. An Icom SSB
radio is also being fitted, and
a CB set.
Skipper Whitehead will be
taking a sextant as well,
because modern navigational
aids like Decca do not exist
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Laura Jay gave an even more international flavour to the race. She will soon be working round the Falkland Islands.
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Skipper Brian Whitehead (left) a
flymg out to the Falkland, in ' and Brian Hardy will be
a few weeks.

in the Falklands. He stressed To
the need for any skipper
market’ said Mr.
there to be a man capable of
y'
One obstacle to be overcarrying out repairs to all the
equipment
because
of the
on lack® of'3 SH™ 1” T* ^
ties.

ac111
will be taking some of
the inkwell pots used locally
Plus 250 creels with a door
which can be opened to tin
out the crabs.
P
"From what we can see of
the amounts we are likelv to
catch, it will be a very slow
job to take them all out of
the pots one by one, so we’re
taking the creels to speed up
the job,” he said, adding that
he had experience of them
when working in Scotland.
He said that it does not
look as though catching the
crabs is going to be any real
problem - rather the handlmg, processing and marketing will pose bigger proems

and tram local labour to
faCr°ry’ as there
?f commercial
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grounds for bait, which can
aas,lIy be caught with lines,
although sheep _
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often used on themeat
previous
project
with
for£! apiecefarCaSSeS b°Uf?ht
Tbe factory side of the
Brfan^H1
be run hy
nan Hardy, who was the
manger of UK Foods, which

Skipper
Whitehead does
not envisage
having
- t0 work any further
offshore than about five
miles.
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^Helen
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to the Falklands in the LX

Processing will be carried
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with new equipment due to
be shipped out at the end of
the month. This includes a
blast freezer, plate freezer
and Hydrovane* compressor
for extracting the crabmeant
with compressed air.
The aim is to produce lowweight, small volume products with high added value
which can be transported to
markets in Europe and North
America. There is also the
possibility of producing vacuum pack products for the

stape’K,Utube
tbat at tb*s
tie tooXa^31 C0U’d be 8 Iit_
Tf
g •
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George Congleton who X
been with Skfpper Whit eh La
since he left scXoh
h d
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Argentina
to ask IMF
for target
waiver
By Tim Coone in Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA is shortly expected to request a renegotia
tion of the conditions signed in
a letter of intent to the Inter
national Monetary Fund in
January this year for a standby
loan of $1.35bn and $480m in
compensatory finance for falls
in export earnings.
The IMF has still to disburse
any of the loans because they
are conditioned on a “critical
mass” of .the $1.9bn being
committed in fresh money
by Argentina’s commercial
creditors. Last night Citibank
and Argentina announced that
96 per* cent of the funds had
been promised by the banks. A
bridging loan for $500m from
the US and various European
countries was made available
last March until the IMF and
commercial bank funds are re
leased.
Disbursement of the loans is
conditional on the government
meeting
agreed
quarterly
monetary and fiscal targets
and failure to do so requires a
request for a waiver from the
IMF, and new targets to be set
for subsequent quarters.
According to treasury figures,
the fiscal deficit for the first
quarter of 1987 was australs
819m (£285m), 60 per cent
above the austral 500m target
agreed in the letter of intent.
The second quarter deficit is
also expected to be substanti
ally higher than the agreed
figure of australs 650m due to
unexpected falls in tax income
and delays in implementing a
tax amnesty to repatriate assets
deposited overseas.
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Plan for a merchant
navy reserve
By John Petty, Shipping Correspondent

THE MAIN PURPOSE of the Merchant Shipping Bill
will be to ensure that Britain could again mount a
Falklands-style campaign if necessary. More merchant ships than warships were needed in the
(
Falklands.
Since then, the Merchant
Navy has shrunk so much in
size that many shipowners
doubt if they could repeat
the operation.
Ships have been sold or
switched to foreign flags and
there is a potential shortage of
experienced British seamen to
serve the nation in time of
emergency.
The plan is to have a mer
chant navy reserve, in which
the Government will help to pay
for training of seafarers.
The merchant navy now has
less than 500 ships, compared
with 1,100 at the time of the
Falklands campaign.

Exchequer policy
The decline has been acceler
ated by the policy of Mr
Lawson, Chancellor of the
Exchequer, who ended tradi
tional tax concessions to ship
owners which had been a com
mon policy of both Labour and
Conservative chancellors. The
concessions designed to help
match those made by foreign
governments to their merchant
fleets.
Another part of the Bill will
provide cash to help shipowners
with the cost of flying out and
bringing home relief crews for
ships serving in distant waters.
There will also be provision
for control over ships registered
in colonies, such as Gibraltar.
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Immunity law fails
to mollify Young
Turks of Argentina
THE ARGENTINE Supreme
Court this week upheld the
controversial law which grants immunity to hundreds of military offleers accused of human rights violations under the dictatorship,
On Tuesday Lieutenant Alfredo
Astizwent free and yesterday Maior Ernesto Darreiro, the man
whose refusal to answer charges
sparked off the Easter rebellion,
was released. Yesterday morning
unknown groups placed 14 bombs
in a series of Radical Party officcs, apparently in protest
______
_ ,
against
the law.
~ Charges against 350 other middlc-ranking officers will now be
dropped, but it seems that even
this law will not still the dlscontent in the barracks which ex
ploded In the Easter rebellion,
The officers who led that rebellion complain of a fundamental
gulf between the armed forces
and the government. If that gulf is
not bridged, they say, Argentina’s

arWs
years old, has 25
.
and, until yesterday, face
charges of ihegal detention, torand horn cidc.
n ilS'
^L
v/ew, Major Barrc.ro told The Independenl: It would be easy for
me to accept this law . but the
real problems arc institutional
and this law does, not move us
closer to solutions.
The trials of the men who gave
the orders wllconlinue Bu
more important to Major
Barrciro is what the Inals represent. These trials are ... a poMcal tool that is being used to damage the armed forces as an
by

-------- — --------------------- fight against subversion, cxBy Isabel Hilton
plained a captain,
and Judith Evans
For them even a full amnesty,
---- ----------------------------------would not be enough. As the
peared to have little idea of what other rebel leader, Lieutenanthe did want from the armed Colonel Aldo Rico, said: "Miliforces and nearly four years later tary men have been detained and
government policy is no dearer.
ridiculed only for having fought
As one civilian analyst put it: and triumphed in a just and nee"When the Radicals were elected, cssary war, thanks to which the
they had only two paragraphs in present regime has power. These
their military policy and they con- officers will only be satisfied when
tained words so confusing that the "dirty war" is recognised as a
even now people argue about victorious defence of national interests.
what they mean."
Major Barreiro argues that he
The
'T'1 government had two proposals: to end the autonomy of was forced into the political dcthe "three
branches
of the armed bate because the government has
‘L**■— u---,k'* "—A
forces, and their perpetual in- lowered the prestige of the armed
,.o.....
oi__
_ d conscription forces and cut the military budget
fighting,
and to_ cn
and create a modern, professional to the bone. "No military profesarmy. But this rcou ired a concrete sional wants to remain in the
programme which could win the armed forces if he cannot fulfill
respect
and co-operation of the his role as a military man," he
i
military side, and this the govern- said.
Since the government has not
ment lacked,
The government’s confusion assigned them a role, the officers

Emm miM
and ihc armed forces were weak,
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of the government’s foreign policy and wan,
military to have a
^
affairs. The
Radical government has defused
two potential military conflicts by
settling the Beagle Channel dis^,h Chile and proclaiming
P
of forcc fn the FalklancjS- But the red rag to the military bull was the fishing agrecmCn, wjth the Soviet Union
concluded by the Foreign Ministcr> Dan,c Caputo. which, they
bcl’icvc> confirms the Marxist
leanings of the government,
All the officers fervently support Argentine claims to the Falklands, but believe that a shared

Lieutenant Astli: Goes free

mg&t. SSSgS ESgtH
1
Se Easter rebellion was the

as-■ db"

racy should be. Neither s d
proved capable °f answering
question, which is cruoal In a
countiy whcrc'yeh
LJ*
elected government has been
°VprSideni AlfonsPn came to

**

the anti-militaristic reputation of
the Radical Party, while the sen-

se&ss:Kssr1-

are still waiting, they say. but now
a s
J rcyentmcnt
wim^ Pf #
dia.
q!uc lhey arguc, they have suf^ of siial opprobrium and economic hardship

ssspo ^5

&2J2S&wide s
open it«^causc Jc wants a coup
attempt, said one captain, and
... not one military officer will
Sh°W “President Alfonaln apBut

oriy * to betraycd.■
can
Pfor £thcf rcasons;
|he conduct of
the Malvinas War, but not for the

bear on the Falklands there
would be a more speedy solution.

^sss^iSsrJ

S“r5‘*h"ch ffKSA .be
vulnerable" in the continuing
East-West conflict which he be|ievesis being waged in Argentina
and the rest of Latin America,
"If these men have one
obsession," said Major Barxe.ro

sjs-sn

™ Ra,l0n wc could nol accep, a
lc{t.wing government, even if it
was elected; that is a complicated
problem for democracy.
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Office blasts

pfrwMH

day, hours after courts lifted
charges against 48 military
rS?tecrs a?cHsed of human
rights violations under the
former military government,
j he explosions caused heaw
damage at some of the of
fices, located in Buenos
Aires, Rosario, Tucuman ancL.
Mendoza. — Reuter.
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Argentina blasts
OFFICES of Argentina’s ruling Radical
Civic Union Party were bombed in six
cities yesterday in apparent protest
against an amnesty law exempting
nearly 200 military and police officers
from human rights trials, authorities
said. There were no injuries reported in
the blasts.
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Bomb attacks hit Argentina
BY TIM COONE IN ARGENTINA

A SERIES of apparently coordinaled bomb attacks in
various Argentine cities early
yesterday damaged 15 local
branches of the ruling political
party, and an office of a human
rights organisation.
There were no victims. No
organisation .has yet claimed
responsibility for the attacks,
which happened within 24 hours
of the supreme court ruling that
the controversial “ due obedience ” law was constitutional.
Following the ruling, more
than 100 military and police
officers who faced possible
prison sentences for crimes of
murder, torture and illegal
abduction during military rule,
have had all charges against
them dropped and immunity
future
against
prosecution
guaranteed under the terms of
the law.
In the coming days, a further

200 to 250 military and police
officers are expected to have
charges dropped.
One suspect who was released
from custody yesterday under
the new law, was a naval
lieutenant, Alfredo Astiz. He
faced a total of 18 charges and
was found responsible in an
earlier trial for the kidnapping
0f a young Swedish girl, Dagmar
Hagelin in 1977. who later disappeared. Lt Astiz could not be
sentenced as the charge for the
crime had run out.
An open verdict was made
regarding the girl’s alleged
murder as her body was never
found. Her case is similar to
those of some 9.000 others who
disappeared following abduction
by security forces between 1976
and 1983. Lt Astiz’s name has
also been linked to the dis
appearance of two French nuns
during military rule.

THE TIMES
Thursday 25 June 1987

Bombs hit
Argentina

Buenos Aires (AP) — Sixteen
bombs exploded across Ar
gentina yesterday in the
aftermath of a Supreme
Court ruling upholding the
law that freed at least 180
officers and security agents;
charged with human rights
abuses in the 1970s.
Police reported no injuries
in the pre-dawn bombings,
most of which occurred at
government parly offices in
this city of 10 million, as well
as in Cordoba, Mendoza,
Rosario, Tucuman and two
cities in the province of
Santa Fe.
Officials blamed rightwing terrorist “intimidators” but the far left was also
came in for blame.
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Argentine
military
charges
dropped
0

By Tim Coone in Buenos Aires
THE ARGENTINE govern
ment’s controversial “ due
obedience ” law was ruled
constitutional by the Supreme
Court early yesterday. The
ruling means that charges
will be dropped against most
of the 370 military and police
personnel accused of crimes
of murder and torture,
the
during
committed
military regime of 1976 to
1983.
Only 30 to 50 senior
officers, most of them now
retired, and who were then
in charge of military opera
tions, will continue to face
charges.
A constitutional appeal
against the law, which was
approved by the congress at
the beginning of the month,
was seen as the last resort of
human rights organisations
and families of the victims
of some 9,000 “disappeared”
political prisoners to try and
prevent identified torturers
and murderers from escaping
justice.
In its ruling the supreme
court also overturned sen
tences passed in December
last year by the Buenos Aires
federal court against a police
commissioner, a police doctor
and a police sergeant.
The three were condemned
on charges of homicide and
torture and received sentences
of 23 years, six years and four
vears imprisonment respectively, but will now be
released.
/v _
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Alfosisin visit raises hopes
of US Falkland^ mediation
BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

t’

THE PRIVATE tour to the west
coast of the US by President
Raul Alfonsin of Argentina,
which ends today, has raised
further expectations of possible
US mediation in the Falkland
Islands dispute.
Mr Alfonsin has been accom
panied by a high-powered dele
gation, including Mr Dante
Caputo, the Foreign Minister,
Sourouille. the
Mr Juan
Economy Minister, and Mr
Theodore Gildred, the US am
bassador in Buenos Aires. The
envoy, who has been the prime
mover of the tour, said at the
weekend that the US wishes to
see “important issues” regard
ing the islands being dealt with
“this year.”
Mr Caputo is to travel to
Washington and New York this
week, when he is due to meet
Mr Robert Gelbard, the US

Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State for South America. Mr
Javier Perez de Ceullar, the UN
Secretary-General,
and
the
Argentine delegation at the
UN.
Mr Alfonsin said just over a
week ago, during ■•his visit to
Switzerland, that the Swiss and
US Governments were looking
for ways forward on the dis
pute. This raised speculation
that possible contacts with a
view to negotiations are in the
pipeline.
However, the sovereignty
issue remains the principal
obstacle to a renewal of talks.
Argentina insists that there
must be a British commitment
at some point to discuss the
issue, even if not immediately.
The UK Government insists
that sovereignty is not for
negotiation.
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Falkland sovereignty
From the Chairman of the AngloArgentine Society
Sir, In your editorial of June 16
you refer to the desirability of a
more flexible British attitude on
Falklands sovereignty in order to
fortify democratic government in
Argentina. Amen to that!
It is many decades since a
democratically elected President
has handed over power to a
democratically elected successor
in Argentina. Now there is an
opportunity for Britain to act in a
truly statesmanlike manner (and
to display the magnanimity that
behoves a victor in battle) by
proposing a Hong Kong-like trans
fer of sovereignty with two prin
cipal conditions:
1. Islanders must retain their
language and British nationality
(as with the Aland islanders who
retain their Swedish language and
customs but are part of Finland).
2. If there is any interruption to
democracy during the next 50
years, the deal is off.
Such an arrangement would, I
believe, deter the military from
any thoughts of revolution. Then,
after 50 years of on-going democ
racy it is unlikely the kelpers will
have anything to fear from Ar
gentine generals. In fact, as with
the Aland islanders, they should
enjoy the best of both worlds.
Yours sincerely,
BARNEY MILLER,
19 Oxford Road, SWI5.
June 16.
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Strong bank commitment
to $1.9bn Argentine loan
BY ALEXANDER NICOLL, EUROMARKETS EDITOR

ARGENTINA'S

international

strongly to the country’s^ request for a $1.95bn (£1.2bn)
new loan, regarded as a key
test of banks’ approach to debt
problems in developing conn-

pe^entage'^int which' they
r manv to
reduce further
“Ssl£
hy = many
their willingness to make new ponding between then and July
loans.
17 will earn a £ fee.
The Argentine Treasury and
h .
Citibank^ sai^ the M percent ^f^rgejgm. s 12306°accOunt

Commitments to the loan ,»d ^critical mass” whic^would
reached 9i per cent of the total ^°netary Fund t0 give the
by a Wednesday night deadline,
j g0.ahead for its own
according to a joint statement |
gstandby credit agreeArgentine^Trealiiry Z
ment
That
would also trigger
------__ ,,
$2bn of loans from the World
bank, the US bank which heads
the country’s advisory com Bank.
Mr William Rhodes, the
mittee.
_
t ko Citibank executive who chairs
The Argentine loan t0 De the advisory committee, said he
accompanied by a rescheduling wag encouraged by the response
of $30bn of debt to banks, is tne and that telexed commitments
first attempt at the so-called were still arriving at Citibank’s
“menu” of alternative!fina“«ng offices jn New York.
?umm\t’ofntheStopasevheenTndusThe high level of commit• i naiinnu last week This is ments partly reflects a desire
designed to provide more by large banks to back up their
flexible financing and overcomes statements that, despite the
The banks" growing reluctance to loss provisions, they want to
.n g troubled
debtor remain
constructive
in
innntries
providing finance to problem
countneS'
debtors,
It is also the first such loan
More immediately, however,
to be sought since banks, led
inby Citibank, last month, made they were attracted by an

nt^the tow.,
reflect undertakings from this
group and include promises
from Japanese and UK banks.
Efforts will be made over the
next few weeks to coax answers
from the remainder, which
f,ave the option to take so-called
“exjt bonds,’.’ another innovative
feature of the package. Banks
receiving such bonds would no
ionger be subject to requests
t0 take part in further loans and
reschedulings.
Another indication of progress came with the formal
signing of a $10;.6bnrescbedub
ing agreement for Chile. The
country’s 400 creditor banks had
agreed to take part before
Wednesday’s signing—the first
time full participation m such a
package has been assured
beforehand.

I
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Falkland cutback
THE size of the British Army garrison
on the Falklands is to be reduced, the
Ministry of Defence confirmed. A
spokesman refused to discuss numbers
of troops but it is believed the outgoing
unit has 600 men and the incoming about
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Banks put up 91% of
new Argentine loan
©

-J

COMMERCIAL banks have menu approach, which incorpo
stumped up 91 per cent of the rates flexible
financing options
$1.95bn (£1.22bn) in new loans for into the funding package. This is
Argentina — close to the “critical seen as particularly important for
mass” of commitments required a country such as Argentina
before
the ...International
Mone- where more than 100 creditor
taniCllfW<
,
taiy Fund will release new money, banks account for less than 1 per
hik/ “ovel „aPProach, creditor cent of the nation's debt. The reco^hmPnt°?ered 3 -!rPer Cunt IuCtaDCe of smaU banks to Put up
2“*
Prov!dlng they fresh money has caused problems
^tfalHJUmnk d?d,lnef?,rpr°yid- m recent financing packages for
mg funds. This drops to Vs until 17 debtor countries
In the light of moves by some of
August with no fee thereafter.
hf thCf instltu.tl0ns’ re" larger hanks to increase their prohanktrchh ween fa*St5r than SOme vlslons against loans to debtor
THp A™? tXpe^ted' • , ,.
countries, some bankers had felt
The Argentine loan is the first institutions would be less willing
put Jogether under the so-called to put up new money.
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Falklands
garrison
cut to 200

(h

!

THE REDUCTION of the Brit
ish Army presence in the Falk
lands by two-thirds, from a battal
ion to a reinforced company of
! 200 men, cuts the military pres
ence there to its lowest since the
1982 war, Mark Urban writes.
Government policy is that the
islands should have the smallest
garrison necessary to deter an Ar
gentine attack. Since the Mount
Pleasant air base opened last
year, reinforcement by air has be
come the key to the strategy for
holding the islands.
The air base cost nearly £400m.
But it is hoped the reduction of
forces will cut the cost of garri
soning the Falklands from £257m
this year to about £100m in three
or four years’ time.
In a time of crisis, RAF Tristar
transport planes would fly re
inforcements in. There are facili
ties for up to 10,000 troops to be
housed on the islands. Anti-air
craft missiles and an airfield re
pair team are based at Mount
Pleasant in case of a attack on the
base.
All three services have been
anxious to reduce the numbers of
men sent to the islands on unac
companied six-month tours. Bor
edom and separation from their
families makes Falklands duty un
popular among many servicemen.
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Labour urges talks with
Argentina over Falklands

By David Fairhail
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Falkland garrison
cut by 400 men
2^5Sf?ssss£rK^te,iass.2£5s^»“
f. Jhe reduction is the first major cutback in infantry since
warmth*10 rcpe[ aJJ. Ar6entine invasion force ended five
years this month. Plans for the islands’ defence are being
mnHondinW!qsIh7e-C<?Stk0f guarding the Elands was £435
million in 1986-7 is to be cut to £124 million in 1989-90.
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Falklands
garrison
reduced
By John Keegan,
Defence Correspondent

THtL
4RiMY garris°n of
h A F.aIklands is to be
BfldftCaer m SrlZe- The 2nd
Battalion Royal Irish
Bangers, will not be
2cefd by a full battalion
after it returns home next
month.
The 1st Battalion, Devon and
fo?rFalIdaTT' Which is nexl
re[nfnrlk a dS duty' wil> ^nd a
reinforced company. The numfrom 600 to some 200.
A Ministry of Defence
spokesman commented that
the centralisation of the garriI
Pleasant■ an<* the
aDinty the airport gives us
rapidly to reinforce the islands
if necessary permit some force
ZtCU°n- Force ,eve,s remain
I lightTofreview in
I

PIeasant» an airfield of
ml international standard, 40
miles from Port Stanley, was
fsnnnt Mr0mpi£ted at a cost of
£500 million. The army and air
force garrison has now been
concentrated around it.
i/LPr?ieCii0!? of the islands
is provided by a force of
W*ntThS’ ^ieved t0 number
four. The chief mission of the
army gamson is now to protect
the airfield against surprise
attack.
Last night a Defence Ministry
spokesman said it was imposs
ible to quantify how much the
th^17 .would save by cutting
aaiin50n' Ml,itary costs are
scheduled to fall by £35 million
*59m t<SntW° years

i
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UK banks
share loan to
Argentina
THE BIG British banks have
agreed to contribute their share
to a new $1.95bn (£1.22bn) loan
for Argentina, which forms part
of an innovative financing pack
age involving the so-called menu
of options for commercial banks.
Creditor banks were offered
the incentive of a 3/s per cent com
mitment fee providing they
agreed
to
contribute
by
yesterday’s deadline. There had
been concern that UK banks
might only commit their $244m
slice on condition US banks con
tributed their full share, leading
to a repeat of the row over the re
cent $7bn loan for Mexico.
However, the British banks
wanted to keep a low profile on a
potentially politically-sensitivc
loan, and there was also uncer
tainty whether such conditions
would rule them out of a commit
ment fee. As a result their main
condition is only that the full
$1.95bn should be reached.
The Argentine loan is the first
since banks, led by Citicorp,
started making big additional pro
visions against loans to debtor
countries. Some bankers believe
this will make it more difficult to
raise such loans in the future. But
all the banks on the Argentine ad
visory group have put up their
share and one banker said:
“There is no sign at all that major
banks, especially those who have
followed the Citicorp route, are
declining to commit.”
l\v
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Harold Briley The future for the Falklands

A big economic boost
in Fortress Falklands
Five years after Argentina's

["SomUmd s'oSdevelopment

colony appear, to be »u"‘^e'd ,n“° histo^.
, 2er farms. Land division with wider
was one of the major reforms advoshackleton. The result of people
Qwn farms has been greater efflg
hj her woo[ production. At Fox Bay
^ newly created woollen mill, run by a
^ ^ and Grizelda

l

There's been a remarkable transformation since
ihe immediate aftermath of the J982 con^ct
when Lord Shackleton’s second economic
studv, requested by the Government, warned of
the danger of serious contraction and pos ^
collapse of the internal economy unless drasuc

•;lv

c

aC'-i°h^eehas been much argument about the
ri of sustaining the Falklands. The military
cost of sus
8
i3i0()0 minion: for the
bill has now
^
the islands,
Task Force campaign to recovei
setting up the garrison with all its equipmen ,
and building the major military airport comp .
at Mount Pleasant, which, with its associated
port at Mare Harbour, has cost more than £400
million pounds. Th.s military
critics of die Fortress raiK
snent £1 5 million for each and every Falkland
Islander, and that it would save money to give
them all compensation to setde elsewhej^ Th.s
proposition is angrily rejected by the islander^
AVeVe been here for generations, they say. Its
our land and our home. Were British. They
appeal to British taxpayers to view the costs in
perspective. In contrast to the huge military
expenditure, a comparatively modest sum of
less than £60 million has been spent for the
hpnefit of the 1 900 civilian residents, for social
be , rnnnmif development. That includes £15
an Minn for Jepa^ reconstruction and replacemi
■ hi aircraft
aircraft aand
desment10 ofr civd
d other property
^^

Cockwell, is producing wool of exceptional
quality. But wool as die main and only industry
is now rivalled by fishing.'
Some inshore projects are still only in their
early stages. A pioneer fishing project run by a
Humberside firm, Fortoser, has caught large
quantities of delicious South Atlantic crab with
a boat from Britain. The crab has already been
on sale in Stanley’s West Store supermarket, but
die development grant for this research project
has now run out , and the project is about to be
basis ,by an, Anglotaken over ona commercial
..
.. .
Swedish consonium called Witteboyd, which
plans to extend it to include squid processing.
In another Falklands-based initiative, several
hundred tiny salmon were brought from
Scotland—from Stirling University—to start salmon farming at Fox Bay. They seem to have
adapted happily to their new environment after
their 18,000-mile flight from Brize Norton in
Oxfordshire and are now thriving. The young
Falkland Islander in charge of the project,
Simon 1 Hardcastle, is also establishing oyster
beds, and it is hoped these can become viable

^llO milHon for building a new Stanley
hospital (a replacement for *e^Wd

commercial
activities. new factor promising to
^ ^ imporiant
transform the islands' i"ter,nal ,ec“‘Sn ^
150-mile^f^ng ^ « ar^.^ •

pounS has been al.o=

£*£

represen tatives "and the Foreign and Common-

tlQn, wkh Argentina

milhon ranseoutbEUcon^mic development so far
,
? ohr new hope to islands which had
has broug
PQ
'benign neglect'
?reV A, cyreTsWe Bridsh governments, as the
stands recently retired Deputy Governor and

south’‘'Stic fishing-grounds a^ con^
stocks of fish, especially squid. These stocks
h
been seriously threatened by over'f'sh‘"®
“ the previ0us free-for-all. As many as 600
foreign vessels tet season from East and

ssu*" *T„o,rsrs *
David Taylor, descr.bed it. We must

10 Briiain more in profits fmmjis bsm
^
“'“"’rfE’lInJ. Governor Mr

s:"tSr«
and uncertainty over tygenuna s^ ^ ^
claim to sovereignty, and tn p
Opposition political partieslife.
The Glanders are mve ung tn
30
“
"^rSJSTof
government
savings
couples have taken
farms, split off from the
loans to buy their own

Fishing now rivals wool
as the main industry,
since Britain declared
a 150-mile fishing zone
these waters.
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of some of the Polish, Japanese and Taiwanese
vessels complain that the licences are too high,
when it comes to it, they quickly pay up and
are making good catches.
The Falkland Islands government has already
received £10 million from licences. There will
be at least another million from harbour dues
and catch trans-shipment fees in the sheltered
waters of Berkeley Sound, outside Stanley Har
bour. Four million pounds is set aside for
i, rT. ■ policing the zone, with two civilian patrol ves■*> '
sels and a civilian surveillance plane. If addi
1 '
* tional licences are granted next season and the
patrol reduced to one vessel, then the profit
could be much higher. Several million more
pounds are expected from joint fishing ventures already operating between British companies and Japanese and Taiwanese boats.
This is only the beginning of what could be a
burgeoning
industry. The Poles and other for
Land division has led to greater efficiency and
eign fishermen complain they have so far been
liigher wool production
unable to obtain fresh food supplies from the
Falklands, where the big hydroponic marketgarden employing new technology has fallen so
far behind schedule. The foreign boats also
have to go all the way to Punta Arenas in
southern Chile or Montevideo in Uruguay for
repairs and other supplies. In time, the Falk
lands hope to provide food, fuel and other
fleet-supply facilities reminiscent of their role
last century as a port of call for many ships
rounding Cape Horn, in the pre-Panama Canal
era. Such facilities could give the islands a key
role in future Antarctic research.
Tourism, too, has begun in a modest way. In
this its first season, a new tourist lodge on Sea
Lion Island and converted farmhouses on
Pebble Island and at Port Howard have played
host to several groups of tourists from Britain,
paying more than £2,000 for holidays, concen
trating on the magnificent penguin and other
wildlife of the Falklands, as well as battlefield
tours. Development of oil potential, either
offshore or perhaps in the islands themselves,
however, seems far off. Offshore exploitation
could hardly be viable without Argentine co
Fishing in the Falklands: ships like this now pay £50,000 to £60,000 a time in licence fees
operation, as Lord Shackleton pointed out.
David Taylor told me: 'I don’t think the
The zone came into force only in February islands will develop in some enormously specV
this year, and despite Argentine protests has tacular way. What we can do is improve the
worked well so far. The number of fishing quality of people’s life quite a lot, improve
vessels operating in these waters has been cut their prosperity, and make use of the natural
drastically to just over 200, to insure fish stocks and human resources we have in the islands.’
are no longer seriously depleted. The zone,
Military spending is coming down dramaticaladvocated by Lord Shackleton and campaigned ly with the completion of Mount Pleasant airfor vigorously for so long by the Falkland port and transfer of most of the garrison there.
Islanders, is already bringing in comparatively The airport can take big modern jetliners, flying
large sums in licence fees. Each ship pays as the 4,000 miles non-stop from Ascension Island,
much as £50,000 or £60,000 a time, according replacing the smaller Hercules transports which
to the vessel s size and catch. Although captains had to refuel twice in the air. So Mount
Pleasant allows swifter reinforcement from Bri
tain, leaving a smaller garrison stationed there,
at much less cost. It is believed the garrison has
been halved to about 2,000, though of course
the Ministry of Defence refuses to disclose
figures for security reasons. In three years, the
annual defence costs for the Falklands have
fallen by more than 50 per cent to less than
£300 million for this financial year, and should
drop below £200 million next year. On his
recent visit, the Defence Secretary, Mr George
Younger, told me he regarded the new airport
as good value for money, combining a vital
reinforcement facility for the military with
necessary potential for civil use and economic
development, such as tourism and crew
changes for civilian ships.
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Argentina’s wine lake overflows
BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

IF ASKED to name the halfdozen principal wine-producing
countries in the world, even a
moderately knowledgeable wine
connoisseur would probably
leave one country off the list—Argentina.
It is one of those surprising
statistical facts, to be pulled out
when after-dinner conversation
begins to lag over the wine
glasses.
that some 45,000
Argentinian vineyards each year
i produce some 2m to 3m tonnes
of grapes to be pulped and
fermented into some 20m to 25m
hectolitres of wine, or between
7 and 8 per cent of the world
total. It is one of Argentina’s
main industries.
The grape-picking season has
just come to a close and the
country is once again awashwith wine. The problem for
Government and growers alike
is what to do with it all, for
Argentina’s 30m population,
although big consumers, are
not the Bacchanalian revellers
they once were.
Neither is Argentina a sig
nificant exporter of wine, hence
its relative obscurity as a wineproducing nation and the
absence of Argentine wines
from European supermarket
shelves and dinner tables.
Mr Juan Zapata, an econo
mist and one of Argentina’s
leading specialists on the wine
industry, says that the Argen
tine palate is changing. The
younger generations are con
suming less wine, with less
alcohol content, while beer and
soft drinks, and mineral waters
are increasing in popularity.
“ Surplus stocks this year are
some 12m hectolitres, or about
60 per cent of one year’s con
sumption,” he said.
The first vines were planted
in Argentina over 400 years
ago, practically with the begin
ning of the Spanish colonisa
tion,
establishing
a
wine
industry which was to become
the economic base of the
provinces Mendoza and San
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Juan, and which continues to
this day.
The present overproduction
problems, however, are due to
a major expansion in vine
planting in the late 1960s and
70s.
Plantations grew from
250,000 hectares to 350,000 hec
tares in the space of 15 years,
stimulated by central and local
government tax incentives and
a generalised economic policy
of import substitution.
But just as production capa
city reached its peak in 1977
local demand—on which the
producers depend for 98 per
sent of their sales—began a
steady decline which shows no
sign of being reversed. In the
past 10 years per capita con
sumption of wine has dropped
by a third from its peak of
92 litres per annum to only
59 litres last year, the lowest
level in over 30 years.
The decline in demand has
resulted in a steady growth in
stocks since the late 1970s, and
the need for increased storage
capacity. Storage now exists for
almost three years’ production.
Argentine wines arc mostly
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common table wines produced
from inferior grape species. The
industry grew as a protected
market without any special refe
rence to quality considerations,
so that very dry and somewhat
acid wines have come to domi
nate the local taste.
This has created a quality
problem, inhibiting the develop
ment of an export market
already well staked out by the
traditional exporters in Europe.
Those classified as “fine” wines
make up less than 15 per cent
of total production, and of
these, only some 200,000 to
300.000 hectolitres find their
way into the export market,
mostly in the US or Brazil.
Mr Zapata claims that Argen
tine wines can compete inter
nationally, citing export figures
of almost 700,000 hectolitres in
1978. “The export market is
an investment though, which
can be quickly lost through
fluctuating
exchange
rates,
which have affected all Argen
tinian exports, and high raw
material costs.”
He blames the Government
for the lack of a clear export

policy and over-regulation ol
the sector, which prevents the
development of new products
such as “ wine-coolers ”—mixes
of wine with fruit juices which
have caught on in the US
market.
Some changes are underway
though. Growers are being
encouraged to move out of
monoculture vine production,
which predominates in many
areas, and into stone fruit and
vegetable production, aimed at 1
the South American export
market and out-of-season sales
to Europe. Secondly, a scheme
whereby Government stocks,
and those retained by producers
under a government quota
system which restrains sales
onto the market, will be used
to finance an uprooting pro
gramme to either aid the
grower out of vine production
altogether or to replant, or
graft with better varieties,
which can produce wines of
export quality.
Growers who participate in
the plan will receive wine from
stocks over two to three years
equivalent to what they would
have produced, and which they
can sell on the market. In the
past year the Government has
also begun introducing an
export bias into its economic
policy, which although aimed
primarily at industrial products
may also soon begin benefiting
the wine growers.
This is considered a better
solution to the problem than
compulsory
distillation
or
simply pouring the surplus wine
away, methods used at various
times in other parts of the
world. One novel suggestion,
made in all seriousness, has
been for farmers to use it as a
mildly effective pesticide. Des
pite the Argentine propensity
for dry, acid wines it is a pro
posal which horrifies local
“ an unjust
connoisseurs
reflection on the many good
wines that are produced here,”
said one.
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Shortages force Argentina
to import $ 140m of oil
BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

FINANCIAL AND adminislrative problems withiln Argentina’s slate oil company, Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales,
have provoked fuel shortages in
recent weeks and a decision by
the government to import lm
cubic metres of petroleum pro
ducts at an estimated cost of
$140m.
The products are to be bought
on the open market through
’Ihtcrpetrol, the YPF subsidiary
over the next 90 days. The
director of the Interpetrol says
countertrade arrangements are
under discussion “ with various
countries ” with a view to export
products such as corned beef
and tractors, to reduce the
foreign exchange drain on the
central bank.
Argentina recently became
self-sufficient in oil production,

but YPF, which is Argentina’,
biggest company with a turnover of $4bn per year, is
presently the focus of a sharp
debate both within and outside
the government, over efforts to
privatise oil exploration
A reduction of government
subsidies to state enterprises,
as part of a financial stabilisation plan agreed with the IMF,
resulted last year in a sharp
drop of almost 40 per cent in
the exploration effort by YPF
and a 20 per cent drop in production.
Private sector production has
meanwhile failed to fill the gap
due to continuing differences
over the wording of future ex
risk
ploration
contracts.
The problem has been further exacerbated by a cold snap
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Argentine
court rejects
immunity
BUENOS AIRES (Reuter) - A
federal appeals court yesterday
declared unconstitutional a new
law barring prosecution of most !
Argentine military officers ac
cused of human rights violations
when the country was under mili
tary rule. The ruling, in the
southern city of Bahia Blanca,
follows a similar decision by a
lower court judge last week.
The law gives immunity to
nearly all junior military officers
accused of committing atrocities
during the former military gov
ernment on grounds that they
were obeying orders from superi
ors when they committed crimes.
President Raul Alfonsin pro
posed the law in hopes of sooth
ing military anger against civil
trials of officers, after a rebellion
in April sparked by an officer’s
refusal to appear in court on
charges of human rights viola
tions. Mr Aifonsfn signed the bill
into law last week after Congress
passed it by a wide margin.
Yesterday’s ruling was the first
by an appeals court against the
law and could signal a decision
soon from the Supreme Court.
The ruling came in response to a
suit brought by lawyers for vic
tims of rights abuses, who have
filed scores of murder, torture
and other charges against offi
cers who served in the Fifth Army
Corps based in Bahia Blanca
during military rule.
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Unlucky albatross
An albatross which wandered
into the wrong hemisphere is

Dennis Coutts

The sad story of Albert, a Shetlands tourist

close t° coming ofage as a bird attraction who will never see the south again

of Britain. Each year for 20--------------------------------------------------------------years it has appeared on the
cliffs of our wild northern eight feet, but is very inactive 1860 until it was shot in 1894.
islands, dwarfing resident by day, sleeping a lot on a It was known to fisherman as
guillemots and razorbills and platform it has made for itself “the king of the gannets”.
plastering mud around. In
Ni
■
f flihatro„
even the great gannets. The by
the southern ocean the species .
J.?'\aP*™f
bird, lost in these latitudes, feeds on squid: here it must ™'l“dln* *he. “^"£4
seems certain to live out its
days thousands of miles from leaves tS/nZLta,!! Antarctic waters and three are
i„d rLn^LPfn
found in the central Pacific.
the rest of its kind.
The black-browed albatross
ry'
TJneir reliance on winds to
(Diomedia melanophrvs) from . ‘Black-browed albatrosses support epic ocean migrations
the South Atlantic was first ,ive in 8reat numbers in the js such that in calm weather
seen on the Bass Rock in the Falkland Islands: they need they will settle on water and
Firth of Forth in 1967, moving w«nds to give them ‘lift’ wait until one starts to blow,
on to Unst in Shetland, where because of their huge wings. If The still air of the tropical
it has acquired the status of a one somehow crosses the Atlantic is an effective barrier,
local tourist attraction and a equator and the windless dol- and it is possible that those
nickname. Albert (although drums, it will have an awful which do penetrate the norththe bird’s sex is unknown).
Jot) getting back into the em regions have made the
southern hemisphere. Un- crossing as passengers on the
Peter Ellis, conservation fortunately, no other albatross superstructure of ships,
officer for the Royal Society has ever come to keep it
Relations between al
for the Protection of Birds in company, though there, have
Shetland, said: “The albatross been instances of other single batrosses and sailors have not
lives among a colony of birds elsewhere in the past.”
always been happy. Coleridge
put it vividly in the Rime of
gannets on 400ft cliffs at
One was recorded over the Ancient Mariner, who shot
Herma Ness at the north end
of the island. The hoteliers are Chichester Harbour, Sussex, the bird ofgood omen with his
delighted. Birdwatchers come in 1974, another on Fair Isle in crossbow and infuriated his
in parties from the mainland 1949. and a venerable individ- doomed, becalmed shipmates:
specially to see it. The bird is ual lived in Myggenaes Holm
And 1 had done a hellish
impressive with a wingspan of in the Faroes for 34 years from
thing,
And it would work ’em woe:
For all averred. I had killed
the bird
That made the breeze to blow.
Ah wretchI said they, the bird
to slay.
That made the breeze to blow!
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On a wing and a prayer: Albert
the black-browed albatross

!

Albert, meanwhile, though
among human admirers,
must wait for a very fair wind !
t0 b|ow jn a consort.

John A. Hill
©Tlrrwi N«w»paper* Ltd 19S7
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THE FALKLANDS AGENDA
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Islands lacks the ideal timing which it neededd
Overshadowed by a mutiny which threatened
h.s frail democracy in Argentina, he must have
Serp ,MmT m h0pe than “Potion.
i ne halklands remain an issue which Mr«
Thatcher may have to turn to during her third
term ofoffice as Prime Minister, with a view m
securing a better long-term solution But
events in Buenos Aires must have lowered it
This is not to oppose or discourage the

encountering
Se"or Alfonsin was
Next bmT.h8
Y ^ thln end of the wedge,
rang ng and i^7haSiidemandS COuld ^ wid«rmem more overt.
86 l°
govem™
British ST1 in
of a more flexible
sovereignty has
mpnt ■ e
\° fortlfy democratic governdemonstrat^toh”3*
aIlo^in8 Alfonsin to
^America**-'Sift^Thin*res* in’

SHs£§# p£«—1w i

and this, to nobody’s great surprise hasbeen
the only thing Argentina willTscuss It^as
this divergence which led to the immediate

Sir,

a °"iy

A,stSiS6Tir„,,s*,,w

h In 'Jn0t10,argue lhe case for continuing
A^Sh
,The moves "Wch
-fw,1!.»a has made on fishing nghts seem to

-Sisaas''ss is
suffsa?"

proposal from Buenos Aires - which is soil
being considered by the Foreign Office
Meanwhile however Sen or A hw' .
government was shaken hv?n f°nSm ■ 0Wn

mm S0.ver®lgnty ln ,the shadow of the Easter
Br?fS Alres' But is not beyond
*b5 ab,llty of dlPIomats of both countries to de
SC, a"
agenda which would allow

Iriumph of mind over milter - a'nd victor/ for
his regime in Buenos Aires. According to^that
interpretation, the President survived hie
baptism of fire, to emerge much stronger than

advanee" e" ?01 'T,!'1' Of''1 time even for that
nnid^n?• Seiior Alfonsm might >not think it
Patent to remind his electorate just now that
will play nom^or“pS* “ WhiCh sovereignty

Pessimists point out that he did so onlv after
making important concessions to the rebels
replacing senior officers they disapproved of
arresting only two leaders of the mutiny and
dropping charges against about 40 others who

nnT*!f™e^ ^.argument that the islands will
Latin
r^storation
their
e^nsi^ S>m^ “t wiil remain an
some sdutio^ is found
Mrs Thatcher tn ?AB 1 ,lf ?® Pressure on

sssr4 progre“-,he «■»
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Pressure growing
for Falkland talks
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Argentine law
unconstitutional

'

V- I

An Argentine federal judge, in
the first legal test of the newlyenacted “due obedience” law,
has ruled unconstitutional a
measure that grants immunity
to 200 military officers accused
of human rights abuses during
the 1970s. AP-DJ reports fromh
Buenos Aires.
As a result, the supreme court
must determine the validity of
the law.

I

the daily telegraph

Saturday 13 June 1987

Argentine navy
chief backs
Belgrano attack

v' p

AN Argentinian admiral has
backed Britain’s decision to
attack the Belgrano at the
beginning of the Falklands
campaign.
Rear Adml Allara says: “As
far as I am concerned, from a
strictly professional point of
view, I cannot criticise that
action. She was a ship carrying
out a war mission connected
with the conflict.”
The admiral makes his com
ments and confirms the war
mission of the Belgrano in the
final programme of the BBC 3
documentary series about
Diplomacy over the Falklands,
presented by Michael Charlton.
It is to be broadcast on Sunday.

j

r

■i

the independent

Saturday 13

Obedience upset
Buenos Aires (Reuter) — An
Argentine federal judge ruled
unconstitutional a new “due
obedience” law which shields
most military officers from
prosecution for human rights
violations committed under
military rule.
The ruling relates only to the
case of five officers currently
being tried before the judge,
but it was expected to embar
rass the government.

June 1987
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MARR LOOKS
TO FUTURE IN
FALKLANDS
THE Hull company J. Marr
Ltd now has one of the biggest commercial operaFalkland
tions in the
Islands with nearly 100
people, including islanders,
involved.
This is revealed in the cornnewsletter,
pany’s
first
launched to keep Marr’s
employees,
especially
the
crews at sea and clients and
suppliers around the world
abreast of group activities.

Jiggers
Marr says its team in the
Falklands includes those who
have gone out from the UK
to help run the squid fishery
catching, transhipping and
marketing operations and act
as observers on the chartered
jiggers. The firm has also
employed Falkland Islanders
to work on the fishery patrol
vessels and is recruiting UKbased islanders to return to
jobs on the islands.
Management of the three
fishery patrol vessels is a

Falkland Islands Government
contract run separately from
the commercial activities of
Marr.

Japan
This year Marr has overseen the joint fishing ventures with 27 jiggers from
Japan and 12 from Taiwan.
The firm has also been
involved
in
transhipping
operations, set up by Graham
Botterill.
The Anglo-Japanese joint
venture is now described by
Jim Hind of Marr as "a
model
of successful cooperation.” The venture with

the Taiwanese is expected to
be as successful, says Marr.
Many of the firm’s staff
have visited the Falklands:
Mr. Rotterjll went out at the
beginning of the year to oversee the start up of the fishery
patrol and the fishing operaand representatives
tions
from Marr Seafoods have
been to check what the cornpany calls "one of its most
important international marketing operations.
Marr claims to have built
up an "in depth” knowledge
of squid jigging techniques
from its visits and says the
experience gained from these
"could provide the key to the
future.”
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The brittle Falklands outcome of the Prime..
Minister’s ‘flexible’ nuclear response
Sir, — The Prime Minister
has made it clear that Brit- '
ain holds firm to a nuclear
strategy of flexible response:
the preparedness to use nu
clear weapons first if facing
a conventional defeat.
After the attack on HMS
Sheffield on May 4. 1982,
Britain diverted a Resolutionclass Polaris missile submarine from the North-east t
Atlantic to about 300 miles
south-west of Ascension
Island. This was some 3,000
miles from the normal patrol
area and out of missile range
of the Soviet Union.
The R-class submarine was
fcscOrted by two nuclear
powered attack submarines
during its deployment in
mid-Atlantic which contin
ued throughout most of the
Falklands war. .The sub
marine carried 16 Polaris A3
missiles, each equipped with
three 200-kiloton thermo
nuclear warheads.
Targeting tapes for the
fire-control computers were
assembled for the coordi
nates for Cordoba, the majpr
centre
in
military
Aregentina. which was
within missile range of the
submarine’s postion.
The Prime Minister in
formed us at the start of the
Falklands war that defeat
wras unthinkable. The Exocet
attack on Sheffield showed
that the capital ships, and
therefore the whole task

ii mm...... ■■■ l 1 11—

force, were ■ vulnerable to
conventional defeat,
Would the Government’s
stated policy of flexible res
ponse have been employed?
If not, why..was a missile
submarine deployed in this
manner? — Yours faithfully*.
Paul Rogers.
2a Hallas Road,
-Kirkburton, Huddersfield,

i
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Views on Falklands
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Buenos Aires (Reuter) —
Britons gave their views
yesterday on Argentine state
television on the Falkland
Islands dispute, and most of
those portrayed criticized
Mrs Thatcher’s stance on the
disputed islands.
“I don’t see the point in
Britain keeping the Falk
lands. I think it’s stupid,”
one middle-aged woman on
a London street said during
the ‘‘vox pops”.
One young man said:
‘‘There should have been at
least an attempt at nego
tiations” during the bloody
10-week war in 1982. Others
said the islands rightfully
belonged to Britain and that
Argentina had blown the
dispute out of proportion.

I
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Sappers on long
ride to nowhere
AN 8,000 mile charity cycle
ride from the Falkland
Islands to the UK was the
brainchild of CpI Titch
Mahon’s fertile imagination.
He persuaded colleagues in
3 Troop, 53 Field Squadron
(Construction) to help him
out - and promptly produced
four exercise bicycles!
The distance between
their base at Mount Pleasant
and home was calculated
and off they went. Nearly 38
hours later they “arrived” in

Blighty having collected
£500 on the way. They hope
to double that before pre
senting the money to the
Cambridge Children’s Hos
pice at Milton, near Waterbeach Barracks.
□ Men of the rear party of 1
Cheshire at Caterham Bar
racks, Surrey, scored more
than a million points during a
24 hour darts marathon and
raised £700 for the Zeebrugge disaster fund.

Thanks to
EFI and
Naafi
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Civilians are taking over the
running of Naafi’s facilities on
the Falkland islands from
uniformed staff of the Expedi
tionary Forces Institutes
(EFI).
The change follows the
establishment of the new
tri-Service base at Mount
Pleasant airfield, 30 miles from
the capital Port Stanley.
The new civilian team will be
13 staff recruited in the UK and
a dozen from the Atlantic island
of St Helena.
Lt Gen Sir Charles Huxtable,
QMG and president of the
Naali Council, has written to
Naafi in appreciation of the
“magnificent backing” given
by the EFI staff in the peculiar
environment of the Falklands
operation.
“I am absolutely certain that
without the EFI, morale would
have suffered ...”
Well done, Naafi and EFI!

Falklands
fund calls
may rise
LONG term calls on the £3 million
remaining in the South Atlantic Fund may
slowly rise as the disabilities of wounded
Servicemen increase and new charitable
needs of ageing beneficiaries become clear.
If these can be attributed in origin to the
1982 conflict then grants will be paid. In
some cases a wound or resultant disability
may worsen or not respond to treatment as
expected.
New cases, particularly associated with
deafness and psychological damage, still
arise according to the annual ieport of the
South Atlantic Fund. By the end of last
year the fund had distributed nearly £14
million to Servicemen and their families
suffering as a result of the Falklands war.
The life of the fund has been extended
until July 1988 and this decision will be
reconsidered at the end of 1987. The fund
was to have been wound up in July this
year and the balance transferred to Service
benevolent funds.

I
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Argentine power cut threat
BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

THE ARGENTINE Nuclear
Energy. Commission-has warned
of . electricity supply., cuts .if a
shutdown of the country’s two
nuclear power plants continues.
A dispute with maintenance
workers at the plants, Atucha I
and Einbalse, led to the shutdown. The immediate motive
was safely, as the commission
became unable to carry out

k

routine maintenance due to
staff working to rule
The two .plants .have . been
.providing recently as much as
20 per cent of national elec*
tricity output — about double
their
planned
contribution,
Water levels are low at hydroelectric dams and the onset of
the southern wintpr is raising
domestic demand for energy.

I
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Prison plan
for Falklands
troop barge
By Michael Kallenbach
in New York
NEW YORK prison officials
are trying to buy a decom
missioned British troop
barge on the Falkland
Islands and turn it into a
floating prison.
If the sale goes through, for
$8 million to $10 million (£4.8
million to £6 million) it would
be used as a 700-bed minimumsecurity prison, according to Mr
Thomas Coughling, New York
state commissioner of Correc
tional Services.
He said his department con
sidered the price a “bargain”
and that it would help to allevi
ate the shortage of beds for
prisoners.
The state expects that by
early next year it will be short
of 4,700 beds.

Temporary barracks
The five-storey floating barge,
which was constructed as a tem
porary barracks for 890 British
soldiers in the Falklands, could
be moved to New York and
made ready for use within two
months.
“We’re facing a major bed
shortfall this fiscal year, and the
Commissioner wants to be the
first one in line with a cheque to
buy the barge,” said a spokes
man for the correctional
Department.
The barge, 300-ft long and
120-ft wide, was one of three
used to shelter British troops in
the islands shortly after the
1982 conflict with Argentina.
"They’re enormous floating
hotels,” said a British Army
spokesman in Port Stanley.
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The Falklands' new fisheries
conservation zone is now
patrolled by a Dornier Do.228.
Eric Beech reviews the
aircraft's role, with photo
graphs by Janice Lowe.

U

ntil recently one of the world’s
largest fisheries, around the
Falkland Islands, had remained
unlicensed and unregulated. Concern
about conserving fish stocks, and Argen
tina’s agreement with the USSR in 1986
over fishing in the area, led the Falkland
Islands Government to declare a fisheries
conservation zone. Since February 1 this
year the work of the Falkland Islands
Fisheries Patrol, with its Dornier Do.228,
has become central to the success of the
FLIGHT INTERNATIONAL 6 June 1987
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Top Molly Mawk at Mount Pleasant Airbase.
Above The Falklands crest on its fin

operation.
The aircraft is used to reconnoitre the
fisheries conservation zone, which
extends out 150 miles from the islands.
More than 200 fishing vessels from at least
ten countries regularly operate in the area,
and as many as possible have to be logged
during the Dornier 228’s daily sorties. The
aircraft has been named after a local bird,
the Molly Mawk, and certainly appears to
be at home in the challenging flying condi
tions over the Falklands. Weather condi
tions, especially the strong winds, are
notoriously unpredictable, but the
Dornier can operate in crosswinds of up to
35kt, and appears to be robust enough for
the patrol task.
The Fisheries Patrol mounts five sorties
a week, weather permitting, and uses two
crews. At the time of Flight's visit a crew
consisted of two pilots, who were both
classed as Fisheries Protection Officers.
Whatever evidence they might collect
would be accepted in a court of law, in the
35

i same wav as if they were operating from
I fisheries protection ship.
When the conservation zone
i announced, in December 1986, the
| Falkland Islands Government, through
| the British Government, called on the
! Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, and
| Food (MAFF) to establish a fisheries
i directorate and patrol organisation within
| three months. Peter Derham, a chief
j inspector in the MAFF, was largely
I responsible for achieving the objective, so
| that by February 1 two fisheries protec
tion ships and the fisheries aircraft were
operational.
The Fisheries Directorate in Port Stan
ley tasks the vessels and the aircraft which
i work in concert to patrol the area. The
I conservation zone is divided into a grid,
i with each element measuring 30 miles by
I 15 miles. Every fishing vessel has to make
I a daily radio report, giving its position,
details of its catch, and quantities tranI shipped to refrigerated ships. The date is
~ cessed by computer at the Direcj date's offices, to give a clear picture of
! where declared fishing activity is taking
| place.
As in all licensed fisheries, illegal fish: ing activity has to be tracked down. The
| Dormer is dispatched for anything up to
I five hours to survey the main concenI trations of fishing vessels and to identify
i any ships which have not filed radio
i reports, or which are not accounted for in
| the licensing records. Up to 220 licences
i are allocated at a time. So far these have
I been allotted to vessels from countries
I such as Poland. South Korea, and Japan,
which have historically fished in the area
I and which have voluntarily exercised
! restraint over catches in the past.
Molly Mawk is equipped with a Sperry’
500 radar for surveillance purposes, and
i appears to be well suited to the task,
However, crews comment that the
system’s large returns for all types of
precipitation causes problems at times.
From a normal operating altitude of
" 000ft Molly Mawk drops down to 150ft
;ove the waves to log each fishing
vessel’s registration and check it against a
registry. Upon return to base the informa
tion is then sent to the directorate for

36

Left The Dornier overflies a ‘'jigger” fishing for
squid

is ^—

further analysis. The fishery protection
vessels are then tasked to investigate any
evidence of infringements.
Once a concentration of fishing vessels
is located, the crew agree a patrol pattern
so that each vessel can be passed along its
beam. The ships are seldom assembled in
neat rows, so the Dornier has to weave
between them, banking steeply at the end
of each run. Although the pilots share the
task of spotting the identifications, the
workload is considerable. The Deputy
Director of Fisheries, Terry Plumb, was
concerned about this aspect of the
mission, and told Flight that the Direc
torate did not rule out the possibility that
an observer would be added to the flight
crew in future.
The pilots of the Fisheries Patrol have
nothing but praise for the Dornier. Capt
Dennis Stoten, whose flying career spans
44 years, including ten on North Sea
operations, describes the 228 as “a pilot’s
aircraft... very easy to fly and with good
low-level handling characteristics. Its low
stalling speed is ideal for the job.” His
copilot, Capt Mike Berry, is a former

Royal Navy Buccaneer pilot, and certainly
no stranger to low-level operations over
the sea. He says that patrol flying calls for
“the same basic techniques ... you could
say it takes me back ten years”.
The Fisheries Patrol operates quite
separately from the Royal Air Force
aircraft and the Royal Navy ships around
the Falklands. Obviously, the Fisheries
Directorate does advise the military of its
intended tasking. At present the aircraft
operates from Mount Pleasant Airbase,
but, as Terry Plumb emphasises, the Fish
eries Patrol does not have any secondarysurveillance role in the military’s
Falklands Islands Protection Zone. While
on patrol Molly Mawk has to make regular
radio checks. Should the 228's crew fail to
send their scheduled call, a search and
rescue helicopter from the Royal Air
Force's 78 Squadron at RAF Mount Pleas
ant would automatically be scrambled.
The 228 has been leased by the Falkland
Islands Government through Dornier for
the Fisheries Patrol. Originally, the
aircraft was used by the MAFF for surveil
lance duties around the south-western
approaches of the United Kingdom. It had
formed part of an evaluation by the Minis
try to assess the suitability of various
aircraft for the fisheries protection role.
When the MAFF was instructed to set up
the Falklands Fisheries Patrol the Dornier
was chosen because it was available, and
because its endurance and low-speed
search capability fitted the task. Bristow,
based at RAF Mount Pleasant, currently
holds the maintenance contract for the
228 and provides the flight crews.
The Fisheries Patrol has quickly estab
lished itself during the first four months of
its operations. Ironically, the first fishing
vessel to be found infringing the conser
vation zone was British-registered, but
Molly Mawk has found its wings as
rj
guardian of the Falklands Fisheries.
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Barge offered as US prison
„
,
0, ,
Hp io flico being offered the city. It has a complete sewage
From Jonathan Steele
He
0fBthe Govern- system ; it’s g<?t a salt-to-fresh
mAWashmgt°n.
mint’s0
Drivatisation
barge specially built for ment s privausauon policy,
y ^ water
even conversion
t a squashsystem
court,”; it’s
Mr
British troops m the Falkland The barge know)decom- James Flateau, a corrections
Islands may be used to accom- Pursdt ^ $21 million department spokesman, said,
modate pnsoners in New York
but has been It has two- and four-bed
Mr Thomas Couglilin the offered to New York state by a rooms.
Commissioner of Correctional private consortium for beIt would cost aboit $55 milServices is to ask the state tween $8 million and $10 lion t0 build a prison of similomciafnrp next
upvt week
wppk to buy
buv million.
lar size on land.
legislature
the floating barracks, one of
It is a five-storey structure,
No site has yet been chosen
three built after the Falklands 300ft long, which could be for the barge, which needs to
---- to house the troops until m0ved to New York within ^ moored in at least 12ft of
war
barracks were built on shore. two
two months
months to
to ease
ease aa shortage
snoriage water
water Tbe
The chairman
cbairman of
0f the
the
Mr Coughlin wants to of 4>70o beds in the prison crime‘and correction commit^Tis literally a floating &»»
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Argentine officers
given amnesty
yesterday to
rights trials of all but a small number of high-ranking
military officers (Eduardo Cue writes).
The 125-to-54 vote ended six weeks of intense behind-thescenes manoeuvring in an effort to quell deep discontent
that the trials have caused within the military establishment.
Whether the law will have its desired effect remains to be
seen All officers with the rank of general or below will now
be immune from prosecution on the Srounds tha^h^^e^
“coerced”. In practical terms, only between 40 and 50
retired officers may still be brought before the court.

■>
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‘Dirty war’ pardon approved
BUENOS AIRES - The House
of Deputies yesterday approved a
bill that would end prosecution of
most military officers accused of
human rights abuses during the
1970s “dirtv war”.
After seven hours'debate, the
deputies approved controversial
Senate amendments and sent the
bill to President Raul Alfonsin.
He hopes the bill will help end
military unrest that led to three
army garrison rebellions in April,
The bill absolves soldiers up to
the rank of brigadier general from
prosecution on human rights abuse charges because they were
presumably following orders from
superiors
Human rights groups estimate
this would effectively end the pro-

)

L

From William Heath
of Associated Press
secution of about 250 officers now
on trial or facing charges in fedoral courts in connection with
thousands of cases of kidnapping
torture and murder committed
during the former military government’s campaign against subversives. Only generals and scrvicemen accused of rape or abducting children will face prosecution under the new bill.
Deputy Balbino Zubiri, a member of Mr Alfonsin’s Radical Civie Union, defended the Senate
modifications, which raised the
absolution limit from lieutenant
colonel to brigadier general. He

said the bill would serve as a
“concrete step towards achieving
national unity... and overcoming
animosities
between civilians and
.... ,
military mel .
House Majority Leader Cesar
Jar0SJ?fky-h°™V“fhUtaw fs the
armed forces, that this law is the
maximum and inal[offer thatcrvtlian power will make m seeking
national reconciliation •
Opponents of the biU described
the measure as a mockery of
justice that would neither pac
ify the country nor end tension
and crisis . Human rights groups
immediately labelled the bill a
poorly disguised amnesty and
accused the government of bowing to pressure from the armed
forces.
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Most Argentine officers
escape ‘dirty war’ trials
BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

THE CONTROVERSIAL bill
absolving
most
Argentine
military officers accused of
human rights abuses was
approved by Argentina’s Con
gress yesterday.
The law means the courts can
now only press charges of
murder and torture against
senior officers responsible for
planning the repression follow
ing the 1976 coup. More than
9,000 people disappeared after
abduction by security forces.
Some 370 members of the
security forces, ranging from
sergeants to generals, face
charges in the courts, but the
law will now limit the number
to be tried to between 30 and
50.

The bill has been pushed
through the two houses of
Congress by the government
in the wake of the Easter mili
tary rebellion. The rebels
demanded an end to the trials.
The bill has provoked criti
cism from human rights acti
vists, opposition politicians,
and even dissidents within the
ruling Radical Party, who see
the law as an unacceptable con
cession to military pressures.
In the closing debate on the
bill, a leader of the opposition
Peronists, Mr Jose Manzano,
criticised the government for
drafting the bill under pres
sure. The criticism was

L

ment from the armed forces.
President Raul Alfonsin inti. mated to army chiefs last
month that there may be
“ complementary measures ” to
the law absolving further senior
officers. The president has the
power of pardon, but it can
only be invoked once sentence
has been passed.
A further problem is that
junior officers might still refuse
to testify in the courts against
their superiors. The latter now
face the full weight of the
charges for crimes such as
murder and torture committed
by their juniors, and which
under the new law are assumed
to have been carried out on
orders from the high command.
This is the fundamental justi
fication of the “Due Obedience”
bill.

Doubts have been voiced by
General Jose Caridi: hard the president of the Chamber
of Deputies, Mr Juan Pugliese,
line speeches
a Radical, who after meeting
accepted by the head of the gov- President Alfonsin said that the
eminent benches, Mr Cesar head of the army, General Jose
Jaroslavsky, but he justified Caridi, “does not stop asking
the haste as necessary “ to save for more, and for me the probdemocracy.”
lem is that he may be given
Mr Manzano, who voted more.”
against the bill, said: “ Nothing
General Caridi has in the past
will convince us that torture . week made two hardline
and homicide can be per- speeches, giving every indication that the military has no
mitted.”
Doubts remain as to whether intention of accepting criticism
the law will be sufficient to of its behaviour during the
end pressures on the govern- Dirty War.
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Argentina passes
trials limitation
By Our Buenos Aires
Correspondent

Argentina yesterday approved
a Bill limiting the trials of offi
cers accused of human rights
violations committed during the
former military regime’s socalled “dirty war” against Leftwing terrorists in the 1970s.
The Bill will exempt military
personnel from prosecution on
human rights charges unless it
can be proven within a period of
30 days that they were in com
mand of a unit at the time of the
“dirty war” operations in which
thousands of people were kid
napped, tortured and killed.
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Jigging for squid
HUGH ALLEN continues
his account of squid fishing
with a look at jigging
(Fishing News, May 29).
On the 1984 trials in the
Moray Firth, squid were
taken by jig during the day,
which slightly questions the
light theory.
It was generally felt that if »
the squid were located, they
could be effectively fished by
jigging, regardless of the size wheel rigged to turn eccenof boat. Scientists agree that trically, would take as many
! fishermen with local know- as 14 lures with a propor
I ledge may be better qualified tional increase in catch rate.
The technicalities of squid
I to find the right areas, and
I after that the problem is to jigging are too extensive tor
j identify them on the sounder. more details this week, but it
The trials vessel was using sufficient interest is shown, it
28khz and, because when wiU be possible to go into it
squid were caught a typical more thoroughly at a la er
mark
appeared
on
the date, indicating where and
sounder, it was assumed that bow equipment may
e
this indicated squid. The obtained both for large and
Japanese on the other hand, small boats,
use a high frequency and
As for finding the squid in
have now become quite adept the first place, the newspaper
at recognising them.
^ hardly going to e up o
The large boats working the boys on the grounds with
the Falklands grounds keep local knowledge.
station while fishing by
j haven’t said much about
shooting a large parachute trawling, but the general condrogue.
sensus is that the higher the
This would also be possible jift the better.
for thTflct thatduring tri3£
The Americans trawl^ for
the shoals were found to fish scjmd day and nigh
g
t3klng °ff drop significantly during the

The
Hugh
Allen
column

- if just one squid attacks a has been attempted but with
lure the rest of the shoal will 'title or no success partly
, n
-.
due to the poor echoes on the
If heS is repelled, either by sounder and partly due to the
propeller noise (which may be °ss °f
herding effect of
a factor) or because the light the otter trawl.
q
,
is wrong, or simply because
0ne of lhe ®ar'y deafish
he does not like what he sees, ffPOsuggested the possibilhe will dart away, taking the "y of using a small purse
others with him.
se'."e’,bu P™'»»less
It is important to keep a said about that the better.
vessel’s head to wind when
Jigging which comes back to
the drogue or a mizzen or
feathering a v.p. propeller,
otherwise it is sufficient to
drift with the tide or current.
Before investing in a jig
ging machine, of which there
are a number on the market,
it might be worth having a go
with handlines, which has
also been done successfully.
The handlines should be
rigged with four lures about
0.9m. apart. The weight is
simply lowered to the bottom
and the line slowly hauled to,
the surface. In shallow water,
say 10 to 14 fathoms, the
squid will take the lures at
around 7 to 10 fathoms in the
daytime, gradually closing
the surface at night.
A jigging machine, which
can be as simple as a mack
erel gurdy or even a car
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Argentina agrees
to permit divorce
O

t )
<JS*

From Eduardo Cue, Buenos Aires
Argentina has withdrawn its anti-divorce rallies across the
name from the small list of country. But it has remained
nations which continue to* silent in recent weeks, no
doubt aware that the battle
prohibit divorce.
was lost.
After a year of intense
The Pope spoke out against
debate, the Chamber of Dep divorce
several times during I
uties overwhelmingly apthe emotionalism that has m the pas .
.
marked the debate in the past.
Last autumn, m an action
The measure was approved by that caused deep Church ai
the Senate in May.
visions, the Argentine Bishops
, _ , , c
K/lo Conference suggested that
Now only Ireland, San Ma- bishops refuse Holy Communno. Andorra, Malta, lhe njon l0 deputies who had
Philippines and Paraguay con- v0^ecj legalize divorce,
tinue to prohibit divorce.
AUhough more than 95 per
The vote in the House came cent 0f Argentines are Cathoalmost a year after the Cham- ijCf public opinion polls have
ber had originally approved consistently indicated that
the legislation. But this time two-thirds of the population
the public galleries were nearly favoured a divorce law. Beempty at the time of the vote, 'tween 1.2 and 2 million
a sharp contrast to the noisy Argentines are separated from
crowds that disrupted the their spouses and many are
living with new partners
debate last August.
The Argentine Catholic whom they cannot marry.
Church which had fought a
Divorce was legal in Argenstrone and, at times, divisive tina during the government of
campaign against the legisla- General Peron between June
tion had sponsored numerous 1955 and March 1956.
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Divorce law

w

*

X

Buenos Aires (Reuter) —
The Argentine Congress gave
final approval to a law
legalising divorce, despite a
campaign against it by the
Catholic Church.
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Argentine congress
l passes divorce law
*

.

BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

^44

*> WHAT was all the shouting
.About? ” seems to be the most
“immediate question. After one
„of the Argentine Congress’
. most hurried debates in history
,,40 minutes in total, divorce be
came legal in Argentina on Wed, nesday night with barely a
? whimper of protest,
t The divorce issue has been a
■running debate in Argentina
■since the turn of the century.
jDuring' the government of
General Peron in the 1950s a
short-lived law enabled some 900
couples to get divorced, but fol
lowing a military coup in 1955
>the Catholic church re-estabUished its moral authority and
the law was repealed.
The government of President
Paul Alfonsin introduced the
present bill in Congress last
year. The bill has been shoved
' back and forth between com= missions, the Upper and Lower
Houses of the Congress, and
■subjected to endless delaying
tactics oy Conservative oppo
nents, the latest of which was
**to postpone the final debate
'until after tlr* Popes visit to
•lArgcnt'na last April.
The conservative church
hierarchy-and its Congressional
•allies hoped that Pope John
-Paul II’s admonitions against
divorce would prick the con
i :

sciences of the bill’s supporters,
and would sway’ 'their' votes
against an'bverwhelming public
opinion in favour ' of divorce.
The rapid passage of the bill
on Wednesday night clearly
dashed those hopes, and is one
of the most telling indicators
or a weakening of fhe conser
vative wing of ‘he Catholic
church and its Influence in
Argentina.
Couples can now be divorced
by mutual consent after three
years of marriage, or separated
after two, where it can be
shown that continued matri
monial life together has be
come “ morally . impossible.”
After three years of legal
separation, either partner can
petition independantly for
divorce.
Many had already taken the
law into their own hands.
According to a 1980 College of
Sociology Graduates study, 1.4m
Argentinians live as unmarried
couples out of a total popula
tion of some 21m people over
the age of 16. A further
460,000 are separated. The
most celebrated and publiclyknown separation was that of
President Alfonsin himself who
lived apart from his wife, until
a reunion was effected before
the 1983 electorol campaign.
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Argentine sunflower seed crop down
BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

THE LATEST estimates of 1987 making the fall in the 1986/87 About half of this years out
Argentine sunflower seed pro- harvest much sharper.
Put can
®?pec,ted
J2’
duclion indicate a drop of 41
As a result, the National sorbed by the local market,
per cent on last year’s level.
Grain Board estimates that sun- leaving some up to 500,000
...
. flower seed exports will be tonnes for export.
According to a specialist at sharply down tj1js year to about
Local prices for the crop have
the Argentine Cereals Ex- 100,000 tonnes, from 524,000 last picked up in recent weeks, and
change, the principal grain
’r Principal buyers last year although there is not expected
trading body in the country, WGre Mexico (235,000 tonnes), to be a return to the record
this year’s harvest is likely to Portugal (93.000), the EEC levels of 1985/86, experts bereach only 2.2m tonnes, down /73 000) and Bulgaria (55,000). lieve that sowings for the 1987/
from 4.1m tonnes in 1986.
^ sharp fall can also be ex- 88 crop will exceed the 1.9m
Pie said the reasons for the pected in oil exports. The bulk hectares planted last season,
fall were low yields—resulting of the crop is usually pressed
Argentina is a leading world
from poor climatic conditions, in Argentina and exported as producer of sunflower seeds,
especially during the harvest oil and cattle feed. Sunflower Total world production last
which is just drawing to a close oil production last year was yeai amounted to' some* 19m
—and a sharp drop in sowings 1.4m tonnes of which 950,000 tonnes. With a major part 0f
in the second half of last year, tonnes was exported, major Argentina s crop being exported,
because^ of low international buyers being Egypt (153.000), either as seedlor extracted oil
prices. In addition the previous the EC (149.000). Algeria
Senses
with°ove? 3.1mnhectareT sown, (lOo'.OOO)' and Cuba (89,000). on the international market.
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Military advance
“Due obedience” has become a
contentious issue not only in
the armed forces of the Argentine but also within the ranks
of the ruling radical party.
Backtracking
by
party
leaders on human rights policy
in the wake of last Easter’s
shortlived military rebellion by
by junior officers has resulted
in disarray. My man in Buenos
Aires says the issue could
threaten to break party unity.
A spectacular somersault has
now been made by Cesar Jaroslavsky, the party chief whip in
the lower house chamber of
deputies.
After invoking the name of
the president, and forcing a
controversial “Due obedience”
Bill through the chamber,
which will exculpate all junior
and middle rank officers of the
security forces for crimes of
murder and torture committed
tbe military regime of
19/6-83, he said that “Not a
stop or comma ” would be
accepted as an amendment in
the subsequent debate in the
upper senate.
Til a t statement was to re
assure wavering party reorp
sentatives in the face P of‘
pressure from the military and
conservative
t , t
opponents y whoa
wanted the Bill extended to protect senior officers _ colonels
and above.
Nevertheless, in the senate

amended‘on the^nstruction^of
president Alfonsin himself to
protect some 50 more senior
orncers.
thJa«MSlaVSky now says that is

the last concession ” that the
Government will make to the
armed forces.
One deputy who is highly
alarmed at the government’s
factics, l? Federico Storani
m1tfL.°Vh!hforieign affairs com- ,
mittee in the lower house. He

for^thf* n-n naUiea in voting
tor the Bill, and only did so
addsU“Thp Party disciPline- He
thM the6’milltai-v 8Uarantee''
will not
simply continue
fina'n concessions if th^BilUs
finally approved.
5
whTleitaSLdisCipline llas, mean•a?'ie’ . beerV re-established in
Argentine. The senior officers
?heTrSTPOrtihejuniorranksin
Ir,demands for an end to
for a TeneralightS trials’ and
amnesty.
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Candidate
disowned

J]' ^ Falkland
Island Agency has
disowned the man who
claims
to

MP for the Falkland
Islanders Campaign

AnnabeUe Spencer and
Brian Paul,
“Mr. Fish apparently

Spare:
S.£s“:>■
w„i,■■
But the Falkland
Island agency in Tucker
Street which has direct
links with the South
Atlantic Island has
disassociated itself with
Mr. Fish.
“We have received a
number of inquiries
about a parliamentary
candidate who describes
himself as an MP for the
Falklands campaign,”
said a statement from
the agency run

Daily Mail

i D
p
(C).....

12

not
requested by the
islanders themselves and
his campaign is not
endorsed
by
the
Falklands Agency.” .
Mr. Fish says his
campaign aims to
display a petition in the
Wells agency.
But Brian Paul said
yesterday: ‘‘We are a
non-political agency and
there is no liklihood of
us backing him or
displaying any petitions.
Mr. Fish has nevery
^hown his face here”
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John Fish

.
I was bom at Tenby,
Wales, in 1953 and am
unmarried.
My
education was at the
local comprehensive and
.
.
Andrew’s
University, from which
'graduated in 1976,
anSng \BSc with
applied mathematics as
the major discipline.
I then spent three
years either unemployed
or engaged in temporary
work as a postmark
labourer, st reef cleaner’
car park attendant
cream man, barman and
deck chair attendant
1979 I entered ,he
defence
electronics
industry with Marconi
>n Portsmouth, and
worked, an Cectronies
meN°arVreivebm WeV™

conducting a job-search
and may weI1 leave this
after the election,
In the past my
interests
revolved
around sailing,
subaQua,
karate
and
keeping fit. I now tend
to
indulge
intelle«ually rather than
Physical, pastimes
d- l
Pa?Je .R,ght of the
JEST1.
to
wLV •
^P lo
Westminster Campaign
25.® t0 'aise two
Potions. One in this
" the
a!* a £
Island’s
wT*’ Tuckcr Stm‘S'
one «» ‘he
arT^dd h a"ds' Bo‘h
to our
Majesty S'a‘e' H"
Queen
Jjf*
to

work as a technical
author at Thorn EMI
At present I am

^nsider supporting this
okr P28n are’m no waV
^ to vote for John
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Argentina and
Brazil link for
new airliner

• i>

By Michael Donne
EMBRAER of Brazil and an
Argentinian aerospace group
are to join forces to build a
new 19-seater regional turbo
prop aircraft. The two com
panies hope to win a substan
tial part of the market for this
type of aircraft.
Development cost of the air
craft—CBA 123—to be built by
Embraer and its partner
Fabrica Argentina de Material
Aerospacial (FAMA) is put at
$300m (£187m), with FAMA
taking a one-third share in the
programme.
There will be two assembly
lines, one in each country, and
first deliveries will be in the
eady 1990s, at a price per air
craft of between $3.2m and
$3.5m.
Embraer
had
originally
signed an agreement with
Short Brothers of Belfast for
collaboration on the next gene
ration
of commuter
and
regional airliners to replace the
existing Brasilia and Shorts
360.
That agreement was termin
ated by mutual consent, how
ever, with Embraer moving
closer to Argentina, and Short
Brothers linking with de
Havilland Aircraft Company
of Canada.
Short Brothers and de Havil
land are expected to announce
a new commuter and regional
airliner of their own at the
forthcoming Paris Air Show.
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Argentine pay deal keeps
Incomes policy intact
BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

AFTER WEEKS of dispute,
agreement was reached this
week between the Argentine
economy and labour ministries
over the course of incomes
policy.
An across-the-board 6 per
cent wage increase is to be
paid as of this month to compensate partially for the erosion
of real incomes by inflation in
recent months, a formula
which was initially rejected by
Mr Carlos Alderete, the Labour
Minister, who has the backing
of the powerful General Confederation of Labour.

the lowest wage-earners, which
would serve as baseline for pro
rata increases throughout the
payscals. An economy ministry
official said last week that to
have acceded to the unions’
demand would have “signified
a very major pay increase, with
slrong inflationary effects.”
The government’s economic
*eam seems to have maintained
its incomes policy on track,
despite earlier fears that the
appointment of a trade union
leader to head the labour
ministry last April would lead
to a collapse of the govern-

,£:;■£ ns sate =■»“-* Aft a=

increase,
minimum rise of 30 Austral for the economy.

- c.»
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Proving the Argentine
T
pudding

o

he weekend announcement
that an element of World Bank
co-financing is being intro
duced into the new debt package for
Argentina adds an extra twirl to an al
ready exotic menu of new money op
tions for the commercial banks.
The Argentine package, the first to
consist of such a variety of choices for
banks, will be an important test of
whether the so-called menu approach
to new finance can help to overcome
banks’ continued reluctance to put up
new money for debtor countries. This
reluctance has proved to be one of the
greatest weaknesses of the Baker debt
plan, hence the efforts that United
States Treasury Secretary James
Baker and others have been putting
into encouraging banks to develop the
menu approach.
The World Bank co-financing is
less attractive for banks than appears
at first sight, amounting in effect to
little more than a letter of comfort
from the World Bank in respect of
$500m of the $1.95bn of new money
which the commercial banks are being
asked to put up. There would be no
legal obligation on the World Bank to
guarantee the loan.
However in other respects the Ar
gentine package is both innovative
and adventurous. There is a 3/s per
cent fee for banks which sign up be
fore 17 June, provision for $2bn of
debt/equity swaps over the next four
years, and two types of bearer bond
which could prove a useful way of
dealing with the problem of the small
banks. This has been a particular bug
bear for Argentina because more than
100 banks account for less than 1 per
cent of its foreign debt.
All the 350 bank creditors have the
option of providing $lm of their new
money contribution in the form of
bonds carrying the same 7/s per cent
margin as the syndicated loan ele
ment. In addition, banks can convert
up to $5m of their existing Argentine
debt into a 25-year bond carrying a

UTLOOK

fixed rate of 4 per cent. These exit
bonds would allow many small banks
to convert their entire exposure, in
the process freeing them from further
obligation to put up fresh money.
The restrictions imposed by the US
Securities and Exchange Commis
sion, which will inhibit US banks from
trading the bonds for a two-year pe
riod, may deter some. But the main
deterrent to opting for exit bonds is
that it will involve crystallising a loss.
In this respect Citicorp’s decision to
raise sharply its loan loss provisions is
an encouraging step but it remains to
be seen whether small banks will be
prepared to follow suit.
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Alfonsm banks on respite from
military troubles
SJSsSSl -acsaaKss

>ng lower-ranking officers from
human rights trials, will provide
the government of Raul Alfonsin
with a breathing space, according
to sources close to the military
During this respite, a special
congressional committee will beg,n a search for solutions to the
deeper problems affecting civilian-military relations.
&
Thc law, passed by the Senate
on Friday with a 23-4 vote extended exemption from human
nghts trials to all military and police officers with thc rank of Major-Gcneral and below. The ver• „
,
sion passed on 16 May in the
House of Depute was more lim-

11 kno^n that tbey consider the
exP??ded “due obedience” law a
P?s.ltlvc steP lowards reopening a
dia!.ogue with the government,
T , TICW
d ^ tbe civilian
?0PwIatl0n ?s a whole is more difflC,U 1 1°e JudgC- However, the recU
°f 3 suTvey Published on
1ay !n thc newspaper La
Nacion show that many Argen!lne? Placcf0ther concerns above
issue of the military trials,
• ,co"onifc issucs overwhelm?y dominatcd the responses
Wlth cducation and crime as disadditional topics. When
asked to rank a selected list of
problems, including the military
trials issue, only 18 per cent

lentnS'o'lfe.rand1blw.

^ ^ the t0» four

Because of the changes, the bill
must now return for final ap1°weruhousc with dcP™val h
bate schcdu ed to begin on Thursday. Despite the government’s
comfortable majority, the exmnrhd a-nJncsty Wl11 encounter
much resistance among members
of the President’s own party, and
the vote will be close.
On the military front, the four
chiefs of staff have relayed their
satisfaction to President Alfonsin
with the law as passed by the Sen
ate. Mid-ranking officers involved

cerns.
Sociologist Torcuato di Telia
says that most Argentines want to
Place thc questions raised by the
conduct of the military behind
them. “This is positive* for the
government”, he says, “as it gives
it more margin, but it is also positive for the future of th
F

This belief, that apathy equals

stability, is doubted by many who
argue that the Radical govern
ment is too weakened by the in
ternal fractures to confront what
lies ahead. “The fact is there was
a military coup at the Easter
weekend,” says a Peronist politi
cal leader, Dante Loss.
Mr Loss is convinced that the
armed forces will continue to
pressure for more concessions,
contributing to a steady deteri
oration of civlian power. Another
commentator said: “This crisis, in
reality, is the product of conces
sions, not demands ... today the
aim is an amnesty; tomorrow it
will be a coup d’6tat.”
Reaction from officials has
done little to calm these fears
and reinforced the impression
that the government lacks a strat
egy for dealing with the military
that goes beyond stopping the hu
man rights trials.
For
example,
Cesar
Jaroslazsky, Radical Party Whip
in the House of Deputies, was
asked m a recent interview what
could break the advance of the
armed forces and if there was not
a formula for containing military
pressure. “If you find such a for
mula, you’ll be made king,” he re
sponded, adding that “it’s like
saying that you can control thc
ram and decide on thc rising of
the sun”.
6
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W Germans retain
role in embargoed
Iran nuclear project
TI

&

A WEST GERMAN company is
playing a key role in a growing nu
clear relationship between Ar
gentina and Iran — even though
its own nuclear exports to the
Gulf state have been blocked by
the Bonn government.
Negotiations are understood to
be at an advanced stage on a nu
clear collaboration accord be
tween Buenos Aires and Tehran
in which a major clause will pro
vide for Argentina to assist with
the completion of Iran’s 1,293megawatt Bushehr-I nuclear
power station. The plant will be
fuelled by enriched uranium.
Work on the scheme, for which
the German company Kraftwerk
Union is the main contractor, be
gan under the Shah but was inter
rupted after the Islamic revolu
tion in 1979. Faced with major
electricity shortages, Tehran de
cided in 1980 to resume construc
tion. Work has been hindered by
Iraqi air raids and even more by a
decision by the West German
government in October 1984 to
block export licences for materi
als for the scheme under a policy
of freezing nuclear exports to ar
eas of tension. Presently the
project is three-quarters com-

By Alan George
plete, with the reactor still to be
built.
On the Argentine side the talks
are being conducted by the
Empresa Nuclear Argentina de
Centrales Eldctricas (ENACE),
the country’s nuclear contracting
company, which is 75 percent
owned by the Atomic Energy
Commission, (CNEA). However
the other quarter of ENACE is
owned by none other than
Kraftwerk Union.
The German company is deeply
involved in Argentina’s nuclear
programme. It is building the
country’s third nuclear power sta
tion, Atucha II, and it hopes to
win a major share of the work for
the $lbn (£625m) fourth plant,
Argos, for which ENACE re
cently submitted designs to the
CNEA.
Specialists are in no doubt that
Kraftwerk Union would be
heavily involved in any Argentine
programme to complete the
Bushehr-I station. Jim Varley,
editor of the journal Nuclear En
gineering International said: “The
Argentine nuclear programme

owes a lot to technology transfer
from West Germany and one
would expect that continued close
collaboration would be needed”
to complete the Bushehr project.
It is understood meanwhile,
that Iran and Argentina have just
concluded a separate agreement
under which Buenos Aires will
supply enriched uranium for a re
search reactor at Tehran Univer
sity. The source will be the
Pilcaniyeu enrichment plant in
Patagonia, which is scheduled for
commissioning this year.
Despite strong pressure from
the United States, Buenos Aires
has resolutely refused to ratify the
nuclear non-proliferation treaty.
Moreover the Pilcaniyeu enrich
ment plant is one of several nu
clear installations which are not
subject to monitoring procedures
laid down by the Vienna-based in
ternational
Atomic
Energy
Agency (IAEA).
Argentina has become an in
creasingly important supplier of
arms to Iran. In March it was dis
closed
that
Fabricaciones
Militares, an arms group owned
by the Argentine military, had
signed a $31m deal to supply Ar
gentine weapons to Tehran.
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World Bank loan
linked to funding
for Argentina
BY ALEXANDER NICOLL IN NEW YORK

<Qr

&

A $500m loan, linked to World
Bank funding, has been embodied in the $1.95bn new
finance which Argentina is seeking from commercial banks.
Banks arranging the package,
which also includes a $30bn rescheduling, are hoping that the
co-financing will help to persuade other creditor banks to
participate.
The Argentine package is
seen as a crucial test of commercial banks’ readiness to
continue to advance new money
to troubled debtors in the
developing world, after the
decision by some US banks to
write down part of their exposure in the Third World.
Citicorp, which led this move
by adding $3bn to its loan loss
reserves, is chairman of the
advisory committee of creditor
banks with Argentine exposure,
It has insisted that the loss provision has not altered its commitment to new finance.
The Argentine deal is expected to be difficult to complete, though it includes a
broad range of ways in which
banks may participate and fees
to attract early commitment.
The $500m co-financing will
be directly linked to a loan of
the same size already agreed by
the World Bank to support

structural economic reform.
Disbursements will be made in
tandem and a default in service
of one loan could trigger default on the other.
A $1.55bn term loan, which
had been part of the package, is
scaled down to $1.05bn. The
remainder consists of a $400m
trade credit. The $500m loan
will have the same terms as the
term credit, with a 12-year
maturity, five years grace and
an interest margin over money
niarket rates of R of a percentage point,
The package is the best
example so far of the menu
approach which offers alternat've financing options. 1* or the
^rst
these include two
types of bonds,
The advisory committee said
it had received a “ no-action ”
letter from the US Securities
and Exchange Commission,
which would help the bonds to
become tradeable. After lock-up
periods, they will become bearer
instruments. For US banks in
the US, the lock-up will be for
two years, during which banks
which buy the bonds may trade
them among themselves.
The first deadline for the
package is June 17. Banks committed before this date will receive a l percentage point fee.
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Falklands visitors
PEOPLE connected with fisheries research and

Seen here in the Hull factory of Marr Frozen
Foods Ltd. are (left to right) David Taylor, retirinq
SneXACUt'Ve °f the Falkland Islands Government9
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a
set up by the Falkland Islands and the Marr familv
Atlantic.'68 t0 deVe'°P <iSheries in the South-west

OLICENCE
fees for the
,
?ec°ndt ,sea on of the Falk
land Islands fisheries have
now been finalised by the
islands government.
flv7he season, which runs
om July l to December 31
is open to trawlers only.

THE reduction in Alaskan
pollock stocks and the
higher price fetched by the
nsh have caused Japanese
processors to seek other raw
mateml for surimi produc

in' kTheir , ,atest break-

tnrough involves using pil
chards (sardines).
The technology to make
sunmi from pilchards opens
up new sources for Japanese
manufacturers. They are
reportedly looking to South
A™cr,ca for future supplies
Meanwhile,
sales
0f
Japanese made surimi to the
United States have declined.
?5nnnyear the tolal was
^5,000 metric tons, cornpared with over 30,0(30 tons
in 1985.
However, the inventory
i
of
surimi
,i . , available in the
United States increased in
au first cluarler of 1987
About 6.4„ million
lb was on
,
hand fin February,
while in
the same period last year
here was 5.9 million lb. In
January 1986, the figure was
only 1.3 million lb
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A new name for the stamp album,
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands, the first definitives
from which show bird life, also featured on a new set from Tristan da Cunha
as described by Barbara Last.

Sid life in Antarctica
{■outh Georgia is an isolatecl, inhospitable island
l—"of spectacular mountains
lying in the sub-Antarctic seas,
most of it held permanently in
the grip of snow and ice, some
8(H) miles east of the Falkland*
High sea cliffs and mountains
are pierced by deep glaciated
fjords and rocky outcrops. In
summer lakes, pools and
(j?T\ams feed swamps and bogs,
.wl elephant seals lie packed on
coastal beaches.
It was charted, named and
annexed by James Cook RN in
1775; he discovered many of
the rocky island* that lie scat
tered casually in its vicinity.
(Met ke Rocks (Falkland Islands
I lependcncies SG83) and Willis
Island (FID SG76) were named
aftei officers of I IMS Resolulmn,
and he named Bird Island (FID
SG76) on South Georgia’s
northwest tip after seeing the
thousands of birds on the island
that is now the main base for
the study of birdlife by the
British Antarctic Survey.
Birds are the subject of 15
new definitives for South Geor
gia and the South Sandwich
Islands due for release in May,
and there i* a set showing
Kockhopper Penguins to be
f-^yased on June 22 by Tristan
HwCnnha. Seabirds, mostly pen
guin* and petrels, flock in thou-
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in summer there are few places
free from ice and snow, and the
pelagic seabirds congregate in
their thousands to form huge,
clamorous rookeries on the
rocks and islands around
Antarctica
In South Georgia there arc
five resident land or fresh water
birds. The smallest terrestrial is
the South Georgia Pipit (7p), a
songbird about the size of a
sparrow, and the only passerine
to breed in the Antarctic region.
It has evolved into a distinct
species onl\ found in the island,
feeding on insects and spiders in
meadows and streams, and in

and Falkland cousins. It feeds
on algae in freshwater ponds in
summer, and in winter forms
flocks in sheltered bays. It lays
live creamy eggs in a downlined grass nest. The eggs are the
prey of rats and skuas.
The Dominican gull, other
wise known as the Kelp or
Southern Black-backed gull, is
a widespread coastal forager
(Ip). It is the most southerly
breeding gull, its breeding
range extending from the Ant
arctic Peninsula to the Peruvi
an coast almost to the equator,
and right round the sub-Antarc
tic islands. An inshore-feeder it

S'ulh fmyici

I

s*w*ii* i
sands to breed. For a life spent
mainly at sea they have a very
thick, waterproof plumage and
a layer of fat under the skin to
keep them warm. Seabirds
range widely over the southern
oceans where plankton-rich
waters are found between the
Anlaietie Tonlineiil and the
Antarctic Convergence. Even
June 1987

winter on tidcline debris. It
moves in short, spurting runs
with the distinctive dips of the
tail like a wagtail. They breed in
rat-free areas of Bird Island
The South Georgia Pintail (8p)
is one of the only two types of
waterfowl. Some 15 inches long,
about thesizeof a teal, this duck
is smaller than its Patagonian

seldom leaves the sight of land,
and feeds on molluscs, inverte
brates and carrion, dropping
shellfish from a height in order
to break their shells on the
rocks below. Its diet is very
varied. Eggs are laid in lichen or
seaweed scrapes in small colo
nies on beaches and headlands.
The Blue-Eyed Cormorant

(2p) is a black-backed, whitebreasted member of the shag
family. It is seldom found far
from land or ice-edge, and dives
for fish to a depth of 30 metres.
These birds breed on the chain
of islands stretching north from
the Antarctic Peninsula, and
north and east to South Georgia
and Shag Rocks (FID SG75).
They nest in colonies of 20-40
pairs, sometimes with Gentoo
and Chinstrap penguins. Nests
of mud, guano and seaweed,
holding two to five long oval
eggs, are built on coastal cliffs
and stacks. Because of distinc
tive feeding patterns among the
22 species of pelagic birds and
the rarity of suitable breeding
sites, there are high concentra
tions of many species nesting
together in places like Bird
Island.
The snow-white Wattled
Shealhbill (3p) is a pigeon-like
scavenger, 16 inches long,
which explores penguin and
seabird rookeries, eating any
thing
remotely
food-like.
Known as ‘paddies', solitary
pairs make nests of feathers,
eggshell, bones and other debris
near rookeries, in rocky cre
vasses or tussock. During the
chick-rearing season, the ‘pad
dy1 keeps an eye on parent
penguins bringing back krill for
their young. The scavenger
craftily darts in to retrieve any
spillages, and nips out smartly
before being attacked. In winter
the younger birds migrate in
large numbers to Tierra del
Fuego, Patagonia and the Falklands, while the older, lazier
birds root for food among King
Penguin colonics and human
rubbish lips.
The Southern Skua (4p) is a
brown, heavily-built bird re
sembling a gull, with strong
hooked beak. Although clumsylooking on the ground, in flight
these aggressive pirates pursue
other seabirds, even the huge
albatross, flying down their vic
tims to force them to disgorge
the contents of their crop, which
they themselves then swallow.
Solitary pairs, sometimes in
loose groups near petrel and
penguin rookeries, make moss
or lichen lined nests of grass or
seaweed. The chicks usually
leave the nest the day after
65
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hatching, relying on their pro
tective colouring and defending
parents who attack intruders
ferociously. They are indepen
dent at three months, and be
come pelagic throughout the
winter. All nesting birds in
these regions have to protect
eggs and chicks from the sca
venging skua, which keeps the
colonies clean.
The next group is the petrels.
The small eight-inch long South
Georgia Diving Petrel (6p) is
one of the four diving species,
all native to the southern hemis
phere. They have stubby,
white-bellied bodies with black
backs, short necks and small
wings. Their flight is very
characteristic, for after a short,
fast burst low over the waves,
they enter the water at speed,
appearing again with wings
whirring as if emerging from
underwater flight. In heavy
seas they often fly directly
through a wavccrest and out
the-other side Crustaceans, cephalopods and probably small
fish are caught by this method
of underwater flying. They
breed in the region 4t)°S to 60°S
from South Georgia to New
Zealand Nesting in colonics
usually inland in areas of soft
soil, sand or ash, well above sea
level, they come ashore only at
night to avoid predators. One
egg is laid in a chamber along a
winding metre-long tunnel,
with the entrance hole under a
rock.
The Fairy Prion (9p) is about
the size of our Blackbird. These
petrels have white undersides
with bluish-grey backs and
dark-tipped tails In flight,
which is light and erratic, they
show a dark W’ across the
wings and back They nest
mainlv in the islands off New

winter it ranges widely, flying
as far north as 35°S and to the
equator on the west coast of
South America. It is a rare
vagrant to European waters.
Once it was present in vast
clouds during the whaling sea
son as it fed on floating refuse
from the stations. Like all pet
rels it has a distinctive smell of
musk which in some species is
overpowering, and very persis
tent on clothing. It has been
suggested that the odour assists
them in locating nesting sites.
The Southern Giant Petrel
(50p) is the largest of the ful
mar-petrels. It is similar in size
to, but less graceful than the
small albatross, and this ‘Ant
arctic vulture’ is a powerful and
voracious scavenger, gobbling
up anything edible, even
wounded birds at sea. On land it
waddles around rookeries,
preying on seals and penguins
and their chicks. It has the
disgusting habit of ejecting a
foul-smelling jet of stomach
vomit at its enemies, which has
earned it the nicknames 'black
molly' and 'stinker' It nests on
headlands and open beaches in
colonies of up to 300 pairs.
Adults do not start breeding
until they are about seven years
old, and both parents share the
incubation period for the single
egg on its mound of pebbles.
The chicks depart 115 days
after hatching to spend two to
three wide-ranging years at sea
before settling down to life
around Antarctica.
The Light-Mantled Sooty Al
batross (25p) is another ship
following wanderer to be seen
anywhere between the north
ern edge of the pack ice and
33°S, as well as large numbers
in the Beagle Channel and

Zealand, and in Marion and
Prince Edward Islands. So far
they are known in the South
Atlantic only on Beauchere Is
land, the Falklands, and on Bird
Island where they have been
discovered breeding since 1979.
While feeding they flutter with
legs atrail, gleaning food from
the surface. The main enemy is
the Brown Skua which is dead
ly by night and day at close
quarters, but in the air the swift
and agile Prion can outfly its
adversary

Cape Pigepn
The Cape Pigeon or Pintado
Petrel (5p) is a heavier medium
sized bird with a notably dap
pled black and white plumage.
Successive generations of sailors have thought it resembles a
pigeon as it suddenly appears
from nowhere when scraps are
cast overboard. It feeds only at
sea frequently in sociable, noisy
gatherings, eating krill, cenhalopods and carrion. When feed
ing on small fry it adopts an
upright pigeon-like posture
and. energetically paddling
with its feet, churns up food
which it pecks at as it rises to
the surface. Colonies of up to
2,000 pairs breed on steep clifffaces over the whole region In
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around Cape Horn, limy usual
ly alight on I lie water, but
sometimes plunge underwater
directly from flight. They are
graceful and handsome birds. In
the south Atlantic they breed
only on South Georgia. Court
ship is marked by aerial man
oeuvres and flights in unison,
and at the nesting site by bill
snapping displays. A single redspotted egg is laid in a nest of
mud and vegetation built up to
a height of six inches. On Bird
Island artificial nests on which
the chick sits are substituted for
real ones. They automatically
record weights, and time and
size of feeds, without disturbing
the chick.
The Wandering Albatross
(£1) is seen anywhere in the
southern oceans’It is the largest
living bird in the world, weigh
ing up to 27 lbs, with a wing
span of eleven feel. They have
great powers of flight, and will
follow a ship for weeks, eating
refuse thrown overboard. Their
main food is fish and squid
caught usually at night as they
sit on the water. There is an old
belief that these huge birds
embody the souls of dead sai
lors, and that if killed they bring
bad luck to the ship, a supersti
tion on which Coleridge based
his Rime of the Ancient Mariner.
There are about -1.200 pairs in
South Georgia, mainly on Bird
Island. Chicks are reared on
squid, remaining in the nest for
278 (lays until departing Suc
cessful parents can only breed
once even' two years, and
many live for over 50 years.
Birds ringed on Bird Island
have been found in Australia
They are magnificent on the
wing, but like the giant petrels
have difficulty becoming air
borne without getting up speed,
and nests usually have adjacent
‘runways’. Taking off from
water is an arduous affair
Courtship displays on land pro
duce bill-clapping, braying and
gobbling as the pair dance with
outspread wings.
Early records note the killing
of thousands of penguins to
provide food for sailors and
commercial oil. Killer whales
and the leopard seal are the
penguins main enemies, apart
from man. and the leopard seal
can, with a quick, powerful
(lick of its head, strip the skin
off and swallow the penguin
whole. Although unable to fly.
the endearing penguins are
birds of great agility under
water, using their flippers like
wings to obtain speeds of
25mph, which enable them to
shoot out of the water like
rockets. Chicks are fed on krill;
adults feed mainly on squid.
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Macaroni Penguins (20p) follo'C ^pelagic existence. Only in
lhe&$reeding period do they
inhabit large rookeries situated
on open sloping ground or on
sleep rocks or cliffs Sometimes
they share nesting sites with
Chinstraps and Rockhoppers.
Roughly five million pairs are
estimated to nest in South Geor
gia, particularly on W illis Is
land. They begin to breed after
the age of five The males choose
nesting sites, where noisy, trum
peting courtship displays are
staged.
The Chinslrap (IOp) is a me
dium-sized. sociable, and bellig
erent penguin whit h will attack
with both bill and flippers.
They feed mainly on krill and
small fish, and biecd on the
Antarctic Peninsular as far
south as Anvers Island, and
particularly in the South Sand
wich group where enormous
niSyWrs congregate on Zavodov^ki Island (FID SGI21).
Huge rookeries are formed in
flat coastal areas. Two eggs are
laid on a nest of pebbles. Apart
from skuas and petrels, again
their main enemies are leopard
seals patrolling the landing
beaches. They are thought to be
increasing their numbers on
South Georgia, which is the
northern limit to their range

King Penguin
The highest value is reserved
for the large and beautiful King
Penguin (£3) which is found
everywhere in the circumpolar
regions. Georg Forster, Captain
Cook’s naturalist in 1775, drew
this handsome creature, which
was depicted on South Georgia
SG 72, and also on the 22p in
the Early Naturalists set (FID
SG 135), together with a por
trait of Georg's father, Johann
Breeding cycles of the King
IVnguin lake I-I 16 months to
complete, so that a pair can only

u/m vfu fdc
2 90 2 00 2 60
69 Brock..
70 Liberation 2.90 1 80 2 40
70 Agriculture 19 50 3.50 3 90
70 Christmas
2.90 1 50 2 20
71 Do la Rue 6 60 3 00 3 50
71 Christmas. 2 95 2 00 2.50
72 Ma.lboats
1 00 80 2 20
60 50 90
72 Bull
72 Flowers
1 00 90 1 70
72 Weddmg
.70 .70 1.00
73 Mailboats .. .80 .65 90
73 Aircraft.............70 .50 70
73 Christmas........ 40 .40 .70
73 Wedding
40 35 .50
74 Lifoboat --------35
30 70
.40 40 . 70
74 UPU
.40 .35 80
74 Paintings
.40 40 70
75 Ferns ..
40 40 70
75 Hugo
75 Hugo m/s.... 40 45 1.40
75 Christmas.... 40 .40 60
76 Lighthouses. 45 .50 70
60 .60 70
76 Europa
...... 50 .50 80
76 Viows
50 .50 80
76 Buildin
55 .60 80
77 S Jub
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.37 .36 .70
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50 60 80
77 Si Johns
......... 60 .50 70
78 Prints
78 Europa
20 20 50
30 .30 .50
78 Coronation.
78 Quoon's Visit .15 11 40
.60 45 80
78 Birds
78 Christmas
50 45 75
79 Europa........... 25 .20 .50
.50 45 80
79 Transport
55 .55 75
79 PO............
79POm/sheet. 55 .55 .80
30 30 50
80 Europa
50 .50 70
80 Police
80 Goats
75 .70 90
80 75 1 00
80 Paintings
90 90 1 20
81 Butterflies
40 40 80
81 Europa
81 R Weddmg 1 20 1 10 1 80
81 R Wedd m/s1 35 1 30 1 80
1.10 1.00 1 40
81 Transport
90 85 1 20
61 Disabled
82 Prints
.90 85 1 20
82 Societe .
1.80 1 50 2 00
50 45 70
82 Europa
1 10 1.00 1.60
82 Scouts
82 Christmas. 1 40 1 25 1.80
1.50 1 35 1 80
83 Bngado
95 95 1 40
83 Europa ...
1 50 1 40 1 80
83 Paintings
1 50 1 40 1 80
83 Shippi ng
84 Dameiol Sark 1.50 1.40 1 80
55 50 90
84 Europa
84 Comm Day.
65 .60 1.00
1.50 1.35 1 95
84 Doyle
85 80 1 30
84 Christmas
1 50 1.35 1 95
85 Fish
35 30 70
85 Peaco
50 44 85
85 Guidos
85 Youth
60 50 90
85 Europa
50 42 80
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breed twice in three years. They
have no nest, but incubation
takes over 50 days as the
parents lake turns to hold the
egg between their feet and a fold
of skin on the body The chick
goes to sea after 10 to 13
months.
The new definitives were de
signed by Tony dialer. They
complement many stamps of
the fauna of the southern oceans
that have been released by
several countries.
The Tristan da Cunha Rockhopper set (IOp, 20p, 30p and
50p) was designed by Ian
Strange who also produced the
Falkland ‘Jumping Jackass',
alias Rockhopper. set last year.
The Rockhopper is noticeable
for its red eyes and drooping
crest It has a circumpolar dis
tribution with three sub-species
recognised. Adults spend six
months at sea between breeding
cycles, and immature birds are
entirely pelagic except for short
periods ashore to moult. Routes
from landing places to colonies
situated high on rocky, formi
dable coasts, are marked by
polished rocks which are deeply
scored by bird feel and claws,
testifying to their use over
many centuries. These smaller
penguins are very aggressive,
and will attack trespassers in
rookeries by jumping up and
pecking as high as they can
reach. They arrange creches for
their chicks from the age of 16
days to provide some protec
tion from roving skuas and
gulls.
These stamps, too, will make
attractive additions to collec
tions featuring birds of the
southern seas.
References
Robert Headland, The Island of
Soul It C.corgia\
Tony dialer; Ian Strange.

u/m vfu fdc
2 90 5 00 5.00
69 Inaug
70 Liberation 2 90 2.00 2.60
70 BO Flowers15.00 3 50 3.90
71 Wildlife .. 12 00 4 00 4.50
71 legion . ... 3.90 3 00 3.50
7 1 Paintings
3 80 3 00 3.50
72 Flowers
3 803 003 50
2 60 2 25 2 60
72 Wildlife
1 40 1.30 2 40
72 Militia
72 Wedding
.50 60 1.50
73 Societe............. 45 .35 .90
50 .50 1 00
73 Aviation
73 Railway........... 45 .45 90
73 R Weddmg .35 .35 .60
73 Marine..............35 .35 .70
74 Flowers ..... 35 .35 .80
74 UPU ....... .45 45 .70
74 Anniv......... .50 .50 .70
74 Paintings.... 50 .50 .80
75 Farming —35
.35 .70
.30 .30 60
75 Visit.....
40 .40 .70
75 Tourism
75 Tourism m/s....40 .40 80
58 .55 80
75 Birds...
.50 .50 90
75 RAF A
76 Bicent.
45 .45 70
45 45 70
76 Grandm
77 S Jubilee....... 50 50 1.00
45 45 80
77 Coins .. ..
.45 .45 .80
77 St John
.60 .50 .80
77 College
60 50 80
78 Golf.........
78 Europa
. 40 35 .60
60 .55 .85
78 Canada
78 Coronation....... 40 40 70
60 60 .90
78 Mailboats
.40 40 60
79 Cattle .
45 45 80
79 Europa.
79 An Rally........... 60 .60 .90
79 Paintings,
.70 .70 90
79 Wildlife
70 65 90
.70 .70 .95
80 Forwesses
60 55 80
80 Europa
50 45 80
80 Potato
85 .80 1.30
80 Motoring
90 85 1 40
80 Drako
75 .70 1 00
81 Battle......
81 Baltic rn/s
.75 70 1 80
75 70 95
61 Europj
81 Gaslight
1 10 1 00 1 40
81 R Wedding 1.00 90 1 40
81 Christmas.......60 .55 .70
75 70 1 00
82 Europa .
1.20 1 10 1 20
82 Franco..
1 40 1 30 1 70
82 Scouts.
83 Advontureis 1 50 1 40 1 90
85 80 1 20
83 Europa
1 40 1.25 1 60
83 Comm..
83 Pari.............. 30 28 .60
83 Paintings
1 00 90 1 20
1 70 1 55 2 00
84 Wildlife.
60 .55 9S
Europa
84 Cormm m/s 1 40 110 1 40
20 1.05 1.60
84 lilcboat
84 Aviation
110 .95 1.50
1.70 1 502 00
84 Australia
30 .25 .60
84 Christmas
1 50 1 30 1 80
85 Ships
60 .55 .90
85 Europa

u/m vfu fdc
73 Inaug..............34 .35 1.40
73 Radwa y....... 1.60 1.50 1.40
15 .15 .35
73 Grand
73 R Wedding 50 .45 .70
74 Lifeboat
70 .65 1.10
74 TT Races . 50 .60 .70
40 .40 60
74 Historical
48 .45 .60
74 Churchill
74 Churchill m/s .48 .45 .60
.40 40 .60
75 Cleveland
.50 .45 85
75 TT Racos
50 .45 .80
75 Goldie....
75 Bible................50 .45 .80
76 Bicem
.........60 55 .80
80 .70 2.20
76 Bicent m/s
50 .50 .75
76 Trams.......
76 Europa......
.80 .75 1.70
...50 .45 .60
76 Uni..........
77 S Jubileo ...50 .45 .60
25 .25 .50
77 Europa77 Linked Annivs.55 .50 60
. .55 .50 .75
77 Wesley....
65 .60 .85
78 RAF ........
.35 32 .50
78 Coronation
60 55 .60
78 Europa.....
65 .50 .80
78 Links____
78 Christmas .......10
10 .25
79 History ......... 50 .60 .60
25 25 .40
79 Europa
79 Millennium.......50 .50 .75
30 .28 .30
79 R Visit
79 Odm s Raven .20 .20 30
.50 .52 .70
79 Quilham
.20 18 .40
79 Child
80 Geo graphical .70 .67 .80
.85.80 1.00
80 S P ackot
80S Packotm/sl 00 .85 1.60
80 Europa............25 .25 .50
20 17 .40
80 Norway
80 Norway m/s .50 .45 .75
.80 .75 1 00
80 Kcrmodus.
80 Buds...............25 24 50
81 Fishermen.......90 .85 1 30
.35 .35 .60
81 Eur opa
90 . 85 1.20
81 W.l kS ...
81 Women...........15 .13 35
81 R Wedding .50 60 1.00
81 Wedding m/s1 20 1.10 1.20
70 .65 .90
81 Legion
25 22 .60
81 Christmas
82 Scouts .
1.40 1 30 1.50
35 .35 .60
82 Europa....
1.40 1 25 1.50
82 TT Races
82 Mailboats
.50 .45 .75
82 Christmas... 35 30 .60
82 Birthday m/s .90 .80 1 40
110 .95 130
83 Ar mV
83 KVV College 1.30 1.15 1 40
.50 45 .70
83 Europa .
83 10th Anniv.. .45 .38 .60
40 30 .60
83 Christmas
84 F/lands m/s 1.40 .90 1.40
1 50 1.35 1 80
84 Karran
84 Aviation... 1 60 1 40 1 80
84 Europa.
.45 .39 .80
84 Comm Oay
70 .60 1.00
84 Pioneers ... 1.70 1 60 2.00
84 Christmas ...... 35 .30 .70
85 Guildmg
1.50 1 35 2 00

SPECIAL OFFERS
1 G.B. 1962-67 Phosphors 6 G.B. 1959 2nd De ]a Rue
complete (30 sets) u/m. £170 superb u/m....... ........£92.00
different
2 GUERNSEY 1969-1985 7 1.0.M.
25
only £9.75!
Xmas commems (76 sets) F D C
1959 SG 605a
..........................£82.00 8 G.B.
u/m....
. Bargain ® £85.00
3 G.B. 1955 Waterlow— u/m.....
superb u/m,......................£90.00 9 JERSEY 1969-1986 Xmas
4 MACHIN 13p 2B Error commems (82 u/m sets)
£90.00
u/m or V.F.U..................... £2.00
5 G.B. 1937 Dark cols — 10 G.B. 1967 Paints—1970
£3.75
£2.00 Xmas (22 sets) u/m
C D S. used (15v)

BUYING
— URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR STOCK:— G.B. Regionals — u/m & very fine used
— G.B. Commemoratives — u/m, v.f.u. & f.d.c.
— Decimal machins — u/m & v.f.u.
SEND STOCK TODAY FOR CASH OFFER BY RETURN
Terms: C WO add p&p 30p ord; 53p rec del; Cl.50 reg. fdc orders min. 50p.

NEW 32 Page Catalogue of GB & Channel Islands
now available — send 30p postage for your copy.

RINGDALE PHILATELICS
89 STATION ROAD, MARLOW, BUCKS SL7 1NS
Tel 06284 4613
UNCONDITIONAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE WITH ALL ORDERS

And please do not forget to add postage for your reply where applicable
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HISTORY TODAY

On
February
1st,
1952,
Sir Miles Clifford, the Governor of the
Falkland Islands, sent a telegram to
the Colonial Office in London report
ing the occurrence of a serious
Anglo-Argentine incident - he
suggested that 'this presumably con
stitutes an act of war' - at Hope Bay in
Antarctica, wherein the two govern
ments were in competition for the
same piece of territory. Significantly,
the clash came at a time when
rumours were circulating in Buenos
Aires and London to the effect that
President Peron of Argentina might
undertake some move against either
the Falklands or the Falkland Islands
Dependencies (FID) as a distraction
from domestic difficulties.
That morning a party of British
scientists from the Falkland Islands
Dependencies Survey (FIDS) - the
organisation performing British
research in Antarctica - left the ship,
John Biscoe, to land the materials
required for rebuilding the base at
^'ope Bay, where the previous station
nad been destroyed by fire in 1948.
The Argentine government, pursuing
a forward policy towards both the
Falkland Islands and Antarctica, had
taken advantage of the subsequent
British withdrawal to establish their
own base at Hope Bay only a few
hundred metres away from the
deserted British station, and, inevit
ably, on January 30th, 1952, the arrival
of the John Biscoe elicited an immediate
protest designed to record and main
tain the Argentine position in the
region. Thus, the ship was boarded by
an officer, who delivered a letter of
protest regarding the ship's presence
in Argentine territory without permision.
Nevertheless, on February 1st the
FIDS group, led by George Marsh (the
^prospective base leader) and Frank
Elliott and justifying its action in
terms of Britain's long-standing rights
to Antarctic sovereignty, proceeded
with its plans to land personnel and
stores. However, on shore the party
received vet another Argentine pro
test along with a verbal warning from
the Argentine base leader: 'I am
instructed by my Commander to pre
vent you building a base here using
force, if necessary'.
Soon afterwards, that is, just after
noon, a dozen bursts of machine-gun
fire passed over the heads of the
British scientists, who were then sur
rounded by armed, white-clothed
Argentinians and ordered back into
their launch by an officer brandishing
'a cocked pistol'. Any appeal, such as
the visit made by Marsh and Elliott to
the Argentine station, proved abor16

i

The Argentinian writer
Borges described the
combatants in the
Falklands War as being
like 'two bald men
fighting over a comb.' But
thirty years before,
Britain and Argentine
nearly came to blows over
territory far more remote
and inhospitable.
Peter J. Beck

tive, and the unarmed FIDS party
returned reluctantly to the John Biscoe,
whose master received a further
Argentine protest as well as a warn
ing to the effect that an armed guard
would be placed on shore to prevent
any future landing.
Clifford, noted for his hawkish
support of British imperial interests
and interpreting the incident as part
of a concerted Argentine challenge to
Britain's role in the South Atlantic and
Antarctica, feared that inaction and
'weakness might encourage further
incidents', thereby undermining 'our
whole position' in the region. He
instructed the John Biscoe to stay on
station and, taking advantage otHMS
Burghead Bay’s presence in the Falk
lands, used the frigate to reassert
personally Britain's rights in
Antarctica. Subsequently Sir Vivian
Fuchs commented: 'without waiting
for their (ie. Colonial Office) reply perhaps even guessing what it might
be - he at once sailed for Hope Bay in

HMS Burghead Bay'. By presenting
London with a fait accompli, Clifford
aimed to forestall his instructions
from there, as he expected the gov
ernment to favour a relatively low-key
response, designed to maintain Brit
ish rights but to play down the con
frontation aspect.
Anthony Eden, the foreign minis
ter, was kept fully apprised of
developments but the British gov
ernment, while adjudging it 'essential
to re-establish our party at Hope Bay'
and to stress the validity of British title
to the FID in international law in
contrast to the 'unfounded' Argentine
claim, proved reluctant to employ
force in either the Hope Bay or any
other Antarctic question, as high
lighted by the unarmed character of
the FIDS. In the light of the available
information, the episode was dismis
sed in London as merely 'a local
incident' rather than a pre-meditated
act; thus, the preference was to rely

upon traditional diplomatic proce
dures, that is, to exchange yet more
notes between Buenos Aires and
London to protest, explain and record
their respective positions. In the
event, the Argentine government
indicated a preparedness to accept
this containment approach, and on
February 2nd Remorino, the foreign
minister - significantly, he had just
seen Peron - reassured the British
embassy in Buenos Aires that his
government was 'anxious to smooth
the matter over as completely as poss
ible'.
In the meantime, HMS Burghead Bay
and Clifford arrived at Hope Bay,
where marines disembarked; the
Argentine personnel retreated into
the hinterland; and the FIDS party
now landed and rebuilt the base
under naval protection. Clifford's
revival of a small scale twentiethcentury version of Palmerstonian
gunboat diplomacy ensured a rela
tively speedy and decisive outcome at
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the local level, even if the key moves
occurred in and between Buenos
Aires and London, as evidenced bv
the British protest note of February
^■th, and the Argentine response of
February 27th. The Argentine notes
usual emphasis upon both 'the
unquestioned right' of the Argentine
Republic to sovereignty over the Falk
land Islands, South Georgia and the
Antarctic sector between 25°W-74°W
south of 60°S and the fact that Hope
Bay constituted 'an integral part of the
Argentine nation' was paralleled by a
conciliatory approach, as shown by its
anxiety to excuse the incident on the
grounds of the 'excessive zeal' of the
local commander.
In this manner, the Hope Bay affair
was resolved and contained, a situa
tion facilitated by not only the
restraint displayed by both govern
ments but also the relative lack of
media coverage of the episode, partly
because of press censorship in Argen
tina and partly because of the British

(Aboi’c) Off-loading stores from the 'John
Biscoc', 1949.
media's preoccupation after February
6th with the death of King George VI.
Writing in 1982, Vivian Fuchs,
described the Hope Bay clash as
hitherto 'the most serious field incident
between Britain and Argentina
regarding Antarctic claims', since it
still represents the only occasion when
shots were fired by one country
against personnel from another
power. After 1952 the AngloArgentine dispute continued, indeed
it continues still today, and in this
context the Hope Bay clash served to
highlight their territorial rivalry as
well as the dangers implicit in the
presence of well-armed and - to quote
one British diplomat - 'trigger-happy
South Americans' in Antarctica. At
the time, some consideration was
given to the possibility of arming
British scientists in the FID, but this
was rejected because of the argument
that it would contradict the civilian

character of the FIDS; for example, it
was suggested that 'weapons do not
go well with either scientific explora
tion or civil administration'. There was
the added danger of initiating 'a mini
ature Antarctic armaments race',
thereby encouraging further Hope
Bay-type incidents.
In fact, the unstable AngloArgentine (and Chilean) relationship
regarding Antarctica, in conjunction
with an appreciation of the implica
tions of growing Soviet and American
involvement therein, provided the
impetus for the negotiation of the
Antarctic Treaty, which was coneluded in December 1959 and came
into effect in June 1961. Both Argen
tina and Britain were among the initial
twelve signatories of an arrangement
designed not only to keep the treaty
area (ree
military and nuclear
activities but also to suspend, rather
than to resolve, the sovereignty prob
lem. In effect, the Antarctic Treaty
proved the first post-1945 interna17
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tional agreement for the complete
demilitarisation and denuclearisation
of a continent, a contribution
enhanced by its inclusion of such
groups of powers as Argentina and
Britain or the Soviet Union and the
USA. In turn, Antarctica's 'peaceful'
character has enabled the develop
ment of international scientific co
operation, and thus the transforma
tion of the region into what Sir Vivian
Fuchs describes as 'a continent for
science.
The British base at Hope Bay, the
site of the 1952 incident, had been
established for the first time on Februarv 10th, 1945, as part of a wartime
expedition entitled Operation Tabarin, directed bv the Admiralitv and
designed primarily to reassert Bri
tain's Antarctic rights in the context of
increasing Argentine encroachments
within the FID. The original intention
had been to initiate the Hope Bay base
a year earlier, that is, during Tabarin's
first season of 1943-44, but this had
f^ien foiled bv ice conditions. It is of
interest to note that the often ignored
Antarctic region was deemed of suffi
cient importance to warrant a major
policv initiative and the employment
of scarce naval resources at the height
of the Second World War; thus, 'war
time developments have called gen
eral attention to the importance of
lands in far southern latitudes'.
At the time of the outbreak of the
Second World War in 1939 the British
government had become accustomed
to over 100 vears of dispute with
Argentina over the Falklands Islands,
or rather the Islas Malvinas as they
were known in Argentina. Indeed,
the inter-war period had been charac
terised bv the escalation of Argentine
pressure to secure the islands, and the
resulting challenge to Britain's posiSi *
Hon
in the South West Atlantic was
accentuated by the recent extension of
the controversy to the FID, which had
been placed under British control in
1908 and 1917 and were viewed in
London until the mid-1930s as the
foundation for the policy objective,
adopted in 1920 and ratified by the
Imperial Conference in 1926, that:
The whole of the Antarctic should ultimatelv be included within the British
Empire ... a definite and consistent pol
icv should be followed of extending and
asserting British control with the object
of ultimately making it complete.
This policy, intended 'to paint the
whole Antarctic red' and to add a
further 5.5 million square miles to the
red-coloured territory on world
maps, served to explain the assump
tion of British control over two further
sectors of the continent, albeit
18
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Dressing for the part: Sir Miles Clifford. Goirrnor of the Falkland Islands and Dependencies at
the time of the Hope Bin/ incident
25°W-74°W - belonged of right to
through the agency of the dominions
Argentina. In 1940 the publication of a
of New Zealand and Australia in 1923
Chilean claim to the sector between
(the Ross Dependency) and 1933
53°W-90°W south to the Pole (no
(Australian Antarctic Territory)
northern limit was announced)
respectivelv. Thus, bv 1933 the British
merelv complicated the situation
Empire claimed some two thirds of
because of the extensive overlap of
Antarctica, although an appreciation
Argentine, British and Chilean
of international realities, most notablv
claims.
of the perceived Antarctic interests
As a result, the British government
and ambitions of other governments
began to view Argentine territorial
like France, Norway and the United
ambitions in Antarctica with growing
States of America, resulted in the
anxiety,
particularly as information
abandonment of the policy to acquire
continued to reach London regarding
the rest of the continent.
a series of practical measures tending
Nevertheless, the British govern
to give substance to the rival claim.
ment was determined to retain its
For example, in November 1941 the
existing possessions in the Falklands
Argentine government announced
and the FID, especially in the face of
the opening of a post office in the
Argentina's emerging interest in
South Orkneys, already the site of an
South Georgia and the South
Argentine meteorological station, and
Orkneys and of the claim articulated
then during Februarv-May 1942 the
in the earlv 1940s that all Antarctic
Prim era dc Mayo, a naval transport
lands and dependencies south of 60°S
ship, called at Deception Island in the
and between 25°W-68°34'W - subse
South Shetlands and at Signy Island
quently these limits were amended to

JUNE, 19S7

ate measures to counter Argentine
moves. For the Foreign Office, the
Primero de Mayo's voyage and related
activities 'indicate that Argentina
intends to assert title to the whole of
the Falkland Islands Dependencies,
and that she is now pursuing an
increasingly active policy to re
enforce this title'.
Positive action was favoured to pro
tect British interests, particularly in
the context of the Admiralty's stress
upon the strategic value of the South
ern Ocean in general and of Drake
Passage in particular. The force of the
Admiraltv's argument was streng(Left) James Marr, leader of the 1943-45
Operation Tabarin, designed to expand
British bases in Antarctica and underline
claims to the territories. (Below) One of the
'post offices' established at Port Lockroy in
pursuit of this
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in the South Orknevs for the perfor
mance of various acts of sovereignty,
including hoisting the flag, the formal
taking of possession and the oblitera
tion of any British marks of title. In
AVI ay 1942 the installation of a navigaVtion beacon in the Melchior Archi
pelago, that is, south west of the
South Shetlands, appeared to fore
shadow future Argentine moves
towards British territory in Graham
Land on mainland Antarctica.
Against this background the ques
tion was raised in Whitehall as to
whether the FID were of sufficient
worth to justify continued, almost
automatic, resistance to Argentine
claims, especially since the possession
was regarded still as of uncertain
importance as compared to the vital
significance attached to the Falkland
Islands at this time. In the event, the
inter-departmental exchanges conducted during 1942 demonstrated that
the FID possessed a perceived utility
which justified both their retention
and the implementation of appropri-

j

thened bv recent events, including
the Battle of the River Plate (December
1939), the wartime activities of Ger
man naval raiders against Norwegian
and other whaling vessels, and the
resulting visit in March 1941 bv HMS
Queen of Bermuda to Deception Island
to destrov the whaling station and
fuel dump before they could be used
bv German ships. In this manner, the
South Atlantic region, albeit some
what remote from the main theatres of
conflict, was not isolated entirely from
the Second World War.
The case for action was pressed also
bv the Colonial Office, which iden
tified a mixture of imperial and
resource considerations centred upon
whaling, which had proved a major
policy factor affecting Britain's
attitude towards Antarctica since the
1900s. For instance, the demand for
whale oil - this was valued primarily
for the manufacture of soap,
margarine and explosives (ie.
through the production of glycerine
as a by-product of soap-making) -

served as the key rationale for the
assumption of British control over the
FID in 1908 and 1917 as well as for the
adoption of the policy of Antarctic
imperialism during 1919-20. In turn,
the Colonial Office, aware of the ris
ing pace of inter-departmental dis
cussions in 1942 about post-war whaling, emphasised the subject's
resource, research and conservation
aspects, while pointing also to the
FID's potential value for minerals,
meteorological records and polar air
routes.
Although Argentina constituted
the main influence upon British think
ing, one should not ignore the way in
which the British government had
noted with some apprehension the
announcement of a Chilean claim to
part of the FID in 1940 and the
activities of the United States Antarc
tic Service (USAS) expedition of
1939-41 led by Admiral Richard Byrd.
The USAS establishment of a base at
Marguerite Bay in the FID without
British permission served not only to
irritate London and to typify the
USA's refusal to recognise Antarctic
claims - this remains current US pol
icy - but also to prompt a redefinition
of the 'effective occupation' principle
in polar regions. Hitherto, this con
cept, as stipulated for the acquisition
of territorv by the 1885 Treaty of Ber
lin. had been applied in only a diluted
form to Antarctica, such as to require
merelv acts of administration (eg.
issue of whaling licences, the
appointment of magistrates) or occa
sional visits by expeditions, because
of the impossibility of permanent set
tlement. However, in 1939 President
Roosevelt's references to the USAS
'semi-permanent' nature, in conjunc
tion with its operations in the FID,
combined to foster British doubts
about the political and legal strength
of its position.
In this manner, the early years of
the Second World War were character
ised by a multi-directional challenge
to Britain's long-standing position in
the Antarctic and at a time when it
was preoccupied with the global
struggle against Germany, Italy and
Japan. Significantly, Antarctica was
adjudged to be sufficiently important
for Britain to bring before the War
Cabinet itself as a region worthy of a
major policy initiative for a range of
political, strategic, economic and
other reasons, a reference reinforced
in Januarv 1943 by reports that the
Primero rfc Mayo was scheduled to
undertake another Antarctic voyage.
On January 28th, 1943, the War
Cabinet, chaired by Clement Attlee,
the deputy prime minister, decided
19
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postal cold war:
Falkland Islands
stamps overprinted
for each dependency
soon after
Operation Taberin;
Ui Falkland Islands
Dependencies
stamp of February
1946 showing a
map of the
dependencies; 13p
British Antarctic
Territory stamp
issued m 1981 to
mark the 20th
anniversary of the
Antarctic Treat}/.
Argentina has
persistently
illustrated its
claims in the South
Atlantic on stamps
— notably in these
1964, 1966 and
1979 issues claiming
sovereignty over
the Faliclands
Malvinas) and
' tarctica and
Snowing the base at
Esperanza.

A

that'all possible steps should be taken
to strengthen our title to the Antarctic
dependencies of the Falkland Islands,

against which the Argentines were
encroaching'. Although the exchange
of notes offered one approach, action

on the spot was deemed essential to
consolidate British title against both
previous and 'imminent' Argentine

Two views of the sixth continent; (left) British nomenclature on the map and (right) the Argentinian equivalent
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infringements of British sovereignty
The cruiser HMS Carnarvon Castle
was ordered immediately to the South
Shetlands and the South Orkneys these had been visited in 1942 bv the
Prnnero de Mayo - in order to remove
marks of Argentine sovereignty,
including the Argentine flag and a
metal cylinder deposited in a cairn to
record the visit and the extent of the
Argentine claim, and to replace them
with British marks, such as the Union
Jack and a board inscribed 'British
Crown Lands'. However, a few weeks
later, the Prirncro de Mayo's second
expedition effectively restored the
status quo ante, thereby highlighting
the practical form assumed by
A n g 1 o - A r g e n t i n e rivalry in
Antarctica.
In some respects, the activities pos
sessed a childish character, as evi
denced by the frequent exchange of
paper protests and the obliteration
and repainting of symbols, but they
were underlain by important policy
' -rests. Thus, the British govern
ment adopted a strong stance: 'It is
being made dear that we have no
intention of allowing our title ... to go
by default or to be challenged by any
other Power'. The Cabinet discussions, in conjunction with the con
tinuing inter-departmental evalua
tion of the problem, contributed in
Mav 1943 to the decision that parties of
occupation should be sent to the FID
for politico-legal reasons, thereby
providing the foundation for Opera
tion Tabarin, a secret wartime expedition conducted under Admiralty
direction and named after the Bal
Tabarin nightclub in Paris, allegedly
because of the nocturnal and chaotic
nature of the preparations for its
departure.
^Operation Tabarin's first season of
^P3_44 was led by Lieutenant
Commander James Marr-he had first
visited Antarctica as the boy scout
selected to accompany what proved
Ernest Shackleton’s final expedition
of 1921-22 - and the expedition was
instructed to initiate 'a more or less
continuous occupation' of certain
bases in the FID. The fourteen-man
expedition left England in December
1943 and, after calls at Montevideo
and the Falkland Islands, reached
Antarctica, where bases were estab
lished at Deception Island and at Port
Lockroy in February 1944. Ice condi
tions foiled the plans for a base at
Hope Bay, which could not be built
until February 1945 during Tabarin's
second season. The relative permanence of the bases for the purpose of
proving 'effective occupation' was
evidenced bv not only the base huts

but also the provision of wireless
telegraph stations and of post offices,
the appointment of magistrates, and
the issue of specially overprinted
Falkland Islands stamps for each of
the FID; thus, the purpose of the
stamps was political and legal rather
than either postal or philatelic.
The preparation, despatch and ini
tial activities of Operation Tabarin
were cloaked in great secrecy, which
was qualified only partially in April
1944 by a vague and brief press state
ment referring merely to the begin
ning of an occupation 'for some con
siderable time' of 'some of the most
remote of British possessions in the
Falkland Islands Dependencies'.
Neither base names nor locations
were revealed. Similarly, the inter
change of wireless signals between
bases or between a base and the
Falklands was restricted to the
minimum necessary 'in order to
reduce the possibility of the move
ments of the Expedition becoming
known to the Argentines'. In any case,
wireless messages were converted
into a five figure cypher using one
time pads, and it was not until April
1945 that certain categories of message
could be transmitted en clair. To some
extent, this initial secrecy has sur-

vived, as shown by the extended clos
ure of some of the relevant documents
in excess of the normal thirtv vear rule
as well as by the actual deletion of
references in Cabinet minutes and
indexes. More recently my study on
Operation Tabarin, commissioned in
1983 for a journal published by the
British Antarctic Survey was 'not
cleared' by the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office because of the
continuing sensitivity of the issue as a
continuing sovereignty dispute.
Supposedly Operation Tabarin was
resuming scientific research inter
rupted by the Second World War,
although in reality the politico-legal
motive proved paramount in the
sense of maintaining British
sovereignty through the establish
ment of the permanent bases required
to meet the higher standard of 'effec
tive occupation' rendered necessary
by recent developments in interna
tional law. Subsequently, this
politico-legal emphasis affected the
FIDS, the civilian organisation into
which Operation Tabarin was trans
formed at the close of the war, as
demonstrated by the instructions
issued by the British government in
January 1.947:
The primary object of the Survey is to

Parh/ from HMS 'Carnarvon' hoisting the flag at Deception Island. January 1943 — activities
included obliterating all traces of Argentine occupation and formalising the area as British.
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Stores scattered
around the
British base at
Hope Bay, 1945.
(Below) The
Argentinian
station
established
under the title
'Base
Esveranza’.
Mount Flora is
in the
background.
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strengthen His Majesty's title to the
A Sector of the Antarctic known as the
" Falkland Islands Dependencies by
maintaining British occupation parties
there. There are strategic reasons for
this occupation.
The secondary
objective of the Survey is to continue
scientific work in the Antarctic.
In practice, the FIDS, like Tabarin,
placed scientists in a position to per
form meteorological, geological,
cartographical and other forms of
research, and this uneasy alliance of
politics, law and science has been
continued by the British Antarctic
Survey, which succeeded the FIDS in
the early 1960s.
The Antarctic Treaty has been in
force for over a quarter of a century,
and, bv demilitarising the continent
and shelving the sovereignty ques
tion, has helped to defuse the
Anglo-Argentine dispute regarding
22

their rival and overlapping claims to
Antarctica The British government
has attempted to treat the Falklands
and Antarctic questions as historically
and legally separate, but in Argentina
they are interpreted as part of one
claim, embracing the Falklands,
South Georgia, the South Sandwich
Islands and Antarctica, based upon
historical, legal and geopolitical considerations. As a result, the Argentine
invasion of the Falklands in April 1982
fostered fears that the war might
spread to nearby Antarctica, espedally as early successes prompted
General Galtieri, the Argentine pres
ident, to state that the capture of the
Falklands was 'merely the beginning
of the reaffirmation of Argentina's
right to assert territories'. But these
fears proved groundless, and in the
event the 1982 conflict emphasised the
protective qualities of the Antarctic

Treaty, including its apparent ability
to prevent any further Hope Bay-type
incidents, even when Argentina and
Britain were at war over an adjacent
territory.
Lord Shackleton, son of Ernest
Shackleton, has often referred to Bri
tain's Antarctic 'traditions' during his
efforts to urge the maintenance and
enhancement of British interests in
the region. Certainly, the historical
perspective demonstrates the continuing and long-standing nature of
Britain's involvement in the Antarctic,
a link which goes back beyond
Captain Robert Scott and Ernest
Shackleton to Captain Cook in the
1770s. Britain's leading role was rein
forced by Operation Tabarin and the
FIDS, while today the British Antarc
tic Survey provides Britain's political,
legal and scientific presence in the
region and indicates, like its
. predecessors. the manner in which Britain's Antarctic role has proved in part
a function ot the need to respond to
the challenge of Argentina Both
countries remain active in Antarctica,
but only Argentina still maintains a
station - this is entitled Esperanza
base - at Hope Bay. At present the
British Antarctic Survey maintains
five permanent stations Bird Island
(South Georgia), Faraday Halley
Rothera and Signy
and has not
possessed a base at Hope Bay since
1964.
During the past twenty-five years
or so the Antarctic Treaty has helped
to contain the conflict potential of the
Antarctic ownership problem, even if
sovereignty-related difficulties have
never quite disappeared from the
scene. In fact, Argentina, like Chile,
has continued to treat the continent as

I
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a matter of fundamental importance,
thereby prompting the adoption of a
hawkish, even flamboyant manner in
order to remind domestic and interna
tional audiences about the existence
and natureoiAntartida Argentina. Asa
result, significance has been attached
to the performance of public and
symbolic acts, including the erection
of name plates and presidential visits;
indeed, in 1973 President Lastiri held
a cabinet meeting at Marambio base,
which was declared the temporary
capital of Argentina. Recently, the
Argentine station at Hope" Bay,
Esperanza base, has proved the loca
tion for the establishment of family
groups, a school and a bank as well as
for the conduct of weddings and the
birth of babies, who are - to quote
from a 1981 article in the journal Argen
tina (entitled significantly Tres
generacioncs argentinas cn In Antdrtida)
'all citizens of Argentina and the
Antarctic'. The first of these Argentine
Antarctic 'citizens', Emilio de Palma,
- Tcis born in January 1978.
British governments, when con
fronted by parliamentary concern
about such activities, have stressed
always the 'protective' qualities of the
Antarctic Treaty, and especially of
article IV, but some anxieties remain,
as evidenced by the 1982 Shnckleton
Report, which ranged beyond the Falklands to express 'the need for aware
ness of possible threats to the (British)
Antarctic sector from Argentina'. It is
common knowledge that the 1982 War
was followed by a large British com
mitment to the Falkland Islands, such
as in the form of the garrison, the new
airfield at Mount Pleasant and the
expenditure to date of some £2,600
million. Less attention has been
devoted to the post-1982 enhance

Dividing the spoils: territorial claims in Antarctica; the area to which the Antarctic Treaty
applies is south of latitude 60°S. (Below) Britain's Antarctic Possessions before and after 2962.

ment of British visibility and expendi-

H(fre in Antarctica, a trend highlighted
bv a 60 per cent increase in the fund
ing of the British Antarctic Survey,
which provides Britain's presence in
the region and highlights the inter
relationship of politics and science.
Obviously, Antarctica offers scope
for difficulties between Argentina and
Britain, but for the time being the
Antarctic Treaty provides the basis for
a modus vivendi, which not only sur
vived the 1982 War over the nearby
Falkland Islands but also may last as
long as the treaty endures, that is,
forever, since there is no time limit in
spite of the popular view that the year
1991 marks the treaty's termination.
Clearly the Antarctic dimension pro
vides an interesting additional insight
into the evolution of the AngloArgentine relationship with particular
em phasis upon its potential instability

as well as upon elements of co
operation and confrontation.
FOR FURTHER READING:
Peter ). Beck, The International Politics of
Antarctica (Croom Helm, 1986); 'Britain and
Antarctica: The Historical Perspective', Pram:
Journal of Polar Studies. 1 (1984); 'The Legend of
Captain Scott after 75 Years’. The Contemporary

Rci’ira' (Januarv 19S7); 'The Antarctic Treaty
System after 25 Years', The World Today
(November 1986); Sir Vivian Fuchs. Of Ice and
Men. The Story of the British Antarctic Survey
1943-73 (Anthony Nelson. 1982); E.W. Hunter
Christie, The Antarctic Problem (Allen and
Unwin, 1951); Jack Child. Geopolitics and Conflict
in South America. Conflict Among Neighbours
(Praeger, 1985). The postal aspects of the
Anglo-Argentine dispute were covered in my
History Today article in February 1983.
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'Many famous names owe their start in showbiz to c
KCSE
. Freddie Star, Oliviat Newton-John, Julia
iMacKenzie, Jim Davidson, Iris Williams, Jasper
£Carrott, Mike Harding and Stephanie Lawrence to
name a few: In particular,.Jim Davidson has tpured
Tto every station currently served by CSE, and has
made -at least six trips to Northern Ireland.
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AFTER 26 years of organising
and staging shows for Servicemen. Derek Agutter has a fair
idea of the sort of "live'
entertainment soldiers like
"The old mix of a good comic.
an attractive girl singer who can
put over a song with style, a
speciality act and top class
musicians is a formula that can't
be beaten." he says.
"Soldiers like good middle-ofthe-road acts which really are
the strength of showbiz They
won’t take rubbish."
But there have been times in
his 26 years as head of
Compined Services Entertain
ment (CSE). when he has had to
cancel the show because so few
turned up to watch his offerings
'Like the time darts champ
Jocky Wilson was playing in a
Belfast pub and I had a show
fixed with 12 artists at Holywood
only five people
Barracks
were in the audience, the rest of
the battalion were watching
Jocky I had to cancel, of
course.
While such events have been
rare in his experience, he has
staged hundreds of shows in
some odd places, often working
without a stage and lights, and
some of the best-known stars of
British entertainment have been
happy to go along
' Les Dawson, an ex-soldier.
is one of the few top-liners not to
have come on a CSE show in
my time. I would love to have
booked him. He would have
gone down well with the lads "
singers, dancers.
Comics
magicians. |ugglers. musicians
and~ even wrestlers have been
parcelled into entertainment
packages at his office in
Bucks
Grove.
Chalfont
formerly in the old BFBS
building in Westminster - and
sent with a stage-manager and
presenter to the tiniest desert
outpost or the largest of
garrisons in such places as
Berlin. Belize and the Falkiands
"We have sent shows to
every country where British
Servicemen are based today
and almost every country where
they have been since 1946.
when CSE took over from the
wartime ENSA.
"I can think of only one
country I haven't visited since
joining CSE in 1960 and that's
Norway. Anywhere else
you
name it. I've been there with a
show.
And, of course CSE are
continuing to do this under the
leadership of Gordon Clarke, for
many years Dereks assistant,
who took over when he retired
with a mammoth party for

Derek
Agutter

talks to

colleagues and showbiz pals.
Now. at his south London
home. Derek is still working for
CSE by sifting their records and
"throwing out the rubbish and
compiling a proper catalogue of
information and history
Recalling the early days of

JENNY: Internationa: star
CSE he said records show the
first visit by entertainers to
Gibraltar under the new banner
was in 1946 and starred Kay
Cavendish.
Eight years later Reg Varney
of On the Buses TV fame, was
the leading light in a show sent

married his wife. Kit. who was in
the WAAF.
"I was a temporary captain in
4RTR but switched to the APTC
and had 22 instructors under my
control.''
This suited him admirably as
he was a keen sportsman
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FRANKIE HOWERD. DEREK AGUTTER, GORDON CLARKE: stars lareweH

participating in representative
boxing and rugby and later
becoming captain of the Army
swimming and water polo team
in SingaDore
Medals and "pots' of his
athletic Drowess proliferate in
his home as do pictures of his
internationally famous film star
daughter. Jenny.
A switch to the RASC saw him
in 1952 handling the military
supply aamin for the Coronation
• I lived in a tent in Regents
Park and was responsible for
feeding tne troops engaged on
the Coronation and for dishing
out the rum ration for those
lining the royal route!"
More moves followed his royal
admin duties with a spell m
BAOR and then at Aldersnot for
an adjutant's course before

moving to Singapore and his
first links with showbiz and CSE
"I was responsible for putting
the artists out on the ground
and ensuring their accommoda
tion and travelling arrangements
were all OK.'
Until then that was the nearest
he had ever been to a footlight
But starlight was about to strike
the 34-year-old Agutter and a
chance meeting, after being
bowler-hatted from the Army,
saw him accepting a job as head
of CSE based in Cyprus
"Tnere were only 12 shows a
year coming from London to the
Near and Far East in 1961
because most stars in those
days were busy with revues and
theatre work in the winter and
seaside shows in the summer
"They didn't really want to

know much about troop shows.
So far as we were concernd
things looked grim and there
was talk of closure.
"Then things improved with
the Persian Gulf and Aden
crises and the average CSE tour
was lasting anything up to three
weeks. They were golden days,
tremendous fun with a host of
famous names and the number
of shows going out got a huge
boost"
Reeling off a few figures, he
said that since 1946 CSE has
used more than 12.000 artistes
and produced more than 1,300
snows.
Since 1969 Ulster alone has
seen close on 400 shows and
3.000 artistes and the Falkiands
45 shows and 400 artistes over
the past four years
"We had a few problems with
the RAF when we wanted to fly
some girls there in a Here
they were reluctant to do it
because of the lack of facilities
on board the aircraft, but we
persuaded them in the end. Now
we have eight shows a year
going to the South Atlantic
One memorable occasion at
Kelly's Garden, near San
Carlos.
featured
Harry
Secombe.
"One particular day took in
four performances, but Harry
had a terrible cold and lost his
voice and the girl trumpeter, a
speciality act. split her lip.
"Both had to cry off and I
recruited a piper from the Irish
Rangers, who were then based
there, and an officer who could
play the guitar
"But while they filled the bill
admirably, the piper wouldn't
leave the stage and kept on

playing despite frantic signals to
get off. On top of all that It was
raining cats and dogs
"Having gone 8.000 miles to
put on a show it was a blow to
have Harry and the girl musician
pull out. but looking back it was
all good fun and a lot of laugns.'
While he has mingled with the
stars for 27 years and counts
many of them among his friends,
he reckons his biggest moment
came with his one and only
Royal Command.
“Can you lay on a show
for me to say farewell to my
shipmates?"
The message was from
Prince Charles, then the skipper
of HMS Bronmngton and about
to leave the Royal Navy
"The choice of artists was left
to me. but the Prince specifically
asked for people who had
entertained troops in Northern
Ireland to be included on tne bill,
and not just those who wanted
to take part because it was a
royal do
"Top of the bill was ex-Goon
Harry Secombe with impress
ionist Johnny More, musician
Linda Myers and The McCalmams. a folk group.
“It was a time to remember
and to cap it all the Prince wrote
me a delightful letter of thanks
"Of course I'd do it all again.
It's been a marvellous 26 years
organising and shepherding
scores of the best known names
in the business and hundreds of
lesser artists.
"Who was my favourite?
Norman Collier, the chicken
man. He's one of the funniest
comics around. I'd take him
along any time. He s a sure-fire
laugh raiser."
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Soldiers’ floating home leaves Falklands
BIBBY VENTURE, or Coastei 1 as she is
better known to countless soldiers
serving in the Falklands, is on her way
home.
She is the first of the three coastels
moored outside Stanley to be sent
back to the UK following the move of
the Falklands garrison to the new

headquarters at Mount Pleasant.
Purpose built as floating accom
modation blocks for North Sea oil
workers, two self-contained coastels
were hired and one was bought after
the Falklands war by the Ministry of
Defence.
Sappers of 53 Field Squadron

(Construction) were instrumental in
carrying out the necessary excava
tions around Bibby Venture to enable
her to be nudged out of the Canache
mooring by four mexe-flotes.
In deeper water she was floated on
to her heavy-lift “mother” ship for the
long journey into the North Atlantic.

I
A SHORT but active chapter in
the history of Port Stanley has
drawn to a close with the
departure of The Royal Irish
Rangers from the capital of the
Falkland Islands.
(
The regiment’s 2nd Battalion
was the last infantry unit to be
stationed in Port Stanley and its
departure leaves just a handful
of men outside the main
garrison at Mount Pleasant.
The Rangers made the most
of their posting to the South
Atlantic and “the best live
firing facilities outside North
America,” according to Lt Col
Willie Burke, CO.
The battalion ran a potential
NCOs cadre in between the
customary' round of settlement
patrols. It also mounted a
reinforcement exercise of South
Georgie.
The Rangers found an
unusual chum in the torm of
Sammy the seal who became a
daily visitor to their Coastal
floating accommodation block
Q outside Stanley.
Spending many hours sun
ning himself on an old wooden
raft nearby, Sammy knew he
was on to a good thing when the
Rangers started feeding him his
favourite titbits.
An impromptu folk group
four
Ranger
formed
by
sergeants made quite an 1mpression on many of the islands
clubs and bars where they
staged several concerts with the
battalion’s bugles, pipes and
drums.
As the Irishmen prepared to
depart the islands, another
well-known shamrock countryman arrived in the form of
Canon Jerry Murphy who used
to play rugby for Ireland and
was capped no fewer than six
times.
Now rector ol Port Stanley
cathedral, Canon Murphy was
until recently Domestic Chap-
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Story and
pictures
by Col Sgt
Leo Callow
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lain to the Queen while rector
of the parishes ol Sandringham.
A former platoon commander
in the Ulster Rifles, he saw
action in Palestine.

Above - Returning
from a five day
settlement patrol in
the camp area
outside Stanley, Sgt
Ken Fox (left) and
his platoon from A
Coy pose for a
picture around an
Argentine Panhard
armoured car at
Mount Pleasant

Meet the
lone Ranger!
Left - Lone Ranger
on the open trail —
Rgr Johnny Quigley,
normally a driver,
takes to the camp
outside Port Howard
settlement on four
legs
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Bugler LCpI Greg
Foster sounds the
Last Post at the
memorial erected
by the Falkland
islanders to the 255
British Servicemen
who lost their lives
in the 1982 war
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John Smith's home in Port Stanley is a treasure trove of
South Atlantic memorabilia. His assortment of curios
spans more than a century of the islands’ history. Now
that the British Forces have moved from Port Stanley to
Mount Pleasant, John - who wrote a book called 73 Days
recalling the islanders’ own story of the 1982 conflict - is
hoping to house and expand his collection in Britannia
House, the former HQ.
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Left - RAF pranksters pulled a few legs with
their "penguin crossing" at Mount Pleasant.
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WHAT A LOAD OF RUBBISH!
Debris from the Falklands war
“fills a quarry near Stanley airfield,
' the fruits of the Army's Operation
r
? Flogger to tidy up the islands. The
Scale of the enormous tip - of which
is given by the
this is only part
Land Rover on the lip of the quarry
• • See if can can spot the remains of
an aircraft.
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THE CONSERVATIVE NEW LINE

June 1987

Falklands wish to
remain British
FROM: T. A. Ende, Finsbury
Park, London.
SIR
When Mr David
Adrian Foot says that the
Falkland Islanders were con
sulted, this is quite true.
They were simply asked:
“Would you like to stay under
British rule or would you like to

change to Argentine rule?”
What possible answer could
be expected to that except that
“their wish is to remain where
they are, in their British
homes”?
They were not asked: “If we
invoke the New Towns Act and
build you new farms and towns,
harbours and industries, would
you like to come back to your
homeland and settle in the now
uninhabited but habitable
islands in the British Archipeligo?”
There are hundreds of such
islands.
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Press Cuttings
from Broad Street Associates

3 1 JUL 1987

DAILY MIRROR
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Magpie’s lovely war

artistic centre of Southern England.
Then she produced a second piece,
this time of a British soldier defending
In Favourite Things on BBC-2 on Jjj* pJapoleon’i"^wars^ShVwas similarSunday she proudly exhibited a piece , m0ved by it.
of porcelain depicting three Koyai
Another Favourite Thing was a
Marines landing at San Carlos Bay in poem by Rupert Brooke. “He was
the Falklands.
killed, of course, in the First World
She rhapsodised over it, especially War,” she said as though death in
the expressions on the faces of the battle gave added lustre to Brookes
marines, declaring it to be a work of poetry.
genius by a sculptor living in Orpmgjn fact, he was not killed. He was
ton, which is hardly renowned as the due to join GOC’s staff in the Darda
nelles but got sunstroke
in Egypt, developed
blood poisoning and died
on a French hospital
ship.
Why should Mrs
Thatcher seek to glamorise Brooke by bestowing
upon him a death he
WAR has a fascination for Mrs
Thatcher which is unusual in

MRS THATCHER

Glamorising death
didn't suffer? In any case,
there was nothing
romantic about the First
World War. It destroyed
the youth of this country
and France
nations are still affected
by it.

Broad Street Associates Public Relations Limited 30 Fumival Street London EC4A 1JE
Telephone: 01-831 3113
Facsimile: 01-831 7961
Telex: 894905
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Falkland Islanders fret over their
flourishing fishing fleet
FOR the thinly-staffed Falkland Islands Devel
opment Corporation, the pace has hardly slack
ened since the British government’s announce
ment last year of the fisheries protection zone.
That decision, it is now evident, transformed
the Falklands from a bleak dependency, full of
small projects which faced apparently insuper
able obstacles to commercial viability, into a
hive ofjoint ventures with possibilities which the
FIDC’s annual report, out today, only begins to
broach.
The pace of change has been determined by
the sheer volume of fishing revenue — £14m in
this year’s high season, double last year’s entire
island revenue — and by the potential economic
and social transformation implied by the
islands’ new position at the heart of the vast nat
ural resource which the fish.stocks represent. It
has already made the once-tranquil Barclay
Sound, now used for transhipment of fishing
catches, into the busiest port in the southern
hemisphere, in terms of ship movements. “That
means busier than Sydney harbour,” said Simon
Armstrong, general manager of the FIDC.
The fishing business is so large that the
FIDC’s fisheries arm, Stanley Fisheries, will
produce its own report early next year. The im
mediate effects of the boom are a mass of new
projects, from the dredging of Stanley harbour
and the proposed purchase of the military float
ing-dock to convert into a harbour facility, to the
possiblity of a network of paved roads and im
proved housing and social services.
The longer-term effects have yet to be diBy Isabel Hilton

empt the islanders’ decisions about develop
ment. To try to force them to come to grips with
what is happening, the FIDC has commissioned
three studies from a British consultancy on
development options.
The most conservative one envisaged spend
ing the revenues on social services and improv
ing living standards while running the opera
tions on gastarbeiter principles, with an offshore
workforce. “That is, in fact what’s happening
now,” Mr Armstrong said. Apart from the fish
ing fleet, the main construction projects have
been undertaken by imported contract labour. If
this pattern were to continue a social system
could evolve similar to that of a small Gulf state,
in which the citizens enjoy a high standard of liv
ing derived from natural resources, and the
work is done by imported labour.
At the other end of the scale, going for all-out
development could result in the islanders being
outnumbered and outvoted within a few years by
immigrants. “Perhaps we will end up teaching
Korean in school,” Mr Armstrong said.
The islanders could hold on to their decision
making power by introducing, for example, a 12year residence requirement to vote, Mr Arm
strong said. But measures would have to be
considered now. Equally, if traditional activities
like agriculture were to be protected from the
lure of high wages in new industries, protective
subsidies must be devised. “It will be up to the
elected council to make the decisions in the end,”
Mr Armstrong said, “but we hope it will be done
with the widest possible consultation.”

gested, but are likely to be profound. At the heart
of the problem is the shortage of labour in the
Faiklands, compounded by the shortage of hous
ing for immigrants. To take full advantage of the
development opportunities offered by fishing
could imply doubling or tripling the population
within the next few years, but the FIDC believes
the islands should not move in that direction
without a conscious decision to do so being taken
by the native Falklanders.
One of the problems Mr Armstrong faces is
that outside commercial pressures are forcing
decisions — on next year’s fishing licences and
joint ventures, for instance — which could pre-
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Falklands profit from' fishing: zone
By John Ezard
The Falklands are poised to
become “ one of the major fishing nations of the world ” it
was predicted yesterday.
The forecast follows an unexpected boom caused by the
introduction of a fishery protection zone seven months ago.
The islands’ governor, Mr
Gordon Jewkes, said the declaration had changed the whole
economic outlook of the islands. “Things look very
bright.”
He was in London to unveil
his development corporation’s
annual report, which says the
locally-financed zone has already yielded a £11 million
profit in licence fees paid by

over 200 ships in a territory
whose total internal bud,?et in
1986 was only £7 million.
The corporation’s general
manager, Mr Simon Armstrong, said the area was esta'blished as one of the world ’s
important fisheries.
“ I believe we can become a
major Anglo-Falkland fishing
nation by investing some of the
income. There seems to be no
limii to the number of ways in
which we can develop, or to
how far,” he said.
Less than five years ago, in a
report after the 1982 conflict
with Argentina, Lord Shackleton described the Falklands as
neglected
and
lacking
investment.

Now o;fficials are drawing up i
tender documents for an urgent 1
project to dnedge a deep-water
channel jin Port Stanley harbour. The port could then be;
used lucratively as a fuel-bunkering, repair, watering and
cold storage for fleets from
Poland, Spain ;and Japan.
The islands are negotiating
with the Minisitry of Defence .to
fishing profits on a di.suk^d dock to ac t as a centre for
the projects. Mr Armstrong
Said .that fuel sales alone could
be worth £20 million a year,
A £1 million British trawler,
named a’fter L.ord Shackleton,
will be joined t 'y three smaller
trawlers laier tl'iis year as the
nucleus of a Jocai' fishing fleet.
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School masters
THE government of the Falk
land Islands is thinking long
and hard about a large, leaking
and potentially dangerous build
ing inherited from the British
forces.
On the west side of Port Stan
ley, it was originally designed
as a school hostel for children
from isolated parts of the
islands but doubts about the
primitive “spray-on” concrete
and bad planning led to the dis
covery of no less than 300
'defects.
The place lay empty until the
arrival of the Argentinians who
placed machine gun emplace
ments on the roof and, as a final
seal of confidence, housed sev
eral
hundred
wounded
underneath.
Thereafter, the British placed
equal faith in the shack, so
much so that the commander,
British Forces, and his 100strong staff made it their base
and are only now, five years on,
moving, out. The children, inci
dentally, were moved into alter
native accomodation long ago.
It is a consoling thought that,
with the world’s greatest explo
sives experts on hand, demoli
tion shouldn’t be too much of a
problem.
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Falkland Islands ‘about
to become self-financing’
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c

BY ROBERT MAUTHNER

THE Falkland Islands are on
the threshold of self-financing
thanks to the 150-mile fisheries
conservation and management
zone established in October
1986, Mr Gordon Jewkes, the
Governor said yesterday.
Presenting the annual report
of the Falkland Islands Development Corporation, of which he
is chairman, Mr Jewkes said
that probably for the first time
in their history the Falkland
Islands had a source of income
which should provide a sizeable
surplus over expenditure.
Income from licences to fishing fleets had generated about
£14m in the first half of this
year; twice as much as the
island’s entire budget, excluding fishing, for 1987. In the
second part of the season, an
additional £2m was expected to
come from this source.
During the first half of 1987,
200 fishing vessels of various
nationalities were licensed to
fish within the zone and another
90 licences were expected to
be granted for the second half.
Mr Jewkes stressed that fears
that the creation of the zone
would lead to tension between

Britain and foreign governments had not materialised,
Since the zone had been introduced, everything had been
peaceful and orderly “ both
within and without.” There had
been no clashes between Falk*and Islands fisheries protection
vessels and Argentine naval
patrols.
The overall effect of the steps
which had been taken by
Britain following the conflict
with Argentina in 1982 had
been to stem the economic and
demographic decline of the
Falkland Islands. The resident
population had risen from about
1.800 in 1980 to 1,900 at present, I
of whom some 1,300 were
“ original Falkland Islanders.”
The Falkland Islands Development Corporation, which is
funded to the tune of some
£2m a year by the Overseas
Development Administration,
had been channelling investments into port and bunkering
facilities and. cold store and
fish
processing
operations,
Stanley Fisheries, ''the corpora-,
tion’s fisheries arm, was rapidly
becoming one of the largest
trading ventures in the islands.
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Falklands ‘are
looking up’
THE Falkland Islands are
facing an acute skills short
age at a time when its econ
omic prospects have never
looked better, the Governor
Mr Gordon Jewkes said yes^After years of decline, the
decision to throw a 150-mile
conservation and manage
ment zone round the islands
has provided a new-found
wealth of riches.
The profit from granting
licences to fishing fleets has
netted up to £11 million
since the zone w a s
announced last October - a
considerable sum given a
resident population of less
than 2,000.
The effect of the 1982 con
flict with Argentina has
been to stem the gradual de-

cline rather than drastically
increase inhabitants, apart
from the hefty military garrison.
„ ,. .
But the fruits of this dras
tic change in fortunes are
already evident, with money
being channelled through
the Falklands Islands
Development Corporation
into salmon farming, a mar
ket garden and tourist
lodges*
As chairman of the FIDC,
Mr Jewkes was in London
yesterday to present its
annual report.
“We would like more
people to come down,” he
added. “It will be impossible
to develop the fishing indus
try to its optimum unless
there are more people. We
have an acute shortage
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-----Present indications are tnat
the extra money is beintf
spent sensibly and Governor
Jewkes reckons that around
£6 million could quickly be
, swallowed up by building
decent roads, installing a
i telephone system and other
everyday facilities which
would bring the Falklands
into the second half of the
20th century.
But the influx of
businessmen, salesmen, and
tourists would end the very
way of life that the
Falklanders wanted to
preserve and over which
Britain went to war.
There is big money in the
Falklands waters and
development unstoppable. The
bottom line is double or quits.
The Argentine knows that*
too, and so, in their hearts, do
the islanders.
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The good life awaits you
... in the Falklands
(if your wife can type)
HIS EXCELLENCY is
Britain’s man Down South. As
Governor of the Falkland
Islands he also has a couple
of expansive sounding titles:
Commissioner for remote and
uninhabited South Georgia
and the South Sandwich
Islands, and High
Commissioner for the vast
and even remoter British
Antartic Territory.
He is in London not only as
Falklands Governor, but
chairman of the Falkland
Islands Development
Corporation.
Gordon Jewkes, 56-year old
career diplomat, with his
development corporation
general manager, Simon
Armstrong, alongside, is here
presenting the corporation
annual report. And t he
Falklands are booming with
licence money from fishing
C°There'°are more jobs than
people to fill them.
Secretaries can’t be acquired
for love or money. Would-be
immigrants are asked. Can
your wife type..
It is an astonishing
oiron\rOUslowfvrTe0ponulating
colony, slowly depopulating
and sinking below the South
Atlantic horizon until the
Argentine tried to grab it in
1982, is the modern fishing
equivalent of the Klondyke.
S°r
Argen'n?i^
• ,BuLthce
Do th1
backwater "hfe SSShSSS
into a busy cross-roads, nearly
fromratherSworld's61 fishing
nat^ns dronnfni in to Port
Stanley forPPhunkerine Pand
beer? Simon Armstrong
enthusiastic to brine in
enterorise and business’ and

SHHHrS
Fenders haye to make the

Armstrong has devised
Hut can the Falklanders
three plans - fo'r all-out
adapt and take over the ondevelopment, for keeping the
site management of new
shore-based facilities for the
industries. Simon Armstrong
fishing industry in an enclave
speaks of accepting locals
separate from Port Stanley,
with lower than usual
and a middle way.
education standards for
Jewkes says he finds the
training,
older generation keen on
His total expansion plan
expansion. They have lived
would create jobs for 250 new
with decades of decline,
workers, many bringing their
ceaiise the inevitable result if
£ami!?.es ail£ getting close to
, *—•
doubling the present 1,100
|
i
population of Port Stanley
I
where development would be
I
centered.
I
And their presence would
I
■ demand more doctors, nurses,
I
.
I
teachers, shops and other
I
services. The “camp” of the
I
sheep farms might remain
I
isolated and insular but the
I
quiet capital would never be
R
the same again.
g
Housing remains the
g
|
obstacle. An islander can
AT THE TOP downsouth:
Governor Gordon Jetvkes
£30,000 to £40,000, but to build
went
and are game f0r
homes on any scale means
the excitementand prosperity
bringing construction
that jnvestment brings, even contractors - there aren’t any
if win change their lifestyle.
on the islands - which doubles
vounger people find it
the cost of a house.
harder to judge. Their . The develop me n t
exDerience islimitedand * corporation have plans for a
there is n0tradition of { 25-house estate for fishery
fishing,
workers and the Government
jj intend building a similar
#
$ number, assuming a majority
Interview
i' want that sort of growth.
Ur
Fishing in the Falkland
by
waters is mainly by Far East
TONY AUSTIN
- f
.......................... ...
.....
souid but under fhe licenS
Long-term Agentine
system they are increasingly
ambitions remain a cloud
partnership with British
even if' for the pre,sent, force
fjrms wh0 put up the money,
has been renounced. 11 ‘s ‘he
but, because of the dire state
lack of ,that tradltlon that ia
of our own fishing industry,
crucial, because even servicing
don’t have the expertise in
‘

! d1P^»ps, Koreans,

provided^.mportedylabo^ j Spanish, Polish,

And his chairman, and the ^‘kla’ids are run not by
profits from Falklands waters
islanders’ governor swaDDine native islanders, out
are no longer worthwhile hats before vour verv ^eves '• newcomers with experience of
and at the same time British
says the democratic orocess fs life in the Wlde world ou,tS‘.de'
• fishing is getting a boost,
bays
uie uemucrauc
process
IS statistics,
Even the
population
Thp tnrnahnufr has
councillors
Started*to
Tloo
showing
growthfor
thl^edaratton,
las?followed
oSober*
people, or*about 240 electors
of a «*“«* zoae wh.ch only
each, he doesn't really think a
nf nattle fslanderl
S.a,me int0 operation in
referendum is necessary.
numbers °f ?at‘Y? lslande
! February, revolutionising the
as fast as immigration.
island s economy into clear
“Force breeding.
says
profit, and leaving sheep
Simon Armstrong jokingly,
farming to provide the bread
and we all laugh. But at least [j . and butter, and fish to
- and at last - migration has .^provide, as it were, the jam.
been stemmed. There is ^
- - -----something to stay for.
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Flag ship rules
due in autumn
before tha ****!* ' ,sb°uld be ,n force
sessionth
d °f th,S Parl,amentary
SerSLS,°nThe new legislation is to be included in the
Merchant Shipping Bill announced in the
in*®?S w?ee?h' which jt is h°Ped will be
introduced in the autumn.
John MacGregor, fisheries minister, made the
announcement last Friday during the handing

t?,Te!fb,e made the tiniing of thePintroduc!‘°" °f the.new laws uncertain however, and
tbe,r '"pjusion in the provisions of the Mer
nn?h«*hlppm? Bl]J ,wil1 ensure that there will
no^eanVrundue delay.
th^npif wr?9*°r reufused t0 give anv details of
the "avy legislation however, and said that thev
|"nounced nir] the autumn, when the
M®lkchant Sh|PP,n9 Bill is ready.
The minister said he
precise date for the introduction o, Uk> .aws
because it is hard to tell how long a Bill takes
to to
tbe Par^mentary process," but it
register a British fishing vessel will have to be wnn?H
ttW.
™na9ed b* Brltish citizens parliament.
^ ^ 6"d °f this sessio" of
resident in this country
Mr. MacGregor said there would be "a oreat

...“r.'SiS,'*:

.. ........... ....

-^waascsees alSSSKF*®
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Air arm too weak
for war — admiral
Yorkshire Post Correspondent
THE Royal Navy’s Fleet Air Arm, we don’t have enough pilots for the war
which played a highly successful role in role.”
Atlantic* campaign^ AL

sa- ^ g

sta«MiltrfiMKWS£

Mr^AAToS

Rea? Admiral Roger D.mmock, Flag PTOfflSTiltaJft

tsS"d

°fwa*r proVv1ngAiSifca?o'fS'new “uc^aTdZSea^ifeA

pilots for Sea ifarriers U t
He said: “We learned from the
Falklands we had to have two teams of
air crew for each aircraft. We certainly
need more air crew. We have been able
to meet our peacetime requirements but

still requiring formal funding approval.
“The superb performance of the Fleet
Air Arm has not yet attracted the level
of funding to maintain or enhance our
capability,” he said, while acknowledging pressure on resources. ^__
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Falkland
funds
boosted by
fishing

!
j

'■o

By Andrew McEwen
Diplomatic Correspondent
The Governor of the Falkland
Islands, Mr Gordon Jewkes,
says in a report published
today that the new fishing
industry is about to give the
islands substantial funds to
spend on development.
“Decisions taken now will
shape the whole pattern of
life", he says in a report of the
Falkland Islands Develop
ment Corporation, of which he
is chairman.
In an interview with The
Times, which publishes today
a Special Report on the Falklands, he attacked misconcep
tions about the islands'
prospects. “There have been
those who regarded the Falklands as an economic basket
case to be propped up with
huge amounts of aid", he said,
blaming their attitude on a
selective interpretation of de
fence costs.
“Such figures tend to ignore
the fact that successive (Brit
ish) governments for 100 years
adopted a policy of benign
neglect. It will be very difficult
in future for people to regard
the Falklands as a drain on the*
taxpayer."
Mr Jewkes said that a 56year decline in the islands'
population had been reversed.
A census taken last Novem
ber, but not yet published, put
the population at 1,919 — up
by 5.8 per cent on 1980. But
the increase is entirely in
Stanley, which has grown by
18 per cent, to 1,239.
A population drift caused by
farm mechanization aroused
no concern until it was realized
that high fishing wages could
accelerate it. New policies may
now be needed. Mr Jewkes
said: “We are very anxious to
avoid a flight from the land."
Population drift is already
far advanced. The, population
outside Stanley is only 648 (a
drop of 15 per 'cent), and
spread over an area larger
than Wales.

A land redistribution policy
has had unwanted side-effects.
Before the 1982 war, most
land was owned by 30 companics or families. The
development corporation is
gradually buying big farms,
dividing them and selling them
to former farmworkers.
I Special Report, pages 16-17
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Growth rate
could soar

i

O
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The development policy of the
Falklands is being hammered
together in a ramshackle clutter of make-do offices surrounded by the masts of a
disused wireless station.
There is a whiff of frontier
spirit as the Falkland Islands
Development Corporation
works to diversify the sheepbased economy into fisheries,
industry and tourism.
The excitement peeps
through its annual report, to
be published today. The chairman, Gordon Jewkes, who is
also the governor of the islands, points out that the new
150-mile fishing limit has
“changed the whole economic
outlook”.
He adds: “Probably for the
first time in its history (the
Falklands) has a source of
income which should provide a
sizeable surplus.”
The corporations prospects
have been transformed by the
injection of more than £7
million in recent months,
raised by persuading fishing
companies to invest in 13 jointventure schemes it runs.
The bait - some would call
it arm-twisting - was that the
government would give preference for fishing licences to
companies willing to invest.
Priority is now being given
to establishing a Falklandsbased fishing industry. A joint
venture called SWB Fisheries,
51 per cent owned bv the
corporation received a £1.4
million contract to buy and
refurbish a trawler.
When, the ship, the Arctic
Freebooter, renamed the Lord
Shackleton, arrives in October, it will be the first Falklands-registered trawler, and
will compete with Spanish
vessels for loligo squid.
. f ..
.
* ,
A further deep-sea trawler
is due to arrne from the
Faroes in November, chartered to test the potential for
shrimp and scallops. And
research has established that
crab fishing should be viable,
too. So two purpose-built British vessels are being imported
to exploit that.
The most valuable catch in
the Falklands fishery is the
illex squid, which also presents the biggest problems,
because - of the need for

specialized techniques of
“jigging” for the squid,
So SOme of the joint ventures
involve British companies
chartering vessels and crews
from Japan, Korea and Taiwan. British fishermen will be
trained on board, and may one
day become captains of Falklands-based jiggers,
Projects still on the drawing
board include setting up port
and bunkering facilities, a cold
store and fish-processing facilities. Plans are being discussed to buy a huge floating
dock that was built by the
Ministry of Defence in Stanley
harbour.
One joint venture that is
sure to be a big earner will
provide fuel and water for the
fishing fleets, which at present
bring their own tankers.
Two civil servants, Simon
Armstrong, general manager
of the corporation, and Brian
Cummings, newly appointed
chief executive of the government, have given the lead in
planning,
But both men emphasize
that though they may identify
the options, the choice lies
with the islanders themselves,
They fired the opening shot
this month by holding a
weekend seminar at which
presented a group of
leading local people with three
different grand designs,
The most cautious option
was to use the new wealth to
increase living standards,
while keeping the fishermen at
arm’s length and resisting big
changes. The most ambitious
was t0 8° for fiat-out development’ accepting that it will
mean a |fr8f population mcrease and will bring problems
as.'le
benefits,
Armstrong believes
there was general agreement
t0 g0 for full development. But
the semjnar was only the start
democratic process,
He said; *We may have t0
consjder whether in five years
time Korean should 5e & the
curriculum of the secondary
school. The isIanders may find
themselves outvoted by newcomers in the future„
One option would be to
restrict immigration to Britons
and to require a long period of
residence before granting voting rights.
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Long, cold days
for the troops

<o

It is not hard to guess how
Argentina feels about the large
revenues the Falkland Islands
government is earning from
waters which Buenos Aires
considers its own.
“Human nature being what
it is,” said Gordon Jewkes, the
governor, “I think there will be
some disposition to view it
with envy.”
But neither he nor Rear
Admiral Christopher Layman,
Commander of British Forces
in the Falklands, believes that
this necessarily increases the
military risk. Mr Jewkes says
that Argentina's sovereignty
claim is based on emotional
and historical, but not eco
nomic, factors.
Though it has never for
mally declared an end to
hostilities, Argentina’s stated
policy is not to retake the
islands by force.
Nevertheless, recent reports
of a reduction of British forces
(denied by Ministry of De
fence sources) have aroused
concern among islanders, ever
fearful that Britain might
return to the “trip wire” policy
of maintaining only a token
force there.
A tour of the impressive
military complex at Mount
Pleasant showed such fears to
be fanciful. While the figures
are secret, informed guesses
suggest that British forces
exceed the population of Stan
ley, although they are prob
ably less than the entire
population of the islands.
By comparison, on April 2,
1982, just 66 marines, with
three officers and 11 other
men, found themselves out
numbered at least 25 to one by
i Argentine invaders.
The £400 million Mount
Pleasant airport, built with an
8,500ft runway to take longhaul jets, has cut the journey
time from RAF Brize Norton,
Oxforshire, to about 18 hours.
It makes rapid reinforcement
by air feasible.

In an interview, Admiral
Layman said it gave “fingertip
control”, allowing force levels
to be adjusted to meet the
perceived threat. “I am happy
with the level of forces. They
are here to defend the islands
and I am satisfied they can do
the job”.
Having helped to regain the
islands in 1982 as Captain of
the frigate IlMS Argonaut,
which survived when two
bombs crashed through its
decks and failed to explode,
Admiral Layman seems un
likely to underestimate the
threat.
There was some reduction of
numbers when it was decided
to centralize the joint-service
garrison at Mount Pleasant
and its nearby naval facility at
Mare Harbour. But defence
sources say subsequent depar
tures from the Falklands
caused no further reduction
because replacements were
sent in equal numbers.
The British taxpayer is
spending £257 million this
year on Falklands defence,
equivalent to about £130,000
per islander. That figure tends
to overshadow the personal
sacrifices still being made by
the men in uniform.
On the frozen hillsides of
Mount Pleasant, the so-called
“rock apes” of 63 Squadron,
currently the resident Rapier
missile squadron, are un
doubtedly giving the taxpayer
value for money.
Corporal Dave Myatt, Tac
tical Controller, was on duty,
facing into an icy southerly
wind as he tracked aircraft
with the missile guidance sys
tem, when I visted an eightman detachment known as
Call Sign 23.
Squadron Leader Sandy
Davie told me: “The wind
speed must be above 25 knots
half the time up here. Some
times it’s so cold that the crews
have to be rotated every 20
minutes.”
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This way: soldiers stationed in the Falklands demonstrate
their nostalgia for home in a multi-directional signpost.
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1690: Captain John Strong
lands and names islands after
Viscount Falkland, Treasurer
of Navy. French seal hunters
come later and call them “les
Malouines” after home port St
Malo. Spanish subsequently
turn this into “las Malvinas”.
1764: First French colony.
1765: Britain claims islands.
First British colony in 1766.
1767: France hands over col
ony to Spain. Governor sent.
1770: Spanish fleet forces
British colony to leave.
1771: Britain threatens to
send task force. Spain backs
down. British colony reestab
lished and co-exists alongside
Spanish colony.
1774: British colony folds on
economic grounds. Britain re
tains sovereignty claim.
1811: 32nd Spanish governor
leaves. Islands are now
uninhabited.
1820: Argentina claims
sovereignty.
1833: Argentine governor
forced to leave by British
warship. British colony re
established.
1914: British fleet destroys
four German cruisers in Battle
of the Falklands.
1982: Argentine forces invade
April 2; surrender June 14.
1986: Sir Geoffrey Howe de
clares 150-mile fishing limit.
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A richer life from
'| Up
hnmodern port, and to create a
iiu, uiaiiua uav^
home fishing industry to combecome a place
pete with them.
of new wealth
A senior official has been
*
•
shopping recently for seven
and Opportunity,
lighthouses, an aircraft hangar

triggered by the

and a smal1 llccl oflraw,ers*

should transform the muttondominated diet.
Stanley's first up-market
restaurant. Monty's, has achicvcd a turnover 40 per cent
higher than predicted only

lhree monlhs after it opened.

That is only the halfofit. At
The first boutique, opened
the same time - and with in February, has £20.000
r. IC/f
. .
great urgency —the main hotel worth of clothes in transit
Iter 154 years in he IS to be modernized, house- from Britain at any one time,
economic dold- building is to be accelerated, a There are probably more vidrums tnc Falkland new school constructed, the cos in relation to population
islands are exper- education system reviewed than in Britain, and almost
,nn 'cnci1l?g a remark- and the tax structure changed certainly more Land Rovers a
ab|c change m their prospects lo cater for a far more pros- head than anywhere in the
buoyed by a tide of new wealth perous economy,
world
from the fishing industry.
r .
■
.•
_
_
extensive preparations
The sense of renewal and
Even a year ago it would made last year to revamp the rapid development startles the
have seemed absurd to paint war-damaged tourist industry newcomer, conditioned by ev
the Falklands as a land of should at least double the ery writer since Dr Johnson,
opportunity. No one was pre- number of visitors in 1987.
who called the islands “the
pared for the boom triggered
There
is
a
new
sense
of
undiluted lords’ of tempestby Britain’s decision last Octo
ber to declare a 150-milc dynamism on the land due to beaten barrenness”,
The fact that the 1982 war
fishing limit around the a programme, run by the
government and the Falkland was fought during the southislands.
islands
Development ern winter reinforced an only
Confidence has been further Corporation, of buying out half-deserved image of bleak
boosted by Mrs Thatcher's absent landlords and dividing isolation. The Falklands is no
election
victory and the the farms into smaller units, further south than London is
Government’s renewed pledge EITorts to link far-flung north, and its winter is no
not to negotiate the islands’ communities by building all- colder. But even now a winter
sovereignty. For the first time weather tracks are under way. visitor could be tempted to
in half a century the populaBy October locally pro- view the place as an encrusta
tion is rising.
duced vegetables, hitherto lo lion of humanity clinging to a
Now the military aircraft be had only from back-garden vastness of nature,
arriving at Mount Pleasant part-timers, will be on sale in
A land the size of Northern
airport carry business exec- Stanley, due to a hydroponics Ireland remains largely the
utives, surveyors and accoun- farm which is about to put its preserve of sheep and wild
tants eager to participate in first products on the market. It geese, with wonderfully exthe new opportunities.
pressive rock-hopper penWith money pouring in
guins and elephant seals on its
FALKLAND FILE
from fishing licences and from
shores. Communities of half a
joint-venture participation • Governor: Gordon Jewkes
dozen wooden houses with tin
fees, resources have become • Land area: 4,700 square roofs cluster on the edge of
available for a host of projects. milesfarms of 10,000 to 200,000
Plans are afoot to persuade the
(N^v„efj5?0r ?cres' seParaled by miles of
fishing fleets, coming from live in Stanley f Wh'Ch 1,239 ^nWn 8rass and snow-capped
nine nations, to operate from *
.
n,llsStanley, to dredge its harbour 1985/6-' £6^03 Llion^fifi/7
SlanIe^ described by farmfor the,r deep-draught vessels, (eS,): eIi.iJI "SZ hear "s as “th/ d*V” resembles a
to provide the facilities of a runs July to June)
y
Cornish fishing village with a
population of about 1,200.
Even now it lacks a drycleaner, greengrocer, fish
monger, butcher and solicitor
who can do private work full
time.

boom in fishing
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Fish guard: the Red Ensign flies from a fisheries protection vessel checking a Polish trawler

a There is a desperate short

age of accommodation: many
officials work from clusters of
portable builders’ cabins.
The labour shortage here is
even worse. Nearly a third of
government jobs are vacant,
local officials speak of “chro
nic over-employment”, and
anybne willing to work can
take on not one, but several
jobs.

mem* of°“he Falkland^

MOFC hOUSCS,

starting from a very low base,
c% mhPW
there is no doubt that a
**
historic corner has been
turned within the last six
months.
Until now the Falklands
tended to be seen as a costly
possession of questionable
value. When Britain threat
ened to send a large naval task a repetition of history by
force in the 1770s after being Argentina, the doubters were
dispossessed by Spain, there still more vociferous,
were those who argued that it
Even Lord Shacklelon’s rewas not worth the effort.
port and subsequent developWhen it actually did so two ment efforts seemed to have
centuries later, in response to limited impact — until the

and more jobs
than people
to fill them

fishing money started to flow.
Now, by contrast, business
men are saying that if Britain
was willing to fight when there
seemed to be nothing worth
having, there is not much risk
of its giving up what looks
increasingly like an asset.
International opinion may
take a long time to catch up,
and Argentina is never likely
to accept the principle of selfdetermination for the island
ers. But no one doubts that the
despair and decline which
characterized the 1970s have
given way to a new mood of
self-confidence.
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Regal reception’
In Argentina
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By our Trade Correspondent
The head of the first British
trade mission to visit Argentina
since the Falklands War said
yesterday that the 12 business
men in the party had been
“ received regally,” although
none of them had secured new
orders. The Argentines have
been blocking British imports
ever since the declaration of a
150-mile fishing zone around the
Falklands last November.
Their visit earlier this month
j was an offshoot of an official trip
to Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile,
the biggest overseas trade mis
sion ever sponsored by the Brit
ish Overseas Trade Board. The
businessmen who went on to
Buenos Aires paid their own ex
penses, but the Government yes
terday made clear that it was
sympathetic to their initiative.
The press conference to report
back on the results of the mis
sion was held at the offices of
the body which advises the

BOTB on trade with Latin
America and a senior DTI offi
cial was present.
The Argentine leg of the trip
was led by Mr Paul Eadie, the
chairman of Eadie Brothers, a
Manchester-based textile ma
chinery accessories firm. Yester
day, he conceded that British ex
porters faced a " slight uphill ;
struggle ” in recapturing a
share of the Argentine market.
Argentina was once Britain’s
best market in Latin America,
with annual sales of £161 million
in the last full year before the
conflict. Although Britain re
opened its market to Argentine
goods in July 1985, the ban on
British imports by Argentina
was not lifted until April of last
year.
During 1986, Britain’s sales
soared from around £5 million
to £10-11 million. But since the
fishing zone was announced, not
a single import licence has been
issued to a British company.
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Defence group
a.

:aa

Adverse weather conditions are reported to have affected computers on RAF planes
Attention is drawn to the
not make enough use of
By Andrew Lawrence
software for flexibility, and all fact that the Argentines made
British forces fighting in the the systems suffered from the almost no use of modern
Falklands suffered a series of lack of a database for identify- electronic warfare technicomputer-related problems ingfriendly or enemy aircraft, ques, but that the position
which could have had serious the report said.
would be very different in
‘It is difficult to avoid the Europe,
repercussions in a European
The lack of an ‘Identificaconclusion that in the field of
war.
This is the conclusion of the electronic warfare British tion Friend or Foe (IFF)’
latest House of Commons forces have fallen behind in system could have serious
Defence Committee report the use of modern technolo- consequences in Europe,
on the Falklands war, im- gy,’ it says, arguing that the where the situation would be
plementing the lessons of the speed of development by ‘hideously complicated .
Falklands Campaign’.
potential enemies is not an
Even in the Falklands,
According to the report, excuse for ‘total inactivity .
FIMS Cardiff accidentally
software upgrade problems
The report also refers to a shot down a British army
affected the use of air-to-air report from the US navy Gazelle helicopter.
The committee said that it
sidewinder missiles, while which said: The British were
weather conditions affected hampered by a lack of modern remains ‘deeply concerned’
the use of two on-board radars, target identification that a fully integrated Nato
Harrier jump-jet computers, systems, data management approach on IFF systems has
proved
not
Shipborne radars were hin- systems and electronic war- apparently
dered by the fact that they did fare equipment in their fleet.’ possible.
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Squid by the ton goes
into the trawlers’ nets

Thp FnlHnnrk are
1 hl rdtis-icmub cue
last becoming tilC
Klondyke OI the
cAHtkorn CMC fnr ihp
SOUtnern seas ior UIC
world S lisning fleets
n the captain’s cabin
aboard a rusty, 20-yearold Polish trawler, three
British fisheries officers
clinked vodka-filled glasscs with the Scotch-drinking
skipper
An .."ndprctflndinp that Fast
and West can do^ mutually
nrnfirahlp husincss was about
tPo be cemented with the hospitality of the high seas.
Whatever their diplomats
mavsav at the United Nations
S ArVentina-s claim m
sovereignty^few^ajorfishing
nations can afford to stay out
of the Falklands waters.
The scene has been repeated
time after time since July 12,

ing Japanese and South Korcan vessels known as “jiggCrs” caught up to lOO tonnes
of squid a day each, using
powerful lights and computercontrollcd lines
John p0nar(j, administralion manager of Stanley Fishcries, a subsidiary of the
Falkland Islands Development Corporation, estimated
that at least £500 million
worth of lllex squid and fin
fish was caught between February and Junc- Al one P°int
lhcre were 4,000 fishermen at
work ” tvvicethc population
of lhc is,andsThe trawlers come in to
Berkeley Sound, an almost
deserted Falklands bay, to
unload their cargoes into
special,zed vessels known as
reefers, to refuel from tankers,
and to take on food and water
from larSc molher shiPs'
~
,

licences to catch blue whiting
during the second fishing season since Britain declared a
150-mile limit.
Next week it will be the turn
of up to 19 Spanish trawlers,
arriving to catch the imme nsely valuable loligo squid.
They will pay up to £9,722 a
month each for the right, but
should earn 20 times as much,
Altogether, 90 trawlers from
nine nations have been offered
licences for the second half.
which was always expected to
be quieter than the first. Then,
the pursuit was for illex squid,
highly prized in Asia.
Lured by prices of up to
$2,500 a tonne, strange-look-

~———————————
in Mav andJune they made original reason for declaring
it thc buSjeslharbou/in the lhe arcane-sounding Falksouthern hemisphere, exceed- lands Interim Conservation
ing Simonstown, Melbourne and Management Zone, or
and Sydney in terms of ship FICZ, last October.
movements, according to
Britain had been under
Falklands officials. Yet the pressure from the islanders for
only spectators were the years to take such a step, but
inhabitants of two tiny farm had held back, hoping to draw
settlements and rows of pen- Argentina into a multilateral
guins standing like sentries on conservation policy.
the headlands.
Two factors forced the ForAll this could soon change, eign Office to change tack. The
a survey of Port Stanley’s first was thc trebling of thc
harbour completed this number of trawlers in Falkmonth showed that it would lands waters, coupled with
be feasible to dredge it to the warnings from London-based
eight-metre depth needed by scientists that fish stocks
the larger vessels.
could be depleted.

i

If the local council approves
development plans, the fleets
will use Stanley in future,
spawning a huge expansion of
port facilities and related
services.
p
,vr.rbprc nppdpd to
bunkering ship-repair
™rchandler servicesas well
as the additional hotels, reslaurants and shops, could
causc a further big population
incrcase

licence fees, harbour dues
and trans-shipping licences
are expected to bring in £14
million this year - equivalent
to double the entire Falkland
Islands government budget
for thc previous year. But even
that could seem small beer
when the development plans
reacn iruiuon.
The huge economic prospeels have overshadowed the
7
r, .

The second was a decision
by Argentina to license Soviet
and Bulgarian trawlers to fish
in waters overlapping those
claimed by Britain.
Peter Derham, director of
fishcries’ who was. formerly
Chief Inspector of Fishenes at
the Ministry of Agriculture in
Lond9n
.and ,who^e P^st
experience includes the cod
wars between Bn tain and
Iceland
believes the de
cision was taken just in time to
prevent lasting harm,
He said: “Last year there
werc something like 600 vessejs here at the peak time. It
was like a Klondike. It is
generally thought and hoped
that we have nipped it in the
bud, but we will not know for
sure until next year”,
Much depends on the eftectiveness of policing arrangements which are ejected to
cost £4 million this year,

when the first vessels of the Fees are expected to top £14 million —
Two former British deeppohsh*!rawiers'have received
double the entire Falklands budget
^u^ShS|SS

o

vessels. There is also a Dornier aircraft, which will operate from Stanley airport.
There was some excitement
on July 16 over the presence of
a Soviet reefer (a specialized:
cargo vessel) m . Berkeley •
Sound. The ship, ui6 Krimskoye Gory, paid £5,000 for a
trans-shipping licence to.
transfer fish to arid from a
Polish mother ship called the
Gryf Pomorski.
This appeared to cut across
Moscow^ policy of refusing to
buy fishing licences for Falklands waters, but the fishery
authorities were happy to
accept the money.
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Off to explore the city of 1,000

O

house and meet local people corporation, said that in the concentrating on the discernO
_________________
^-cn Bernslen, aged 44, past the Falklands received ing, well-heeled traveller.
Skimming low over a beach lhc *oreman> whose Norwe- about 5,000 visitors a year by
Meanwhile Stanley’s bestcarpeted in strange, tufted g,an great-greatgrandfather sea and a further 1,000 by air known hotel, X Upland
in the Falklands in the from South America.
Goose is heine rpfiirhished
growths, the helicopter settles settled
19th century. “I wouldn’t live
cDem? .refurbished
in what would pass for a anywhere
else.”
he
Last year there were under
the surpnsingly-named
paddock but for the windsock. says.“Can’t standcities. Two 100 genuine tourists, which ;”alvina House Hotel is to be
There is not a house in sight.
in Stanley and Igo up the excludes cruise passengers, aone UP too.
A Land Rover bumps over a days
wall.”
who spend relatively little in • Further information from:
grassy rise and takes the
With a population of just the islands. This year Mr Falkland Islands Tourism
traveller to a Scandinavianstyle lodge. No more complete over. L000, Stanley hardly Bound hopes for 200, and is (0904-782136).
escape for the world-weary Qualifies as a city, but it does
could be imagined.
not take long to begin to view
Sea Lion Island has a res- the world through Mr Bcrnident population of three, not ten’s perspective,
counting the barking beasts
There are also guided tours
that gave it the name. Other of the battlefields for military
wildlife includes elephant buffs. A group of 16 that came
seals, several species of pen- in April included a High Court
guin and giant petrels.
judge, a retired bank manager
It is so remote that every and a former petty officer.
piece of the lodge had to be
Restoring the tourism inflown in by Chinook military duslry, devastated by the 1982
helicopter.
war, has been a priority of the
Sea Lion is one of three Falkland Islands Developstops, in very different ment Corporation,
settings, on a 17-day tour that
Graham Bound, managing
aims to give a taste of all director of Falkland Island
aspects of the wildlife and Tourism, a subsidiary of the
culture of the Falklands. It
i costs about £2,500, including
travel, meals and guides.
Another stop is Port How
ard, a 200,000-acre sheep farm
on West Falkland. Guests stay
in the forme* farm manager’s
!
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Falkland
funds
boosted by
fishing
By Andrew McEwen
Diplomatic Correspondent
The Governor of the Falkland
Islands, Mr Gordon Jewkes,
says in a report published
today that the new fishing
industry is about to give the
islands substantial funds to
spend on development.
“Decisions taken now will
shape the whole pattern of
life”, he says in a report of the
Falkland Islands Develop
ment Corporation, of w hich he
is chairman.
In an interview with The
Times, which publishes today
a Special Report on the FalkIands, he attacked misconcep
tions about the islands’1
prospects. “There have been
those who regarded the Falklands as an economic basket
case to be propped up with
huge amounts of aid", he said,
blaming their attitude on a
selective interpretation of de
fence costs.
“Such figures tend to ignore
the fact that successive (Brit
ish) governments for 100 years
adopted a policy of benign
neglect. It will be very difficult
in future for people to regard
the Falklands as a drain on the
taxpayer."
Mr Jewkes said that a 56year decline in the islands'
population had been reversed.
A census taken last Novem
ber, but not yet published, put
the population at 1,919 — up
by 5.8 per cent on 1980. But
the increase is entirely in
Stanley, which has grown by
18 per cent, to 1,239.
A population drift caused by
farm mechanization aroused
no concern until it was realized
that high fishing wages could
accelerate it. New policies may
now be needed. Mr Jewkes
said: “We are very anxious to
avoid a flight from the land."
Population drift is already
far advanced. The population
outside Stanley is only 648 (a
drop of 15 per cent), and
spread over an area larger
than Wales.
A land redistribution policy
has had unwanted side-effects.
Before the 1982 war, most
land was owned by 30 com
panies or families. The
development corporation is
gradually buying big farms,
dividing them and selling them
to former farmworkers.
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A richer life from the sea Growthrate
Andrew McEwen

modern port, and to create a should transform the muttonhome fishing industry to com dominaicd diet.
pete with them.
Stanley's first up-market
A senior official has been restaurant, Monty's, has achi
shopping recently for seven eved a turnover 40 per cent
lighthouses, an aircraft hangar higher than predicted only
three months after it opened.
and a small fleet of trawlers.
The first boutique, opened
That is only the half of it. At
the same time — and with in February, has £20,000
great urgency — the main hotel worth of clothes in transit
fter 154 years in the is to be modernized, house- from Britain at any one lime.
economic dold- building is to be accelerated, a There are probably more vid
rums, the Falkland new school constructed, the eos in relation to population
Islands are exper- education system reviewed than in Britain, and almost
iencing a remark- and the tax structure changed certainly more Land Rovers a
able change in their prospects, to cater for a far more pros- head than anywhere in the
buoyed by a tide of new wealth perous economy.
world.
- from the fishing industry’.
The sense of renewal and
Extensive preparations
Even a year ago it would made last year to revamp the rapid development startles the
have seemed absurd to paint war-damaged tourist industry newcomer, conditioned by ev
the Falklands as a land of should at least double the ery writer since Dr Johnson,
who called the islands “the
opportunity. No one was pre- number of visitors in 1987.
pared for the boom triggered
There is a new' sense of undiluted lords of tempestby Britain's decision last Octo- dynamism on the land due to beaten barrenness”.
ber to declare a 150-mile a programme, run by the
The fact that the 1982 war
fishing limit around the government and the Falkland was fought during the south
islands.
Development ern winter reinforced an only
Islands
Confidence has been further Corporation, of buying out half-deserved image of bleak
boosted by Mrs Thatcher's absent landlords and dividing isolation. The Falklands is no
election victory and the the farms into smaller units. further south than London is
Government's renewed pledge Efforts to link far-flung north, and its winter is no
not to negotiate the islands' communities by building all- colder. But even now a winter
sovereignty. For the first time weather tracks are under way. visitor could be tempted to
By October locally pro- view the place as an encrusta
in half a century' the population is rising.
duced vegetables, hitherto to tion of humanity clinging to a
vastness of nature.
Now the military aircraft be had only from back-garden
A land the size of Northern
Mount'
Pleasant
part-timers,
will
be
on
sale
in
arriving at
due to a hydroponics Ireland remains largely the
airport carry business exec- Stanley,
utives, surveyors and accoun farm which is about to put its preserve of sheep and wild
with wonderfully ex
tants eager to participate in first products on the market. It geese,
pressive rock-hopper pen
the new opportunities.
guins and elephant seals on its
O FILE
With money pouring
_______
shores. Communities of half a
dozen wooden houses with tin
roofs cluster on the edge of
farms of 10.000 to 200,000
miles.
available fora host of projects. O Population (November acres, separated by miles of
Plans are afoot to persuade the 1986): 1.919, of which 1,239 brown grass and snow-capped
hills.
fishing fleets, coming frprri live in Stanley,
Stanley, described by farm
nine nalions, to operate from $ Government revenue:
Stanley, to dredge its harbour 1985/6: £6.003 million. 1986/7 ers as “the city”, resembles a
for their deep-draught vessels, (est): £21.142 million, (year Cornish fishing village with a
population of about 1,200.
to provide the facilities of a runs July to June).
Even now' it lacks a drycleaner. greengrocer, fishmonger, butcher and solicitor
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
who can do private work lullFALKLANDS LIMITED
time.
There is a desperate shortproviding
age of accommodation: many
Accountancy and Book-Keeping Services
officials work from clusters of
in the Falklands
portable builders' cabins.
at 44 John Street, Stanley
The labour shortage here is
Talk to our UK Director for the
even worse. Nearly a third of
Falkland Islands, Peter Campbell, c/o:
government jobs are vacant,
Panned Kerr Forster
Innl officials speak of “chronica'o°v“pLPyment”, and
38 Albyn Place
Aberdeen
anyone willing to work can
AB91US
take on not one, but several
Tel: 0224-589195
jobs.

The islands have
become a place
of new wealth
and opportunity,
triggered by the
boom in fishing

A
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The development policy of the specialized techniques of
| Falkland* is being hammered '‘jigging” for the
together m a ramshackle dmSo some of the joint ventures
| ter of make-do offices sur- involve British companies
I rounded b> the masts of a chartering vessels ami crews
disused wireless station.
from Japan, Korea and laiThere is a whiff of frontier wan. British fishermen wH! In
spirit as the Falkland Islands trained on board, and nray one
Development Corporation day become captain* of Rrikm*. '
works to diversify the sheep- iands-based jiggers,
based economy into fisheries,
Projects still oo the drsi*reg
industry and. tourism.
board include setting up port.
The excitement peeps and bunkering facilities.. a coW
through ii> annual report, to store and fish-processing Licit$'4
'
be published today. The chair- hies. Plans are being des
man, Gordon Jew Res, who is cussed to bay a huge floating
also the governor of the is- dock that was built by the
lands, points out that the new Ministry of Defence in Stanley
150-mile fishing limit has harbour.
•'changed rbe whole economic
One joint venture that is
outlook”.
sure to be a big earner will
He adds: ‘’Probably for the provide fuel and water for the
first time in its history (the fishing fleets, which at present
Falklands) has a source of bring their own tankers,
income which should provide a
Two civil servants, Simon
sizeable surplus.”
Armstrong, general manager
The corporation's prospects of the corporation, and Brian
have been transformed by the Cummings, newly appointed
injection of more than £7 chief executive of the governm if lion in recent months. menu have given the lead in
raised by persuading fishing planning,
companies to invest in 13 jointBut both men emphasis?
venture schemes it runs.
(hat though they may ktenfiN
The bait - some would call the options, the choice lie*
it arm-twisting - was that the with the islanders fhemsefies.
government would give orefr hey fired the opening shot
ere nee for fishing licences to this month by holding a
weekend seminar ai whteh
companies willing to invest.
Priority is now being given ^ey presented a group> of
to establishing a Falkland- leading ncal pwp«e*.th three
based fishing industry. A joint afferent grand deigns,
venture called SWB Fisheries,
The most c:umous option
51 per cent owned bv the was to use the new wealth to
increase living standards,
corporation received a £1.4
million contract to buv and while keeping the fishermen at
refurbish a trawler.
arm's length and resisting big
1 he most ambitious
When the ship, the Arctic changes.
Freebooter, renamed the Lord was to go for rlat-out develop
Fish guard: the Red Ensign flies from a fisheries proti
-sell checking a Polish trawler Shackleton, arrives in Octo ment, accepting that it will
a large population in
ber. it will be the first Falk- mean
crease
and will bring problems
But though the develop- IVff&inP1 KlOHUS
hi.ng money started to flow. lands-registered trawler, and
mcnl of the Falklands is
^ fltiUMUU
Now by contrast, business will compete with Spanish as well as benefits.
Mr Armstrong believes
starting from a very low base.
<nj rapw
men are saying that if Britain vessels for loligo squid.
there was general agreement
there is no doubt that a
a
vas willing to fight when there
A further deep-sea trawler
• meri to be nothing worth is due to arrive from the to go for full development. But
historic corner has been ajj(g mOFC ]l,
:.:.there is not much risk Faroes in November, char the seminar was only the start
turned within the last six
• giving up what looks tered to test the potential for of the democratic process.
months.
.
..
. .
He said: “We may have to
-'singly like an asset.
shrimp and scallops. And consider whether in five y ears
Until now the Falklands
"Tu.f.onal opinion may research has established^ that
me Korean should be in the
tended to be seen as a cost y
■
t
time
to
catch
up.
crab
fishing
should
be
viable,
curriculum
of the secondary’
possession of ques.ionable
is neverlikely too. So two purpose-built Brit- schooj_ The Zanders may find
value. When Britain threat- a repetition of hist
ihe principle of self-j ish vessels are being imported themselves outvoted by newcited to send a large
Argentina, the doubtc
;
vL’or*
for the island- to exploit that.
comers in the future".
force in the '77°s alter being still more vociferous.
1 . . ru . nc doubts that the
One option would lx* to
Lite most valuable catch in
dispossessed by bpam, tnere
,1!?'
Even Lord Shackleton re
:rd decline which the Falklands fishery is the restrict immigration to Britons
were those who argued that ,t
port and subsequent d. -.clop
.
1 he 1970s have illex squid, which also pre- and to require a long period of
was not worth the effort,
ment efforts seemed to have g;ven. vv.v.
a new mood of seats the biggest problems, residence before granting votWhen it actually did so two limited impact - until the seif- confidence.
because of the need for ing rights.
centuries later, in response to
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FALKLAND ISLANDS
Development Corporation

Since June 1984, the Falkland Islands
Development Corporation has been actively
assisting economic development m the Islands.
It has:
— Increased employment
opportunities
— Increased population
levels through selective
immigration.
— Improved community
facilities.

v

Copies of the FIDC Annual Report may
be obtained from:—
Broad Street Associates, 30 Furnival Street, London EC4A 1JE
Telephone: 01-8313113.
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In our ever-shrinking world, peace, tranquility and ‘real'
wildlife become increasingly difficult to find. But deep in
the South Atlantic, on most of the 780 Falkland Islands,
man is a rare species or occasional visitor. Here the 2000
or so Islanders live their lives side by side
with millions of penguins and albatross and huge
concentrations of Elephant Seal, Sea Lion and shore- and
seabirds. Never far away is the handsome, persistently
inquisitive Striated Caracara - one of the world's rarest
birds of prey and recklessly tame.

Insurance Brokers to the
Falkland Islands
Development Corporation,

Here in the Southern Hemisphere everything you see,
hear and touch is distinctly different; the air is pure and
clear; there's space to move.
This remarkable wildlife spectacle and the fascinating way
of life of the inhabitants can now be experienced by small
numbers of visitors, staying in comfortable lodges and
travelling by light aircraft, boat and Land Rover.
Put yourself back in nature's hands.
Visit the

Serviced by our subsidiary,

FALKLAND ISLANDS
Where nature is still in charge

insurance Brokers
(FaSklands) Limited,
44 John Street,
Stanley.

For free leaflet or full colour brochure (price SI) write to:
Falkland Islands Tourism
Dept. IT
126 Wetherby Road
York
Y02 5BY

NOWADAYS,THIS
SQUADRON LEADER
CRIES
OVER A CENTURY OF SERVICE
Since Incorporation by Royal Charter in 1851, The
Falkland Islands Company has provided support and
service to the Islands. The Company looks forward to
continued support of the administration in the exciting
years ahead.
O SHEEPFARMING: Through major sheepfarms at
Goose Green, Walker Creek, North Arm, Fitzroy and
Port Stephens with Bocks totalling over V4 million
sheep.
© RETAILING AND WHOLESALING: Operating
by far the largest stores in the Islands supplying
everything from Land Rovers, clothing and food
stuffs down to drawing pins.
© SHIPPING: Operating the only regular direct cargo
service between the United Kingdom and I ort
Stanley.
© WOOL SALES: Through its branch in Bradford
large scale marketing of pure Falklands wool in both
U.K. and world wide.
© SERVICES TO FISHING FLEETS: The premier
agency m the Islands providing services for inter
nationally owned vessels Fishing and transhipping in
Falkland Waters.
@ AGENCIES- insurance, travel, merchanting, etc.
The Company has been Lloyds Agent since 1869.

the Falkland islands
COMPANY LIMITED
94a Whitechapel High Street, London El 7RH
Tc|ex 8956039

Fax 01-377-6194

A MEMBER OF THE COALITE GROUP

1

WHERE IS NATURE STILL IN CHARGE?

TIE FRIZZELL
GROUP LIMITED

Telephone Ol377_0566

\

To\mm

EDINBURGH EH3 6JN
Tel: 031-556 6777

Squadron Leader R G.n. DSO.
DFC. was one of the first of the
'few'. Without him and his Spitfire
the fires of London would have
been much worse.
After the Battle of Britain. G n
fought with Monty up through the
Western Desert into Italy. Here his
plane was hit by a German '88'
U
shell. He spent the rest of the war
x in a prisoner-of-war hospital.
Ml!
A brave man. a very brave man.
SHI Nol the sort to burst into tears, but
H yet he does so. cowering into a
|| corner at any unexpected noise.
$ For G. n the war is not and never
f will be. over.
£ The Ex-Services Mental Welfare
i Society exists to look after and to
| help people like R.. G..n. Menwilh
s'
,
mincJs imaged in the service of
A.
their Country, Men who need our
^
help with day-to-day living Men
who need a sheltered place in which to live Men who. af the very least, need our help in
qenmg their correct entitlement to pension
We cannot work for these men without your help The debt is owed by all ol us. so
please send us a donation, or arrange a covenant, or perhaps, a legacy

ss

k,vP

"They 've given more than they could-please give as much as you can.
To prated tnose concerned, m>s is an amalgam ol several such case histones of Patients m our care

-------- 1
«-S€RUIC€S
MCflTflL LD€LFflR€ SOCIETY
BROADWAY HOUSE. THE BROADWAY. WIMBLEDON SW19 1RI. TEL: 01-543 6333
D Please find enclosed my donation for C5ttC2Q/C1(V£S/C
or charge my AccessMsa caid No

□irn

[isnt'il.iiecilcjid

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n —i—

□ Please send me luriher details about the EvSeivices Mental Welfare Society
Name 1B1OCK --------------------------------------------------------------------Address

L-

Signature

J
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Falklands war
veterans gaoled
PETER Seymour, aged 30, a :
Falklands war veteran, of
Tamworth, Staffs, was gaoled
for four years at Winchester
Crown Court yesterday for
stealing “ a dazzling array ” of
weapons from his baracks at
Aldershot.
Another Falklands veteran,
Neil Dance, 26, of Willems
Park, Aldershot, who was men
tioned in despatches for brav
ery, was gaoled for 15 months
for handling the stolen
weapons.

Broad Street Awoclate* PuWc Relation* Limited 30 Fumlval Street London EC4A1JE
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Psephological
factor
You thought it was the Falklands factor
which swept Mrs Thatcher to electoral vic
tory in June 1983 ? Think again. In contra
vention of Crewe (for whom public opinion
and party politics were “ transformed” by
the Falklands war), in defiance of Donleavy
and Husbands (who have calculated that
the war was worth a long-term boost in
government popularity of 16 points), David
Sanders of Essex University and three
collaborators have unleashed, in the stately
pages of the British Journal of Political
Science, an analysis which if correct blows
all previous argument out of the water. The
Falklands war, they reckon, added a mere
three points to the Government’s popular
ity, lasting a mere three months.
What swept the Conservatives up the
opinion polls in May-June 1982, and built a
platform for subsequent general election
victory was not so much the gallant deeds
of our lads on the battlefront as “ move
ments in macro-economic variables.” They
derive this conclusion from the construction
of a model based on four factors: people’s
views about the economic prospects for
themselves and their families over the next
12 months; and the measurable trends in
unemployment; in the exchange rate; and in
the PSBR. On the basis of these four tests
they conclude, a sudden climb in Govern
ment popularity in the late spring of 1982
was wholly predictable. Broad macroeco
nomic forces already operating in the six
months or so before the Falklands conflict
would m an probability, they estimate, have
led to a dramatic resurgence in Govern-

the
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ment popularity anyway: “ the interposition
of the Falklands crisis merely served to
mask the effects of these macroeconomic
changes and to give the false impression
that the revival of Mrs Thatcher’s electoral
fortunes was the consequence principally of
an uncontrived but well-managed foreign
policy entanglement rather than the result
of clever macroeconomic management.” The
architect of Mrs T's second term, in other
words, was not as so many supposed at the
time, bungling old General Galtieri, but
mumbling old Geoffrey Howe.
This is one of those controversies
where the teachings of academics brutally
coincide not just with the teachings of
other academics but with the broad feel
and gut instinct of the man in the street.
Did all those headlines about Our Boys and
“ Gotcha,” all those tear-stained, quaypacked television welcomes to our returning
fleet, really go, psephologically speaking, for
nothing ? And those who wish to explore
these matters further should be warned
that to do so means venturing into a kind
of sociological enchanted forest in which
Norpoth attempts to model the decay factor
in the Falklands effect using Box-Jenkins
and Box-Tao techniques, while Sanders et
al struggle to construct “ a parsimonious
model of government popularity” which
can, inter alia, avoid high colinearity of
predictor variables. Yet party managers will
have to make the effort, for what this
paper is saying will, if true, matter quite a
lot to them. First, because it would seem to
explode the legend, credited on all sides,
that there are votes to be had in parading
the flag and banging the big bold patriotic
drum; and second, because it strongly sug
gests that if you can succeed in manipulat
ing the economy correctly, you can hope to
go on (and on and on ?) winning elections.
That, though, will come as no surprise
to many in the field, especially Chancellor
Lawson. As a diligent amateur psephologist
— perhaps even good enough in his day to
avoid high colinearity between predictor
variables — he used to advance exactly this
kind of view as editor of the Spectator
twenty years ago. Indeed, looking at the
way he contrived to manipulate the economy in the run-up to this year’s election,
one can’t help suspecting that he may actu
ally have reached this particular psephological Port Stanley ahead even of Sanders
et al.

5*°*^
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Prosperity is the key to
Conservative successes

The Tories’
election
race winner
Peter Kellner on a new analysis of Government popularity

x

A few weeks ago, during the
/\Queen’s speech debate, David

■ tf1S flndlngs are remarkable. Paradoxica y* part of that remarkability flows

eral election result. He said that althou8h the Conservatives’ lost seats,
their victory was more impressive than in
1983. Then the Tories benefited from the
afterglow of the Falklands factor; this
time they were on their own. Until last
week I held the same view. I have now
changed my mind. A compelling study of
Conservative popularity between 1981
and 1983 appears in the current issue of
the British Journal of Political Science It
argues that the “Falklands factor” was
small and lasted only three months It
had no bearing on the 1983 result. .
David Sanders, leading a team from
the Department of Government at Essex
University, reckons that most of the rise
in Conservative popularity at the time of
the war, and almost all of their retained
popularity after it, flowed from Britain’s
economic performance. Mr Sanders has
devised by far the most sophisticated
model that I have seen to translate economic performance into government
popularity.
*

Study was completed well before the reJ?nt p,ection- What wc are able to do,
merefore, is test the model against last
n!onfh s e,ectl0n- My own verdict is simP e: 11 works* There are few, if any, perw3nen* truths about public opinion.
Nevertheless the Essex team does appear, t0 have uncovered some uncomPrecise and durable connections
between economic and political performance* Along the way they not only dispose °f the FalMands myth; they also
pr°V,de a P,ausible explanation of why
governments suffer, then recover from
mid-term blues”.
’
Anyone reviewing the Conservatives’
recovery in 1982 is faced with four clear
:actsj 11 began before the Argentinians
ln.vaded the Falklands (Gallup in line
Wlt, °ther P0,,sters> showed the Tories
Up r0m 27 per cent in January and February,to. 31. Per cent in March; 2) Tory
Popularity jumped suddenly a few weeks
after the task force sailed (Gallup’s figures: April 31, May 41, June 45V 3) the
Government continued to hold its popu-

hritv
^ ?

the war much ionger than

■W&sis&SiZ

sumcr spending were rising, and interest
rat^s were falling.
e U 'Sueasy.t0 attribute Tory fortunes
i r°,m thf ?p5ing of 1982 on t0 a mixture of
!JJck and judgment. The hard bit is to cal1 rate those different components
Ih°
r"?nth: how much was due to
l glands, and when, and how much
° ° , factors’ and which? To simplify
3 c°mp,ex argument, Mr Sanders and his
co leagues find that the Tories’ monthly
P° ™°yements between 1981 and 1983
Ca° • , ,arge,y exP,ained by four econ°^'IC facJ°[sUn^
these is subjective: Gallup’s
m0nthly responses to one of a battery of
questions it asks for the European Comni,ssi(?n: How do you think the financial
s,tuation of your household will change
?hVer the next 12 months?” The other
nree measur?s ?re all derived from govern"lent statistics: unemployment, the
?xchange rate and public sector borrowmg. According to the Essex model, the
r
d,d beSt when financial expectat?QnS were r,s,ng> unemployment was

Broad Street Associates Public Relations Limited 30 Fumival Street London EC4A 1JE
Telephone 01-831 3113
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falling, public sector borrowing had been
falling six months earlier, and the ex
change rate had been falling a year ear
lier.
That last finding is perhaps the most
surprising: governments tend to prefer a
strong currency to a weak one. The like
liest explanation for the opposite being
true is that when sterling falls, British in
dustry becomes more competitive; after
a year this has fed through into higher
profits, higher pay, more overtime and so
on.
In other words it was the conse
quences rather than the fact of lower
sterling that helped the Tories in 1982.
Likewise with public sector borrowing. It
would be fanciful to suggest that hun
dreds of thousands of voters simulta
neously say to themselves, “gosh, I have
just realised that the seasonally adjusted
PSBR figures six months ago looked
rather good: I must rush out and tell the
pollsters that I’m switching back to the
Tories.” Rather, as with the exchange
rate, a lower PSBR feeds through the fi
nancial markets into lower interest rates
and the prospect of tax cuts; again, it was
the consequences of a lower PSBR, six
months down the line, that fed through
to the Conservatives’ advantage in 1982.
When the Essex team ran these fig ures
through their computer, they found that
even without the Falklands War, a sharp
rise in Tory popularity in the spring of
1982 was likely to occur. Unemployment
was beginning to level off, personal fi
nancial expectations were rising, British
industry was benefiting from a 10 per
cent depreciation of sterling during the
first half of 1981, and a late-1981 contain
ment of government borrowing led to
lower interest rates and a tax-cutting
budget in March 1982. Not only does the
Essex model explain an increase in the
Tories’ rating in 1982: it specifically ex
plains much of the jump between April
and May of that year. Sanders et al conelude that “the Falklands crisis merely
served to mask the effects of these macroeconomic changes and to give the false
impression that the revival of Mrs
Thatcher’s fortunes [resulted from] an
uncontrived but well-managed foreign
policy entanglement.” When the economic indicators are properly allowed
for, Mr Sanders estimates that the “Falk
lands factor” added only three points to
the Conservatives’ rating, and then only
for May, June and July 1982.

THE independent^^?)

One possible criticism of this analysis
is that the Falklands war generally im
proved voters’ sense of well-being, and
therefore influenced the Gallup measure
of financial expectations. The Essex
team explored this; once again, they
found they could explain consumer con
fidence without resort to the politics of
the task force. It was closely linked to
such factors a$ tax rates, interest rates,
short-term working and spending on
consumer durables. In the spring of 1982,
all four were moving in the right direc
tion.
A more fundamental criticism is
that the Essex model might have
/ % worked in the run-up to 1983,
1
but it may be less relevant to
1987 _ or 1991. To coin a phrase, the fu
ture has yet to come; what we can do is
look at how the model stood up to the
test of this year’s election. If we knew
only what the economic indicators
showed and how the model functioned,
would wc have predicted a recovery in
Conservative support last autumn, fol
lowed by a surge this spring? The answer
is emphatically “yes”. Gallup’s measure
of consumer confidence, and the unem
ployment figures, both started improving
last summer, and both showed sharp re
coveries in the early spring of this year.
Or take sterling: just as it fell by 10 per
cent a year before the Tories’ spring 1982
surge in support, so it fell by 7 per cent
during the winter of 1985/6: in time for its
economic stimulus to show through by
the spring of this year.
So it goes with the other indicators:
government borrowing (lagged by six
months), interest rates and consumer
spending. They all moved in the right di
rection at the right time for the Conser
vatives to reap the electoral benefit. By
the same token, the Conservatives
downturns in 1981 and 1985/6 can be ex
plained without recourse to the dubious
psychology of mid-term blues: the eco
nomic indicators looked bad both times,
and the Tories suffered.
We must be clear what this analysis
does not show. It does not demonstrate
that only economic indicators have any
political effect: if Labour had had a dif
ferent defence policy, or if the Alliance
were more credible, or if the Tories had
been led by a man, then one or both elec
tion results might have been different.
The model offers no prediction for the
division of the non-Conscrvative vote.
Nor does it claim to be immutable for all
time: different factors, such as the poll
tax, might influence voters between now
and 1991.'

2 7 JUL 198?

The betting must be, however, that
voters’ prosperity will continue to domi
nate political fortunes. In that case, the
Tories’ fate during the course of this Par
liament will depend on much the same
factors as it depended on during the last
two.
By dispensing with the Falklands fac
tor explanation of 1982 and 1983, the
story of the last two elections becomes
brutally simple. Twice the Conservatives
have ensured that the right economic
signals were sent to the electorate at the
right time; twice they have obtained ma
jorities of more than 100. Given the
added bonus of being able to choose the
date of the election, who is to say the To
ries won’t repeat the trick in four years
time — unless a global economic crisis
capsizes them?
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THE OBSERVER

Falklands veterans
run Gulf gauntlet
FIVE YEARS ago Peter
Tully, cold, damp and
terrified, lay huddled in a
trench for three days as
Mirages pounded his posi
tion near San Carlos Water
in the Falklands.
Last week, Mirage jets
attacked him once more. Swel
tering in 110 deg F, Tully was
| this time on the bridge of a
supertanker in the Gulfs
‘Exocet Alley.’ Thanks to his
I repeated Falklands strafings, he
1 was steeled to cope with this
surprise raid.
Tully, a former troop sergeant, is in the Gulf from
choice. He is one of about 20
Britons employed on commer
cial contracts as ‘ safety
advisers’ aboard vessels run
ning the gauntlet of attacks.
He is part of an elite team
drawn from former members of
the Royal Marines and the
Special Boat Squadron, each
battle-hardened in the Falk
lands. Their hard-won
soldiering skills are now in
demand in the Middle East.
Tully, 34, spoke to The
Observer directly from his ship.
Returning south down the
Gulf, the supertanker had
! taken on a full cargo of crude at
the Kharg oil terminal four
days earlier.
‘ The first we knew was that
the fire tugs around us were
being put on alert by radio.
‘ In the darkness, three Ira
.nian positions. laid down- very
heavy tracer fire. We realised
this was a bombing run. The
tracer fire followed the aircraft
for five minutes. Several
ground-to-air rockets were also
unleashed against the jet, but
there was no hit.’
From the vessel’s bridge, the
intruder—almost certainly an
Iraqi air force Mirage Fl_
could not be pinpointed. But
its lethal ordnance was.

l

The ship is a supertanker of
more than 250,000 tonnes,
crewed by European officers
and Filipino seamen. For
security reasons, its name and
location are being withheld.
Behind the operation is
Defence Analysts Ltd, of Wincanton, Somerset. It claims that
a Falklands veteran aboard can
thwart tanker attacks, or, if that
fails, help to restrict fires and
secondary explosions.
After a tanker owner comes
to Defence Analysts, his vessel
is decked out with devices to
reduce the chance of attack.
Chaff ‘ guns ’ to decoy missiles
may be installed and steps are
taken to reduce the radar
signature. Then the safety
adviser is put aboard—unar
med. The firm claims it has
saved insurers millions of
pounds.
It is headed by two senior
Falklands veterans — Com
mander ‘Sharky’ Ward, who
•
planned the Harrier jets campaign, and General Sir Jeremy
Moore, who led the land
f°rcesCommander Ward is outspoken in his criticism of the
American escort strategy. ‘It’s
pure John Wayne come-andget-me stuff,’ he claims.

* Taken out of their design
environment, modern Amencan warships are ill-equipped
to meet the threat posed by
something as simple as a dhow
loaded with explosives. Our
way keeps the political ternperature lower and is, we
believe, simply more effective .«*
BGulf crisis, pages 10 and
11.

/
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ROYAL AIRFORCE NEWS
July 24 to August 6 1987
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Fishing News
July 24 1987

Falklands vessel
order possible
W'

year on ordering its first new shiD to
fish Off the Falkland Islands
P
A spokesman for Marr said- "It is a nanpr

sr; “-T“ ”d to' Marr (Fishing) Ltd, is looking at buildine
fa"1>l.V venture with Andrew

new vessels

Part in the Falklands fishery The
company has extensive experience y' "
.
of trawl
fisheries and is fast
about
tures wuh the Japanese and Taiwanese.

‘SS.WSrs

a "uxrs;! ss £» dr"

.“a

,f t ca ma<^e il Clear that ‘l will on?ydo so
f it can get access to the Japanese market
nLSqUld; AcCeSS is at P^nt through the
joint venture arrangement.

New Dornier
unveiled

S!SEH£s*

at

was due to tab? i 4 a* MacGregor, who was
today (Friday) at the at id!K®' ^"airCraft
premises of Fraviation,
I0"™??th’ the com- -.™» ^ being followed by a
Pany which will be oper- fl!ght over Bournemouth Bay
*ting the Dornier *for gS* fishing vessels and
the ministry.
be stat' pro^ectlon vessels will

f

Daily Mail
21* July 1987

Race-away Hogg
wait for a move
!

c

IS ANOTHER bidder mak-

It seems sensible to vnt* f
the dTOBrdor'then

the rinsuranc^°brokersb travel 3^*
agent, and estate agents?

peaMp^ Wl
yesterday, with one eager
buyer at 640p.
B
mv „
,
^°a,rd h°Pe shareholders will back their plan to
!.ejy the business into two
companies on Monday next
though the TSB want to stop
business “two"twelves

ggj

E£ s^“rsWoS° said
under
bodv^hn^Hers rlow say no
should rush into the
TSBs arms, and several think
that the TSB might be persuaded to bid more than
Q
share. Some broker! — rrotahiS
at Morgan Grenfell
Sy
been saying Hogg are worth £7
°r m°re
1 bW a“ al0ng'

MICHAEL WALTERS

!
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Bravery bonus
for a hard-up
Falklands hero
£,

A COLLECTOR took pity on a young
Falklands war hero yesterday and paid
an extra £500 for his George Medal at a
Christie’s auction.
Able Seaman John Dillon, 23, needed to
sell the medal — one of only three awarded
in the war — to pay for an electricians’
college course and to buy a car to help
start a business.
Christie’s expected it
to fetch £5,000. But col
lector William Graham
was the only bidder
and got it with an
opening offer of just
£2,200.
But later Mr Graham,
who had been ready to
pay twice as much,
added £500 to the price.
Christie’s also took pity
land said they would
forgo their £200 commis
sion.

Sorry
A spokesman for
Christie’s said: “I think
everyone felt sorry that
this war hero had to sell
his medal.”
Christie’s could not
account for the lack of
interest from profes
sional dealers.
Before the sale, Mr
Dillon said: “It’s the
citation that means
something. That’s the
important thing because
it describes what I did.”
Mr Dillon of
Whetstone, north Lon
don, was 18 when his
ship, HMS Ardent, was
shelled. Despite being
injured he freed a

HERO: John Dillon
trapped seaman and
pushed him through a
hole in the vessel.
He helped the man in
the water, although he
had no life jacket, and
was said to have put the
other man’s safety be
fore his own.
Mr Graham has 82
medals from the Falk
lands Campaign.
He said: “I think it’s
sad that it had to be sold
but we, as medal collectors, are able to keep
the medals safer.”
“It is more important
to keep these medals
safe and preserve them
for the nation,” said Mr
Graham, 62, a former
paratrooper.
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Hero's

medal

sorrow
A

COLLECTOR
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paid an extra £500 _
for his George B
Medal yesterday.
B
Able Seaman John B
Dillon needed to sell B
tnc medal—one of B
only three awarded B
in the conflict—to B
help start a business. B
Auctioneers Chris- B
tie’s e xpected it to
fetch
k ..
• “•00°-£5.ooo,
but pnvato collector
William Graham
found himself the

asrand paid

Then Mr. Graham
decided to add £500
and Christie's said
they would forego
their
£200
com
mission, so Mr.
Dillon, 23, of Whet
stone, North London,
received £2,700.
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think everyone felt
sorry that this hero
had t° sell his
medal.”
the auction,
Mr. Dillon said: “It’s
the citation that
means .something.
TH.t>
/if1** s *he important
tnin^ because it
describes what I did.”
was 18 when his
ship, HMS Ardent,
J?8? hit by Argen.P1?188 shells. He was
*VJufed. but moved a
steel girder to free a
trapped seaman and
helped him in the
wa
. ter without a life
jacket until they were
saved.
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Medal man
helps a
Falklands

hero

;>

A SYMPATHETIC
collector has given an
extra £500 to a
Falklands war hero for his
George Medal.
Able Seaman John
Dillon, 23, of Whetstone,
North London, needed to
sell the medal, one of three
awarded in the conflict to
pay for an electrician's
course to set up his own
business.
Christie’s, the London
auctioneers, expected it to
raise up to £5,000, but
when it was knocked down to
hotelier William Graham
for only £2,200 he offered an
extra £500. Christie’s also
waived their £200
commission.
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Falkland medal
sold for £2,000

A FALKLANDS war hero soiu
his George Medal yesterday for
£2,000, half the price expected.
The buyer, William Graham,
gave £500 extra to John Dillon,
aged 24, from south London,
who was awarded the medal for
rescuing a fellow sailor from
the burning HMS Ardent.
!
i
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BID: Dillon

A hero's
sad sale
|
I

o

THERE was only one
bidder when Falklands war hero John
Dillon put his George
Medal up for sale.
Ex-sailor John had
hoped to raise £5,000
to get him started in
business as an electri
cian.
But the sole bid by
collector William
Graham at Christie’s
was for £2,200.
Later Mr Graham
added £500 to the
price and Christie’s
said they wouldn’t
charge a commission.
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Chime and
a half

:

The government’s Property Ser
vices Agency must regret giving a
quote to Admiral Christopher
Layman, our commander in the
Falklands, for installing door bells
at his house there. Its estimate was
£1,400. Layman was so shocked
that he called in the Royal
Engineers who, he told the PSA,
took two hours and used parts
costing £8. Christopher Thomas,
the PSA’s man in the Falklands,
disputes the exact figures — claim
ing the work took two days and the
parts cost £24 — and insists that
the admiral originally wanted
grander chimes. Too busy to
examine the job before pricing it,
the estimator had reckoned it was
four days’ work. But the fun
damental explanation is that the
Property Services Agency assumes
the same labour rate for every job,
from changing a light bulb to
building a runway - making small
tasks appear expensive and large
ones cheap. Senior officers are
wondering if the admiral has not
stumbled on a flaw in the agency’s
methods so serious as to render
them quite useless for deciding
whether a job is worth doing.
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Falklands bound . . . Len Riley alongside the old Arctic Freebooter.

Picking up in the Falklands

.
a trawler and put into service off ness a spokesman said
By Simon Beavis
fhl Fa klands bv the Ministry of yesterday.
The Humberside marine engicllhmarine escort
Commenting on the deal

SWB Fisheries - a joint ven-

iS&K SSD2S
th^ Fajklmi^ st^°m^rctiC Free-

ssrs ssag at“3wM
Witte-Boyd - have won a £1.4
milllion contract to buy and
refurbish a trawler for squid
fishing of the Falklands. The
deal will create 142 jobs immediatelv with more expected to fol-

£e‘e°
"UgtiOctober supplyPortfest'Sg
mg squid to the ast growms
marketso be found in Japan ana
Spain.
welcome
The deal means *

fleet.”

.

, .. .

freezing vessels and that the
order will secure the firms tech^ base on Humberside,
^
could mean
bs
mananging director, Len Reilly,
sajd “in anticipation of further

is; c rss tst »fsf» sirs srs.»»“ f*
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New life for
old Hermes

by John Vincent

full crew in November 1983
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HMS Hermes - sails for India on Thursday
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Soldier
shot on
his first
patrol

j

A BRITISH soldier was
shot dead yesterday only
hours after arriving in
the province.
Last night Ulster Secre
tary of State Mr Tom
King called for a report
into claims that the snip
er’s single bullet had
come from south of the
border.
Twenty-one-year-old
Lance Corporal Thomas
Hewitt, from Botcherby,
near Carlisle, was shot in
the village of BeUeeck,
County Fermanagh.
He was on his first patrol after arriving rn
Ulster on Saturday from
Osnabruck, West Ger
many, where his regi
ment, the Green Jackets,
rs based.
Last night Mr King’s
office had already been
m contact with the Irish
authorities.

Haven
, L°cal Ulster Unionist
MP Mr Ken Maginnes
condemned the killing
and called on the Irish
Government to step up
its border security measures.
A spokesman for the
Rev. Ian Paisley’s Demo
cratic Unionist Party
“The other side of
Hie border is a haven for
terrorists.”
•ft British soldier was
killed rn the Falklands
when a Land-Rover over331 icyroad a*
RAF Mount Pleasant. He
was Signalman Bradford
Cooke, 23, from Chelten
ham.
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Falklands hero’s new challenge

'-rz.'

By Edward Townsend
Industrial Correspondent
Captain Don Ellerby, deco
rated veteran of the Falklands
conflict and a leading figure in
the British merchant marine,
is unwittingly at the sharp end
of the hoped-for recovery of
state-owned
British
Shipbuilders.
Capt Ellerby is the master of
the 31,000-tonne Norsea, the
biggest passenger ship to be
built in Britain since the QE2
and a floating advertisement
to the world’s shipowners that
Britain remains a significant,
if much diminished, ship
building nation.
From skipper of the smaller
ferry Norland, requisitioned
as a troop carrier, Capt Ellerby
- subsequently made a CBE now commands the Norsea,
owned by North Sea Ferries
and the latest subject of pnde
on the Clyde. She was built at
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captain Ellerby: commanding Norsea, British technology’s floating ‘advertisement’
P,e of what modern, high by the Government’* chin
Th^
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icr^2 isrs
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Rotterdam route with up to
1,250 passengers and 850 cars,
For British Shipbuilders,
which on Friday will announce a trading loss of about
£140 million for 1986-87, the
Norsea is a reminder of past
greatness as well as an exam-

I

chairman is exDecteri on Fri
day to stress tha? the BS ?oss«
cover a high proportion of
contingency against default by
purchasers.
North Sea Ferries paid £40
million for the £50 million
Norsea, the gap being bridged

British Shipbuilders now
E'oW'1? ^ ^
AipL™Inn™ S!?,p'
are lpiH nfTnn 7s 6°° wo[kers
? 7.0 1 on 75 P?r cent Pay
wSrk on Th? fi?stS o°f'two
rnntainer
L
h
u
Chma
hp
dered by

car8°
the GovernMiamic
*
S°U'h
, '
About five yards, including
the pnvately-owned Hall Rusf” ^ Sfwan, Hunter. are
competing for the contract on
which a decision is expected in
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Trawler netted

THE Falkland Island Development
Corporation has purchased a deep
sea factory trawler from Hullbased shipping company BoydLine Management Services for
£lm. The corporation claims that
the deal will create 142 new jobs
in the Humberside marine
engineering industry.
Recommissioning the ship,
which was used in the Falklands
conflict for submarine escort duty
will cost £400,000 and employ 100
workers. In addition, the ship will
carry a crew of 42.
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Argentine
trade ‘step
nearer’

:

By Cristina Bonasegna
in Buenos Aires
A GROUP of 12 British busi
nessmen, who visited Ar
gentina last week to explore
possibilities of re-establish
ing normal trade between
both countries, has returned
j optimistic despite Argenti
na’s administrative obsta
cles to British products.
The private trade mission, or
ganized by the Latin American.
Trade Advisory Group of the
British Oversees Trade Board,
is the first since the Falklands
conflict in 1982.
The businessmen said that
they had neither requested a
meeting with, nor had they met,
Argentine government officials.
But they received a warm recep
tion from private businessmen
in Argentina also interested in
re-establishing normal trade.

Strong will
The mission president, Mr
Paul Eadie, chairman of Eadie
Brothers, a textile machinery
manufacturing firm, said before
leaving that they were optimis
tic Argentine businessmen’s
strong will to find a solution
“will sooner or later bear fruit”.
In July, 1985, Britain lifted a_
ban on Argentine imports, im
posed during the conflict. Early
last year Argentina discreetly
began to relax restrictions on
British imports, but quietly reimposed them after Britain an
nounced a fisheries exclusion
zone around the disputed Falk
land Islands last October.
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Friendship that
sn’t Survived
tant Annie Price has hit thJ T?fS11S" ‘two stormy vearT^f m
t.uW.

Crocks,

husband, after

»=. *»d

adventured toe* s&M Worldwide
and they made
al Programme;
by “a. C"ef!roP We'£’™

s?.i"

SSSsaj

=pentayafTarNesWha^^nwhe- 3*23
filming a Survival s^ia1 Canivan while
DowUn Under ewUhoSldSy *?“ returned

SS2S ’T
rather sad Annie saidtc*LPartne.5shiP ^
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Cindy and Annie: Broken

up after nine wild

Picture: Grohom Trott
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Anxiety at
Falklands
failures
THE
of Defence has
learned rapidly from most of
the lessons of the Falklands
campaign, says an MPs’ report
out yesterday.
But the all-party Commons
Defence Committee said there
were “shortcomings and
failures” in equipment and per
formance in the South Atlantic
and they single out Navy fire
fighting gear and techniques
for particular criticism.
The report — Implementmg the Lessons of the Falk
lands Campaign — highlights
two potential problems for the
future, a possible shortage of
merchant ships to assist the
Navy and the low priority
given to joint warfare tech
niques.
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”!5ands lessons ‘would be costly r
^’ENDING

uefence would have* to 6 rise” if
* The moratorium pre- larly concerned tho r»nm ■**
all the lessons from the Falk- vent®d or delayed improve-' Steps were taken rlnriUS^tt6’ ,Tbe c°rnmil'tee welcomed
lands conflict were put into nesses-V*?1? kn?wn weak’ c°nflict to improvedna?al air air15-10 ifProve "theSea Dart

Ti^-'SSu, B

ssst&szr***"»sr

the lessons of the Falklands leadiness °f the armed forces.”
The committee found evi™e also hope to see rapid and
campaign, which started in the ,
was only the urgency stimu- dunc® “ °.f not .just one or two ^lAesPread _ introduction
of
SpiJn?u°f *^82, tbe committee lated hy the campaign and the sbortcomings in fire damage ??dern effective close - in
said there were some serious Jong voyage to the Falklands control but of many, from shfp weaP°n systems.”
deficiencies in the performance that enabled some deficiencies d?slgn to on-board maintenance
* a duarter of the
of equipment and systems used t0 be made good.
of essential fire fighting equiD•fltlsi1 Aerospace Rapier mism the conflict, although no sys“It is important that mini *
ment.” Fire prevention fire a * £red ln tbe Falklands con
tent proved a total failure. The and officials recopnicp*
and .^ttle damage control and ?ICt ^ent out-°? contr°l due
committee was concerned that impact of cost cuttina * e lke ^ survivability must be given a t? equipment failure, and of J
as time elapsed, “ the urgency not least thosewhfph*™868, high Parity in future ship £?,aH?maiMSg. „missiles fired'
of remedial action to deal with querade as the ma£entrf
deTsigns, the report says. fJeromm?tteVhl«irfC°red 3 bit
the problems encountered in the defence budget ’Mlm comIn a? a.nalysis of the effective- t TlieTommlttP?
- a
*be . .®°}Jth
Atlantic
may mittee said. “Relatively small
of a,r defence in the Falk- that “at timps W«f C0Ppern.ed
diminish.”
* economips mav
i?ma11 lands campaign thp cnmmittoo *•
at tl.me? of financial
The report is highly critical Porlionately Lge effect^on «"cludes that “ economy in airmak^^savineV^h^Timm-t0
nf arm iff01 00 XPe caPability caPabili*y and readiness.”
defence of ships may result in around the edges”
mming
i
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MPs’ report says Navv
war with fire risk furnishing

Falkland troops
endangered by
‘peace’ thinking
By John Ezard
An ingrained “peace-time”
attitude of mind, which led the
IWTJ? s!nd 4-500 tro°us
into the Falklands conflict with
inflammable foam mattresses k
reavealed in an official report
today.
ai report
Rapid action had to be taken
to replace them in the middle of
fighting, according to {he Com
mons select committee on de
fence. The reason was the fire
which swept through HMS Shef
field, the first Brifish ship tost
m the 1982 campaign.
P 1*
In a 100-page report the MPs
said it was understandable that
a long period of peace should
have caused the Navy to favour

!

shinl

?outh AtJljantic- A11
haue subsequently
v^th them6”6 haVe been fitted
tL !?'
?u1'pfarty committee sugRSLthe ?ct tbat sP™ng mattresses cost at least six times
than foain. may have
?J,aYed ,some Part in the previ™yslow response,
nrTbe conjmittee discounted
a LTS that inflammable
n
wa,s a cause of the fire
fhnd,lmoke, which spread
Sugh v®?s®ls which were hit.
11 found that the rupnrTtlw °Jv, fue !a?lk sited high
h™ 6 uhl? “ntnbuted to the
S3Jhl£h reduced HMS Shef-

§SSX.0Ver fa"ety and 20 men.8 burnt'out hulk> killin6

J7

Foam mattresses were introduced in the 1960s but as a
result of tests in 1973 they were
encased in flame-resistant cot
ton covers. However, “ the response to the inflammable
properties of the Royal Navv’s
foam mattresses proceeded afa
leisurely pace ” the reDort save
“ It is perhapsalitSesuroris
ing that tests were not adp
quately carried out before the
introuction of the mattresses
throughout the fleet - and
more surprising that the 1973
tests did not indicate a needfor
immediate remedial measures ’’
Instead, five years passed beSed^af^

did^£?U£h ,thf Ex?cet warhead
SI
e?pl°de when the misits imnact ’ ^at |enarated by
cfaused }ts unconS
start sm°kmg.
was rapidly superseded by
fuel tank,
nSi!!imediateiy ^hed.
Design precautions to avoid
- Zt°^e • conta™nation
£admg du?°g a nuclear war
|vfp urQemerged as a reason for
snre^dY air'c°ndltlomng rapidly
SS?dnimoke throu8h the
MThe leport says that
i^n
VyJhips are not zoned
rJ»J?PP-a?ments- This is beSHlMrT are meant t0
^elfo^radmacfivny.
counter the

should be replaced with^nt? thJpv.n^mi!Jlttee concluded that
rior-sprung mattresses The ^aEalklauds campaign broadly
replacement proSme las &nStra*ted that Britain’s denot to start until 1982-83 a
PSyi-ems were effective.
timetable overtaken by the out af^fLCOpntlnue !? b,e concerned
break of the conflict.
*be aPParently low priority
“ After the loss of HMS Shpf hu??8? Contr? was accorded,
field, however, it was ouMnfn h«c ™elco™ the steps the Navy
immediate effort
put mfP has since taken.”
tee said. “ During the cammden t/£mplf!3entJr% The
°f
some 4,500 interior-snrun/mf? Hr FJ?lklands Campaign, House

--.ass °Lss?‘&rs:
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Lessons of Falklands war
will push up spending
tional defence TouTd
have to rise if all the lessons of the Falklands war
were to be implemented,
according to a report on
the 1982 campaign pub4

hshed yesterday by the

^0USe„

By
S,aff
emthas^ef8' ^
2HInnnSeVen weeks a force of
'hi™0 Za iZnTsseZZZ
sailed 8,000 miles, effectivefv
ne“trfalistd the Argentine navy

c
m?rator«um on defence
spending in 1981 was potentialnp«eFf iama/nS t0 the readi
ness of the Armed Forces, the
that”Minsters anAffi'^’"131*
c°aTZZZ
^a« *
thosethat5 “erc,ses'not least
raanagemenT ofUthe aaf the

Commons De-

fence Committee.

“
bat aircraft which outnumbered

*eport welcomes steps

brought them to surrender vvdh
in three and a half weeks.
'The fortitude, bravery, ingeand Professional skill®of
!,duSe resp?nslble for that
achievement is beyond praise,”
says the report.
“The implementation of apPropriate lessons learned in
such a conflict is not only a
majter of prudent defence polioy : 11 « a!so the complement
fn a0" suPP°rt of British
forces.
„ Afgentine forces sank six
British ships and shot down 22
aircraft. Another 12 aircraft
wereJ°st through accidents durmS the operation.
the case of aircraft claimed
destroyed, no attempt had been
made.to reconcile the discrepancy between the British total

to
»hC°U?,eE tde anti‘
togive SeaHaS ‘he dfcision
‘or role, theS 0f ZZhl'n
missiles and lightweight tome?
does to RAF Nimrods and^ie
extension of the RAF’s air-to-air
refuelling capability
But the committee expresses
concern about Britain’s arnmm
nition stocks. “If the financial
constraints are such that the
UK cannot afford to buy the
ammunition necessary to meet
hkely rates of usage, that fact
?hou,ld be faced rather than
brushed aside.”
The committe adds: “We bel16!6 that a true out-of-theNato-area capability should be
reta‘ned "
uj,
£47,500 damages;
9
UdlllcIgeS

-‘sasTi s
tss&SS&g
ssr.rt«5“
SSSsSsa
srt/,s>“msrh^: s-ssjrf”

l

J

on the whole, been rapidly
absorbed by the Defence
M,"'StryWe accept that improvernents in capability have to be
set in the context of available
resources but we believe that,
idom?fiL°f th? aroas we have
mpnic^rf’ worthwhile enhancetivelvS
be °h taioed for relastated
U outlay> the report
StatCS“We remain concerned that
as tT,eIapses the urgen(;y Qf
nrnhi 13 actl0n to deal with the
problems encountered in the
Atlantic may diminish.”
The committee of 11 members began its investigation in
mannUshiD1nf\ UnHer the chair’
?]ao;a? °L?lr Humphrey Atoveras^h^IChael ^ates took
over as chairman in January.

TheCcom:ng COnUnent

ArgeS. ?n Z

S$«pS!22£
— “5
tha campaign are de- shot down,

anderdelIan”nhfeHrfPOrt 3S "the
c-inaerella of defence procurement. And in a scathing compressl^al0 B^iA ‘f^
have fallenhaLhBirnd^ont°emepS

SL&

asbeStOS

man’s widow

post-war reports
^
Argentina admitted only
J^e widow of a man who con35.
y tracted an asbestos-related dis“There seems little
k
??se when he went to work at
S^“d
damages yestratiay^’'*^ ^
~ d'SCrepa—
‘»e
Mr James Harvey, 60, a buildu N° ™ Proved a to,a. faild^'ZTiZ

SS&S5S3 B »S£S«H

°f all those who contributed to
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A history lesson
for Whitehall man
By FERDINAND MOUNT

T

HE RECESSION is at last
officially over. Britain’s
factories are now producing
Trtore than at any time since 1979.
True, the latest figures, those of
May, are still a percentage point or
two short of the peak reached in that
year, but by this month they may
well have surpassed it. Yesterday’s
further fall in unemployment brings
the reduction over the past year to
324,000 the biggest fall on record.
That will not put an end to the
political argument. Keynesians and
growth-mongers will claim that
production today ought to be far
higher than it was eight years ago.
Government supporters will retort
that these days “manufacturing”
does not include everything that
used to go under that heading, since
so much sub-contracting is now
classified with services”—which
have left their 1979 performance far
behind.
But the layman will, I think,
accept this measure as a fair-ish
approximation to the end of a
Chapter as extraordinary as any in
our peacetime history. After all, it
includes the Winter of Discontent,
the bitterest strike in 60 years, the
worst civil disturbances since the
Gordon Riots, the deepest slump for
half a century, the jump in
unemployment from under one
million to over three, the dive in
inflation from over 20 per cent to
under three, the recapture of the
Falkland Islands, Mrs Thatcher’s
three election victories, the split in
the Labour Party and the formation
of the SDP, to name but a few. To
say that these years have not been
dull is to carry even British
understatement a bit far.
Any reasonably curious person
would be interested to know how the
government machinery had stood up
to the strains and knocks of these
gruelling years, and to find out
which bits of it fell apart under
pressure, which bits muddled
through. The coming generations of
politicians, civil servants and
industrialists will surely want to

know what it was like, what create the conditions under which
mistakes to avoid, what rules of Britain has been transformed from a
debt-laden, sluggish country into a
thumb to follow.
Coming generations are likely to creditor nation with economic prosbe disappointed. At the very least, pects which seem to be improving all
they will have to wait. For Whitehall the time. But that does not mean we
does not go in for flagellation. If should glide over the less glorious
pressed to examine its own parts of the story, since so many of
performance, its conclusions will them are recurring features of the
usually be like those of Lord system which show no signs of
Franks’s report on the Argentine fading away,
invasion of the Falklands: on the one
The spectacular forecasting errors
hand the Government was superbly of government are almost invariably
briefed on the situation; on the errors of optimism. Labour’s “Plan
other it could not possibly be for Coal” (1974) aimed for 150 milexpected to foresee what would lion tons a year by 1985. When the
actually happen.
New Strategy for Coal was published
The trouble is that Whitehall has in 1985. the best British Coal could
no collective memory of recent hope for was 90 million tons a year,
events, and politicians’ memoirs are *n 1973, the Conservatives’ Tencertainly no substitute for a reliable Year P1.an for steel aimed to raise
critique. The civil service is in fact production to 36-38 million tonnes a
rather like one of those old Holly- year. By the early 1980s, British
wood films about amnesia, in which Steel’s capacity was down to 14 milCary Grant, although as courteous hon tonnes and actual production
and well-groomed as ever, can down to 10 million,
apparently remember nothing about
Even where reasonably accurate
the day before, until some unex- forecasts are available, ministers
pected shock in the third reel brings have usually been reluctant to take
it all back. In Whitehall’s case, the much notice of them if their findings
public amnesia lasts 30 years. Even were unwelcome. The Manpower
more crippling than the Thirty-Year Services Commission’s longer-range
Rule is the convention which bars forecasts for unemployment were
Ministers from looking at the papers not far out for most of the 1980s, but
of their predecessors from a the Cabinet was woefully slow to act
different party.
on them until the grim trends
Yet we do not really need access to became unmistakable.
Cabinet papers to conclude that
Preparations for the “worst-case
government in Britain does seem to scenario” have been mostly conspicreact terribly late, prefers to avoid uous by their absence. It took not
confronting unpleasant prospects, one but three strikes by the
and clings to wishful forecasts. The National Union of Mineworkers
politician s natural optimism tends before a Conservative administra
te collude with the civil servant’s tion built up adequate coal stocks at
inclination to avoid trouble and so to the power stations.
m^te^inTVV^nHn^'nn POliw
Mr Michael Heseltine wrote in his
style
The*
hirecent
inner took
city
style. The bland lading the blind, in riots 0fbook
the that
early“the
Eighties
. ’ .
Mimsters are quite entitled to
expect praise for having helped to

almost everyone by surprise. Politicians live very much for the day.
Yesterday has gone and tomorrow
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/ ca? with luck be put off.” Yet the
Brixton and Toxteth riots of 1981
had been preceded by the St Pauls'
riots in Bristol a year earlier.
The most painful example in front
of us now is the appallingly long
time it has taken the Government to
face the corrosion of the State
schools. Almost all the problems
were first diagnosed by the Black
Papers at the end of the 1960s and
ventilated by Jim Callaghan in his
Buskin College speech of 1976.
The contrast between the methods
of a successful firm—its brisk res
ponse to events, its bleak realism—
and the slow turning time, the slack
reflexes, the Micawberish optimism
of British government could
scarcely be sharper. This is most
dramatically visible when governmunL rLemoves S0I^e restrictions
which have been hampering busi
ness. The moment Sir Geoffrey
Howe lifted exchange controls, Brit
ish firms started building up the
huge portfolio of overseas assets
which have made this country the
second biggest creditor nation, after
Japan.
Several
for government
_ . . lessons
,
can, I think, be drawn from this
chaotic, sometimes stomach-churn
ing, sometimes exhilarating decade.
One is that the dangers of removing
restrictions and controls always
tend to be overvalued by govern
ment, while the benefits of letting
private individuals and firms have a
go are often still undervalued, even
by this government. Another is that
government likes to dabble in too
many things, instead of concentrat
ing its energies on one major prob
lem at a time and not quitting until
it is dealt with.
Tlus is the great advantage of Mrs
i hatcher being so notoriously blin
kered; she runs straight at each
fence. Another is that government
tends to be too reluctant to insure
against risks and undertake the cost
of preparing for the worst eventual
ities. Nobody calls the Boy Scouts
pessimists because they believe in
being prepared.
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Quick learners
after Falklands
i

Tl\e Ministry of Defence has
learnt rapidly from most of the
lessons of the Falklands cam
paign, says an MPs’ report pub
lished yesterday.
The all-party Commons De
fence Committee said there were
“shortcomings and failures” in
equipment and performance in
the South Atlantic.

i

i

\

-

i
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RAF lifts injured Soviet
seaman off Falklands

tency of Moscow’s
Mr-Nikolai Chumilkin was so happy
o be alive that no one had the heart to
remind him that Moscow has taken
disepeuntcna S S,de in lhe Falkiands
lands [asl'cfcoter. ar°Und the Falk'
Swind°onyat RAFBrize Norton, near
Mr Chumdkm, a Russian seaman
on a Soviet vessel fishing in waters
disputed between Britain !nd Argen
accMenJtUASnh,? 3rm in a trawl-wire

ssiSisr™''
He was rescued by a Sea King

.n

An operation by a British miS
surgeon undoubtedly saved h,™ ft ^
t Fva,St
boarded an RAF
T,n.Star for Britain at Mount Pleasant
Military sources said he ws £
fhp'ia'uanien by an RAF doctor on
he ctre°of s'8h!’ He^" bcP“‘ i[«"
lands
fS
ofTicials after he
l!!uthe 5?me Hospital here, there is
another Russian seaman, his one
sWai orawi,h 'XVn ^ a Russ'"n
sailor with a bleeding lung was taken
off a Soviet trawler and treated The
rescues have highlighted the inconsis-

Since then Soviet trawlers have
observed the limit but they have had
the free run of British-owned waters
nrJw S°Ult Ccor8ia> where the

P/nic w3ry shot5 m the 1982 Falk-

lands War were fired. Argentina also

ss'SKSf'.sse-te
f»x* at*” ““'«<*»«
Although the waters around South
Georgia could he highly profitable,
Britain has not declared a fishing limit
and has made no effort to prevent
pSh ?r!!?w,ers from °Perating there.
Part of the reason is that experience is
fiohdcd
mana8in8 the Falklands
fishing before attempting the more
hostile waters 800 miles away.
A further
f«»r,
fished the waters. Years of expensive
a viable Sg i^dust^ '° eSlabliSh
But, since the Falklands fishing
zone is proving far more profitable
than expected, British political atten
tion is likely soon to turn to South
Georgia’s untapped resources.

"’“sts*,!0 Fum,v‘'
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Falklands air
death verdict
Leading aircraftman Paul
bummers, a FaJklands vet
eran, died when a Navy
helicopter collided with an
intrTtf aic a?d P^meted
into the South Atlantic, an
inquest in Oxford was told
yesterday.
The accident, in which the
other three Sea King crew
were killed, happened because
there was no air traffic control
A verdict of accidental death
was recorded.

i

i

L
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War exercise
planned
THE readiness of all three
armed forces to take part in

j

ta South-west Scotland from
November 4 to 19.
About 20,000 men will parti
cipate in an exercise codenamed Purple Warrior. Thirtygne vessels led by HMS Ark
Royal and HMS Illustrious
and about 30 RAF aircraft
Tornadoes, Harriers
and Phantoms, wiU be in
volved.
i ^J}ere
be amphibious
landings on beaches off Loch
Ryan, at New England in
Amu^and at Ardnacross Bay

!
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Falklands boom
i

Islanders net a
rich harvest
in Ashing zone
From Andrew McEwen, Port Stanley

A major economic boom in
the Falkland Islands has been
predicted by senior officials in
l^rviews with The Times.
-r Brian Cummings, Chief
Executive of the Falkland
Islands Government, said he
expected a transformation on
a scale not seen anywhere in
the world since the rise of
Arab wealth in the early
1970s.
y
I Mr Simon Armstrong, GenI eral Manager of the Falkland
Islands Development Corpor
ation, said: “This must be the
fastest-growing economy in
the world because we are
starting from such a low
base.”
The source of wealth is not
oil — though large undersea

9 Charges on trawler
owners tripled the
Falklands’ budget 9
;rves may exist - but fish,
rtiter 144 years as a backward
colony rearing sheep and sell
ing stamps, the Falklands look
set for self-sufficiency.
Until Britain unilaterally
declared a 150-mile fishing
zone around the Falklands,
the 2,000 islanders received
almost no benefit from their
richly-stocked seas. Foreign
trawlers fished without control and the islands had no
vessel of their own.
The Government is now
taking stock of its first fishing
season and has been startled
by the results. Mr John Pollard, administration manager
of the fisheries, estimated that
£500 million of fish were
caught between February and
i •IuP®i

If the money had passed
through the islands, it would
have been equivalent to a
£250,000 turnover for every
inhabitant. Only a fraction of
that potential was tapped, but
even so, charges imposed on
trawler owners tripled the
Falklands’ expenditure budget
from £7.3 million for 1986/87
to £21.9 million for 1987/88.
Until now, the prospects
have been viewed with great
caution because neither the
islanders nor its British of
ficials had any experience of
managing a fishery.
To avoid raising hopes that
might prove unrealistic, the
fishing limit was presented
mainly as a conservation mea
sure When Mr Gordon
JeWkes, the Governor, asked
the Executive Council of three
whether it would be willing to
commit £4 million to police
the waters he told it there was
no guarantee the costs would
be covered by revenue. That
was last October and the
Govemment now acknowledges that the potential has
been greatly underplayed.
Easily the largest earnings
carTl® fr9r?1 lwo species of
squid which Mr Armstrong
defcnped as “astronomically
, .! sellin8 at up to
JajUU (about £1,600) a ton.
There is no guarantee that
squid will be caught in the
same abundance in future, but

the Government believes that
improved management of fin
fish stocks and diversification
into scallops, shrimps and
crabs should ensure a substan
tial long-term income.
Confidence is so high that
the development corporation
is moving rapidly to develop a
Falklands-based fishing in
dustry. Fishing companies,
including some from Britain,
have been charged substantial
fees to take a 49 per cent
interest in each of 13 joint
venture schemes.
If the islands’ eight-man
Legislative
♦u
, ■ . Council
- - approves
the ambitious plans about to
be submitted to it, this will
prove to be only the
beginning.
Within months the islands
could be embarking on plans
to buy a large floating dock
from the Ministry of Defence.
Next year foreign fishing fleets
would operate from Port Stan
ley instead of lying alongside
mother ships and refuelling
tankers anchored in a deserted
bay.
A
,
A se,ect &rouP of island
representatives have been
en a foretaste of the plans,
These ,nclude providing fuel,
wa.ler’ food and marine repa,rs for the fleetsThe £400-million Mount
Pleasant airfield, built to enable the British garrison to be
reinforced rapidly, would be
used to fly in foreign seamen
*or crew changes,
Mr Pollard estimated that
each trawler could save
£200,000 or more by changing
crews in Port Stanley instead
°f Montevideo as they do
now* The influx of foreign
crews would involve building
dormitory facilities, hotels,
restaurants and shops.

A consultation procedure
has begun to establish whether
the islanders will accept
development on this scale.
But whatever they decide,

9 Fin fish stocks
should ensure a
long-term income 9
Government booklets describ
ing sheep farming as the only
major industry are out of date.
Mr Cummings expressed
concern that farm workers
now earning an annual wage
often less than £4,000 might
abandon the land in search of
high wages in Port Stanley.
There is also concern about
increasing house prices and
inflation.
Income tax, which at
present reaches 50 per cent at
£10,000 a year, is being ur
gently reviewed in the light of
the high salaries to be earned.
Mr Terry Betts, aged 36, a
local councillor, predicted that
despite opposition from farm
ing interests and some older
islanders the expansion plans
would be accepted.
He said that if the inter
national community saw the
islanders were capable of
responsible management of a
substantial resource, their sta
tus may improve.
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Falkland Islands are British by right

:

1

1

16 South Park West,
Peebles,
July 8, 1987
Sir, — Confident that in my
letter of May 30 I had fairly put
the case for Britain’s continued
support for the Falkland Islands
(Dependencies and their 2,000
j inhabitants on moral grounds
i apart from other important coni siderations, I would be happy to
i leave it for others to judge.
r^_Hi2rWlver»k apparent from
1 Dr W. R. p. Bourne’s somewhat
intemperate response of July 2
! that he is anxious to pursue the
appeasement of Argentine for
financial reasons. This is unl fortunate at a time when there
! are signs of a lessening of tension between ourselves and our
i Argentine friends — witness
i today’s news of a likely renewal
i of air-links.
| With respect, Dr Bourne’s dismissive reference to talks of
i human rights for the islanders
as so much “humbug” really
cannot be allowed to pass
without question. Human righ ts
are important even though they
are denied to the majority of
mankind around the world. It
would be wrong for Britain of
all countries to join in this
denigration of the human spirit
and if that is old-fashionea, so
be it!
Dr Bourne urges we clear the
islands of its people with
generous compensation” to
come and live in Scotland, and
so enabling Argentina’s irra
tional claims to be met
regardless of the precedent
being set
It is a point of view to which
the good doctor is fully entitled,
but he paints a gloomy picture

Broad Street Associates Public Rel
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of our country where “even
Scots themselves are refused
the right to their own Govern
ment forgetting that when
asked only a few years ago two
out of three either voted against
such a proposal or just did not
bother.
Once more the real cost of
defending the Falklands against
aggression, though admittedly
high is exaggerated. It is very
unlikely that if Britain did
renounce her rights to a pre
sence in the South Atlantic
there would be any savings by
way of abandonment of the
Army or RAF units involved
and still less any decommissioning
the naval “nits which
would be deployed elsewhere in
the world. Such savings as there
were would far more likely be
used to bring about further
reductions in income tax.
History records that the
Falklands are British by right
of discovery by John Davis as
long ago as 1592 and the first
landing was made by another
*2™ Britain, John Strong in
1690. Unlike the mainland of
South America there were not
natives to be deprived by in
coming colonisers. Thus the
islands are British by right of
settlement and governance for
the past 150 years, and more
recently by resistance and
defeat of occupation.
Right of self-determination of
a free people to live under
sovereignty of their choice was
confirmed as recently as March
1986 bv a Marplan poll which
showed that no less than 94.5
per cent of its people wanted
the islands to remain as thev
are under British sovereignty

“XSUI0 Fum”'

There must be doubt for the
claim that “in fact Argentina
appears to have a stronger
Many will share Dr Bourne's
obvious
frustrations
with
Scotland’s mass unemployment,
declining
industries
and
services after eight years of
Thatcherism, but it is surely tot
ally unrealistic to imagine it
can all be put right by Britain
selling out in the South Atlantic.
Hugh McCartney.

Armchair

critics
22 Links Terrace,
Peterhead,
July 8, 1987

siaiasa

the Belgrano makes the usual
sort of evasive slur against
those of us who dare question
Margaret Thatcher’s conduct
during that unnecessary Falk
land war — ie, we are
“armchair critics.” I’d rather be
that than an “armchair
warrior” any day.
I’m deeply grateful to Mr
Campbell’s efforts for us all
during the Second World War.
My family “did their bit” too
but were in the same unfortun
ate position as Mr Campbell —
they did as they were told
without auestion as did the
Germans to a greater extent.
“Armchair critics” perform a
useful service — they don’t let
politicians get away with lies,
evasions, half-truths, etc.

j=« jg
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Gr^Sfa',Cr,t,CISm of “>e
Michael Ross.
1-

. .i„ • •

44 Branzjert Road North,
Killearn, Stirlingshire,
duly 9, 1987
h^ totter of July 8, that in a
th^ sitomarlnef fleets ^ °f
to find
war commanders did not consuit with Whitehall before
doing so.
„.?e.reyin nes a vital difference
ch Ian Campbell appears to
have overlooked in t£T con?
sideration of the sinking of the
Bejorano. All wars constitute
the extension of international
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Mr Campbell would obviously
be happy, using his argument, if
a son of his met a particularly
death in order to let
a Prime Minister indulge in
role-playing
and
fantasy
politics.
I wouldn’t and I suspect that
most of us wouldn’t like to obey
a Fuhrer” or whatever without
question.
Besides, in his letter, Ian
Campbell hasn’t answered any
of my points which essentially
revive around the concept —
why all the lies and cover-up?
Mrs Diana Gould, who
managed to corner Thatcher on
Nationwide, can’t get much
publicity down South for the
recently published “Proceed
ings of the Belgrano Inquiry.”
I am deeply grateful that The
Scotsman doesn’t take Mr
CampheU’s ethical standpoint of

I
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diplomacy, and total war exists

Sybrhoeknena0maCy h3S
When the decision to attack
theship was made, the balance
between politics and warfare
was evenly poised. A peace
plan sponsored by Peru was
covertly known about by the
British, was welcomed by the
United States, and was repor-

to GamedPtable’ ‘f *rud8in81y«
Why then was the decision
made to attack a ship which
was out of the proscribed
zones of war and known to be
recalled to its home port, since
doingso wouki put an end to
an this diplomatic activity?
James Prior, a member of the
Cabinet at the time, said in his
memoirs that a negotiated sett
lement of the dispute would
nave been deeply embarrassing
to the Conservative Party
Public opinion polls at the time
had placed them at their very
lowest ebb, and anything less
than outright victory in war
could well have ensured defeat
at the next election.
The sinking of the Belgrano'
and the inevitable war which
followed represented the turn•mg point in the personal career
of JPr^me Minister Thatcher,
and what are a thousand or so
human lives to say nothing of a
couple of billion pounds when
set against the overweening
vanity and burning ambition of
a woman convinced of her own
divine superiority to everything else on earth that moves
and breathes.
Elizabeth Harrison.

‘ffisMMS0 F™'V-'
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Trade mission for Argentina
s^ssssSs

wmm
asaf- iE'fffisivFJ

The delegation, led by Mr
fauI Eadie, a director of Eadie
Brothers, a Manchester textiles company, will be treading
a difficult path, given Argentina’s rather unpromising re’■>ponse to any overtures from
Mntam seeking a return to
normal ties.

HHHsTrf sss»1’ «**->

multi-lateral agreement by

veh!cles and

A
—Argentina is allowed

ZSSbASf

to
?xporl to Britain, but has.
,mposed. restrictions to vent British goods entering

In

=is=«s
Ss“"HEdIE

transport Chamber of Comm^ -h

the other direction

c““r" ■
ir?nt.ishu exP°ns <o Latin

, . * .r „ j: g§§gs& piUi

t

I

about £4.9 million worth of
It is thic imhaio
u- u - the reSion were £1.1 billion
Bnttsh goods are recorded as worrying Bntajn. ^ » h.gher ^.fb.lHon. ***?■
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UK group to send
first Argentine trade
mission since 1982
BY PETER MONTAGNON, WORLD TRADE EDITOR

A GROUP of British business
men is to visit Argentina this
week on what is effectively the
first organised trade mission by
British exporters since the
Falklands crisis of 1982.
The mission is an entirely
private initiative and has not
benefited
from
any
UK
government assistance, but it
is understood that the Depart
ment of Trade and Industry
has welcomed the initiative it
i is making to try and revive the
flagging trade flow between the
• two countries.
Led by Mr Paul Eadie of
the Manchester-based Eadie
Brothers textiles concern, it
includes representatives from
14 companies who are finishing
off an official mission to Chile.
Among the companies repre
sented are Barclays Bank and
Wedgwood, the porcelain and
crystal concern.
It underlines the concern
felt by many British com
panies that they may face a
permanent loss of market share
in Argentina after five years
of import restrictions since the
Falklands war. Officially re
corded UK exports to Argen
tina were only £10.1m last year
compared with over £160m in
1981.

th^mr6 ,Argei?tina,s exports to
the UIC have begun to recover
iaQ8^thf-yureached £28-6m in

£!2Sr*2tlsh «®°rten remain

hampeied
by
Argentina’s
fnr TTait0 g!;ant import licences
for UK goods. Most trade has
to pass through third countries.
nnTm°orgVhere iS 110 8ign 0f 3

normahsatjon of commercial
gelations in the short term, the
UK Government is believed to

l

hope that the visit by this
week’s mission, which will not
see any government officials,
will revive pressure locally in
Buenis Aires for a more normal
pattern of trade to be estab
lished in what was once one of
the most important British
markets in Latin America.
Britain’s trade with Central
and South America fell drama
tically after -the onset of the
debt crisis in 1982. Total
exports reached a low of £682m
in 1983, but they have now
recovered to just over £lbn a
year, in nominal terms equiva
lent to their level before the
debt crisis erupted.
British trade officials say that
a policy of concentrating on ex
ports of essential goods for
which buyers pay cash such as
organic chemicals, intrumentation equipment and generating
sets has led to a marginal im
provement of Britain’s share in
OECD exports to the region.
This is now creeping up to
wards 3 per cent from a low
point of 2.3 per cent in 1983.
Nonetheless, Department of
Trade and Industry officials
feel that, partly because of the
difficulty in obtaining Export
Credits Guarantee Department
cover in some countries, UK
companies have been too will
ing to write Latin America off.
Despite Brazil’s economic
difficulties, Petrobras, its stateowned oil and gas concern, has
a purchasing programme of
$2.8bn a year and similar busi
ness opportunities are available
from other large concerns such
as Mexico’s Pemex oil company
and the state-owned Brazilian
mining firm CVRD.
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Measures to
tackle prison
‘crisis’ planned
By Fiona Thompson

O

o

THE GOVERNMENT is considering a number of emer
gency measures to deal with
overcrowding in prisons.
The Home Office said yester
day the prison population had
reached record levels. The
most recent figures showed
50,381 people in custody in
England and Wales last Friday
—almost 9,000 more than the
total number of official Home
Office prison places. This
excluded 648 people held in
police cells.
The Home Office said there
were a number of contingency
plans, but refused to confirm a
report in yesterday’s Guardian
saying thousands of non-violent
offenders might be given early
release
. „ due to overcrowding
and a former Falkland Islands
, ship and an army camp might
take the overspill.
,KT.h?uHo™e 0ffice did confirm
that _the , Rollestone army camp
on Salisbury Plain had been
brought into use for just such
a purpose in 1981 during a
similar period of overcrowding.
It also confirmed that the
Home Secretary had the power,
under the Criminal Justices
Act, to order the early release
wLiP,nloners-, “But ministers
would be reluctant to use it.
No decisions have yet been
Pi! tt 011 the °Ptions available,”
the Home Office said.
i
Prison population has
nci eased by more than 3,000
»n the past six months.
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Trade party
on way to
Argentina
By Teresa Poole
Commercial Correspondent

K>

THE
. FIRST group of British
businessmen to visit Argentina
since the Falklands conflict will
arrive in Buenos Aires tomorrow
on a two-day fact-finding mission
which could put further pressure
on the Latin American country to
move towards normalising trade
relations.
As an unofficial trade delega
tion, the visit by 16 represen
tatives of British companies has
been arranged and financed pri
vately. But it has the blessing of
the British Government, which
wants to restore normal trade re
lations as soon as possible.
There is growing concern at the
moment about the widening dis
parity in trade between the two
countries. Britain lifted some of
its restrictions against Argentina
two years ago and since then
there has been a sharp increase in
the value of imports into this
country, although they remain far
below pre-1982 levels.
In the summer of last year Ar
gentina responded by again grant
ing import licences to British
companies but this was suddenly
halted in November, apparently
m retaliation for the fishing limits
imposed around the Falkland Is
lands. British exports, which had
started to pick up during this
window of opportunity, are
now tailing off and the trade im
balance is expected to worsen.
r In
o UK exP°rts improved
from £3.8m to £10.1m compared
with the 1981 level of £161.2m,
when Britain had a £24.3m trade
surplus with Argentina. However
sales of Argentinian goods into
°ntfa‘" soa[cd from £2m in 1985
to £28.6m last year and are ex
pected to increase again in 1987.

The businessmen visiting Ar
gentina are part of a 40-strong of
ficial British Overseas Trade
Board mission to Latin America
which has been visiting Uruguay,
Paraguay and Chile over the past
week. The Argentina splinter
group includes representatives
from Barclays Bank and Water
ford Wedgwood.
As well as refusing import li
cences Argentina denies an auto
matic right to British companies
to repatriate dividend and has
blocked the disposal or transfer of
assets, which in 1982 were esti
mated to be worth around £250m.
British firms are also excluded
from public sector contracts.
On its part Britain will not pro
vide ECGD cover for new con
tracts or issue export licences for
military or strategic goods.
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Henry: a sign
of the times?
i •«. „
thr times publicly confesses to — and publicly
SIR — Is it a sign of the times |.egrcts _ perhaps the most serious
that the once-disgracea
profcssj0nal crime a journalist can
journalist, Wendy Henry,
commit: producing a fake interview,
should be the new editor of
This was a particularly despicable
best-selling Sunday offence in that the alleged interview
Britain’s
preyed upon the emotions of the
newspaper?
widow of a Falklands War hero.
And is it a conspiracy of silence
Surely there was a time when the
indicative of the oligopolistic control
newspapers would have inveighed
of newspapers in this country that the
against the elevation to such a
howls of protest have been few and
powerful position of someone with
far between?
such a blotted copybook? They
Indeed, one large segment ot the certainly would do if a corresponding
industry appears to have done little incident occurred in another industry.
more than slap its own back at the
One doesn’t want to sec people
appointment of a woman to the haunted by their past errors for all
editorship of a national newspaper.
time — but this sorry incident is too
My! Aren’t they progressive?
fresh in the mind to be considered a
I am of the opinion that sex has “spent conviction.”
nothing to do with suitability. And it s
\
ALEXANDER HUGHES,
Ms Henry’s suitability that docsn t
Bishops Road,
have
been
as
fully
discussed
seem to
Highgate,
as it should.
)
Here we have a woman who London N6.
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Just over five years ago the
Argentine forces surrended
In Port Stanley to bring the
eight week Falklands war to
an end. This new picture by
SOLDIER
photographer
Paul Haley shows the steel
cross erected on the sum
mit of Mount Longdon to
commemorate the loss of 23

men during the capture of
the peak by 3 Para in June
1982.

Lt James Barry was killed on
May 28 1982 when Argentine
troops opened fire as he went
forward to investigate a white
flag during the Battle of
Goose Green. He was seven

!

An Argentine boot lying in
the foreground is a poignant
reminder of the ferocity of

days away from his 25th
birthday.
Now a memorial to Lt Barry
has been unveiled by the
Master of Signals, Maj Gen
John Badcock, at a service of

the fighting during which
Sgt Ian McKay won his
Victoria Cross.

dedication in the hallway of
an accommodation block - to
be known In future as Barry
at 11
Signals
Block
Regiment, Helles Barracks,
Catterick Garrison.
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Prosperity and new faces
trouble the FaMands

&

From Andrew McEwen
Diplomatic Correspondent
Port Stanley
^nd Rovers .runaiea through the pot-holed streets of
Manley yesterday to one of the main
gatherings of the Falkland Islands’
w,mer, the annual crafts fair.
Wrapped in thick anoraks against
snow flumes, the islanders came as
needleworkSeekrfittine °!!m5
cows’ horns Rn fhphinH
d
smTles of manv
^ W3rm
tion wafaTingeofrelfat ee ngso
many unfamiliar fac^ The sens! of
isolation and shared adverelfv thaJ
once cemented the social order^of
Stanley has all but disappeared
f
Rnth ™ i
saPPearect.
are ri<5inpPanH innTc 3tnvd Pros?Qn'y
com?nL 8vear than w ^ S0?£ m the
coming year, thanks to the un“ffctRed,yccess of to fishing zone
aroLd theTslands3 3 y declared
a ound the islands.
in a little cottage next to the new
hospital three pensioners sat around
a Peat stove discussing the changes.
“We used to pride ourselves nn
on

knowing everyone and a stranger
3mce' butn0longer”said
rtWn^,-rmT’ ,agCd Zi,a
whole S^ng^and we hl^e
got to be adaptable too.”
The sense tkat lhe Falkland* mav
at last be in sight of finanrial
viably has been Temforced by an
increase in the old-age pension from
£24 to £33 from July 1 The first £1
JJ1111.1011 ^om flshing hcences paid by
f?re-I8,n fl,eets was SQr{ aside t0 t0P UP
6 ,Sland pension fund'
The Falkland Islands Govemmenl’ rUn m0Stly by British civil
slants, is testing the willingness of
the 'senders to accept the huge
lmP|'catlons tha' development plans
could have on their lifestyle.
A week ago Mr Brian Cummings,
rhe fhief executive, hosted a seminar
for local leaders to discuss the vears
ahead. There was no need to remTnd
thc™ 'hat civil servants would leave
at the end of their tours of duty, but
islanders would have a lifetime to
assess the results of their work
•
. . ,
thf.Iwif.J0 p0m.t indeJvel°Ping
the place if the people wHo live here

turn out not to want it” said Mr
Simon Armstrong, general manager
of the Falkland Islands Develop
ment Corporation,
And while the provisional signs
are that they do want change, few yet
aPPreciate quite what it will mean.
Some of H mo,re endurin8 Mioiyncrasies °J Stanl®y are hkely to be
amongthe casualties.
.The sweet scent of peat smoke
nsinS from hundreds of chimneys
wil16raduaI'y disappear as more and
houses convert their Aga and
ulybu? stoves‘° <4 The curious
habit of a one-hour time difference
between Stanley and “camp" - the
falklands word for “out of town” in summer may become redundant,
since its purpose was to allow
breadwinners time to cut peat before
going to work in town.
Mr Armstrong estimates that _a
thousand newcomers will be needed
as fast as houses can be built for
them if development plans are to
succeed. This would be the equivalent of doubling the population of
Stanley in a few years.
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Also, the newcomers are unlikely
to accept having sheep carcasses
delivered to the door like milk or
bread, to be cut up on the kitchen
table. The islanders are accustomed
to paying as little as £10 for 50 lb of
fresh mutton and would reject any
attempt to impose higher prices in
return for British-style butchering.
But new arrivals from Britain can be
seen queuing at West Store, Stanley’s
surprisingly well-stocked super
market, to pay London prices for
frozen cuts.
For the time being Mr Laurie
Butler can count on continuing to
round up his sheep on horseback
with the aid of dogs and to deliver
their carcasses to unlocked meat
safes in the gardens of his 400
customers as he has done for 29
years. But he believes that within
two years Stanley will have its first
British-style butcher shop, and he
will not necessarily be running it.
Such a change could be followed by
attempts to interest the locals in
eating fish, the source of their wealth
but not part of their diet.
Even Stanley’s chummy informal-

ity is beginning to see the start of an
up-market drift. The town’s first
restaurant not linked to a hotel,
Monty’s, only opened in May but
night after night it is filled with
surveyors, accountants and planners
in city suits and silk ties. Their wives
look increasingly fashionable in
dresses bought at Stanley’s first
boutique, which also opened this
year. New houses, some costing as
much as £100,000, are springing up
in a town which five years ago was
noted for its lack of paint. Fresh
vegetables, hitherto obtainable only
in summer, will soon be arriving
regularly from a local hydroponics
farm.
Mr Summers looked back wist
fully to an era before newcomers and
video players. “At one time we had a
dance every week, now it’s only two
in 12 months,” he said.
And Mrs Lan Butler, the sheepherder’s Falklands-bom wife, regret
ted the trappings of English culture
that many of the newcomers were
bringing with them. “Some of them
scarcely bother to talk to each other,
let alone us,” she said.
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□ A paragraph in the new
House of Commons Defence
i Committee report on the
\ Falklands reveals the precise
costs of hiring military ser
vices, which the islands’ gov
ernment might do for
fishery protection purposes:
£5,400 an hour for a Hercu
les transport plane: between
£50,000 and £100,000 a day
for a frigate or destroyer ; and
£10,000 a day for an offshore
patrol vessel.
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mouth'. Chekhov considered it a writer"
•Shn'irt11 t0 ‘lntercede for the guilty'
should writers think?' by John Mortimer
speaks up for those who feel guilty about
eating well while others starve, or about
‘our’ so-called defence systems that
threaten our planet.
But perhaps politicians should also think
more deeply: about whether being
honour-bound- to toe party lines is an
honourable state, in fact; or about inrr<ud!nif f0r the innocent — as Bob
Mr^Th^h f<V?0Se dying in EthioP>a. as
m the Falktds "0t’ ^ 'h°Se Wh° died
Michael Horovitz
Piedmont,
Bisley,
Gloucestershire

o

fsis oi-tTrei; ““ "'“xiis***0 F"m"=i
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Cash constraints ‘may hit Falklands’ ^
BY LYNTON McUAIN

MILITARY force levels, in the
Falkland Islands should be determined by operational needs
rather than by financial considerations, the cross-party Commons defence committee said in
a report yesterday.
Nevertheless “the costs of the
belkexenmSntSafrriS°n ■ ' ■ WiU n0t
be exempt from any general
constraints on defence expenditure, the committee said.
The garrison is expected to
cost £1.8bn in the seven years
following the 1982 conflict. Over
half the expenditure for the
years 1983-84 to 1985-86 was for
capital infrastructure, includ“g the construction of a new
airfield and garrison accommo-

dation at Mount Pleasant
Th
. . ■•
. sant*
„*rJvcost °-l the alrfield and
5wgatLon ajfe was £319m at
September .1986. prices. The
ffi£1S0n-.W^ties cost a further
litem.
The Ministry of Defence
^p"ared totcor>tradict evidence
by some witnesses to the comjnittee who said contracts for
these projects had remained
The*Mo^sSd^that^arrlso5'
costs SsDeSSv worvL
been’greater than e*imLrfhad
a result nf
1! ®3&m3ted, as
central airfield faSlili«COniMount Pleasant non
at Mare Harhmir Pa°nr5 facillties
ments on Ascension IsUnd.°Ve'

vu
. ,
.The cost of operating the gar-,
ris°n was expected to “stabilise
at something under £100m a
year» the MoD said in evidence
to the committee. Fuel for
ships and aircraft was the major
^It
„
outstanding. deficlendes of
stores and*
able to Operation
(the camnaLntn11 r.£r°^por?ue
val-kIan? Islands after ^he inVa50Xl by £rSentina in 1982)
JSqa 5fVe been remedied by.
1990, the report said.
9
commit^nU in the
S°“tfe Atlantic, Defence Comm^tee, session 19S6-87, House
a®"* PapeT 408‘ HMS0

o

I
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Falklands
budget cut
warning
By Martin Fletcher
A warning that financial strin
gency could lead to an understrength garrison in the
Falklands was issued yes
terday by the all-party defence
select committee.
The Tory-controlled com
mittee said in a report: “It
would not be right to seek to;
defend the islands with re
sources insufficient to meet
the actual or perceived
threat”.
It notes that the £100 mil
lion costs of the garrison is to
be absorbed into the overall
defence budget after 1989-90.
Defence Committee: Defence
Commitments in the South At
lantic (Stationery Office; £8.80).
• Yarrow Shipbuilders, Glas
gow, which will launch a
Royal Navy Type 23 frigate
today, will halve its 4,000
workforce within two years
unless it wins more orders, the
company warned yesterday.
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FISHING NEWS
10 July 1987

Falklands invest
in UK trawler
THE
Falklands
Islands
have
invested in a deepsea trawler to fish
the valuable squid stocks in the
islands’ 150-mile zone.
The 1,500 tonne ship is the stem trawler
Arctic Freebooter and she has been bought
by SWB Fishing Ltd. — a joint venture
between the Falkland Islands Development
Corporation and Witte Boyd of Hull.
Arctic Freebooter, to be renamed Lord
Shackleton, has been under charter to the
Ministry of Defence for the last two years
and is now in Albert Dock, Hull, undergoing
major conversion work.
She is having modem electronics installed
and horizontal plate freezers (replacing ver
ticals) together with a redesigned factory
deck.
The operational
activities
will be
controlled by Witte Boyd and the vessel will
operate a year round fishery catching Illex
and Loligo squid and various finfish species.
SWB Fishing hopes that Lord Shackleton
will be the first of several vessels it will
operate in the Falklands area. Further

sels are planned and will be considered in
the light of Lord Shackleton’s performance
on the grounds.
The ship, which is about 240ft. long and
said to cost a "substantial figure”, will be
crewed by Hull fishermen.
Witte Boyd said of the new venture: "We
pushed hard to become involved and
received considerable support and encour
agement in the islands. We now see our
main task of developing a stable year round
fishery beginning to bear some fruit.”
Lord Shackleton is expected to start fish
ing the islands around October this year,
said a spokesman for the FEDC.

;
!

The stern trawler Arctic Freebooter (above) will be renamed Lord Shackleton before
heading out to the South Atlantic. Above right: Tom Boyd Jnr. (left) and Alan
Johnson of Witte Boyd Holdings look forward to developing an all-year Falklands
fishery.
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DAILY POST (LIVERPOOL)

Costly
islands
THE COST of keeping the
British garrison in the
Falklands is estimated at
j around £100 million a year, it
was disclosed yesterday.
The Commons Select
Committee on Defence said
that garrison costs in the
.Falklands following the
Argentine invasion were sub
stantial - nearly £1.8 billion
over a period of seven years.
For most of the past few
years, more than half of the
expenditure was on capital
programmes.

'o
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Falklands
garrison’s
annual
cost £100m

/

THE COST of keeping the
British garrison
in the
Falklands is estimated around
£100 million a year, it was dis
closed yesterday.
The Commons select com
mittee on defence said that
garrison costs in the Falklands
following the Argentine inva
sion were substantial — nearly
£1.8 billion over a period of
seven years.
For most of the past few
years more than 50 per cent of
the expenditure was on capital
programmes including the
building a new airfield and
accommodation.
More than two years ago the
Ministry of Defence estimated
that they expected savings of
£20 to £25 million a year as a
result of the decision to built a
new airfield capable of taking'
wide-bodied jets. This estimate
appears to have been accurate.
However in a report on
defence commitments in the
South Atlantic the committee
noted that the costs of the
Falklands garrison will not be
exempt from any general con
straints on defence expenditure.
The committee pointed out
that if it is considered necessary
to maintain a sizeable garrison
in the South Atlantic, the force
levels should be determined by
operational need rather than by
financial considerations.

“It would not be right to seek
to defend the islands with
resources insufficient to meet
the
actual or perceived
,
threats." However, the r-„
committee said that the Falklands
costs would be absorbed into the
overall defence budget after
1989-90.
The committee supported the
decision to establish a 150-mile
Falkland Islands protection
zone. The report added: “In
view of the situation in the
South Atlantic and in particular
the refusal of Argentina to
declare a formal end to
hostilities, we believe that the
maintenance of the Falkland
Islands protection zone is justi
fied."
The implementation of a •
fisheries conservation zone had
also proved successful, the committee reported.
..
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| Falkland* ‘threatened
by defence squeeze’
RFrnvFRTMrCdre,G'S'Cooper’ Defence s,off

crr"

Commitments in the South
Atlantic, the all-party com
mittee headed by Mr
Michael Mates said garrison
costs would by then have
fallen to about £100 million
a year, but there seemed lit
tle scope left for further
savings.
In 1990 Falklands costs will
be absorbed into the overall
defence but budget, leading to
the risk that, as defence expenditure is squeezed, they will
suffer the same “salami-slicing effect as other elements
ot the programme.
This prospect is viewed with
concern by the committee,
'varns the Government
not to skimp on the minimum
torce levels required to deter
Argentine aggression.
“If it is considered necessary
to
in maintain
the South^fi™

r*-

” Def““

believe that force levels should
^ete]?nined by operational
need rather than by financial
states^6ratl°nS’ the report

War equipment

“trA* be right to seek

°(lefeild. ^e Islands with
insufficient to meet
the actual or perceived threat.”
loqownf1 ds costs from 1982 to
Hon •
amount to £1,850 million in expenditure on the cam
paign and the costof replacing
equipment used to win the war

0

theg£aS„miIli0n " ■amtain‘n'g
£4?i'rf0r figure ‘"eludes
“‘““n spent on garrison
at dfhe n reinf°rcemcnt facilities
a^he new Mount Pleasant airth?' the Islands can be
rapidly reinforced by air it has
h?en Possible to cut the size of
2h000a^rS?n fr9!? 3b0ut 4-000 t0
A000 or less. Extensive radar
coverage is available to provide
warning of attack- Phi!! 0
fighters are constantly alert a°nd
Rapier missiles guard the base
The comrmttee’s examination
of witnesses reflected unease
oyer having ‘‘all the eggs in the
Mount Pleasant basket”, and
over the possibility that Argen
tina might soon acquire long
range missiles and nuclear
weapons.
Answers to such questions
have teen deleted for security

m^Tl
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Falklands:
spare no
expense
call

I

By David Fairhall
Expense should not be spared
to ensure that the Falkland Is
lands are securely defended, the
House of Commons Defence
Committee advises in its latest
report, even if the garrison’s
£100 million-a-year cost must in
future be met from the main de
fence budget.
“ If it is considered necessary
to maintain a sizeable garrison
in the South Atlantic,” the all
party select committee says,
“ we believe that force levels
should be determined by opera
tional need rather than by finan
cial considerations. It would not
be right to seek to defend the
islands with resources
insufficent to meet the actual or
perceived threat.”
The Defence Committee takes
as a given fact that there is no
immediate prospect of the Falk
lands sovereignty issue being
resolved by diplomatic means
and that the possibility of a hitand-run attack from Argentina
cannot be entirely discounted.

Now that the garrison has
been concentrated on the newly
built Mount Pleasant airfield
complex, with the permanent
British force reduced to the
minimum necessary to protect
arriving reinforcements, it sees
little scope for further cost sav
ings. The garrison’s operating
costs have been reduced by
, about £25 million a. year, how
ever, so the new airfield (£319
million for the runways plus
£132 million on accommodation)
will notionally pay for itself in
18 years.
The total cost of the Falklands
campaign and the subsequent
replacement of lost equipment is
now put at £2.6 billion up to the
end of last year. By 1989-90 the
annual provision for the garri
son, at £124 million, will include
only £20 million for the last few
replacements. From then on ex
penditure will form part of the
main defence budget, competing
with other requirements, and is
expected by the Defence Minis
try to stabilise at something
under £100 million.
The MPs sympathise with the
ministry’s reluctance to extend
the special pay allowance for
those serving in the South At
lantic, but they do express the
hope that the criteria for the ad
ditional payment that is made —
£2.60 a day for those doing fre
quently repeated tours of duty
there — will be made more gen
erous.
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£100m Falklands
the:

bill for keeping the Falklands British is
mng at a staggering £100 million a year, it wasrunrevealed yesterday.
Liberal Party spokesman Jim Wallace said the
“shouldSSDur btLtlr Commonf Defence Committee
matic sofutiorL”® Government
“hieve a diplo-

!
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Wideawake 28
on Ascension^ C

I

1

REMEDIAL work on steel blast
screens at Ascension Island’s
Wideawake airfield could cost
£50,000 to £60,000.
The screens (pictured right)
were installed in 1984 by Fairclough International as part of its
contract to upp*ade the facilities
on Ascension in the wake of the
FaJklands war.
The work included removing
panels to a place remote from the
airhead, sandblasting and re
painting prior to replacing in the
screen.
Cause of the remedial work is
that the original sandblast by
PSA’s supplier was inadequate
— corrosion was evident and on
inspection the presence of mill
scale was discovered.
A team of St Helena workmen
from PSA’s direct labourforce on
ascension is undertaking the
work by removing the panels in
batches so that the gap is mini
mised. The gap moves down the
line of the barrier as work prog
resses;
The purpose of the screens is to
deflect the blast from a jet’s en
gines when it is on the apron. The
blast is directed upward and thus
away from the buildings that sur
round the apron.
It is expected that refurbishing
all the screens will take about five
months with target production of
three panels a day.
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Falkland sovereignty

I

From the Director of Christian
Action
Sir, Sir Rex Hunt suggests (July 2) ' •
that the way “the Shah resolved
the Iranian claim to Bah
rain ... is a fairer comparison
with the Falklands situation than
the Aland Islands solution and
asks Sefior Alfonsin, as a firm
believer in democracy , publicly
to state that he is now “prepared to
recognise the democratic n&ht ot
the present inhabitants ot tne
Falkland Islands to have the
government of their choice .
But the very suggestmn that
Britain has always unequivocally
believed in allowing its islands
citizens to have “the government
of their choice;’ is what people like
Sehor Alfonsin know to be uttej
hypocrisy. Compare Diego Garcfa
in the Indian Ocean as recently as
1966. Its people were evacuated
and transported to Mauntius,
where they were left to live — and
die - in the slums of Port Louis.
The people are not allowed to
return — either to live or to visit.
“Government of their choice’’!
Yours sincerely,
ERIC JAMES, Director,
Christian Action,
Sf Peter’s House,
308 Kennington Lane, SE11.
July 2.
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Daily Mail
9 July 1987

THANK you for showing the
fine picture of David Jones. We
have all known grief and, at
the time of the death of Colonel
H., I deeply admired his wife
Sara for the dignified way in
which she carried out her
public duties when she
must have been
privately, grieving. He
would have been
very proud of her. Even
more so now, when
we see how she has
guided her sons
through the tragedy.
(Miss) MARIAN
D. FIELD
Park Road,
Stevington,
Bedford.

I

I

Dignity: Sara and David and (inset) Colonel
H. Jones
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In the social market
the consumer is king

Dr David Owen goes shopping for an alternative to market Toryism pnd the mixed economy

ECONOMICS
Christopher Huhne
‘. AFTER the 1983 General Election, only one major Opposition
1 politician sought publicly to ab
sorb the lessons of Mrs
' Thatcher’s victory for economic
policy. Dr David Owen rei coined the phrase " social mar* ket economy ” — terminology
of disputed Christian Democrat
or Social Democratic but un
doubtedly Teutonic parentage
~ to underline a break with the
-'old support for the “mixed
economy.”

. .It was Dr Owen’s view that
• Mrs Thatcher had fundamen
tally altered the terms of the
political debate and any Opposi
tion party which wanted to be
electable would have to accom;jnodate itself to the new reality.
'For Dr Owen’s supporters, it
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was a welcome injection of
market realism. For his antago
nists, it was sub-Thatch ism.
One of the interesting fea
tures of the aftermath of the
1987 victory for Mrs Thatcher is
that far more Opposition politicians seem to have become
aware of the need for a similar
re-packaging of their beliefs.
Within the Alliance, Mr David
Steel resents any implication
that either he or the liberals
should be second to anyone in
their enthusiasm for the
“ social market ” (as well he
might, given the tradition of
Lord Grimond, let alone Keynes
and Beveridge). The pro-merger
group in the SDP have even put
the “ social market ” into their
statement going out with the
ballot paper to members.
the Labour moderates
toe ve developed an enthusiasm for private profit and tough
competition. Indeed, Labour’s
most intelligent political columnist, Mr Peter Kellner, has
argued that the “ social mar
.ket ”„ concept is too valuable to
be allowed to become a casualty
of its chief proponent’s likely
political defeat.
All of this is a recognition
that, what might have been
called in a by-gone age of social
liberalism the issue of
“ national efficiency,” cannot
be ceded to the Tories. And
there can be little doubt that it
was — both in 1983 and in 1987.
The Tories identified themselves with the growing classes

THE GUARDIAN
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of people who are doing well
out of modern Britain: the
Opposition largely did not.
muA +large
u . part, of course,- of Mrs
..
Thatchers parhamentary tnr?flects a disproportional
®lectoral system, unique among
Eur°Pean democracies,
But Part of Mrs Thatcher’s
success — in many ways so
much more impressive in 1987
11130 in 1983 in.the wake of the
Falklands war — must be attributed to the Basingstoke factor: the identification of the
Conservatives with the solid
Prosperity of the country’s fastesl growing areas,
The “ social market ” is the
only label on the Opposition
side of the House which comes
close to offering something at*
tractive to Basingstoke. Unlike
the “ mixed economy,” in which
anyone from Enoch Powell to
Ken Livingstone can express
faith, it clearly implies the importance of market realism,
As Dr Owen put it in nis
“ Economic Affairs ” article in
October 1983 : “ In Britain, the
mixed economy has developed
not simply as a mix between
public and private ownership
but as a mixing of objectives
and management attitudes
within each sector. There has
been a tendency to amalgamate
the public and private sectors
as part of an amorphous mixed
economy rather than to define
the frontiers and objectives of
the market.
“ There are advantages front
keeping separate the two sec
tors and admitting one of the
necessary differences between
them is that profits are the
motive force of the private sec
tor and service the motive force
of the public sector
The social mafket economy,
for Dr Owen, was an essay in
defining frontiers and extending
the market: “ We must be pre
pared to use the term ‘ market ’
unashamedly and openly ”.
Britain’s private sector had to
be far more attuned to the
needs of the marketplace at
home and abroad: increased
competition, trust-busting and
the de- merging of large private
corporations would help. Pro
ducers — whether managers or
trade unions — could expect
little sympathy for elaborate
attempts to protect them from
market forces. The consumer
would be king.
Within the public sector, the
social market means experi
menting with new ways of pro
viding services to give the
consumer more power. Where
public corporations can operate
in a market, they should. Public
monopolies are no more accept
able than private ones. But ,
market ideas could also be in- '
troduced in the provision of

public services.
Thus, for example, bus com
panies might bid for the small
est subsidy to run an
unprofitable (but socially neces
sary) rural bus route. Thus an
internal market could operate
within the National Health Ser
vice, so that a patient would be
free to go to another District
Health Authority with a shorter
waiting list in a particular
speciality and have that author
ity charge his own: a built-in
incentive to greater efficiency.
What, the sceptic is entitled to
ask, is “ social ” about this
vision of the market economy ? (1
The first point, and one curi-
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ously not explicitly made by the
Owenites, is that the presump
tion must be that market trans
actions in themselves are
socially valuable. They entail
the free and willing exchange of
two parties to their mutual
benefit. We interfere in individ
uals’ choices—all living rooms
will henceforth be painted
pink—at our peril. The market
is the template.
That is not, of course, to
argue that the market should be
■unalloyed. It is a mechanism,
not a god. The other “ social ”
elements in the “ social mar
ket ” are the commitments to
industrial democracy, the redis
tribution of income and wealth
and to publicly determined
levels of provision of education
and health services.
The targeting of benefits on
the poor, rather than the provi
sion of universal benefits to
rich and poor alike, is likely to
make much more impact on
poverty and need not entail
means-testing if the tax system
is used instead to taper benefits
away from the better off. In
deed, the Institute for Fiscal
Studies considered the Alli
ance’s targeted proposals more
redistributive than Labour’s.
The concept of the “ social
market ” can embrace many
different packages of detailed
policy: it- has nothing to say
inherently about, say incomes
strategy or the European Mone
tary System or money GDP
targets or the level of public
spending or borrowing. It * is
essentially a micro-economic
doctrine, but even within that
field there remains a whole
area of debate about where
markets fail and need correc
tion on both technical or effi
ciency grounds — and on moral
ones — and whether the correc
tion would prove worse than
the original failure.

8 JUL 1987
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The bottom line, though, is
that it implies a whole hearted
acceptance of the marketplace
as an essential social tool: as
the right way to regulate most
of our economic activities.
There is nothing, of course,
right wing about this.
The social market —or mar
ket socialism —is a perfectly
sensible antithesis to market
Toryism. Hungary has been ex
perimenting with classical mar
ket solutions within a
framework of egalitarian in
come and wealth distibution for
years. (It has even operated a
decentralised market-orientated
ipcomes strategy, backed up by
an inflation tax).
If the Opposition parties are
going to get anywhere — and
certainly if they are to make
progress in Basingstoke — they
will have to annexe the old
issue of national efficiency. Pub
licly determined provision of
education, training, research
and development are all areas
which, by internationhl stan
dards, Britain is a laggard and
the Tory record is vulnerable.
But the opposition parties will
also have to become
enthusiastists for the market.
This is important in the public
sector, particularly because of
the widespread suspicion that
Labour would act in the inter
ests of its client producer
groups rather than the consum
er of public services. The voter
should not have to choose be
tween high levels of public
provision and efficiency.
. It is also crucial in the private
sector. The right response tr.
Mrs Thatcher's belief in th.-:
market is to argue for more
competition, more choice and a
stronger attack on monopolies,
not less. The arthritic corporat
ism of the 1960s and 1970s is
well and truly dead.
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£lm trawler
for Falklands
By Our Pori Stanley
Correspondent

0

The Falkland Islands is to
have its own deep sea trawler,
the Lord Shackleton, 1,500 tons,
to operate within the 150-mile
fishing zone which was declared
last year.
The stem trawler which has
been under charter to the
Defence Ministry has cost Falk
lands fisheries £1 million.
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Falklands get £lm trawler
to fish exclusive zone

i,

THE Falkland Islands are to
have their own deep sea
trawler to operate within the
150-mile fishing zone which
was introduced by the Brit
ish Government late last
year.
The 1,500-tonnes stern
trawler, originally known as
the Arctic Freebooter, had,
until quite recently, been
under charter to the Minis
try of Defence. It has cost
Falklands Fisheries £1 mil:
lion to buy. This, according
to the development corpora
tion’s general manager, Mr
Simon Armstrong, “ is a snip
for trawler of that size,” tak
ing into account the fact that
the MoD have refurbished
the vessel.
The trawler, which will be
known as the Lord Shackleton in recognition of the man
who, in several economic
reviews of the Falklands,
persistently urged the Brit
ish Government to declare
an exclusive fisheries zone
around the islands, will be

the first trawler to operate
within the zone while flying
the Falklands flag.
Mr Armstrong said he ex
pected the vessel, which is
now being refitted with new
freezing equipment in antici
pation of large catches of
squid and with navigational
aids, to arrive in the Falk
lands in October or Novem
ber. The crew, he said, may
be all British or include
other nationalities. It might
possibly be Polish. He em
phasised, however, that
there will be opportunities
for young Falkland islanders
to train on the vessel as
fishermen.
Revenue from the issuing
of more than 200 licences for
the first half of the fishing
season realised £12 million
for the Falklands, and it is
anticipated that unexpected
revenue from 95 licences
issued for the second half of
the season—from July to De
cember—will yield another
£8 million.
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Medal plea
war
FALKLANDS
veterans are hoping a
benefactor will come for
ward to save the George
Medal won by boy hero
John Dillon.
John, who left the
Navy’s Is selling it to buy a
car to get to college from
his North London home.
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HERO: Colonel Jones

uiums cue cue ay m me iv/vr-

proves
ranks highly as a scholar.
David Jones, 21, graduated
from university yesterday,
watched by his mum Sara-then
set out to follow in his father’s
footsteps.
David, who collected a history
degree at Reading, Berks, will
join his father’s first regiment,
The Devonshire and Dorset.
Colonel “H” won the VC as he
died leading his Paras into battle.

islands, ana orner rare birds.

WWHS

Son of W
marching
off to war
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Why penguin
No 1 cost the
lady £2,400

Daily Post
4.7.87
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TYPICAL of the south Atlantic island terrain is South Georgia. The cross is in memory of Sir
Ernest Shackleton, the explorer, who died there m 1922.
Upland Geese, after which
byTony Austin
Port Stanley’s hotel got its
— in the singular —
ShoE wenyteaon°lda “r dark “ vSS* nothing name
graze, and Tussac birds,
Eng SgVseethe
v°Icanic spot m living in the Tussac grass
which grows up to 10 feet
penguins came back tellBefore you are allowed out high, abound.
ing how the first one sne of the arrival lounge you
It’s all slightly reminiscent
spotted cost her £2,400 — receive a stern lecture on of Scotland or the Lake Dis
trict but on a different scale.
but by the time she left minefields.
,
The highest “mountain” is
they were two a penny.
An army chap in a flak
Dave Morgan, tourist chief jacket holds up examples ot 2,312 feet, and the vast roll
on the Falklands, makes it mines that were buried, ing moorlands are open and
sound a good story and unmarked, or badly mapped, treeless, unihabited except
whether or not she actually by Argentine forces, during by the odd sheep.
With a population of about
saw 120,000 penguins is prob- the war five years ago. Dire
ably not far out by the odd warnings are issued about 2,000, in a land area nearly
10 000
the risk of going anywhere the size of Wales, nature
Package tourism is new to that is fenced off by skull reigns supreme.
The wind comes straight
the Falklands. It is for the and crossbones signs,
well heeled and stout booted
Fortunately, most of the off the South Atlantic,
and those who sport anor- minefields are around the unpolluted and enervating.
aks enioy observing wildlife only town, Port Stanley, and The climate is gentler than
and have a sense of the wildlife that attracts Britain — warmer in winter,
cooler in summer.
adventure.
visitors is in remoter parts.
One needs to be a certain
Penguins and seals, parsort of person: hardy, enthu- ticularly, are as curious
siastic, a true eccentric.
about people as tourists are
It is a 15-hour flight to get about them, which enables
there, assuming you have a mutual mspection at close
tail wind, and when you land quarters, though the pong of
the military airport at a penguin does not encourMount Pleasant doesn’t have age over familiarity,
a name board, let alone a
Albatross, King Corwelcome sign.
morant, and sea bon, are
Having come on a RAF among the other wildlife,
oneratei? Tri-Star there was together with the Flightless
airnhnl aboard though Steamer Duck, unique to the
drinks are cheap inthe NAgF- islands, and other rare b.rds.

cont.
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No Hilton

(r)

■O

The latitude south is the
same as London is north but
the changes in weather are
more rapid. Sun and sleet in
the same half hour.
Tourism is in its infancy,
with beds for about 75
people at any one time.
Hotel accommodation is
limited in Port Stanley and
three small developments in
| remote areas, or on islands
reached only by the small
government-run Islander air
craft, which seem to land
anywhere and everywhere.
Dave Morgan says visitors
come expecting bunk houses
and are suprised by stan
dards at the new hotel at
Sea Lion island, or in the
converted farm managers
houses at Port Howard and
Pebble Island, also scene of a
daring British raid on
Argentine aircraft during
the war.
But it won’t be Hilton
style. Hilton’s don’t have
penguins a few minutes walk
away from their front doors.
Nor can they serve sea trout
as tasty as that I ate in the
Upland Goose, in Port Stan
ley, which was some compen
sation for their beds with
nylon sheets.
Information from Steve
Green on 0904-782136, or Box
13, Stanley, Falkland Islands.
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By the left and
right to war
JUST 90 minutes before the
Argentine surrender on the
Falklands, and a few days before his 22nd birthday, LtRobert Lawrence was shot in
the back of the head by a
sniper. He was later awarded
the Military Cross for his part
in the attack on Tumbledown
Mountain. His wound paralysed
his whole left side.
I A couple of years later, the
Guardian ran a story about
him and about the extent to
which officialdom had failed a
man whose life had been blown
apart in the war. This was the
starting point for Charles
Wood’s television play Tumbledown. And Tumbledown itself
became a casualty in the
crossfire between the BBC and
Ian Curteis over the cancellation of Curteis's The Falklands
Play. Both plays may eventually be produced by the BBC,
,but, meanwhile, Wood’s text
has just been published—
Curteis is already in print. So
now at least we can see what
the fuss was about. Or can we ?
\ The two plays represent the
opposite poles of writing about
war. Curteis offers a skilfully
constructed, pedestrian, chronological precis of events as
seen by the top echelons of
politicians and the armed
forces. Wood shows the reality
of the war as seen by soldiers
involved in the battle; and in
Lawrence’s case, involved for
the rest of his life in a fight
against shattering disabilities.
Where Curteis is straightforward and wordy, Wood
works far more through
images, time leaps, with some
scenes of disturbing ferocity
and appalling realism. It is
about heroism as opposed to
Heroics, one of Wood’s recur-

*v.

rent themes (in his play Dingo,
in Tony Richardson's The
Charge of the Light Brigade
and Dick Lester’s How I Won
the War). It is about killing a
man with a broken bayonet. It
is also about one of Thatcher's
favourite virtues : facing the
consequences of your own
actions,
Production of Tumbledown
was cancelled—or postoned—
because the Right wing press
gleefully linked it to the
Curteis story. The argument
was that the BBC was trying to
nobble the patriotic Curteis
while giving a clear run to lefty
Wood's anti-Thatcher play. But
reading the two texts and the
two authors’ introductions pro
duces a different impression.
Curteis’s first and main dispute was with Peter Goodchild.
BBC head of Plays, with whom
he had clashed over an earlier
series. Curteis complained that
Goodchild was unhappy about
scenes where the Prime Minis
ter shows emotion about the
servicemen killed in theFalklands war.
But the real dynamite
(Curteis’s word) was that
Goodchild apparently suggested
some of the War Cabinet scenes
might be rewritten to show
Ministers taking electoral considerations into account in
their decisions. " It was, he
(Goodchild) said, naive of me
not to imagine that such things
must have happened. . . He was
it seemed to me, asking me to
go substantially against the historical record under my own
name, not his.”
Curteis maintains that the
War Cabinet meetings are
remarkably well documented;
“ Better than they should be,”
as he put it to me during an

Hugh Hebert examines the
conflict over two dramatic views *
I
*
of the Falklands war
t
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Setting the standard... British soldiers raise the flag
interview at the time of the clean out of office at the next
row last summer. He also said election !”
.
- At no stage was anything said
The secondreference (page
-[in War Cabinet] about the 144) comes when A1 Haig, the
coming election, which could US Secretary of State at the
have been up to two years and time, meets the Argentine
four months away.”
Junta in Buenos Aires as part
his Kissinger-style shuttle
Yet there is a contradiction of
attempting to avert
here, because we can now see diplomacy
and he is laying it on the
that there are two important war;
references in the text to the line:
possible fate of the Thatcher
“ Haig: One. The United
Government. One is at the cru States Government could not
cial War Cabinet meeting when sec two friends at war. Two.
they are deciding whether the Britain is not bluffing, and
main part of the task force with Washington would not tolerate
the two carriers should be- the fall of the Thatcher Govern
ment. .. (my italics).
ordered to sail.
If we are talking about bias,
“ PM : Do we still believe let's
note this point, from
what we certainly believed in, Curteis’s
letter to Alasdair
in 1940 ? . . . Because if in our Milne dated August 2, 1986, and
,, . . . . . . . .. .
hearts we secretly believe that published
that Britain is dead, it would be the play: in the introduction to
a crime of the direst and
“ By its very nature, The*
blackest sort to send those men
to fight-a crime of which the Falklands Play is pro-Governcountry would very soon find ment and pro-Mrs Thatcher,
us guilty because their hearts You personally commissioned
won’t be in it. and the first it. It is meticulously
death would light a fuse that researched. As you have canwould blow us sky-high and celled it apparently for fear it

might influence voters, have
you also cancelled other programmes, however accurate.
containing anti-Government
an(j anti-Mrs Thatcher arguments lest thev influence voters
the other way ?”
" By its very nature ” is a
curious phrase in the context.
But anyway, the answer to
Curteis's question was soon
known. Tumbledown fell.
There are, it is true, many
criticisms in Wood’s play of
military attitudes and espe
cially of the treatment of
wounded men in military hospi
tals. None of them are specific
to the Falklands war. nor do
they have any direct political
import. Though the play is
certainly left wing in the sense
that it is bitter against war and
against the militaristic view of
fife.
Robert lawrence is presented
as a young, enthusiastic soldier, who in the crucible of war
does things that earn him his
medal, the title of hero, the
admiration of his comrades,
and an unashamed adrenalin

high. Later he sees—and if we
are allowed, we shall see—that
these were terrible things to do
even in battle.
Tumbledown seems to me no
more—but no less—political
than, say, Wilfred Owen’s
Strange Meeting. There is even
one sequence that seems to
invite comparison with thateerie, angry, elegiac poem.
" Robert Lawrence and I hold
different political views,”
writes Wood. “ but we have
come together over Tumbledown without losing those
views. . . As for my own
feelings about the Falklands
war. I feel intense guilt, for I
hold it to be wrong that young
men like Robert lawrence were
maimed and killed because our
skills in avoiding war are not
nearly so good as our skills in
promoting it.” I don't think it is
what Curteis intended, but I
think that, inadvertently, that
is what he also proved.
The Falklands Play, by Ian
Curteis (Hutchinson. £3.95):
Tumbledown, by Charles Wood
(Penguin, £2.95)
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Hogg Robinson bid is
‘just round the corner’
IS THERE going to be a bid
for Hogg Robinson? The
TSB may have gone away
but punters who bought
ahead of the shares’ suspen
sion at 561p last month will
be hoping for action. Other
wise their fingers could be
badly burnt.
Yesterday Hogg Robinson
unveiled its demerger plans.
Travel and transport will be
split off to form a new
company.

Pricing
Shareholders will receivce
one share in the new company

for every one held. The travel
100 rights issue,, with the new
shares at 185p.
. The pricing of the rights
issue confirms stockbroking
analysts’ view that Hogg
Robinson’s shares are not
worth more than £4 each —
without a bid.
But market makers are sure
that a deal is just round the
corner, especially after the
WUlis
Faber/Stewart
Wnghtson link up.
So the shares should return
at....
around
.... £5 °n Monday,
which is still at a 60p discount
to the suspension price.
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Haiders
‘ransom’
sawn-o££
hands

in
aeafn ShHADOW of Juan
democra^Tfasf night

Aires
Peron was
frail

monaSrs'ig£tifr»ident Alf°nsin blamed 'C0UP
demanding $8
The theft was discovered after a visitor to the
----------nos Af1r?mi,y 100115 ln Nonhem Bue
nos Aires reported to police that a
sabre, cap and banner were missing.
amfounTed theyTa'd reSld* raiwm
hacfalso^been
&3i
ofTI?£othlevef* br°ke a hole jn the roof
aLJhri VuUlt.' by-passed a security
hftS' dME t W1£ 12 security locks and
lifted the coffin’s 3501b lid before
reaching the corpse.
of1]qs9iliCKdenK brings back memories
of 1952 when the body of Peron's first
bifr1edEV?nWSS mysteriously stolen and
Mifan ItSy. " anonymous
in

The Guardian
3 July 1987

Atlantic
purity
REAGAN ignorantly called
them a few barren rocks.
That, together with substan
dard television pictures of
the 1982 winter war, contri
buted to a bleak British
image of the Falklands. Now,
in The Falkland Islands and
their Natural History (David
& Charles, £12.95), the natu
ralist Ian Strange has found a
camera and film capable of
approximately capturing a
purity of light and colour not
seen in Europe since the
I Industrial Revolution.
Strange’s work gives us
back something of what Sir
Richard Hawkins saw in his
1594 landfall: a place “all
over as green and smooth as
any meadow in the spring of
the year,” and with a tumult
of rare wildlife which will
continue to need cherishing
long after today’s dispute
over human ownership is
settled.
JOHN EZARD

Fishing News
3 July 1987

Falklands squid
licences

THF Falkland Islands
THE Falkland Isl
Government
has
announced the allocation of fishing licences
for the season July 1 to
December 31 1987.
A total of 96 applications
for licences were received of
which 90 were successful.
Vessels licensed for the
Loligo squid and finfish

fisheries include one Greek,
tw0 Italians, six Japanese,
Koreans, 16 Spanish and
Qne UR boat _ a totaiGf 28.
Some 62 vessels have
licences to fish finfish only,
These include one Faroese,
0ne Italian, four Japanese,
three Koreans, one Panamanian, 30 Polish, 19 Spanish and
three British.
The
Falkland
Islands

Government has decided that
on conservation grounds it is
necessary to limit the number
of licences for the Loligo
squid fishery and, initially, to
restrict this fishery to August
and September.
Monitoring
of
Loligo
squid stocks over the last two
months has indicated a need
for precaution, said Alastair
Cameron of the FIG.
There was some disappointment over the issue
lienees for the squid .fishery
as less than half who applied
got licences, he said.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

2 July 1987

The Falklands ’ future

r?

SIR; There are two points in Harold Briley's clear
exposition on the Falkland Islands (the listener,
18 June) that need correcting.
It is an anachronism to suppose that ‘offshore
[oilj exploitation could hardly be viable without
Argentine co-operation’. Such, indeed, was the
view in Lord Shackleton's Report of 1976.
Reasonably enough, in the succeeding report of
1982 co-operation was not mentioned: the pre
condition for attracting oil companies to a re
gion not obviously rich in oil was 'a political
settlement reached with Argentina', so as to
ensure stability and the jurisdiction by Britain
over its offshore resources. Since then, in Ociober 1986, Britain bestirred itself when declaring
its offshore entitlements ‘up to the limits pre
scribed by the rules of international law'. A
result is that a political settlement is in the
process of becoming recognised.
In his exposition, Mr Briley states that the
annual defence costs for the Falklands are ‘less
than £300 million for this financial year, and
should drop oelow £200 million next year’: the
figures made available by the Ministry of De
fence are, respectively, £147 million and £111
million. The discrepancy is accounted for by a
fact that is entirely missed by the British media:
the higher figures are the total annual provision
for Falkland costs, which include the continuing
‘residual campaign costs’ of replacing ships, etc.
destroyed in 1982.
M. R. Meadmore
London W12

The Listener
4 June 1987

j Causes of the
Falklands
sir.

Michael Charlton, in his absorbing article on
the causes of the Falklands War (the listener, 21
May), echoes Lord Chalfont in judging that the
only alternative to final military collision was a
diplomatic settlement as urged in Resolution
2065 (1965) ot the UN General Assembly. He
suggests that the resolution gave expression to
‘moral principles embodied in the United Na
tions charter’, while a determination 'to uphold
die rights of even tiny minorities’ did not (the
Falkland Islanders are the very opposite to a
minority!). Sadly, as is shown by examining the
debate at which it was passed, the resolution
provided no basis for a settlement.
Argentina and the 15 Laiin-American states that
sponsored the resolution presumed as follows:
1. that ’the historical, political, juridical and
economic basis underlying the sovereign rights
of the Argentine Republic to the Falkland Islands
(Malvinas) was made abundantly clear’;
2. that the UN Declaration on Decolonisation
(1960) legitimated their plan to incorporate the
Islands into the Argentine state and that this
'prompt, just and peaceful solution’ was in the
interests of the Islanders;
3. that the guarantee in the Chaner and the
Declaration of territorial integrity had retroactive
application to an alleged incursion in a previous
century and that the principle of selfdetermination, upheld in the same document,
did not apply to the Islanders.
The spokesman for the British delegation was
somewhat ineffective on that afternoon of 16
December 1965. He failed to raise an objection
to the Argentine proposal that, in all UN docu
ments, the name Falkland Islands be changed, in
the Spanish, to ’Islas Malvinas (Falkland Islands)'
and to Falkland Islands (Malvinas)' in all oilier
languages. However, after the vote (94 to 0, with
14 abstentions), he delineated, no doubt uncon
sciously and in the following words, the fateful
miscalculation that the resolution contained:
... my government has welcomed the sugges
tion of die Argentine government that our two
governments should hold talks on the question

1
■
I
1

of the Falkland Islands, and we have asked the
Argentine government to suggest topics for
such talks, bearing in mind our well-known
reservations regarding sovereignty and the
need to respect the wishes and the interests of
die people of the Falkland Islands.
Because it proved obstructive, to Argentina and i
its sponsors, the directive about ‘bearing in !
mind... the interests of the' Islanders was omit
ted from the directives in all subsequent resolu
tions on the subject.
M. R. Meadmorc
London W12
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Falklands haul
No fully British-owned ships
arc taking part in the second
Falkland Islands Fishing sea
son, which is expected to net
£8 million in licence fees for
the Falklands Government.
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Falkland sovereignty
Front Sir Rex Hunt
Sir, In his letter (June 23) Mr
Miller reminds us of Churchill’s
maxim “In victory, magnan
imity’’ and calls on Britain to act
in a statesmanlike manner by
proposing a Hong Kong-like trans
fer of sovereignty. Noble senti
ments: but I doubt whether
Churchill’s magnanimity would
have extended to handing back to
Germany territory seized by
Hitler’s armies.
And I doubt whether Churchill
would have considered it “statesmanlike” to dismantle our Falkln£iJe?nCeS a.nd,„sr a
leaseback agreement with Argendemocracy In6tha^vohatflecountiy
would flourish uninterruptedly for
the next 50 years. He would more
probably have denounced such a
proposal as folly and appease
ment.
I agree with Mr Miller, however,
that a true act of statesmanship is
needed. Why not from Senor

i
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Alfonsin? It would be too much to
expect him to renounce the Ar
gentine claim altogether; but as a
firm believer in democracy he
would gain in international stature
if he would publicly state that,
despite our historical dispute over
sovereignty, he was now prepared
to recognise the democratic right
of the present inhabitants of the
Falkland Islands to have the
government of their choice.
Islanders’ views could then be
freely expressed and indepen
dently verified under UN auspices
or any other arrangement agreed
between our two governments,
cloud cuckooland? Perhaps;
but there is a precedent. The Shah
resolved the Iranian claim to
' Bahrai" in >he
Way in 1968This, I submit, is a fairer compari
son with the Falklands situation
than the Aland Islands solution.
Yours faithfully,
REX HUNT,
Old Woodside,
Broomfield Park,
Sunningdale, Berkshire.
June 24.
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FIVE years after the Falk lands
War one young university grad
uate this Autumn will enter the
Army bearing the heavy burden
of his father’s fame.
Twenty-one-year-old David Jones, who
this week graduates from Reading
University with a second class honours
degree in history, son of Colonel 'IT
Jones VC. the Falklands hero, is
following his father's footsteps into his
old regiment, the Devonshire and
Dorset.
The slim, dark and diffident univer
sity student has chosen to join the old
county regiment to which his father
first, belonged rather than the Paras he
commanded in the Falklands and who
he was leading when he died charging
up a bleak hill after the landing at
Goose Green.

E)eciss©iii
Yesterday David, his older son. spoke
quietly about his decision to become a
soldier like bis father and the pressures
that will Involve.
'His reputation will always be there
but 1 don't want it to hang around my
neck.' he said. 'I'm trying to forget
about it.
just become Joe Bloggs
again I want, to make my own way.
'When you're a child in an army
family you say you want to be a soldier,
but ever since I thought seriously about
it. when I was at school. 1 knew that is
what I wanted
My father knew it. too. He knew I
had got an army scholarship at school
and I think he was pleased. We
discussed how it would be.
I could have joined the Parachute
Regiment. The Colonel there told me
there would always be a place for me.
but at this stage I didn't want to.
Maybe later, once I'm established, like
my father was when he joined them.'
Colonel Jones won his fame under a
hail of enemy bullets in death as the
leader of 2nd Battalion Parachute
Regiment in the Falklands, but in fact
spent most of his army career in the

by STEPHEN
BATES
E3

Devon and Dorsets. the family’s local
county regiment, moving on to com
mand the Paras only in the last 18
months of his life.
David said: 'We have more ties with
the Devon and Dorsets. It's a good
family regiment. Perhaps the Paras are
harder, more ambitious.
'The only memories they have of my
father are the Falklands. The senior
officers of the Devon and Dorsets knew'
him as just another soldier.'
The burden of being the son of a
famous father going into the same
profession is a heavy one. I am aware
that some people I meet in the army
think "Oh no just another VIP's son. a
pain in the backside.” It's something
I'm aware of. look out for and tread
carefully about.
A few people think I assume I will be
the greatest thing since sliced bread and
1 guess that will be particularly true at
Sandhurst. They'll try and drum that
out of me. which is quite right — 1
shouldn't go into a regiment with any
illusions. I'll just have to show them I'm
not like that.'
David was a schoolboy studying for
Ills 'O' levels at Sherborne School when
news of his father’s death came
through. A senior officer called at the
family's home in Wiltshire one morning
while he was on half term.
He and his younger brother w-ere
playing croquet on the lawn when his
mother came out to break the news.
He has been to the Falklands twice to
see his father's grave and visit the spot
where lie fell. The next time is likely to
be as a soldier himself, on a tour of duty
there.
‘My views have changed since visiting
the island, meeting the people and
hearing their views It had to be done,
there was a principle at stake. We had

to show that we meant what we said
Those people have a right to choose.
It was a necessary war. I do not
begrudge my father's death.’
There is an obvious pride in his
father’s medal, too — one of the very
lew awarded since the Second World
War.

Popular
The VC was unbelievable — it took
some time to sink in. It was like
something you read about in comics,
unreal, like the drawingss of my father
being killed, which didn't look like him
al all.
I suppose there was a Falklands
factor involved, behind the scenes. Mrs
Thatcher wanted to show something,
but ... of course I'm proud of what he
did '

David has been a popular and quiet
student at Reading University, well
spoken of by his tutors. A student who
chose the war and society course, but
not a military specialist as such

;vS,. f?,r. the aclive life as a soldier.
Latei this summer he will be hiking
part as a crew member in the Fast-net
lace.
David s younger brother Rupert 18 is
set to follow in Ins footsteps - to
Heading University and then * Into the
Army. He has chosen the Paras as his
regiment.
My mother sometimes savs she wishes
we would become lawyers or vets or
something but she doesn't regretouj
decisions. I LI,ink my lather m,hl 1,„
been pleased, too.' lie said wistfully.
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NZ extending
new
uota system
TEETHING problems are
beginning to be found in
recently-introduced
the
management
fisheries
^ schemes in New Zealand’s
fisheries. The new policies
Individual
include
the
Transferable Quota (ITQ)
giving access to resources
in perpetuity, which is to
be
De extended
extended shortly
snomy to
io
cover two more species.
Both the deep water and
the inshore fisheries are
working under the ITQ
scheme. Also the government has brought in a systern of tendering for quotas
and a quota exchange systern.
Speeches and messages at
all the New Zealand industry’s recent conferences had
a common thread
coping
with the changes introduced
government
by
from
October l. 1986. There was
interest in the measures
being extended to squid and
jack mackerel, also the pos
sibility of rock lobster and
tuna being covered too.
In an address to the Fisjiing Industry Association
Conference on April 8,
Mark
Hinchliff,
retiring
New
chairman
of the
Zealand Fishing Industry
Board, admitted that there
are problems to be sorted
out.
Mr Hinchliff said develop
ment had been rapid since
1978 when total production
from the New Zealand EEZ
was 225,000 tons, of which
90,000 tons came from
domestic vessels only two of
which were over 30 metres
in length, the balance coming from foreign vessels.
Catches in 1986 were
around 470,000 tons, of
which 170,000 tons were
harvested by New Zealand
operations, a further 175,000
caught by vessels chartered

by , ^S^v™ea'anc* °Pcrators
and '-5,000 tons by licensed
forcign
Mr °Peralors
Hmch|ifr said thal
New Zealand now has a
deep water fleet with 17 vessels over 30 metres and at
least three more are due to
arrive this year. Investment
in catching over this period
was about $NZ35m and
employment at sea is now
8,000 people, compared with
5000 in 1978.
Dealing with adverse publicity over the shortage of
nsh on the domestic market
and increased prices, Mr
Hinchliff explained that the
home market now has to
compete on price with overSeas markets,
However, a reduction of
25% to 30% of the inshore
allowable catch due to the
f,shery P0,icy. had cut supP'*es of some inshore fish for
lhe domestic market.
Mr Hinchliff, however,
pointed out that there had
been an increase in domestic
consumption from 37,000
tons of fmfish in 1978 to
70,000 tons in 1986.
The Hon. Colin Moyle,
minister of fisheries, told
various conferences held in
New Zealand that he intends
t0 keep a flexible approach
10 the °ew system as governmcnt works through the ineVltable teething troubles
together with the industry,
A lot of media coverage
has been given to the dumpmg of unwanted species and
fish caught in excess of quotas. He accepted that some
had by-catch problems but
this had been anticipated

and the system provides for
the buying and selling of
quota to alleviate this prob
lem.
The ministry is working
on proposals to "fine tune”
the catch-mix and he is
expecting the industry to
take part in achieving
adjustments.
At the conference of the
New Zealand Federation of
Commercial Fishermen, the
minister welcomed a sugges
tion from the Federation
that fishermen be allowed to
exchange quotas of other
species for by-catch species
on an agreed formula.
The minister said that the
ITQ management system
had “copped the blame” for
alleged shortages of fish, but
he was not sure who or what
would be blamed if the ITQ
system was not there as a
scapegoat.
He emphasised thal the
ITQ system
had
been
brought in to save the
inshore fishery from destruc
tion and he believes that it is
already bringing economic
and biological benefits.
He said that reports which
came from the retail sector
seemed to be mainly concerned with shortages of
prime inshore species such as
snapper, but Mr Moyle went
on to say that there are two
ways to ensure that adequate
supplies of fish are always
available: consumers should
be educated to use good
quality frozen fish and lesser
known species.
Resource rental is now a
contentious subject and the
minister said
that
the

Fisheries Amendment Act
provided for the minister of
fisheries to make recommen
dations to Cabinet for the
level of resource rentals for
the coming fishing year.
Levels are set with regard
to such matters as the value
of ITQs, net return to fisher
men and changes in TACs.
Before making a recommen
dation to government, he is
required to advise industry
organisations of the recom
mendations and the reasons
for them, as well as inviting
industry submissions.
One serious concern in the
New Zealand fishing indus
try is the way the new deep
water hoki fishery is deve
loping. The minister said: “I
have been concerned in
recent times about the
stresses and strains placed
on the hoki fishery by the
number of vessels involved
and in the apparent lack of
discipline from some of the
participants. I believe a more
careful approach to the hoki
fishery would be beneficial
to all.”
A repetition of the dump
ing and other losses occur
ring last year would threaten
the stability of the fishery.
He feels there is a great
opportunity in using hoki to
manufacture surimi. It is an
exciting development and he
is keen to see it prosper.
The Fishery Inspection
and Certification Council is
studying surimi standards
and, because he did not
want to see _the New
.
Zealand industry faced with
possibly unnecessary costs m
upgrading chartered vessels
at lhis time, hc was seeking
Cabinet approval for regulalions exempting surimi pro
cessing vessels from the
requirements of the Fish
Packing (for Export) Regulations 1977 for this season
only.
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The minister is proposing

a number of areas are excit
ing and that — with the

si'HjSS2 s%rrs”rK

On squid, it was proposed
that previous fishing history
would be the basis to set
individual quotas for both
the trawl and jig fisheries.
Jack mackerel quotas would
be based on the current
year’s catches.
His ministry is consulting
with rock lobster fishermen
about alternative manage
ment approaches and this 1
was dealt with at the annual
conference of the New
Zealand Federation of Com
mercial Fishermen.
Rock lobster has been a
limited entry licensed fishery
for some years, but there
have been no other controls.
There had been two polls of
rock lobster fishermen —
one by the Federation —
and the other by the New
Zealand Fishing Industry
dealing with
Board
options. Prior to this, a
booklet had been issued and
there had been many open
meetings in lobster fishing
ports.
After further debate at the
annual conference of the
New Zealand Federation of
Commercial Fishermen, a
new membership poll is
under way which will, it is
hoped, result in clear, prac
tical, proposals for Indivi
dual Transferable Quotas.
The minister ended his
address by saying: “I believe
the industry is in very good
heart, that developments in

Zealand fishing indus ry
headed for interesting and
profitable ^times in the next
few years.

NZ squidburger

SQUIDBURGERS have ready for the frying pan,
found a ready market in barbecue or microwave.
New Zealand and are now
Wanganui Trawlers says it
retailing in the US.
can process all the squid
available to supply a deveThe secret of their success loping home market. The
is a tenderising process product is being distributed
involving squid enzymes in shrink-wrapped batches of
developed by the New four packed in cartons of 84.
Zealand company Wanganui
under
the
Marketed
Trawlers.
Trident brand name, the
The squid meat is first squidburgers may become a
tenderised and then finely fast-food speciality in North
minced. Fish is then added America. Wanganui Trawlto enhance the flavour and ers has reportedly been talkis infused with a binder to ing to McDonalds about
make the finished burger test-marketing in California.

Report on
NZ squid
INFORMATION on the
gear and equipment used in
the New Zealand squid jig
ging industry has been com
piled into a package by the
NZ Fishing Industry Board.
Catch rate details are
included in the package
from NZFIB, Information
Resource Centre, Private
Bag, Manners Street Post
Office, Wellington, New
Zealand.
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Spanish
fish off
Falklands
i

THE FOURTH freezer stern trawler in a series of five
designed to fish off the Falkland Islands and the coast
of southern Africa is now in service, while the fifth
vessel is under construction.
Armador de Vigo D. Jose motors is installed to power
Perejra is operating the ships the services aboard the vcsand the latest to be delivered sel and her refrigeration
is equipped Tor bottom and equipment includes units

* JAfc*-

1 he ship is the Puente
Sabaris built by Astilleros
Gondan to a design by naval
architects Tccnaco de Vigo,
Spain, and she is icestrengthened
and
construtted to class 4-100 A1
Stern Trawler 4- LMC 4RMC Ice Class ID.

Power

t

Main dimensions of the
freezer ship are: length overall, 67.7 metres; length bp,
58.2 m; and maximum
draught, 5.07 m.
She is powered by an
Anglo-Bclgian Corporation
model 8MDCZC-750-179 A
main engine of 1931 hp at
750 rpm which drives a 3200
mm diameter propeller via a
Valmet-Balino
type
M1V6004-S350
reduction
gearbox. The propeller is
mounted in a Kort nozzle
having a stainless steel inner
ring.
u
...
Her auxiliary engines are
grouped in three and comprise Volvo Pcnta units of
324 hp at 1500 rpm (type
TAD 121 CHC).
A wide range of electric

Three Grasso compressors
with Indar motors operate
the freezing plant aboard the
ship which is equipped with
six metric tons a day plate
freezers from the Vigo firm
Hermanos
Rodriguez
Gomez.
A total of four Baader
skinning
and
filleting
machines
are
installed
aboard the ship which has a
comprehensive system of
conveyor belts on the fac
tory deck.

Comfort
. lnJcctcd polyurethane foe:.,
am
1S used l.° insulate the fish
hold, while the temperature
can he maintained at -25
de&- ^ hy cooling tubes
^ounled on the deckhead of
lhe hold,
Crew comfort is important
on vessels equipped to operate on five-month trips and
the Puente Safaris has single
cabins for the officers and
chief engineers, plus further
cabins for her total crew of
34.

I
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Poles go for 11 ships
TWO of 11 trawlers to be
built for the Polish Deepsea Fishing Enterprise
Odra are to be built in
Portugal.
Poland is a major ship
builder and exporter of

ships, so it is an unusual
move for a fishing enterprise
to look to a foreign yard for
new tonnage.
Six Spanish and two Por
tuguese yards tendered for
the contracts and the ship
yard Sao Jacinto at Aveiro,
Portugal, won the contract.
It is building the ships with
a 30 per cent Polish content
in that their main engines
will be H. Cegielski Works
models and other Polishmade equipment will be
installed.
Portuguese-built
The
trawlers will be able to fish
with jigs and they will have
an overall length of 76.35
metres, beam 14.6 metres

and deadweight capacity of
1000 tons. The vessels would
have a target catch of 7000
tons a year and be capable
of a speed of 14.8 knots.
The fishing enterprise at
present operates 37 trawlers,
but many are old and need
replacing? Twenty ships will
be withdrawn by 1990.
These ships are of the B-20,
B-23 and B-18 series built in
the 1960s.
While the enterprise is
expecting catches to drop
while its fleet is being
updated, it estimates that its
total production will rise by
50 per cent when the new
trawlers are in service in
about 1990.

FREEZING DEAL
Poland’s fish exporting organisation, has conuded a deal with one of America’s three largest fish
processing enterprises.
e
The
nn . , 0,*ganisation previAmerican fishermen operously dealt with the com- aling in the Pacific will su?pE ,Qoa,U S . Kitchens, ply Polish
ships with fish
before 1983 and the latest which willbe frozen in
contract wdlbe beneficial to
blocks and sent to American
both parties.
fish factories.
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Falklands joint
venture success

I

THE FALKLANDS fishery is developing into one of
the biggest operations of the Hull, England, fishing and
shipping company J. Marr Ltd.
J. Marr is now employing
Among those taken on are
over 100 people on its Falk two 16-year-olds from Port
lands venture which, now in Stanley who will sail for six
its second year, sees 27 months locally and, if they
Japanese and 12 Taiwanese are satisfactory, they will
jiggers fishing squid for the come to the UK to attend
company, the latter from the recognised training courses.
Taiwan Squid Fishery Deve
Marr reports that a Scan
lopment Group.
dinavian
monopoly in the
The
subsidiary
Marr
(Falklands) Ltd. is taking on operation of reefer facilities
islanders to assist, including has been broken, with Marr
some
with
seagoing now organising shipments
experience to man the two through one of its own
Marr-owned ships Falklands experienced staff.
Right and Falklands Desire
Mr Jim Hind of Marr deswhich have been chartered cribes the company’s Falkto patrol the islands’ new lands operation as a “model
fisheries limit.
of successful co-operation.”
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now aefunc

F

ASSOCIATED Fisheries of London reports that its
commercial fishing interests are now solely the vessel
management company Caley Fisheries following the
run-down of British United Trawlers (BUT).
Humber-based BUT was once one of the largest trawling
companies in the world, but a series of events in interna
tional fishing led to its demise.
™
i?tally in°Perative»” AF says in its interim
report for 1987. However, reasonable landings and buoyant

CaTey’s

^

Pr°fitability for

n*FMfrate»!rhei,fD!I,pr0fing and tradin8 companies
D A^ Macrae Affifh B v. and W.G. White Ltd., which have
made profits slightly below last year.
The parent company, however, sold B. & A. Britton Ltd.
Ir, imKu ,Ltf and dlsP°sed of the loss-making
Seasalter Shellfish Ltd., according to chairman H.K.. FitzOerald.
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Falklands wreck stabilised
Merseyside Maritime Museum, in con
junction with the Falklands Islands Founda
tion, has stabilised the condition of the
three-masted ship (later barque) Jhelum
where she lies at Pack's Jetty in Stanley.
The Jhelum was built at Liverpool in 1849
by Joseph Steel, who was also her first
owner, on a site in the Liverpool South
Docks which is no more than 200 yards
from the Merseyside Maritime Museum. She
was very strongly built with the latest iron
fastenings but her general design was very
similar to her 18th century predecessors.
Very shortly after her launch Liverpool ship
builders turned from wood to iron.
The Jhelum was small with a cargo
capacity of about 600 tons. She spent most
of her sailing career hauling coal from the
United Kingdom to the west coast of South
America and bringing back copper ore or
guano.
In 1870 she sought refuge from the gales
of Cape Horn at Stanley but her owners
could not afford the cost of her repairs and
she was sold as storage hulk. Her after end
was roofed over and a large loading hatch
cut through her.
After over a century as a hulk with little
or no maintenance she has deteriorated and
this has become a very rapid process in the

last few years. As a piece of maritime
archaeology, say the museum, she is of firstrate importance as no other merchant sail
ing ship of her era exists in as good a
condition.
Merseyside Maritime Museum therefore
undertook to stabilise her condition while
her long-term future could be worked out.
In addition, the museum was extremely
anxious to carry out a detailed archaeologi
cal survey and to gather all possible infor
mation from the ship.
The Conservation work started in
November, 1986, when volunteers from the
Kings Regiment (the local Liverpool regi
ment) stabilised the bow section by fitting
wire rope ties to her. This work was follow
ed up by the museum in January.
Mike Stammers and John Kearon (assis
tant director and ship manager) rebuilt the
roof of the stern section to make it water
tight; cleaned, treated and covered expos
ed deck beams; refastened loose planks and
covered exposed frames to stop the attack
of the waves; and shored up the forward
starboard side which was threatening to
collapse.
It is hoped to make the Jhelum an on
going research project for Merseyside
Maritime Museum.
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Paradise regained
for naturalists

■!
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CHARLES DARWIN was
probably the first Englishman
to give the Falklands a bad
name.
wretched, the naturalist noted
Snhe iWent,oaaSch0re r0m---HMS Beagle in 1835.
COLIN SMITH finds
Perhaps it was one of those
V"m olfmn
grey days of unremitting drizzle
that the Falkland
when the dawn appears to have
|s|ancjs afe rea(Jv f
failed and the peat moorland
Y
sucks at your feet. These can
tOUMStS
occur at the height of a Falklands summer (December) beach besides a turd-filled sea
despite the beguiling brochures
jn the Falkland*; there i« cn
pointing out that the islands lie much space that the minefields
in a temperate zone, on the simply have been fenced off and
equivalent southern latitude to left until somebody thinks of a
London, and that the annual way of dealing with plastic
rainfall is less than the United mines. The penguins are the
Kingdoms. Even so Darwin biggest crowd, manning the
was being unfair to a place that beaches like some heroic rearis a naturalist’s paradise.
guard and under constant
This was my second visit attack by dive-bombing great
since what the locals call ‘the skuas, the F-15s of Falklands
conflict.’ The twice weekly bird life, who don’t mind
RAF flights from Brize Norton, buzzing humans and have been
the old bomber base in known to unseat a motorcyclOxfordshre, make the journey ist.
practicable if expensive. I hope
Much more annealine are the
it won’t be my £ visit.
Quite apart from its won- den slugs with cat’s fees
2S#!^ta¥SS£,^)ththe sleeping,
like drunks
land and its people have a among the 10 ft tussock grass
certain gritty charm that will and hissing at you when you
undoubtedly appeal to the kind scratch their backs. As for its
deSeranH°Se ldteK°H the.truly wateur [t must> along with the
s1ow v ha^H'rnnChed 1S
^,be am(Jog the least polluted
slowly basted on a crowded in the world.

:

There is nothing exotic about
the notion of the Falklands

.'Df- m ^________i played
SSJC&SSa
host to a steady trickle of

-,
i

!

II:
ij

I

w
■*
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Americans and the more adventurous kind of German and
Scandinavian,
But there was never any
tradition of British tourism,
The only regular visitors from
‘home’ were the Antarctic
Survey and the rotating gar
rison of a few dozen Royal
Marines who, in the sleepy
years before Galtieri waived the
r“le«L«naMged to marry
enough local women to form a
?* .thcn™g Green Beret’
cluAb m Stanley.
Accommodation has always
1)6611 the 012111 Problem in
camPj tbe name derived from
ti!e Spanish campo which covers
the entlre ^ °uts,de Stanley
a territoi^ about two-thirds
S of. W?les and h°me t0
8?° “rs who do not
Uve“ the.
Spanish
^ T** ‘ntroduced
c^Kat were thenfen
livestock before it was realised
sheep were a better deal
The gauchos were sent back
to Patagonia en masse after a
killing 8and few Falklanders
speak Spanish. Despite this,
Mally, short for Malvina, is a

■ Five companies offer holidays
in February and March. Cost
in the Falklands using the RAF
£2,595. (Tel: 0764 70803).
flights.
December to February. One of
Civilians can buy tickets for
Twickers World, the pioneer,
these is a specialist fishing tour the RAF flights through the
has departures in November,
which costs £2,450. General
Foreign Office. The Apex fare is
December, January and two in
interest tours cost £2,675. (Tel:
£1,150. Details from the Foreign
February. Prices from £2,450.
031 556 6777).
Office at: Falkland Islands
(Tel: 01-892 8164).
Major and Mrs Holt's
Department, WH 225, FCO,
Page & Moy has five tours
Battlefield Tours has a party on
London SW1A 2AH; or
from January to. March, three
5 November, visiting all the
' telephone 01-270 2753.
focusing on wildlife and two for
main Falklands War battle
Additional information from:
stamp collectors. (Tel: 0533
zones. These cost £1,995. (Tel:
Falklands Islands Tourism
; 542000).
0304 612248).
Information Office. 126
;1 PHinRi.rnh
Ian Dickson
in
•• Travel
. Service
.
•-- Island Holidays offers tours
Weatherby Road, York Y02 5BY.
Edinburgh offers four tours from led by naturalist Bobby Tullock
(Tel: 0904-782136.)

FACTS
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Love in a temperate climate. Cubs at play on Pebble Island. Picture by Colin Smith.
popular girl’s name and we
spent a couple of nights at a
guest house in Stanley called the
sar
It’s always been called
the .aalvina and only banana
republics change the name of
things,’ said the owner, a
Borneo veteran of the Green
Beret club, who had spent some

arctic bird. During our visit human beings ever will and
there was a single King present, then spent an afternoon on the
a young one trying to hide in a ledge of a cliff watching some
rookery of Macaroni penguins, sealions dividing their time
As he was at least a foot taller between snoozing and making
this was a bit like Clint East- roaring fools of themselves over
wood taking cover among the a harem of slippery lionesses.
Seven Dwarfs.
The third lodge is a converted
The other recently completed manager’s house at Port How-

bravest of the brave, and sent
all his personal belongings back
to his wife.
Now his countrymen might
fish for the monster trout that
inhabit the stream below his
grave or play the tough guy by
yomping up Mount Maria,
clattering over the loose rock

reassuringly sluggish demeanour, j
But once out of the gate
Blueboy underwent a kind oi
Superman metamorphosis. In
seconds he changed from a walk
to a brisk trot, then canter and
soon, despite my pleas, an
electrifying gallop. We soon
parted company. While l gave

MP, when they were both
learning cloak-and dagger stuff
in the Special Boat Section.
Three tourist lodges have
been established in camp. Two
are purpose-built with fitted
carpets and en suite bathrooms,
One is on Sea Lion island, the
most southerly inhabited island
in the archipelago and also the
most northerly landing point
for a King Penguin, a truly

land .There is a plaque on its owland criss-crossed by gold
graSS landing strip, where the topped gorse hedges in summer
Britten-Norman Islanders of bloom. Not far away is the little
the Falklands Government Air fenced-off graveyard where the
Service make sideslip landings SAS hero, Captain John Hamilin howling crosswinds, remind- ton, MC, lies. He ordered his
ing visitors of the night the SAS signaller to run for it when their
dropped in and banjoed 11 hideout was discovered and
parked enemy aircraft. then, shot in the back during
On Pebble we got closer to a the initial exchange, fought
pair of rare and extremely shy until the end. The Argentines
black-necked swans than most who killed him said he was the

rock that ribbon the countryside from the higher ground are
a geological mystery, nobody is
certain how they got there.
For those who would prefer
to ride, horses are available
although I would urge caution
on the inexperienced. When we
posed for photographs in the
paddock, Blueboy seemed a
safe enough bet with his
pepper and salt coat and a

large, reproac
y .
It turned out he was a
recently retired point-to-point
champion, many times winner
of the Governor s Cup. King
of the West we call him, said
his owner, anxious for my
dented pride. I m not. quite
sure he’s ready for tourists,
Blueboy may not be Jhere;
but, if you can afford.the air fare
the Falklaiids are.
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SNAPSHOTS
■ It is said that the new Center
Parcs holiday village at
Sherwood Forest is the sort of
development the English Tourist
Board has sought to encourage
for years. Quite right too.
Last weekend I drove north to
find that this Dutch creation has
set down strong roots in its
English forest. A wet weekend
failed to dampen the spirits of
the families occupying the 600
villas.
There is so much to do. In two
days we managed to play tennis
(twice) and squash, go ten-pin
bowling, avoid the fun run and,
of course, swim endlessly
underneath the giant dome. The
village was full but with a little
forethought it was possible to
book any of the activities and
the pool was never unpleasantly
crowded.
The village strictly adheres to
the Dutch formula (having
visited one of the nine Dutch
pares, I could find my way
round). However, there were
two encouraging British
aspects: the visitors—the sort
of families you might meet at a
Marks & Spencer check-out, not
a yobbo in sight. And the
service; the staff were
unfailingly helpful and friendly.
It is not cheap (apart from the
swimming, sports have to be
paid for) but it is excellent
value. It is also heavily booked.
Details from 0623 824824.
■ Interchurch Travel, part of the
Thomas Cook group, may have
adopted a cliched title for Its
August 1988 tour' of Greece and
Turkey, ‘ In the Steps of St Paul.’
But it has found an original
escort—Archbishop Desmond
Tutu.
■' Howards' Way' is the latest
BBC soap opera to receive
treatment from the marketing
crew at BBC Enterprises.
Southampton Tourist Office is
offering a special weekend in
October based on the BBC TV
programme.
It costs £55 for two nights bed
and breakfast at a three-star
hotel and includes a reception
with a member of the Howards'
Way team and tours of the
locations. Details from the
tourism unit at the Civic Centre,
Southampton S09 4XF (Tel:
0703 832695).

Desmond Balmer
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Falkland
,, mr ...affairs
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From Mr Neville French
Sir, Your leader, “Riches around
the Falklands’* (August 18), implies that the Falkland islanders
have hitherto been denied any
role, even a “consultative and
advisory one, in their foreign
affairs”. This is quite wrong.
The record of the islanders*
participation in high-level discussions and less formal talks in
several venues dates back to the
mid-70s. They were normally
represented by one or more members of Executive Council, who
unfailingly acquitted themselves
well.
A key episode in the consultative process was the meeting in
Rio de Janeiro in May, 1975, with
the FCO Minister of State, then
Mr David Ennals. A quartet of
councillors, led by myself as
Governor, went well briefed after
consultation with a representative
spread of the islands’ opinions and
interests.
Top of our “shopping list” was
defence and specifically the
reinforcement or replacement of
HMS Endurance by a “grey”
warship. Not surprisingly, this was
rejected, mainly on cost grounds.
However, since foreign affairs and

2 7 AUG 198?
the times

economic advances are necessarily interwoven in Falklands affairs, HMG’s prompt acceptance
of our proposal for a comprehensive economic survey was a
distinct mark of success,
Lord Shackleton’s survey of
early 1976, from which emerged
his admirable two-volume report,
again reflected much close listening to. the islanders. It was tragic
that virtually nothing was done by
British governments of both
complexions to act on it: a bloody
campaign and vast expenditure
were required to stimulate anything of substance,
Throughout the seventies the
islanders steadily adapted to fairly
c*os® cooperation with the Argentines, partially offset by some
clumsy goads by the latter, not
sl through the establishment of
*£e aiJ ll,n,k 10 the mainland and
building and subsequent
extension of the first airstrip by
Argentine engineers. All ruined,
a as> m ^2 “ ^ut sure^y not f°r
®verYours faithfully,
N. A. I. FRENCH (Governor
and Commander in Chief,
Falkland Islands, 1975-77),
Whitestop House,
South Perrott,
Nr Beaminster, Dorset.
August 19.
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Fire damages
nuclear vessel

1

The Navy is investigating a
fire that caused the evacuation
yesterday of HMS Conqueror,
the nuclear submarine respon
sible for the sinking of the
1 Belgrano during the Falklands
conflict.
The fire started in the
engine room while the sub
marine was undergoing a ser
vice at the Devonport dock
yard in Plymouth. No one was
injured.

Broad Street Associates Public Relations Limited 30 Fumival Street London |C4A 1JE
Facsimile: 01-831 7961
Telex: 894905
Telephone. 01-831 3114
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Guernsey Evening Press and Star
Tuesday 25 August 1987

Another invasion of
the Falkland Islands
THE FALKLAND ISLANDS
AND THEIR NATURAL HIS
TORY by Ian Strange David and Charles, £12.95
hardback.
THE Falkland Islands are
about to be invaded again.
They were the sole topic
of conversation when disforeign
cussions about
birdwatching venues crop
ped up, both on a recent
visit to Florida and when
the World Nature Association came to Guernsey for
their annual meeting.
American birdwatchers
are set to invade these
wild, barren islands which
list nature and impressive
The wonderful flora scenery as the major attrac plants normally found on
tions to tourists.
t
the mainland South America
he ^ ^ (h£ frozen shorelines
Great travellers,
Americans will pour high
(he Antarctic _ had their
finance into the archipelago ,
and soak up the delights
for mammal watchoffered by h^ge seabird er$AJge sea lions, fur and
colonies (in the sense of
g seais dragged themboth great numbers and
P
beaches to
large birds) big mammals selves ^
^ gave

NATURE
notes

•

by Tim
Earl

rTre^spedes3 which are
unique to the Falklands.

views of porpoises, dolphins
and whales^
^

Strange’s 160-page book
is bound to be a best seller
as a result.
After all, it was doing
quite well in the first and
second editions before

Yanks are coming, and
they will not be alone,
Many British birders have
seen the sole, lost albatross
which snuggles up to a
Sc0^s gam^.^olqgiy,,.Jfach

i“ j&giyMie

Details of the fantastic
rockhopper and king pen
guins. black-browed alba
tross colonies, the flightless
steamer ducks, Upland
geese and the amazing striated and crested caracaras
were already pulling the
visitors to the shores of the
islands.

pictures in Strange’s book.
And the increasing thrill
of the ever-expanding life
list of birds seen is spurring
birdwatchers to ever further
and exotic destinations,
They, too, will go to the
Falklands.
The third, and minor
group to take a taste of a
South Atlantic adventure
will be Channel Islanders.
We have a special affinity
to the islands - they are
one of the few places to
suffer under an invading
dictator in the same way
that we did.
True, theirs was a shorter
experience, but the similari
ties were such to prompt
large relief payments to
their shocked community
once the Falklands were
relieved.
All the visitors will need
The Falkland Islands and
Their Natural History.
The book is true to its
title and covers the subject

pictures in the publication
- although the black and
white shots are of such a
high quality the book does
not really need them.
A better way to spend
the cash would have been
to employ another photo
grapher to get the missing
pictures — the book is
heavy on penguins, alba
trosses and cormorants, but
misses many of the other
gems to be found.
Where are the small
birds, like the Falkland
thrush, Falkland pipit and
grass wren, or even the
prions and petrels which
nest in such numbers among
the tall tussock grass?
of the islands AND the
Happily the giant petrels,
wildlife.
which seemed to glide
It has beautiful pictures, through every sea-shot
in both monochrome and taken during the conflict,
colour, of the settlements, have one of their kind
•_ featured.
people and their way of
More pictures of the
living, capturing the atmos
many wonderful plants
phere and excitement.
would be better - Falkland
Ian Strange writes of the cudweed, pale maiden and
Falklands’ history and de- Felton’s flower are listed
scribes the various ecologi- among 14 species of encal areas. The book also demic plant.
lists the major plants, birds
These are minor faults,
and mammals to be seen.
the book will tempt many
He pays tribute to the to the islands’ shores
Falkland Island Develop- . . . and there is always the
ment Board who have spon- fourth edition,
T.E.
sored the use of colour

tan J. Strange

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS
and their natural history
(l

L

Forevvi >rd by H RH The Prince Andrew
The Duke of York
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Butley
THE
|g Orford Oysterage,
poised on the
edge of the Sufm folk sea coast,
— has exerted over
the years a sali
vary pull on the
smoked fish enthusiast. That
includes most of us if we ignore
the carcinogenic scare that
smoked food gets saddled with
at intervals.
From the start, the restaurant
was planned as a tasting bar for
the products. But now the floor
above is being opened up and
the founder, Richard Pinney,
talks of having a proper res
taurant upstairs which will
hold 40 people. The excellence
of the smoked fish and oysters
explains why the old tasting
bar was so popular for, alas,
there was little comfort there.
Seated on hard chairs at
minuscule tables with a service
from local girls which sadly
was too often off-hand and awk
ward, one wondered whether
the experience was worth it
even though the bill was always
low. The old tasting bar was
run by Mathilde, Mrs Pinney,
who could seem almost as abra
sive as the oyster shells. She
told me she had once watered
her clematis with liquid
fertiliser which had turned out
to be paraquat and sometimes,
while eating there, 1 knew what
the clematis felt like.
The present oyster is the
Pacific or gigas: they can be as
plump as a poached egg and
are excellent for cooking. Yet
most people will eat them raw
and, between them, consume
40.000 to 50,000 throughout the
year. The oysterage buys
200.000 seed oysters — spat —
each year from Seasalter
Hatchery in Kent to rear at the
Pinney oyster beds in Butley
creek.
These lie past the carefully
restored medieval castle where
£leanor of Aquitaine intro
duced the first vines to these

bed

shores, across fields of broad
beans to where the North Sea
has heaped up the silt and
shingle that became Havergate
Island, now a nature reserve.
Richard Pinney discovered
the place in 1945 when escap
ing war-torn London and
wondered how to make a living.
The place teemed with rabbits.
He shot them and sent them
down to London restaurants
which, confined within the
rigours of rationing, were des
perate for meat and game.
Then myxamatosis struck.
Pinney looked around him; no
rabbits but all the freshwater
rivers and dykes were thick
with weeds and rushes. He
began a rush matting and
basket
enterprise
which
boomed but then became inter
ested in the few native oysters
which still survived in the
Orford river.
The native has a close season
when the female holds within
her the oyster larvae which
turns the oyster black. Another
oyster, the Portuguese, spawns
directly into the water. Pinney
imported Portuguese seed and
grew both them and the native.
An Orford fisherman once
whispered to him: “If you want
to lose your money, put it into
oysters.” But Pinney did, sur
viving several near disasters.
The last was not to buy seed
that year from the Helford beds
which, unbeknown to them, had
already caught the bonamia
disease that can wipe out the
population for five years.
The Pacific oyster strain is
free of bonamia and is hardy in
the British winter so can be
eaten throughout the year; it
takes three years to reach
maturity. When the spat arrive,
they are put into mesh bags,
8,000 to a bag, and stacked in
frames which are lowered into
the water. At low tide, they are
revealed for an hour. The bags
are thinned every month as the

spat grow while the runts die
off.
The population in the bags
decreases to 500 and the survi
vors are finally distributed on
the river bed, where they can
be attacked by predators —
crabs and the oyster catcher.
The paths towards the creek
are indented with discarded
shells, some patches are even
marked with lemon quarters,
like a faint shadow of a vast
sybaritic feast
The state of the weather in
fluences how long the fish are
smoked for, though each type of
fish has a different timescale.
Less smoking occurs if there is
a dry easterly wind. If the
weather is hot and humid, the
fish hang in the smoking cup
board for as much as an extra
day and a half.
Salmon are split and salted
for ten hours, then smoked for
28 hours at least Trout is
placed in a brine for two hours
and then hot smoked with
sprats and mackerel. The oilier
fish need longer in the brine.
The smoking device was
designed by Pinney; only oak
logs are used and the smoker
can, by opening a vent, go from
cold to hot
Each year they buy about
£50,000 worth of Irish salmon.
They never use farmed salmon,
insisting that their customers
would recognise the difference.
They are particular about the
good quality at the source,
claiming that only Icelandic
cods’ roe will do, that Japanese
trout and Falklands squid are
the best, though they use local
herrings and sprats.
son,
Pinney’s
Richard
William, who now runs the
business, has become over the
years a knowledgeable fisher
man of local waters. The long
lines for trawling, already
baited, lie coiled in the cold
store. It was William who
caught, last year, the 48 pound
turbot It was sold to
Hintlesham Halt
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TAGGED AGAIN!
,rV... -

■
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SOUTH Atlantic veteran
Sgt Alex Kozliwski re
turned to the Falkland
Islands earlier this year
and found not only the gun
pit he and his crew had
occupied on the slopes of
Mount Kent, but inside it
the dog-tags he had lost
during the 1982 campaign.
Returning almost five

V..:

years to the day after he
and the 105mm gun crew
had fired more than 1,500
shells
from
that one
position
alone
on
to
Argentinian
positions
ringing Stanley, Sgt Kozliwsky knew exactly where
to look for the tags.
“Things were very much
as they were then,” said

Sgt Kozliwsky. “I was
surprised to find the gun
position in such good
condition. I had taken my
tags off while I was having
a quick wash and forgot to
put them on again. They
were exactly where I left
them, complete with a
phial of morphine.”
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‘No threat’
to warship
from mines
LIMPET mines have been discov
ered attached to a yacht in Val
letta harbour, Malta, near the
British frigate Broadsword the
Ministry of Defence confirmed
yesterday, John Lichfield writes.
y Officials said the yacht passed
within a few hundred yards of the
frigate, a Falklands veteran. But
the Broadsword, which was re
turning from duties in the Gulf,
was “at no time endangered .
The ministry was commenting
on a report in the Mail on Sunday,
which said the yacht was owned by
the Palestine Liberation Orgam-

!

SaT0he mines had been attached
to the hull of the 100-ft motor
vacht Angel, which had six people
on board. The explosives were
discovered by police 'nvestlS®‘ing
a s uspected gun-running operation It appears the mines had
been fixed to the yacht by a fted
party. They were removed and
detonated at sea.
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£90m plan
for ship
conversion
By John Petty
Shipping Correspondent

.

CONVERSION costing
£90 million, of a merchant
S*i.1^0 a warshiP to carry
a tun Commando brigade of
o03 men, plus vehicles and a
dozen helicopters, is under
consideration.
. If, w°uld involve the Contender Argent, a sister ship to
the Contender Bezant, which
went
t° the Falklands and was
|
recently converted to become
the Royal Fleet Auxiliary
Argus.
?c^eme has been put to
the Defence Ministry as a joint
project of British Aerospace
and Sea Containers.
The Contender Argent, at present on a voyage to Hongkong,
9ft nnn ?isp,acen?ent of about
28,000 tons —similar to the
Hermes, which has been sold to
India.

gyss&ii'at

!

with space for additional heli
copters and landing craft.
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Soviet trawler retreats
in first Falklands clash
Tf
™ST. fea[ed
countries have fishing agreeA frontation in the Falk- ments with Argentina.
lands fishing zone between
Falklands fisheries officials
an unlicensed Russian are keeping a close watch on
trawler and a British patrol trawlers from the two countries,
vessel has ended peacefully, which have tended to veer
The Russian captain, despite closer to the protected zone.
insisting that he was fishing in
Significant move
international waters, obeyed
It is thought that the Rusorders and withdrew.
. r, ., XT ,,
_ ,
sians, in particular, may alter
vessdsndwWch ^patrol6 [he 150
A most significant move was
miles zone, was convinced that
the first application by a Rus
the trawler was half a mile sian
trawler captain for a
inside the licensed area.
Dtlf 4-k^ t>
., lienee to transfer his catch to a
But the Russian captain said Polish reefer in Port Stanley
that his navigating equipment harbour,
showed he was on the very edge
Nobody is sure whether perof the zone.
Unlike the Poles, Russian and ^w^fo^this^unpVecedemed
Bulgarian companies did not move. Russians traditionally
seek licences to fish within the trans-ship on the high seas and
zone, declared by the British have always refused to use
Government late last year. Both Falklands harbours.
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Soviet trawler
quits Falklands
THE first confrontation be
tween Britain and the Soviet
Unton in the 150-mile Falklands
fishing zone has ended peace
fully, it was. disclosed
yesterday.
An unlicenced Soviet trawler
fishing half a mile inside the
zone, which came into force in
February, was given a warning
by a patrol ship. The Soviet
skipper maintained that he was
on the zone’s edge, but
withdrew.
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Sheffield,
warship
for 21st
century
By Nick Farrell
THE ANTI-SUBMARINE
frigate Sheffield under
went her first day of sea
trials yesterday with the
captain designate pro
nouncing her “a ship for
the 21st century”.
The 4,100-ton warship is
expected to be handed over to
the Royal Navy early next
year and be fully-operational
by the end of 1988.
She is powered by two
25,000 hp Olympus engines
and two Tyne engines of
5,400 hp.
Built by Swan Hunter, who
were privatised last year after
a management-led buy-out at
the company’s shipyards on
Tyneside, the frigate will bris
tle with an impressive ar
moury of weapons to prevent
a repeat of the fate which
befell her predecessor at the
hands of an Argentine Exocet
missile.
Two Seawolf launchers arc
designed to bring down enemy
missiles and aircraft as well
as Exocets.
Unlike her predecessor,
which was used as an anti
aircraft destroyer, the frig
ate’s job will be to hunt and
destroy submarines.
Initially she will be
equipped with two Lynx heli
copters, but she is designed to
take the new Anglo-Italian
EH101 anti-submarine heli
copters currently being devel
oped by Westland and Agusta.

Appalling burns
Clearly the Royal Navy is
anxious to learn lessons from
the Falklands conflict, espe
cially in the area of damage
control and self defence.
The new Sheffield has dif
ferent radar systems, Type
967M/968 and Type 1006,
capable of giving the ship far
more warning of an enemy
attack.
Swan Hunter has spent
large sums of money on lowfire hazard wiring and materi
als throughout.

DAILY TELEGRAPH

When her predecessor sank
on May 4,1982, with the death
of 20 of her crew of just under
300, many sufFered appalling
burns and shrapnel wounds
from the splintered formica
bulkheads.
To prevent such injuries the
formica panels are now steellaminated and the PVC-insulated wiring which allowed
the flames to spread so rap
idly, has been replaced with a
more heat-resistant substance.
Additionally, cotton under
wear is now mandatory for
the crew, as are horsehair
mattresses and participation
in survival courses.
“Anything that can burn has
been eliminated as far as pos
sible from the ship,” said
Swan Hunter’s joint managing
director, Mr Alex Marsh.
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Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, I
who served in the previous
Sheffield until 1980 before 1
transferring to the Coventry, j
which also sank in the
Falklands.
CPO Savage, who lost many
friends on his old ship, had
asked to join the new
Sheffield.
“I had three of my happiest
years in the Royal Navy in the
Sheffield and I hope this one
will be as good,” he said.
The order is worth £70 mil
lion to Swan Hunter and the
total cost of the ship when
fully kitted out is expected to
be £150 million.

Exocet defence
The captain designate, Nich
olas Barker, who commanded
Endurance in the Antarctic
before and during the Falklands conflict, and who
warned the Ministry of
Defence of an imminent
Argentine invasion, said: “The
sensors on this ship are quite
different from the previous
Sheffield.
“The warning is far earlier
and the action we can take as
a result would counter any
known missile. We could stop
an Exocet by decoying and we
could seduce it away from the
ship.
“If an Exocet got through
there is no doubt that we
could now survive a hit from
one.”
However,Capt
Barker
expressed concern that doubt
still remained as to whether
the ship would be equipped
with Phalanx, a Gattling-gun
type defence weapon capable
of firing thousands of rounds
a minute.
The captain, who is the
author of two novels, said he
was extremely pleased with
the trials, which are due to
last a further week.

Happiest years
“We all feel very proud to
be in this ship, it’s a fantastic
name, it’s the best-known
after the Ark Royal in the
Royal Navy,” he said.
“It’s not only a privilege to
belong to a ship called the
Sheffield, but I am very happy
to date that things have all
gone so very well.
“In my view this ship is a
21st century ship.”
The crew of about 30 who
are already in place include
CPO Brian Savage, 36, from
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Exocet survivor: CPO Brian Savage, who survived the sinking of the Sheffield
Falklands, is happy to join the new Sheffield.
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Sheffield reborn: The new frigate leaves the Tyne for sea trials.
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Falkland veterans see new
Sheffield begin sea trials
Sheffield'began her

trials

frigate was built to replace

The new Sheffield will be

an anti-submarine fv U*Se as

MsTAti
Wh° had the longest service

nssraasss s&^S&ar r™s s™”

a*

m

The new Sheffield left the

j-yj-waft^sSf s;shv,3i!,vgLS
now rejoined the^crew haS

^Argentine invasion took

The new HMS Sheffield (left) leaving
Tynesidefor the North Sea
to be put through her paces.
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The new Shiny Sheff 9 shows captain
its paces

Shpmi.MNjCh0,?S Parker’ the commander of HMS

~
Next1 Tuesriflv'm^'b 10 ■*¥> name Sheffield,
u 1 f.ues“ay marks the fiftieth anniversary nf
Shefr,fh^rfirSt SlJ.e,?eId’ nicknamed the “Shiny
b^\use
her gleaming stainless sted
ttings which were a gift from the city of Sheffield,
“trover
l!jip !?-the success« to

m

(Photograph: Mark Pepper)
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lands Islands Government to
luJ?Pbunkers to vessels in the
Talklands Conservation Zone.
The contract is effective from
next fishing season.
Pn^aQfIeyi Services‘ based in
ihWnlatley’ Wl1 aIso be responsUon ofan VTPiy and distnbuand xvili LfUels 0r the Isla°ds,
ana will be involved in agencv
Half i^-freight f°™ardingy

i

l.on company, and Stanley Fue,
S,
hem
eomPa»y whose* shareDeveloSp,anreenlthe Ralk>ands Islands
various nth CorP°ralion and
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Argentina’s
fish talks

■

CONTACTS have been made between UK and Argentina
officials in an attempt to avoid clashes around the 150mile fishery zone in the Falklands.
Both the British and tries would be the first since
Argentine governments wish the Falklands war in 1982.
to prevent disputes along the
There is some indication
border of the zone where that the Falklands have
foreign fishing fleets, includ- changed
their
attitude
ing 16 Spanish trawlers, have towards Argentina,
been finding valuable squid
An Islands councillor, Tony
stocks.
Blake, called for "greater
The US State Department autonomy" for the Falklands
is delivering messages to the during a recent speech to the
Argentinians from the UK, United Nations,
Islanders are keen to capithe content of which is being
kept secret. Any understand- talise on their new income
ing between the two coun- from fishing licences

I
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■
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George Gale Column

Let the
Islands
decide

■

i

<1

LAST Friday Mr Tony
Blake addressed a United
Nations committee in New
York on behalf of the
Falkland Islanders.
He called for talks on
fisheries with Argentina,
Uruguay and possibly
Chile, and for ‘increased
autonomy’ for the
Islanders.
British officials appar
ently dissuaded him from
asking for ‘increased
independence.’
What on earth did they
do that for?
We should welcome any
pressure from the Falklands for talks with
Argentina, any desire the
Islanders may show for
greater independence.
It was necessary and
right for us to resist the
Argentine aggression and
send the Task Force. Her
resolution and that bril
liant feat of arms remains
Mrs Thatcher’s finest
single achievement.
But it does not and
must not oblige us to
cling on to the Falklands
indefinitely or to refuse
sensible talks with
Argentina. The Islanders,
thanks to an abundance
of fish, now see a prosper
ous future if they can
reach some kind of work
ing arrangement with
Argentina.
We were — and still are
— right to refuse to cede
sovereignty so long as the
Islanders want to remain
British. But if they choose
independence, we should
encourage them.
If they want us off their
backs, well and good.
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Falklands
fuel deal
for Hogg
offshoot

1

By David Young,
Energy Correspondent
Fuel supplies for the 2,000
civilians on the Falklands
Islands and the fishing fleet
operating in its conservation
zone are to be handled by a
new company set up by the
Hogg Robinson Group.
The company, Stanley Ser
vices, has been awarded a
contract by the island govern
ment. Up until 1982 fuel was
supplied by an Argentinian
company, but since then the
Ministry of Defence has made
supplies available.
_ X* oompany will provide
4000 tonnes of diesel a year
for the small power station in
Port Stanley, petrol for the one
retail outlet, and drums of fuel
for the outlying farms and
settlements.
The main part of the con
tract will be to supply the fish
ing ships which are due to start
operating in the new fishing
zone from next February. The
ships will be supplied from a
tanker moored in the Stanley
area and the value of the
contract will depend on the
size of the fleet. It could be
worth £30 million a year and
the new company could ultim
ately take over responsibility
for fuel supplies for the
islands military installations.
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Falklands status
change denied
EFFORTS were made
to calm the row about
by a member of the
Islands’ legislative council. Mr
Tony Blake, who made the
speech to the United Nations last
week, said in London yesterday:
“We do not want an end to
British sovereignty. We do not
want discussions with Argentina
which would include the
sovereignty of the islands and
certainly we do not want British
troops withdrawn.”
The Falkland Islands Office in
London was sending the text of
the speech back to Port Stanley in
an attempt to convince islanders
that no change in sovereignty was
being proposed. — (PA).
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RICHES AROUND THE FALKLANDS
To the consternation of some of his fellow
citizens, Mr Tony Blake of the Falkland
Islands Council has taken a small step at the
United Nations which could begin to break the
deadlock in negotiations over the islands’
future. This may or may not, have been his
intention but his move has highlighted
important changes in the economic climate of
the South Atlantic.
He proposed a regional approach to the
management of fishing in the South Atlantic
While the Falklanders themselves now control
the waters within a 150-mile radius of their islands, they have no jurisdiction outside —
where factory ships from halfway round the
worid are destructively scooping up squid.
Mr Blake outlined a system of control
operated by three countries, Britain, Argentina
and Uruguay. There is genuine concern over
conservation and these countries are the three
with “local” interests. It was the difficulty over
winning multilateral consensus, which led to
Britain establishing a unilateral zone around
the Falklands in the first place.
This decision would now seem to have been .
a good one. Since January, Britain and
Argentina have exchanged a series of exploratory notes, through the medium of the United
States with a view to preventing any incidents
over fishing. The contacts have been sporadic
and indirect and their objectives have been
limited. But they have still represented an
j^ad vance in Anglo-Argentine relations - fractured by the Falklands conflict five years ago.
{ Fishing has therefore been acting for some
, months as a means of bringing both sides
together - however tentatively. In this sense, it
would seem logical to advance towards
discussions of the kind envisaged by Mr Blake.
On the other hand, it represents the kind of ad
vance which so far the Argentines have flatly
rejected — in the absence of any accompanying
talks on sovereignty.

The new element this time is Mr Blake’s
proposal that the islanders themselves should
be represented. This is in line with his general
belief that the time has come for them to have a
consultative, advisory role in conducting their
foreign affairs.
. .
1 ,? 1S st . uncertain ground. Mr Blake was
speaksmg without a mandate from the
aiJd has long been in advance of
if
bng ?n tbese matters. It1S doubtful too
TTnes-w°ul? °°k fauvourably on anV
Falkland^? Th^ elcy?}e the .status of the
alklanders. They would see it as an unmpnth^th^p1151Catn«- M[ Blfke’ no* t0
l0 stre°sn£ h^TnoSiang^SsS
dependence
m
....
What was most significant about Mr Blake’s
Proposals was the background against which
fh.ey were made- Economic prospects for the
lslands are suddenly looking up as a consequence of the burgeoning fishing industry,
Money from fishing licences and the provision
liLTT
for visiting fleets have
already tnPIed tb(;ir revenue - and could
revdutiomze local lifestyles if all their dreams
*re r.eallzed* In this context it is hardly
SSthat a new air of confidence is
aiscernibleBut this in itself carries a lesson for the Buenos Aires Government. A prospering community on the Falklands could bring commercial
benefits to Argentina. At the same time the
Falklanders would be less willing than ever to
sacrifice their Anglo-Saxon heritage,
There is the prospect of a new age in which
the Falklands and Argentina might be joined in
a common interest, more important than the
narrow issue of sovereignty which divides
them. There is a new reality which Mr Blake
has touched upon — and Buenos Aires would
be sensible to adjust to it..
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Anger in Falklands over
call for Argentina talks
By Steve Smith
Foreign Office officials were
last night studying a speech by
a Falkland Islands councillor at
the United Nations in which he
called for talks with Argentina
and increased autonomy for the
1,800 islanders.
British diplomats conceded
privately that the development
of the Falklands could include
“ some degree of autonomy ”
but said this did not alter the
Leader comment, page 14

)

Government’s positon on the
islands’ future.
The speech in New York last
week by Mr Tony Blake, a
member of the islands’ executive and legislative councils,
urged talks on fisheries to
ivolve Argentina, Chile and
Uruguay. Foreign Office
sources accepted that a satisfactory arrangement on fishing
would be “ extremely relevant ”
to the Falklands’ future.
A spokesman denied, however, that Mr Blake’s call for
“ increased autonomy within
the British sphere of influence ” -

was inconsistent with GovernF*}1 P?1.10/ towards the is!arl?s’ w.bicb was “ committed ”
*°Xt WISAes o£ *be inhabitants,
,uNe^T°AMr Blake’s sPeech-to
™ V.N,. Committee of 24 on
oowniausm, brought a largely
hostile response in Port Stanley,
tbe Falkland’s capital, which
™as occupied by Argentinian
™ps*?lu™g Ae invasi°n of
198Z*
Charles Keenlyside,
°?Jf of
B.lak? s fellow coun
cillors, described it as “ danger
ous talk.”
The speech followed a
b^!?per\ In as01? *n the waters
within 150 miles of the Falk[an?? •)vl?ich.hava beeJ? Policed
ST •Tn ®mce last February,
s economy could
inhaKiVf ♦*? £15;??0
tbe saLe
^ bcen^?s £or Hsiang in the
N°w some of the
Sin^n^r are H?6? t°
strej.cb °J
nortb o£ *be
F3?)? wb*cb ?s no* patrolled
ai.ber, Bn*ain or Argentina
atrFfseA“w ,
_ ..
i!he *fi5hing
h
lurnt b^k boosted1em'
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A new factor
in the Falkland s
The motor driving British policy towards the
Falklands may be approaching another change of
gear, forced on it, as before, by events in the islands
themselves. Until 1982 benign neglect was the compli
mentary term to describe the policy. The anomalous
islands, close to Argentina and half a world from
Britain, were a cause of polite and not particularly
urgent discussion between London and Buenos Aires.
Mr Nicholas Ridley, then at the Foreign Office, toyed
with other constitutional arrangements, involving
terms like transition and gradualness and, yes, sover
eignty. He could not get a decent hearing in the
Commons. The unlamented Galtieri seized what he
thought was his chance and an enterprise of logistical
brilliance and much personal bravery was mounted to
restore the islands and their 1,800 inhabitants to
where they had been before.
Since then Britain has flung money at the physi
cal defence of the islands and decreed a wide fishing
zone where foreign fleets pay to operate. Britain and
Argentina are still formally foes, a standing rebuttal,
on the face of it, of Mrs Thatcher’s assurance to Mr
Gorbachev that democratic countries no longer go to
war. Agreed, Argentina was far from being a demo
cratic country when the war started. But it has
undergone the most exciting upheaval in its history
and President Alfonsin can hold up his head in any
democratic assembly.
The United Nations does not like colonialism,
even though not all its members draw the necessary
distinctions between one form and another. When
countries wish to be colonised it is not always easy
r?
the right. But the mood among
f alklanders is changing, and when the UN colonial
ism committee met last week it learned that they are
takmg a fresh look at their relations with Argentina.
They have, their spokesman Mr Tony Blake said, a
growing international identity” bespeaking “ increased autonomy within the British sphere of influ
ence. Suddenly the islanders’ economy is not the
beggarly thing of several years ago, and the fisheries
lequire proper and peaceful arrangements for the
environmental and commercial control of this valuable resource. Those arrangements would require
t*?ough’ seemed to be charting a route
talks with Argentina, Uruguay, and Chile. Not vet vv,hlc.“ the Zanders want to follow, and it is hard to
increased independence,” a phrase at which the S *rt ?• r°mu Awlthout some idea of the eventual
Foreign Office took some fright and, it is reported de^matl01?- T1Jat was w^at successive governments of
requested him to dilute. Indeed a free-standing nation ,th
rtjes found’ on ^ions to Stanley, in the
of 1,800 people would make even some of the South yfars .1,eac^n^ ^p to I982; Mrs Thatcher has had no
Sea island-states look rich in demographic resources c e^r ldea w^at that destination might be, and in the
post-war freeze refused to contemplate anything be
yond a reversion to an infinite status quo. But the
status quo was never a situation in which the island
ers remained for ever a disregarded British appendage. It mcluded talks with the Falklands’ neighbours.
Ii those were valid then, when Argentina was a
dictatorship, are they not much more valid with
today s democratically elected regime ? Would they
not help to ensure that Argentina does not undergo
another relapse ? If the Government truly has the
islanders’ interests at heart it will take some courage
from the fact that they can envisage a flourishing
trading interchange with their neighbours, which
requires an amicable political relationship as well.
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Argentina speech
angers Falklands
continued from page one
ployment in Port Stanley, is
thought to be behind Mr Blake’s
confident assertion at the UN of
the Falklands’ “ growing inter-
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I

think it was sensible to talk like I
that at this stage. The Falklands!
have got nothing to talk to I
Argentina about as far as I’m j
concerned.”

SsSsSi s'SsrSIll
akmg a more cautious view of
the Falklands’ future yesterday,
and criticised Mr Blake for his
comments. Mr John Cheek, a
councillor on the islands,
warned that Mrs Thatcher did
not guarantee to defend the inhabitants if they decided on independence from Britain.
Councillor Terry Betts said he
was astounded and annoyed by
Mr Blake’s remarks. “ There
may be a move towards economic independence, from Britain, but not political
independence,” he said.
Mr Keenlyside claimed that
Mr Blake had no remit from the
lslands’ councillors to mention
talking to Argentina. “ I don’t

am not proposing bilateraHalks
betwen Britain and Arpiminl I
to discuss the Falklands8 *
10 aiscuss tne *■aiklands.
“ My proposal is that there
should be multilateral talks involving Britain, Argentina, Urusuay and possibly Chile on
fishing. Falklands representa
tives would be included in the
British delegation.”
After reports of Mr Blake’s
speech, Mr Tam Dalyell, the
Labour MP, wrote to the’ Foreign Secretary asking how far
Britain was consulted about the
Falklanders’ attitudes, and how
far any moves towards independence
were
under
consideration.
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SUE MACGREGOR:
The people of the Falkland Islands may well have changed
their minds about talking to Argentina, and it seems that the new
high revenues from fishing, thanks to the islands exclusion zone
which we were hearing about on this programme not long ago, are
partly responsible. Revenues from fishing licences could reach
£30 million, this year and at a meeting at the United Nations on
Friday, Mr Tony Blake of the Falklands Legislative Council, is
reported to have spoken of a concerted drive for increased
autonomy within the British sphere of influence. Well on the
line now from our studios in Ayr, is George Foulkes, Labour's
Foreign Affairs spokesman, who is going himself to the Argentine
next month. Mr Foulkes, first of all, of course Britain broke
off diplomatic relations with the Argentine in 1982. Do you
think this is the beginning of the islanders wanting some sort of
direct dialogue with the Argentine?
GEORGE FOULKES, MP:
Well I hope so. It's just a small chink in the armour so
far and it's very limited.
It's a multi-lateral discussion
they're talking about with Uruguay and other countries being
involved and it's limited; it's only on a particular topic,
fishing, but a few months ago, they wouldn't contemplate ever
talking to the Argentines about anything. So from that point of
view, it’s a start. Now what the Argentine response is going to
be, I'm not so sure because they've always said they want
bilateral talks and sovereignty must be included on the agenda at
some point, not immediately but it must be contemplated that it
could be included. So....
S,M:
(Interrupting) And this is something the British Government
has refused to contemplate?
G.F:
It has.. . up till now it has, but of course the British

-2-

Government has always said it depends on the views of the
Argentine islands.. .. of the Falkland islanders, and if the
Falkland islanders views are changing for whatever reason and
concede it's not the reasons that I would necessarily think
are
the best reasons, it's the runaway success of the fishing,
it' s
the prospect of huge wealth and the need to co-operate with
Argentines; it's Argentina is the nearest neighbour that
s making
them realise the need to co-operate. But for whatever reason, if
they are changing the view that's something that the British
Government has to take account of but my understanding is that
the British Government may actually be trying to dampen down the
comments that Tony Blake made at the United Nations and that
other people are saying there does seem to be a growing
independence movement within the Falkland
-- Islands.
S.M:
But Mr Blake may well just be talking about,
as he says,
about fishing and not about any other kind of autonomy for the
islands, I mean, the Foreign Office may well want people to
believe that this is so?
G.F:
But I know, I read on Monday... last Monday,
a week ago,
that there 's a growing independence movement on the island,
Robin
Pitaluga and Blake Hardcastle, two leading islanders have set up
the first political party on the islands. So there does
certainly...which is in favour of independence, so there does
seem to be a growing movement in that direction,
I mean that has
very, very serious implications for the British
Government policy
and, as you know, the Falkland Islands
are colony ... is a
colony, and to contemplate a change in the status of any kind
like that really is quite dramatic.
S.M:
What will you be saying to the Argentinians that
you meet
next month?

;

i
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G.F:
I'd be interested to hear their
Falkland islanders are saying, whetherresponse to what the
or not they are willing to
participate in this kind
of discussion, to give some
encouragement to the islanders and
to Show the islanders the
goodwill of Argentina,
because i do believe that there is
deal of goodwill in
a great
6
Sr9entlne
Congress
and
in
the
Argentine
Government.
S.M:
And, briefly, Mr Foulkes,
if that iis so, would
you expect
the British Government
to respond in kind?
G.F:
Well I would hope
so and I think the Foreign Office
want to. However,
would
there is the stumbling stock
of Mrs Thatcher
and her psychological block in
relation to the Falklands, but
even that now, given that it
s so long since the
dispute, since
we've had yet another . , .
ection since the war, I would have
thought that even Mrs Thatcher ai
given that the islanders are
changing their views, should
exercise some degree of flexibility
as well.
S.M:
G.F:

George Foulkes, thank you.
Thank you.
**
**
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GORDON CLOUGH:
There's been an angry reaction in the Falklands to a speech
made by a member of the Islands Executive and Legislative
Council at the United Nations last week. Mr. Tony Blake told the
UN Committee on Colonialism that he favoured talks with Argentina
on extending the current 150 mile fisheries protection limit by
another 50 miles. Mr. Blake also suggested what he called
increased autonomy for the Falkland Islands, His remarks have
prompted considerable criticism in Port Stanley, with one
Councillor describing them as dangerous talk. Another said the
Falklands have absolutely nothing to discuss with Argentina.
Bill Frost asked Tony Blake to explain his call for talks
with Buenos Aires and increased autonomy for the islanders.
TONY BLAKE:
I'm suggesting that we ought to be left alone to get on with
our development in our own way without outside pressure. Now
that is pointed at more than one person, or one country. In
other words, if Argentina wants to pressure us into change, we're
certainly not going to head in that direction. But it also can
be looked at in the light that if people in this country, and I'm
not talking about the present Government because we're in full
agreement with the policy that they're using, but there are
people in this country who would like us to do otherwise.
And so it is also a warning to them that if they push us too
hard and too fast into doing what they want us to do, we have our
own direction to go in. So it's a warning to both Argentina, if
you like, and to those people within this country who would like
us to do other than the way we proceed, and other than the way we
are at the moment.
BILL FROST:
And you're willing to deal with Argentina who just 5 years
ago was the occupying power in Port Stanley?

V

-2T.B. :
We no not wish the present situation to be disturbed. I
think I made that quite clear in the speech. It's working very
well, there's been no conflict within the zone that we are, but
you must realise that from the environmental point of view we're
only actually protecting, by using the 150 mile limit, we are
only protecting half the resource.
And to fully protect that resource, because it can be ruined
from outside the zone, which will affect us a great deal
economically, to...if we could move our limit up to the 200 mile
limit which we've always wanted, we in actual fact encompass the
entire resource,, which is in the interest of all countries that
are fishing in that area, and all the countries that have their
boundaries on that particular resource, Now that resource does
stretch from Uruguay right down to well South of the Falkland
Islands. So I don’t think there's anything unreasonable from the
conservation angle of all those countries getting together and
saying how are we going to handle this situation.
B.F. :
How widely held are your views in the Falkland Islands?
T.B. :
We've always asked for a 200 mile limit, Council, ever since
before the War in actual fact we wanted a 200 mile limit, And
the Government called it an interim zone for one reason and they
were pushing for a multilateral agreement, and we also have
called it an interim agreement because we really would like to
push it out 200 miles. So I'm not going against the grain
generally there, it's just a matter of interpretation.
B.F. :
The Argentinian delegation at the UN approached you after
you'd made the speech, didn't they, so they clearly got the
message from it that you were talking about some kind of deal.

-3T.B. :
No they always have, and they come along sometimes on a
personal basis, sometimes with something in mind, and invariably
they always get round to the same old subject. And of course if
you talk to these people they always bring up the subject of
sovereignty, I always listen politely and tell them that I
understand their point of view, but they must also understand our
point of view, and that's it. There's never ever any giving of
ground on either side in that respect.
G.C. :
Tony Blake who's a member of the Falkland Islands Executive
and Legislative Council.
kk
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Falklands propose fishing ground
talks with Argentina and Uruguay
By Andrew McEwen, Diplomatic Correspondent
A Falkland Islands rep Stanley. TL°y deal strictly same time they were at
resentative at the United Na with fishing, and their scope is tempting to exploit the rivalry
tions has proposed that narrower than Mr Blake’s between Britain and Argen
Britain, Argentina and Uru proposal.
tina by telling each side that its
guay should co-operate in
The Foreign Office wants to licence fees were too high. The
managing the rich South At obtain agreement on avoiding talks would aim to bring the
lantic fishing waters.
military clashes in disputed uncontrolled area under
Mr Tony Blake
a fishing waters, but Mr Blake multilateral management.
Falklands’ councillor, said
Mr Blake, who has repre
yesterday that it was the first Buenos Aires
President sented the Islands seven times
time such a suggestion had Alfonsin of Argentina said at before UN committees, did
come from the islands. He the weekend that he was not not have a formal mandate
raised it in a speech to the sponsoring constitutional re from the Islands’ legislature
United Nations Decoloniza form to extend his presidency, for his proposal, but said
tion Committee on Friday and and did not want re-election meetings with other council
was later approached by an (Reuter reports). Rather, he members had shown there was
Argentinian official to clarify said, he sought the constitu a consensus.
it. Mr Blake emphasized that tional change to provide stabil
Flushed with success after
the proposed talks would ity to the country’s institutions
tripling their government bud
cover fishing, not sovereignty. after 50 years of unrest.
get in one year through fishing
Even so, the proposal marks
income, the islanders now feel
an important departure. Until aims to bring about co-opera increasingly confident over
now the 1,900 islanders have tion. The Falklands, Argen taking a role in their own
• been worried that any links tina and Uruguay all have foreign policy. Mr Blake said
between Britain and Argen waters which include parts of if the talks went ahead, the
tina could lead to a loss of the best squid fishing areas, islanders would want to be
sovereignty.
but an uncontrolled sector represented on the British:
Even indirect contacts be north of the Falklands’ 150- delegation.
tween Whitehall and Arg mile zone is even richer.
In his UN speech he raised
entina via the US State De
Mr Blake said international the possibility of “a concerted
partment, which have been fishing fleets were concen drive for increased autonomy
under way since January, have trating on this area to avoid within the British sphere of'
been viewed suspiciously in paying licence fees. At the influence”.
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UK likely to
take look at
. position of
Falklaeders
.

. 'X*

THE UK Government is expected to take a fresh look at
the political position of the
Falkland Islanders after sugges
tions that they may have
modified their attitude to
Argentina, which tried to seize
control in 1982, writes our
Foreign Staff.
British diplomats will be
looking at a speech made by Mr
Tony Blake, on behalf of the
Falklands legislative council,
at the UN.
Mr Blake spoke of the “grow
ing international identity” of
the Falklands and referred to
a “a concerted drive for in
creased autonomy within the
British sphere of influence.” He
also called for talks on fish
eries, which could mean con
tacts with Argentina, Uruguay
and possibly Chile.
The prospect of more money
from fishing licences has fuelled
speculation about a change in
the islanders’ attitude. The
islanders are keen that a stretch
of ocean north of the. island,
not being patrolled by Britain
or Argentina, be made to pay.
Any moves enabling the Falk
land Islanders to talk to Argen
tina would have implications for
British policy in Latin America.
Britain broke off diplomatic,
relations with Argentina after
the invasion, and Argentina has
not yet formally ended its hos
tilities with Britain. UK sugges
tions for improving contacts
with Argentina have foundered
so far on UK insistence that
talks about the Falklands should
not include sovereignty.

!
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Falklanders do a
U-turn on talks
with Argentina

i

by HUGH O’SHAUGHNESSY
FALKLAND Islanders,
reversing their previous
towards
intransigence
Argentina, have proposed
talks on common problems
with the Government of
President Alfonsin.
Their new attitude, announged quietly at the United
Nations last Friday, marks a
radical shitt by the islanders,
who previously had been bitterly opposed to the idea. ,,
Bolstered by ^expectedly
high revenues from fishing
licences, the 1,800 islanders are
now openly saying that they
want increased independence
from Britain, including the
right to talk with their
neighbours.
The new attitude was spelled
out at the meeting of the UN
Committee of 24 on Colonialism in New York by Mr Tony
Blake, speaking for the islands’
legislative council. Born in
Lincolnshire and raised in New
Zealand, Mr Blake is one of six
elected legislators who sit in
Port Stanley.
In this year’s annual
presentation to the UN, Mr
Blake insisted on the ‘ growing
international identity ’ of the
islands and spoke of ‘ a concer
ted drive for increased

autonomy within the British
sphere of influence.’ After
advice from British officials, he
modified the first draft of his
speech which had contained
reference to ‘increased
independence.’
He called for initial talks on
fisheries and suggested ‘ arranging proper and peaceful
arrangements for the environmental and commercial control
0f thjs valuable resource.’
Talks would involve the Falklands, Argentina, Uruguay and
possibly Chile.
The promise 0f much more
money from fishing licences is
the jmmediate reason for the

.
t
j

*
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switch. They are keen that a
stretch of ocean north of the
islands, currently not being
patrolled by either Britain or
Argentina, should be made to
pay.
The fishing zone decreed by
Britain since February, in
which fishing vessels are char
ged for the right to operate,
yield an unsuspected bonanza,
The SqUid caught there are
particularly valuable.
ft js expected that the islands’
budget ?vhich for many years
before the 1982 war never went
muci1 auove £i million a year,
con\A thjs year reach £30
million as the result of the
fishing fees.
The Falklands boom has
1SP1 brought a host of new jobs for
the tiny population.
If fishing fees continue to roll
in, the prospect is that there
:3;
will be Government revenue of
L, around £15,000 for * every
islander.' For the moment the
Falkland Islands Government is
spending the new income on
roads and other infrastructure
iLlireppr M
and the standard of living has
not noticeably improved. Mr
Blake foresees a change. ‘ Soon
’^'1* %</'•:
sk
people in the islands will be
wondering why they haven’t all
got Rolls-Royces.’
Blake: Autonomy hint.
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Lessons learned in
the Falklands war
The Royal Navy and the Falklands War by David Brown, head of the
Naval Historical Branch. 384 pp. (Leo Cooper, 190 Shaftesbury
Avenue, London WC2H 8JL, £16.95)

I

i.

WITHHELD by the Ministry of
Defence for over a year, the present
study is a major one, dealing with a
still sensitive subject and telling the
story from the official and Royal
Navy point of view.
Its main value lies in its account
of the work of the Royal Navy and
the operational lessons learned, in a
fight which attracted main media
interest to the Army and Royal
Marines.
It therefore has corrective value
in its presentation of a wider and
more detailed account than was
possible at the time.
It ought to have occurred to the
media (but rarely did) that it was
the Navy which defended landing
-ships, ferried ammunition, food
and all other supplies to the combatant troops as well as evacuating
wounded.
A populace more than 40 years
distant from the bloody losses of
the Second World War was taken
aback when the enemy also had
successes by sinking British ships,
so the media mirror reflected this
uninformed and unrealistic hys
teria by exaggerated and thus un
balanced reportage.
While the whole Falklands war,
if it had occurred during the
Second World War, would have
been just one more of innumerable
campaigns and actions, it was
nonetheless and by reason of its
sudden mounting in peacetime, an
incredibly able piece of organisa
tion, planning and logistics, while

for actual combatants, a bullet
fired in a short war is just as lethal
as those of a six-year war.
David Brown tells the story of
the entire mounting of the
campaign across 7,000 miles of
ocean in a six-part text followed by
appendices recording some of the
details including those, of ships
taken up from trade (STUFT).
The book, as the introduction
records, is nonetheless a tribute to
all who took part and especially the
fighting men.
One group, however, are care
fully unreported. “For reasons
which they well know, the doings of
the submariners must remain discretely unreported for the time
being .. but “all who served in
the South Atlantic are in the debt
of the men of the six submarines
which provided the advance guard
and then the first line of defence
against the Argentine Navy.”
The book also publishes for the
first time photographs from Argentine sources among the 100-plus
illustrations in both black and
white and colour. Naval historians
may like to note that a prologue
recounts the story of the Novem
ber, 1914, battle of the Falklands
and that of December, 1914.
Note that German Navy losses
in this second battle, 1,900 men,
were nearly double those of both
sides in the 12-week war of 1982.
This study will join other official
war histories as a major reference
source.
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Sea cells: The Bibby Venture, bound for New York, moored at London’s Tilbury Docks yesterday.

Troop barge to be US prison
l

FOLLOWING in the wake of the
Queen Mary and London Bridge,
an 11,000-ton troop barge used by
the British Army in the Falklands
is going tothe United States, to
be used asa floating detention
centre for remand prisoners.
But the vessel, the Bibby Venture, will be a far cry from the the
rotting prison hulks of Victorian
times. Moored alongside Rikers
Island in New York Harbour, it
will be self-contained, with its
own generator, sewage and waste
disposal and fresh water supply.
The Bibby Venture took no
part in the Falklands war. It was

By Stephen Ward
__„j of two vessels used to house
one
the British garrison while permanent barracks were being built.
The New York Department of
Correction has leased it for five
years from the owners, Bibby
Line, based in Liverpool, with an
option to buy.
Conditions will be better for
the prisoners than they were for
the troops. They will get one of its
396 rooms each. On the Falk
lands, up to 900 men at a time
were squeezed in, with up to four

Bred Street As.ociate. Public R«Wo«Ur^d|° Fumiv.l
Facsimile 01*831 7961

sharing a 120 sq ft room. Simon
Sherrard, managing director,
said: “New York has tight regulations about the amount of space
each prisoner must have. But remember the troops were free, and
only had to use the rooms for
sleeping. They weren’t locked up
all day.”
Before the ship is taken across
the Atlantic on a semi-submersible ship in October, a few lmportant changes will be made,
“We have been asked to put I
bars on the windows, and to put
locks on the doors,” Mr Sherrard
said.
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Argentina
and UK in
fish talks
By Andrew McEwen
Diplomatic Correspondent
Efforts to reach an under
standing with Argentina on
avoiding incidents in disputed
South Atlantic fishing waters
have taken a step forward.
The second round of in
direct contacts between Lon, don and Buenos Aires was
completed this week when the
US State Department deliv
ered a message from Britain to
Argentine representatives.
i
Although the content of the
four messages exchanged so
far has been kept secret, their
scope is understood to be
modest. Even a mimmal
understanding would be the
first step since the 1982 war
towards establishing a work
ing relationship.
The contacts began in Janu
ary and have moved slowly.
There is some surprise that
they have got this far. But bpth
British and Argentine officials
have a wish to prevent clashes
along the border between
_ 150-mile fishing
Britain’s
zone around the Falklands
and Argentine waters.
Sixteen Spanish trawlers
have been licensed by he
Falkland Islands to fish for the
most valuable catch, squid,
sold as ealamares in Spanish
restaurants. The squid are
frequently found in border
waters, where they pose a risk
I of incidents.
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Falklands veteran given support role
By Michael Evans, Defence Correspondent

rz

The Royal Fleet Auxiliary
ship Diligence, which arrived
in the Falklands only three
days ago for operational duty,
received a signal on Wednesday ordering it to the Gulf to
help in the British minesweeping operation, according to
Ministry of Defence sources
yesterday.
The 140 crew of the 5,814ton support ship, which repaired the bomb-damaged
destroyer HMS Glasgow in
the South Atlantic during the
Falklands conflict in 1982,
were told that Diligence had
S support's.'^ dueriPngZ
operation.
Diligence's sister ship, the
merchant vessel, Stena Sea
Spray, which had just left the
Falklands to return home for
leave, was ordered back to
Port Stanley for an extended
tour of duty.
Navy sources in the Falk
lands said yesterday that the
signal from the Ministry of
Defence had come as a com
plete suprise.
Yesterday senior Royal
Navy staff completed the final
parts of the minesweeping
“package” which, for the first
few weeks, will now involve a
total of seven ships. Previously
it had been announced that
only five ships would be going
to the Gulf. They will be
joining the three warships and
support ship of the Armilla
Patrol which is already in the
Gulf.
Naval sources said yes-

terday that the four mine- British warships at sea if they
sweepers, HMS Brocklesby, came under attack. Iran has
Bicester, Hurworth and Brec- sajd (hat British ships could
on would now be accompanied now be attacked following the
by two support ships on the Government’s decision to send
way to the Gulf, HMS Abdiel, minesweepers.
a warship built to support
The Royal Navy insisted
mine counter measure forces.
and RFA Regent. Diligence yesterday that the intention
will be the first to reach the was still to retain as low a
Gulf, according to the naval profile as possible and said
sources. Abdiel and Regent tliere were no plans to send
will return home once the more warships to protect the
three support ships have met minesweepers.
Commander Timothy Hildin the Gulf.
esley,
aged 41, who will comDiligence has a crew of 40
Royal Fleet Auxiliary mem- mand the British minesweeping force, admits that he joined
Na'vy
sie°isby
an

operational experience in Suez
in 1974.
Commander Hildesley, who
was awarded an MBE for his
work, was the Royal Navy’s
liaison officer for Operation
Hariing, the codename for the
mine clearance work in the
Red Sea.
He has served as commanding officer of two minehunters,
HMS Brinton and Bronington
and on a Hunt Class minesweeper, HMS Dulverton,'
similar to the vessels now
going to the Gulf. He is
commander of Fourth Squadron Mine Counter Measures.
Yesterday senior naval
with huge engineering work- thejo°" mjn and ,s exc,ted W
sources said that at present the
shops and naval sources
J
He has specialized ,in mine
plan was for the ships to be
admitted yesterday that she
.
had been selected because of counter measure work since self-supporting without dethe potential need to repair the late 1960s and had his first pending on a permanent port
facility at one of the Gulf
states, although Diligence,
w hich does not have the status
of warship, would be able “to
put into any port”. Diplomatic
moves are underway to find a
Gulf state willing to provide
port and air base facilities
As The Times disclosed
-f
yesterday, two Nimrod mari
time patrol aircraft are due to
fly out to the Gulf within the
next week, but the Ministry of
Defence was adamant that
they would be playing no part
in the minesweeping opera
tion. The two aircraft from 201
Squadron in Rosyth would be
taking part in training ex
ercises, which had been
planned a long time ago. They
are expected to be based at the
Commander Hiidesley, in charge of mine clearance.
Omani air base of Seeb.
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FALKLANDS SHIP
SAILS TO
JOIN BRITAIN’S
GULF FLEET
BRITAIN yesterday
added a seventh key ship
to the minehunter task
force which sets off for
the Arabian Gulf on
Monday.

Wine hunt
task lorce
grows to 7

The 10,779-ton Royal Fleet
auxilliary Diligence, has
been ordered to abandon its
duties in the Falklands and
sail to the trouble spot
which has suddenly become
more important.
The Diligence, the Navy's
only forward repair ship, car-

ries workshops able to tackle
the gravest mechanical breakdown or battle damage,
Her sailing orders reveal that
defence chiefs are expecting a
long-term stay in the Gulf — 20
years after Britain decided
there was no room for gunboat
diplomacy east of Suez.

by ELLIS PLAICE
Defence Correspondent
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It is a move that confirms the
fears of Government critics and
some senior officers that, fol
lowing America into the region
would take a rising toll on
resources.
The official line is that Dil
igence is being sent as a tempo
rary support measure for the
four minehunters.
But the Armilla patrol of
three warships, which the min
ehunters will join, has carried
out a low-profile role for the
past seven years without the
need for heavy support.
Beefing up protection for the
Armilla patrol is proving a
major operation. The minehunters will set off with the
support ship Abdil on a
five-week voyage.
The 22,890-ton replen
ishment ship Regent, now
being loaded with stores,
including spare mine
sweeping equipment, will
arrive at the same time.
As disclosed in TODAY
yesterday, one major task
of the minehunting force
will be to help trace the
initial source of the mines
now reaching the ar
moury of fanatical Ira
nian Revolutionary
Guards.

Mystery
A Whitehall military
expert said: “It would be
sensible to examine
mines we find and not
just blow them up. Wehave not yet discovered
their source."
Mystery surrounds the
exact mission of two RAF
Nimrod surveillance air
craft which will be based
in the Gulf.
The Defence Ministry
say they will be there for
“a short period for nor
mal exercises". But pilots
would be unlikely to re
ject a call for help from
Navy captains who need
early warning of Iranian
suicide squads.
Because of the hasty
recall of the Diligence
from the Falklands, the
Stenna Seaspread, the
ship it had just replaced
there, has been forced to
return, just four davs
after heading home at the
end of a six-month stint
in the South Atlantic.
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Prison barge

New York (AP) — The New
York city government is to
lease Bibby Venture, a British
barge used as a barracks in the
Falklands War, to house 396
prisoners in an attempt to ease
the city’s crowded jails. The
five-year lease will cost more
than £11 million.
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Help from
a hero

FALKLANDS hero Simon
Weston is to help launch an
ambitious adventure scheme
which hopes to give inner-city
school-leavers the chance to
work abroad.
Simon, from Nelson, MidGlamorgan —who
was
seriously burned on the Sir
Galahad—hopes fund-raising
efforts will kick off with a
cycle ride from Mexico City to
Toronto.
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Behind the scenes: Lynton McLain goes to sea to watch the Royal
Navy on manoeuvres

If If§ Thursday it must be World
Back in England for the
J HE ROYAL Navy went to war Thursday War, the captain and
four times last month. It went crew wore hooded, white antito war four times the previous flash protective clothing. He
month loo, and would have said he was amazed at the US
been to war again this month navy crews in the Gulf, who
if it were not holiday time, insisted on short-sleeve shirts
After the holiday, war will be while wearing anti-flash clothing
resumed.
around their heads.
The latest war was the fourth
He and his crew donned fearThird World War in as many some-looking gas, chemical and
weeks but local people and biological protection masks the
most of the birds off Portland instant the loudspeakers anBill, Dorset, appeared not to nounced that a simulated cheminotice. Only the yachtsmen cal air attack was imminent.
knew. They found themselves
Previously the cantain hart
sailing through a battle forma- told the crew (Sf ;the “ worien
1,011 and a minefield. Perhaps jng political developments”
jt was as well they had no idea that had led to the outbreak of
an enemy submarine was lurk- the war
ing beneath their keels.
F
th
Th].r_,
,,,
One seabird was not so lucky. Gloucester and LvirfiLJ
The war, which started with shj
inrlnrffrf®
°S1®r
seasickness pills for some of the \ria'dne and* Bmri?
participants, ended with a cfovei and rtheRovJT jSB
1 private .fighter aircraft, rented Auxiliary TiH«nWnJ 1 ♦F. L
by the Navy to mimic a Soviet .^eic the fnend vg *ankcr
missile, swallowing a bird and forCgS while ^p Sloian l 0
near y ditching off the Dorset r° ^ Wande aar and a No?

At 8.30 am two Hawker
Hunter fighter aircraft attacked
the ship. They were seen 50 ft
above
the
sea,
travelling
straight for the centre of the
ship. They were “ destroyed ”
several times,
, by the Sea Dart
JJlssI*es
long range and by
c ,f.'11? deJens|ve guns.
The
multiple shootings ensure the
Naming value is
®
d °m the eXerCISe‘
Instead of using its own aircraft< the Navy uses a Private
air force, the Fleet Requir
ment’s Air Direction Unit,
based at Yeovilton. The 40 aircraft in this fleet are owned and
opcrated b-v 1?R Aviation, part
°f the Flight Refuelling griup.
The Hunter fighters were
also used to simulate Soviet
missiles by flying in close for™tion at hi*h Jevel under

started on a Thursday, as usual, resented the enemy “ orange ” Horn
Flight
Refuelling’s
hence
the Thursday War ’threat.
private air force. The Hunters
chalked up in the red light of . HMS Gloucester, “ somewhere Peeled away, as if launched
the operations room, the nerve in the Atlantic,” according to from the bomber,
centre of the battle, on HMS Captain Loughran, was actually
The air was tense in the
Gloucester, a Type 42 guided steaming out of Portland liar- operations room as the air and
missile destroyer.
hour, through a minefield. This missile attacks kept crew con__ War starts at the same time, bad been put on the ship’s chart centration at a high pitch.
7.30 am, and at the same place, by the shore-based naval officers
The principal air warfare
HM Naval Base. Portland, every }vho plan the war. To make life officer on Gloucester knew inThursday. Portland is the base interesting, sandbanks ‘ were- stantlv
one
aircraft
had
for basic operational sea train- addod to the chart where they launched its missile. “The mis^ jng of RN ships and crews, did not exist.
sile radar is looking for us
Training builds up through a
At 8.30 am, we will be' now,” the captain said. The
■ senes of tests. Crews are sub- under air attack.” the captain i main 4.5-inch gun was brought
jected to single threats', such warned as the ship steered a' to bear, not to shoot the missile
as air or submarine attack.
curving course through the down but to fire a shell containThe war is the culmination of jumefield. “By 9.30 am we will ing chaff, material designed to
this training, when crews have oe under a major missile attack, deceive the enemy radar and
to face multiple threats. Every there will be a damage control provide a big decoy target.
-;oy,^ Navy.vessel bas t° prove e-\°rcise at 10 am and more air.
The ship was clearly under a
* *n tbls way to the Flag raids at 11.30 am followed by an considerable threat.
A toy
Officer Sea Training, Rear operational replenishment from whistle was blown. Someone
Admiral John Coward, before it an °il tanker, at sea.”
screamed: “Another missile
is accepted into operational
The main armament of the locked onto the ship
service with the fleet.
.
Gloucester is the Sea Dart antiThe battle was in earnest and
Captain Terry Loughran 44-1 ajrcraH . missile.
These had ; the operations room was not a
year-old commanding officer of beeni trained on the target air-' comfortable place to be in.
, HMS Gloucester, was on the < craft even as tbey sat on the
More shells were fired The
bridge at action stations. He runYay at Yeovilton but they room filled with boom after
and his ship had recently re- would not be locked on to the ; boom, burnt cordite hit the nosturned from a six-month tour *ar£°ls until they posed a triIs, the ship shook and the
on the Royal Navy’s Armilla th£,eat\
captain followed the progress of
patrol in the Gulf. HMS . Suddenly the air raid warn- the gun on an innocuous little
Gloucester left the Gulf two mg on tbe sbjP went lo red. illuminated red dial,
days before the USS Stark was The underwater warning went
A floating decoy was added to
hit by an Iraqui Exocet missile. t0 red. Aircraft and submarines the scene of electronic decopwere
attacking
Gloucester Bon. The offending Soviet missimultaneously and there was sile was brought down, to obstill the minefield to negotiate
vious relief, but the tension
was unrelenting. This felt real.
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A second missile was shot
down. Nobody mentioned the
aircraft. All seemed to be go
ing well. The Sea Dart control
screen glowed with data. The
computer would know when it
was best to fire. That did not
stop the sweat flowing, nor the
heart racing.
Lieutenant Commander David
I-Iarbun, the advanced warfare
officer (air) and operations
officer, said after the war that
there was often little time to
consult the captain. He loved
his job: “I am quite convinced
this is the most fascinating job
in the world.” It was a little
like chess played with decoy
pieces and with pieces that are
decoys of the decoys. Deception
and double deception was the
name of the game. “ You have
to try and get the enemy to fire
early,” he said.
One naval.rating, at a myster
ious looking bank of screens
where the electronic counter
measures war was being fought
—jamming and counter-jam
ming and electronic countercounter-measures and . all the
tricks of war in the late 1980s—
cursed as his keyboard stuck.
Other ratings with other key
boards appeared to handle the
problem. The ECM screens were
at the heart of the “soft-kill”
capability of the ship. The Sea
Dart was the “hard-kill”
weapon.
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The captain was in the middle
of die operations room. To his
left the air war was being
fought on multiple screens. To
his right the light to sink the
enemy submarine was coming
to a climax amid a bewildering
display of glowing, pale orange
dots.
He admitted he had a
dilemma. The destroyer had to'
be turned to give the Sea Dart
missiles launchers their most
favourable “ weapon arc.” By
turning, however, Gloucester'
could present a more vulner-!
able target to the submarine.
Captain Loughran identified
another contemporary problem.
“ In the Falklands and in the
Gulf, we are fighting against
western missiles and aircraft,
but we are designed to fight
against Soviet threats.” He was
not worried about the seem
ingly ubiquitous Exocet missile,
which
was
“ very
easily
defeated by soft-kill.”
News came in that the Lynx
helicopter from Gloucester had
sunk the Belgian frigate Wandelaar. So had the frigate Boxer.
The submarine had been sunk
several times, too. and it had
sunk several of the ships. No
one was admitting whether it
had sunk the Gloucester. Pot
roast and pasties were served in
the wardroom and the Third
World War was over.
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Supply line: refuelling at sea from RFA Tidespring.
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Below, Captain Terry Loughran with IIMS Gloucester.
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Falklands move
for ‘party to seek
independence’
By Our Port Stanley
Correspondent

Two senior members of the
Falklands sheep-farming com
munity, Mr Brook Hardcastle,
farm manager of the Falkland
Islands Co, and Mr Robin Pitaluga, have announced plans to
form a political party to seek
“an acceptable form of indepen
dence under protection of the
British flag.”
But opposition is already
mounting. Many people think
any attempt to seek any form of
independence would only invite
Argentina to propagandise
about “dissatisfied islanders”
at the United Nations.
If established, the party
would be the islands’ only
active political lobby. The legis
lature has eight elected inde
pendent members. The party’s
planners claim “the backing of
some elected councillors.”
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Falkland
veterans
‘need help
for stress’
By Adela Gooch
Defence Staff
INADEQUATE provision is
made to care for Falklands
veterans who suffer from
combat stress after leaving
the armed forces, according
to psychologists researching
mental illness caused by
involvement in battle.
Army psychiatrists monitor
the condition of Falklands vet
erans still in the Services and
officers and NCOs are trained to
spot illness related to fighting
experience.
Once a Serviceman leaves the
forces, however, his physical
welfare is no longer the reponsibility of their medical corps.
Mr Roderick Orner, head of
the department of clinical psy
chology at St John's Hospital,
Lincoln, says former soldiers
and sailors who experience
problems cannot always find
the expert care they need.

‘Acute stress reaction’
“Many turn to their GPs and
get treatment which does not
take into account their military
experience. The help they
should be offered is not particu
larly complicated, but it is criti
cal that the cause of the prob
lem be identified and treatment
administered accordingly,” he
said.
In the Falklands there was a
low incidence of “acute stress
reaction,” combat stress suf
fered during or immediately
after conflict. This manifests
, itself in extreme shock, anxiety
and survival guilt.
Of 777 British troops injured
in the Falklands, there were
only 62 reported cases of acute
stress reaction. Army research
into three batallions indicated
that acute stress reaction
accounted for three per cent of
all casualties.
Psychiatric problems related
to combat stress can, however,
take years to become manifest.
Both the Army and Navy are
researching this phenomenon
known as
post-traumatic
stress syndrome” characterised
by persistent reliving of the
traumatic event through dreams;
or flashbacks, withdrawal from
others impaired memory andi
survival guilt.

Levels as high

i

Preliminary research indicates that levels would be at
ieast as high as for acute stress
reaction.
I
“Part of the problem is get-,
tjng sufferers to come forward,”1
Mr Orner said. “The very
nature of the syndrome means
that forrner Servicemen experiencing problems are unlikely to
seek help.”
During the Falklands conflict
^ndby but n^ve? sent"* the
battlefield
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Big lift for giant seaplane
EUROPEAN aviation en
gineers are planning to build
the world's largest ever air
craft - a 1,000 ton seaplane
capable of hauling 300 tons of
cargo across the Atlantic and
back without refuelling.
The new beast of burden
would be almost twice the
size of a Boeing 747, 105
metres long, with a wingspan
of 108 metres and four times
the payload of a 747.
The project is being
mounted by engineers at
Hydro 2000 International, a
Paris-based group committed
to getting air transport a
much larger slice of the world
cargo business. The designers
say the seaplane would be
more cost-effective and reli
able than a conventional
aircraft of similar tonnage.
“There is a certain equality
between land aircraft and a
seaplane of similarly large
tonnage but the former has a
problem with landing gear,"
says Alain Luzy, Hydro’s
European and Asian market
ing director. “Although this
does not impose insuperable
technical difficulties, such
equipment is uneconomic and
difficult to maintain."
Last year planes carried
only 1% of the 600m tons of
cargo transported worldwide.
The superplane project's
planners argue that the grad-

ual shutdown of many of the
world's shipyards, coupled
with the inability of con
ventional aircraft to exceed a
maximum take-off weight of
500 tons, makes the giant
flying boat a realistic
contender in the expanding
world cargo market.
Powered by eight or ten
“new generation" 30/35 ton
thrust turbofan engines (such
as the Rolls-Royce RB211),
the plane will have a cruising
speed of 500 miles per hour
and fuel consumption on a
par with an ordinary wide
bodied jet. It will be able to
travel 20,000km unloaded
and 14,000km carrying 300
three times the
tons
capacity of a fully-loaded
jumbo.
The project has obvious
military applications. Says
Philippe Sytchef, a former
commercial airline pilot and
now Hydro 2000's president:
“Five of these seaplanes will
be able to transport a full
division of 10,000 troops and
their equipment, including
tanks, from the east coast of
America to Germany and
back — or from Britain to the
Falklands
without refuelling."
He believes the seaplane
could also be attractive to
Third World nations without
the resources to build

international airports but
which have large expanses of
water on their coastlines and
lakes suitable for landing.
The plane could also be
used in large-scale civilian
emergencies and rescue op
erations where land-based
points of access have been
swept away, and there is a
pressing need to evacuate
iarge numbers of people
quickly.
The cost of developing the
project is put at $2.5 billion.
Sytchef says he hopes to form
an international consortium
of aviation companies similar
to Airbus Industrie to help
finance and build the plane.
“We have had encouraging
responses from Dornier in
Germany, Shin Meiwa in
Japan and Boeing in the
United States," he says.
“Once the company is
formed next year we expect to
be able to employ 2,000
people building the first
aircraft. If everything goes
according to plan the giant
seaplane could be in com
mercial service by 1995."
Hydro 2000 is currently
scouring the French coast for
a deserted shipyard w'here it
can base its construction
operations.

David Leppard
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SPECTATOR.

Innocent soldiers
Sir: Hermione Goulding (Letters 25 July)
regards anyone who joins up without being
prepared ‘to die should it be required of
them’ as innocent ‘only in the old Scottish
sense — half-witted’. I would regard any of
the late 968 servicemen, Argentinian and
British alike, who were killed in the
Falklands in 1982 as half-witted or witless
— ‘innocent’ at. best — if they had been
able to foresee their fate as servicemen and

decided to go through with it nonetheless.
As it is. I believe them all to have been
essentially innocent because there seems
no valid use or reason for their deaths.
Of the many wars that have been fought
this century, the second world war strikes
me as the only ‘just’ one. This may not
satisfy Hermione Goulding as the explana
tion her letter requested, but (with respect
and sympathy to her son) if it makes one
potential victim of Thou shalt kill if we teil
you to’ indoctrination reconsider ‘the nature of the job’, it will have served some
purpose.
Michael Horovitz
Piedmont,
Bisley,
Gloucestershire

o
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Floating dock
for Falklands
islands nut in £6m bid

SHORE-based facilities for
the fleets fishing around
the Falkland Islands could
soon blossom at Port Stan
ley.
The
Falkland
Islands
government has put in a six
million pound plus bid to buy
a floating dock at present
used by the British forces.
If the bid for the dock is
successful
and the government hopes to be told within
the next two weeks — shorebased developments such as
cold stores, bunkering facilities and even fish processing
factories are likely to follow.
''We’ve made an offer for
lt Gordon Jewkes, governor
Pj.
Falkland Islands, told
^
News l ast week.
The dock consists of six
interlinked floating barges
which were built at n cost of
"■25m. in 1983/84 and they
have been used for taking on
mihtary cargoes for the
islands.
Ocean-going ships have
been alongside the dock —
known as the Falkland Intermediate Port and Storage
system
which has a maximum draft of 4.5m at present,
But dredging could increase
e depth.
1 be dock has roll on, roll
off facilities, but no cranes.
Mr. Jewkes said it is
planned that the government
would own the dock and
lease it to a subsidiary company of the Falkland Islands
Development Corporation, of
which he is chairman. The

operating firm would be a
quasi-commercial company,
The governor told Fishing
News that he still expects
that fish transhipping operations will continue in the
outer harbour, but that the
dock would be ideal for vessel
repair and maintenance and
enable the shore infrastructure to be built up.
He is hoping that the dock
will be bought and operated
by local interests in time for
the start of the new high fishing season starting in 1988.
The islands’ two patrol vessels have already used the
dock for maintenance work,
Other shore developments
planned include a housing
estate for workers connected
with the developing Falklands fishing industry, which
has been responsible for raising the islands’ income from
£7.2m. to £‘21m.
The islands had received
£l2.5m. from fishing licences
by July 1 and total receipts
for 1987 are expected to be
£13.5m A further £800,000 is
expected from transhipment
fees,
SFL goes into ventures
with British fishing companies, which are then charter
ing vessels from Japan, Korea
and Taiwan
British personnel are going
on to the vessels to gather
expertise in specialised tech-

niques such as squid-jigging.
"These men should be the
captains of our own squid jig
gers in the future,” says the
FIDO. "By linking with Brit
ish companies in this way the
Falkland Islands are able to
make an invaluable contribu
tion to the British economy
by helping to revitalise its
fishing industry and directly
providing jobs for British
fishermen.”
Stanley Fisheries is not
confining its plans to squid
Fortoser Ltd. was commissioned to survey the coastline
and see what it could find in
the way of crab and other
potentially profitable fish.
The Fortoser project is
over
now,
but
Stanley
Fisheries is in the process of
transporting a couple of west
country crab vessels to the
islands to pursue this further.
By the end of its own work
Fortoser was taking 1,000
crahs a day.
FIDC is also running a sal
mon farm experiment at Fox
Bay and reports that prelimi
nary results are encouraging.
The first smolts will be trans
ferred to the sea towards the
end of this year and the
project will then be taken
further.
Policing of the new 150mile fishing zone has cost
£2.9m. in the first half-year
and costs are expected to

reach £4m. in the full year.
The operating contract for
the two patrol ships is being
carried out by Marr of Hull,
which is running a ’turnkey’
operation for the Falkland
Islands government.
Gordon Jewkes says in the
Falkland Islands Develop
ment Corporation (FIDO)
report;
"The
Falkland
Islands, probably for the first
time in their history, have a
source of income which
should provide a sizeable sur
plus of income over expendi
ture for investment in deve
lopment.”
Islanders now have an
exciting but daunting task
deciding how to spend the
loot, he says; decisions taken
now will shape the whole pat
tern of life in the Falklands
for a decade and more.
The report points out that
the islands don’t have fishing
expertise and that the way of
exploiting the fishery has
been to enter into joint ven
tures with overseas compan
ies that do. The FIDC has,
shrewdly, taken a 51 per cent
stake
in such
ventures
through its specialized arm,
Stanley Fisheries Ltd.
This has been such a suc
cess already that SFL will
manifest itself as a separate
company soon, with its own
annual report and accounts.
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Her ladyship’s trawler
THE GIFT from Viscount
Jellicoe to his ex-wrfe
didn't have the sleek
lines of a Ferrari - but
you can't catch squid
with a sports car.
The unlikely present
destined to put 8,000
mllesbetweenthe Lady
Brocas and her former

,bnes^t%hehbest of friends'
her f<?rm0r spouse,
s to skipper the 45foot vessei to the Fa k|ands in search of illex
squid, highly P"zed an
eaten raw in Japan.
Lady Brocas, whosepa
rated from her hM^ndm
1971 after less than V

be going t® Cherbourg
later this month^ b^g
her
t
smglehana a
second-hand
trJwler may even reunite
t
j udy Brocas
tn P'
navigates the
waters of the
South Atlantic. Reconcili-
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DARING: Lady Brocas

o

Viscount
woos his
ex-wife
with a
trawler
trip to
Falklands

Mountains
Viscount Brocas, 38, is the
grandson of the late Admiral
Lord Jellicoe, who led the Brit
ish Naval Fleet to victory in
-he Battle of Jutland in the
warship Iron Duke.
The Viscount has not re
married and Lady Brocas says
there are hopes of a reconcilia
tion.
“We have both been up emo
tional mountains and down
again, and we have grown up.
We have always been the best
of friends.”
Lady Brocas, who lives in a
period cottage overlooking Falnouth harbour with her son,
.7-year-old The Hon. Justin
Lrocas, has written a book
about her travels.
With it she hopes to pass on
some of her own enthusiasm
and drive to young people.
“I am an achiever and I am
full of energy.
“There is nothing you can
not do if you really want to. I
get irritated when I hear
young people saying there is
nothing to live for.
“The Falklands trip is some
thing I’m very keen on. I will
probably try the local mack
erel fishery this winter and
hope to get a crew together for
the spring.”

INTREPID Viscountess
Brocas is thrilled with
her ex-husband’s latest
attempt to woo her back.
His unlikely gift is a 45-foot
fishing trawler which the Vis
countess plans to skipper
through the stormy seas off
the Falkland Islands.
Knowing her love for adven
ture, Viscount Brocas believes
he has found the ideal offering
to win his way back into his
former wife’s heart.
The 7 couple divorced six
years ago but have remained
close friends. Now the loveboat could bring about a reun
ion.
The Falklands trip is no idle
dreajM for The Honourable
Lady Geraldine Ann Elizabeth
Wingfield Rush worth Brocas.
The 37-year-old green-eyed
Lady Brocas is a renovvned
explorer, a fully qualified
nurse and yacht skipper, and
has roamed the world from the
Arctic to the Amazon in
search of adventure.
Her trawler is presently
moored in France, and she
plans to bring it back to Fal
mouth single-handed later this
month.
“I’m delighted with Patrick’s
gift,” said Lady Brocas, “He
knows that nothing could have
pleased me more. Now I want
to get a crew together and go
mackerel fishing.”
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Floating dock
for Falklands
SHORE-based facilities for
the fleets fishing around
the Falkland Islands could
soon blossom at Port Stanley.
Islands
The
Falkland
government has put in a six

successful - and the government hopes to be told within
the next two weeks - shorebased developments such as
cold stores, bunkering facilities and even fish processing
factories are likely to follow.
"We’ve made an offer for
it,” Gordon Jewkes, governor
of the Falkland Islands, told
Fishing News last week.
The dock consists of six
inter-linked floating barges
which were built at a cost of
£25m. in 1983/84 and they
have been used for taking on
military cargoes for the
islands.
.
Ocean-going ships have
been alongside the dock
known as the Falkland Inter
mediate Port and Storage
System — which has a maxi
mum draft of 4.5m at present
But dredgmg couid increase
the depth.
The dock has roll on, roll
off facilities but no cranes.
Mr. Jewkes said it is

islands put in £6m bid

operating fin,; would be a
quasi-commercial company.
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Going fishing: Viscountess Brocas, bound for the Falklands.

Falklands trawler trip
for Viscountess skipper
A VISCOUNTESS is planning a fishing trip to the
Falklands in a trawler given to her as a present by
her former husband.Viscountess Brocas, 37, intends
! to skipper the 45-foot trawler herself on the voyage to
I the lucrative South Atlantic fishing ground.
I Lady Brocas, of Falmouth,
Best of friends
Cornwall, was divorced six
“He knows I like going to sea
years ago from the 36-yearand that nothing could have
old Viscount, grandson of
pleased me more. I shall be
Admiral of the Fleet Earl
going to Cherbourg later this
Jellicoe who led the British
month to bring her to Falmouth
fleet at the Battle of
singlehanded.”
Jutland.
There are now hopes of a
An explorer, trained nurse
reconciliation between the cou
and internationally-known
ple. “We have been up emo
yachtswoman, Lady Brocas said
tional mountains and down
yesterday: “I am delighted with
again and we have grown up.
the gift and 1 hope to get a crew
We have always remained the
together.”
best of friends," she said.
“The Falklands trip is some' thing I am very keen on. I’ll

i

probably t^ the local mackerel ,
fishery this winter. There is 1
nothing you cannot do if you
really want to and I get irritated
when I hear young people say
ing there’s nothing to live for.”
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Growing population
for the Falklands
THE decline in population on the
Falkland Islands has been re
versed for the first time in 56
years, the latest census reveals.
The census, taken on 14 No
vember 1986, shows a population
of 1,916, an increase of 103 on the
1980 figure. Of the present popu
lation, 67 per cent were born in
the islands, 25 per cent in the UK
and 8 per cent elsewhere.
The census included 31 resi
dents temporarily overseas, but
excluded military personnel, peo
ple working on ships and contract
workers.
The census also reveals that
the population of the “Camp” —
a Falklandism for the country
side — has declined in favour of
Port Stanley. Port Stanley’s
population grew from 1,050 in
1980 to 1,232 in 1986, while the
Camp population declined from
763 to 653.
Not surprisingly, the number
of Argentine nationals has de
clined rather sharply — from 30
in 1980, most of them involved in
running the air link to Argentina
then in operation, to one in 1986.
There are still 22 people on the is, lands who were born in Argen
tina, as opposed to 45 in 1980. Of
the 22, some are the children of
islanders who went to Argentina
for the birth, taking advantage of

By Isabel Hilton
Latin America Editor
the facilities then offered by the
Argentine government, and oth
ers are people who have obtained
British nationality, either as
wives or children of British na
tionals or through long residence
in the islands.
Self-sufficiency, the census
confirms, is still high among the
islanders’ attributes. A large per
centage both in Port Stanley and
in Camp grow their own vegeta
bles and keep poultry, while the
evidence of ownership of such
consumer goods as refrigerators,
vehicles, freezers, television sets
and videos demonstrates a rela
tively high level of material pros
perity — perhaps a reflection of
the fact that only 16 people said
they were unemployed.
There is one mystery, however,
in the census. If everybody is be
ing entirely truthful, there are 21
more video machines than televi
sion sets in the islands. This can
either be attributed to eccentric
ity (another island characteris
tic), or perhaps the self-reliant is
landers have discovered a way of
watching video tapes which does
not involve the use of a television
set.
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Hospital to
use portable
theatre
A PORTABLE operating theatre
similar to the kind used by the
armed forces in the Falklands,
and which should cut the waiting
list in St Helens, Merseyside, by
1,300 over the next year, was
opened yesterday by Tony New
ton, the Minister for Health.
The £220,000 fully-equipped
theatre, a giant tin can-like struc
ture which is bolted in five sec
tions and linked by a corridor to
existing operating theatres at St
Helens Hospital, has been in
stalled as part of the Govern
ment’s drive to cut waiting lists.
The theatre, which has a 30year life expectancy, is opera
tional within months of the deci
sion to purchase it. A permanent
theatre would have cost more
than £lm and taken up to two
years to build and equip.
It will allow a three-fold in
crease in joint replacements this
year, and by freeing other theatre
space at St Helens and Whiston
hospitals should allow an extra
1,300 cases from cataracts to
gynaecology operations and plas
tic surgery to be removed from
the district’s 4,000-long waiting
list, Derek Cumming, the
authority’s general manager, said.
i
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Population grows
in Falklands
THE population of the Falkland
Islands has increased by 5 per
cent, from 1,813 to 1,916, in six
years, according to the most
recent census, published
yesterday.
The increase is being attrib
uted mainly to a successful
campaign to encourage Britons
to settle there, and to an in
crease in the numbers of expa
triate skilled workers. Only 1.2
per cent of the population is
unemployed.
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Population of
Falklands is

up by 5 p c

;

By Patrick Watts
in Port Stanley
THE POPULATION of the
Falkland Islands shows an
•increase of five per cent
since the last count six years
ago, the official census
showed yesterday.
The increase from 1,813 to
1,916 is being attributed to a
successful campaign to encour
age Britons to settle in the Falk
lands since the 1982 conflict,
and a considerable increase in
ex-patriate skilled workers.
However, plans to increase
the population even further are
being thwarted by lack of
accommodation in Port Stanley.

Lowest unemployment
The census taken in Novem
ber last year shows that only 1.2
per cent of the population is
unemployed, probably the low
est unemployment figure in the
world.
But a worrying statistic,
according to the report, is the
declining number of people now
working on sheep farms. Since
1972, the farming population
has decreased by 225 or about
12 per cent.

f

r»,

I

Rising labour costs, low wool
prices, the introduction of
sheep-shearing contract
gangs” and the Falklands gov
ernment’s policy of land sub
division are some of the factors
which have led to the decline in
farms population.
..Another sign of the changing
times is that, whereas every
household used the natural and
freely available peat fuel for
cooking and heating until
recently, 300 homes now use
electricity, oil or kerosene com
pared with 488 which use peat.
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Armed escort: America’s missile destroyer Kidd guards the reflagged Kuwaiti tanker Gas Prince through the Gulf
A BRITISH company
headed by two Falklands
War leaders has been
advising the Defence Min
istry on security for Brit
ish and international tank
ers amid the growing
turmoil in the Gulf.
The company, calledDefence
Analysts —headed by Gen Sir
Jeremy Moore, who led the
Task Force to victory in 1982,
and formed and run by Cdr
“Sharkey” Ward, in charge of
air operations in the Falk
lands—has been providing
“safety advisers” to tanker
owners for more than a year.
The little-publicised com
pany, based at Wincanton,
Somerset, has recruited ex
commandos and members of
the Special Boat Squadron,
the naval equivalent of the
SAS, to work aboard ships
using the “missile alley” off
the Strait of Hormuz.

Dangerous work
Lloyds insurance underwrit
ers allow tanker owners hefty
discounts on premiums if they
take up the company’s “Pas
sive Package” offered by
Defence Analysts. Included in
the package is the installation
of devices to decoy missiles,
advice on how to reduce the
radar signature of tankers

Falklands war veterans
sail with Gulf tankers
and a Falklands veteran as an
adviser.
The company refuses to give
details of security methods or
to say if its men are armed.
But it claims to have pre
vented millions of pounds
worth of damage in attacks
during the last year. In the
case of a missile attack, the
adviser can show captains how
to minimise damage from fire
or secondary explosions.
The work is dangerous and
tanker owners pay £5,000 for
one of Defence Analysts’ advi
sers to travel aboard a tanker
one way up the Gulf. At pre
sent the company has men
serving with 12 tanker fleets
in the Middle East.
The company was formed in
1985 by Cdr Ward, an ex-Harrier pilot and expert in mine
warfare. He has been critical
of the American role in the
Gulf and claims that his com
pany’s approach is more effec
tive than the “John Wayne
come-and-get-me tactics of the
Americans”.
Mr Nigel Kemble-Clarkson,

of Lloyds brokers Gault Arm
strong Kemble, said: “There
has to be a lot of confidential
ity in this sphere, as with
dealing with kidnap or terror
ism, but the work of Defence
Analysts has undoubtedly
saved many lives and pre
vented millions of pounds
worth of damage.
“Having these combattrained advisers aboard has
reduced losses because they
have been used to being under
fire and will mobilise the
crew into saving the vessel
rather than have them evacu
ate. Their various security
packages have resulted in a
substantial saving in insur
ance premiums for owners,”
he said.

Marines are best
Cdr Ward said: “We rely
heavily on ex-Royal Marines
for the work. They have
nearly all served with the
Special Boat Squadron and
have experienced being under
fire. They are the best people
for this type of work.”
The safety advisers lecture

Gen Sir Jeremy Moore
ships crews on what to expect
if under fire. “They are
empowered to take over a ship
if necessary,” said a Defence
Analysts spokesman. “From
the experience gleaned in the
Falklands we are able to pro
vide knowhow on what to do if
under fire and how to handle
a ship to minimise damage.”
He confirmed that informal
talks had taken place between
Gen Moore, Cdr Ward and
Defence Ministry experts on
the Gulf.
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Trade bears fruit
in the Falklands

I

I

THE STEADY triumph of com
merce over international politics
is bringing fresh fruit and vege
table back to the austere stores of
Port Stanley. Contacts between
the Falkland Islands and the
South American mainland, sev
ered after the 1982 war, have
slowly and discreetly been build
ing up.
Earlier this year, the Forrest,
one of the Falkland Islands gov
ernment’s two coastal vessels, set
off on what was seen as a test case
journey. It was headed through
the Magellan Straits, destined for
Punta Arenas in Chile, for a spell
in dry dock. On board was a rep
resentative of the Falkland Is
lands government who hoped to
investigate the possibities of re
opening direct trade with Chile,
thus shortening by several thou
sand miles the supply lines for
such items as timber and building
materials.
The Forrest’s trip went off
without incident. Its presence in
Chile was reported in the local
press but there was no interfer
ence with its journey back, com
plete with a load of timber. The
voyage, however, was not the first
to the mainland by a Falklands
vessel since the end of hostilities.
Last year, Forrest’s sister ship,
the Monsunin, made the journey
to Montevideo, Uruguay, for a re
fit. It returned with a cargo of
fresh fruit and vegetables and the
trip is likely to be repeated annu
ally.
Before the conflict, the South
American mainland was an im
portant source of fresh food, ship
ped down from Montevideo, for
the Falklanders. In the 1970s,

By Isabel Hilton
Latin America Editor
when Argentina was trying to
build up confidence in the island,
a direct airlink with Argentina
was established and islanders
were given the benefit of medical
and educational facilities in Ar
gentina.
This came to an abrupt end in
1982 and, under heavy diplomatic
pressure from Argentina, Uru
guay was unwilling to resume its
former links.
Now, under the pressure of
commerce, trade is slowly build
ing up. “It’s done commercially,
or on a private basis,” said one
Falklands official. “It doesn’t in
volve governments talking to gov
ernments.”
The trade has received a large
boost with the arrival of the fish
ing fleet. Refrigerated container
vessels now load wine, fresh fruit
and vegetables in Montevideo for
the vessels fishing in Falkland wa
ters.
The spin-off for the islands is
that Falkand Islands Tourism, a
subsidiary of the Falkland Islands
Development
Corporation,
places bulk orders of its own for
onward distribution to shops, ho
tels and restaurants. Since the
vessels arc not registered in Uru
guay, the trade passes without
comment.
So far, the shipping is too irreg
ular to be a reliable source of sup
plies, but as the fishing business
builds up, there arc hopes that
Falklands produce might be
shipped to Uruguay for onward
distribution.
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PRIVATE
ISLE
If you have ever

-3

wanted a property
with a difference,
here’s your chance.
Keppel Island in
the Falklands, now
up for sale, has
some 9,400 freehold
acres , many miles of
sandy beaches, a
I house, a chalet, two
i satellite islands,
3,140 sheep and
three species of
penguin, it is
100 miles from
Port Stanley (by
air) and even has
a decent history:
it was settled in
the 1850s as a base
for a Christian
mission to convert
South American
Indians. The biggest
offer over £125,000
will secure the island.
For further information,
write off to Colin Smith,
Abbey Mill Farm, Abbey
Rd, Knaresborough,
N. Yorks HG5 8HX.

edited by

ALICE HART-DAVIS
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MCDONALD Hobley, BBC TV's fir«st
post-war
announcer has died, aged 70.
Falkland's" he taSSTSta'atbePsTkStan,ey, °n ,he
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then massive £100 a
week. It was front page
news.
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station he proved himself
a versatile performer an
nouncer, sports commen
tator, quizmaster and
panel game chairman.
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Classic

Hobley: £100-a-week

Late in his career Hobley
became an actor. He ap
peared briefly in the clas,V'er fi,m The
Entertamer.
Once when the pair
were out walking they
were approached by a
woman autograph hunter.
!iob,eV'8 fa"ie

his autograph she wanted.
Hobley obliged.
Hobley had suffered
from cancer
some time
and earlier this year w£?
into hospital to have a
tumour removed.
He was recoverina and
convalescing at9 his
Bournemouth home when
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he SUf,ered a heart •**«*■
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MIKE WEA VER u i7.v to the Falkland
Islands and finds i paralleled sport
with huge fish in Id ^j/' roundings
Terry Spruce, a lone figure on the Chartres River. ■

J

ST*
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UNCI ION POOLS always
have a special appeal and
Maneas Pool on the Malo
River was no exception. From the
shallow run at the head, the pool
broadened to nearly "Ml yards
wide, with the little Maneas
Stream joining the right bank
halfway down the pool's 70-yard
length
'The smooth water shallowed at
the tail and then rushed quickly
round a shallow bend under a
rocky outcrop which broke the
normally smooth, grassy outline of
the surrounding hills Altogether.
this lookeil a classic sea-trout pool
— which indeed it was.
Mv first cast with the Whisky
Fly produced nothing, but next
cast there was a sharp pull — but it
was only a small brown trout,
which came wriggling in I hail
hardly started the retrieve after
the next cast when the fly stopped
with that heavy but living
resistance of a good fish, and a
second later the quiet water
erupted as a huge sea-trout, far
bigger than any I had ever seen
before, hurled itself into the air
and fell back with a resounding
crash. In that second. I knew (hat I
was in contact with what had
attracted me 8.01)1) miles south in
search of the fabled sea-trout of
the Falkland Islands
For some time, the word has
been out that some of the best
sea-trout fishing in the world is to
be found in these remote islands
off the southern part of South
America and I had flown south to
find out just how gooil this fishing
really is. The first surprise is that
although the Falklands arc almost
at the bottom end of the world.
the travelling time is surprisingly
short,
At 3pm on the aflernoon of
February 2.1 was clearing up my
desk in my Exeter office, yet at the
same time on the following day I

An immaculate eight-pounder
from the Malo River.

was enjoying a cup of tea with Bill
and Pat Luxton at their remote
settlement of Chartres on West
Falkland. In the ensuing lime, I
had driven to Brize Norton in
Oxfordshire, flown by RAF
Tristar via Ascension to Mount
Pleasant Airport, and then taken
the Falkland Islands Government
Air Service (FIGAS) flight, with
brief stops at Port 1 toward and
Roy Cove, to Chartres. At Mount
Pleasant I had been met by Dave
Morgan, of Falkland Islands
Tourism, and Terry Spruce, who is
chairman of the Falklands Islands
Fishing Club. Terry had joined me
lor the llight to Chartres and lor
the next few days' fishing
Next morning, in the capable
hands of Bill Luxton, we headed
up lhe estuary in the Land-Rover
gp?!lor the freshwater reaches of the
Chartres River, having already
seen a bag full of frozen sea-trout
which Bill and Pat had taken on
spinner in a brief outing the
previous week. Normally, the late
runs only get under way in mid- or
even late-February, but the
I98(1-87summer had been the
wettest for many years and the
sea-trout were already into most
streams in time for my visit. 'The
upper Chartres River meanders
through rolling grassland with
mountains on the skyline in every
direction — a place of rare beauty
and incredible solitude Indeed,
the sheer size and solitude of the
Falklands is the first surprise of
every visitor. Try to think of
somewhere half the size of Wales
with a population of just over
2,01)0 and you begin to understand
the emptiness!
Eventually we arrived at a deep,
slow pool where the river curved
under a low escarpment, its rim
patrolled by a lone turkey vulture
rilling the upcurrcnl. Even as we
alighted from the Land-Rover, a
sea-trout moved under the far

These are the flies for Falklands
sea-trout, which feed on krill
before entering the rivers.

I We parked at the fishing hut,

UIIVI IV axgui savagety
before coming to the net.

SEA-TROUT
OF THE
SOUTH
ATLANTIC
r

a bank, so tackling up with the
^ nine-foot rod, size eight medium
sinking line and orange hairwing
fly was carried out with some
haste. In fact, that first pool failed
to produce anything, but as I
worked downstream I took my
first Falkland fish; not a sea-trout
but a half-pound brownie, as were
the next two fish. A change of fly
seemed desirable so on went a
pattern with a blue and green
hairwing and a silver mylar piping
^^ody, a change which immediately
^^Ksulted in the first sea-trout, a
^^wo-pounder.
At the next pool, my first cast
went solid. "Bottom!” I called to
Terry, and then "No it isn’t!” as a
good fish exploded on the surface
and the rod jerked under the

strain. Not very big by Falkland
standards but a fine cock fish of
nearly 5 lb.
By now the day had become
distinctly warm and the brown
trout were rising well to hatches of
a sand-coloured sedge and a black
gnat that looked identical to our
own Bibio johannis. With the
cloudless sky, rising temperature
and low water, conditions would
have been considered hopeless
back home, but four more
sea-trout around 4 lb came to my
fly, plus a string of brownies to
nearly 1 lb. However, my abiding
recollection of the Chartres River
on that beautiful day'is sitting on
the bank in the sunshine, with cold
roast lamb’s rib in one hand and a
gin-and-tonic in the other. Life is

«*

hard out in the Camp, as they call
the Falkland countryside!
Next day we flew to Port
Howard, where Robin Lee took us
out to sec the Warrah River, some
12 miles to the north-west. The
Warrah, Robin told us. had seen a
good run of sea-trout the week
before and catches had included a
14-poundcr, but since then little
had been seen. We parked the
Land-Rover just above the mouth
of a tributary, the Green Hills
Stream, and walked down to the
long pool at the top of the gorge I
fished down the pool with the
same blue and green hairwing with
no response until reaching the tail,
where a fish of 4'/> lb obliged. We
then walked right down the gorge,
past a series of lovely little runs
and pools which I would have
loved to fish if more time had been
available. There was just time to
fish one big pool at the bottom of
the gorge and immediately 1 was
into a fish of 6 lb 10 oz. which ran
to every corner of the pool before
Robin lifted it out of the water. It
had been well worth the long walk
down the gorge.
Then it was on to Stanley, to
prepare for a weekend on the
fabulous Malo River, which Terry
Spruce organised as a highlight of
my visit — and so it proved. At
5.30 on Saturday morning, Terry,
Dave Morgan and I set out in two
Land-Rovers on the thrcc-to
four-hour trek to the Malo across
some of the toughest going any
sea-trout fisherman is likely to
encounter. As the crow flics, the
Malo is only five miles from
Stanley but, apart from a few
miles on the new road to Mount
Pleasant Airport, the whole trip is
on a thin crust of vegetation over
many feet of soft peat, with
occasional outcrops of stony
ground which give both vehicle
and occupants a severe shaking.

Down to the axle

Mike Weaver with his 13-pounder from Maneas Pool on the Malo
River.________

I soon learned why wc were
travelling in two vehicles when,
only shortly after leaving the road,
Dave’s wheels cut through the
surface and in a moment he was
down to the axle. Using Terry’s
Land-Rover as an anchor, we
quickly winched Dave on to firmer
ground, a process that was
repeated several times before wc
reached the Malo. nearly four
hours out of Stanley.
My first glimpse of the river
revealed why the members of the
Falkland Islands Fishing Club,
who rent 15 miles of the river,
were willing to make such an
arduous journey for their fishing
Upstream was a series of beguiling
pools and runs which looked
perfect for fly-fishing, while
downstream the Malo became
tidal and flowed through a rocky
gorge before heading for the sea.
We parked at the fishing hut,
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Two other members were also
fishing and one of them, Fred
Cheong, had already taken a
sea-trout of nearly 10 lb. By early
afternoon, the fishing in the tidal
water had gone quiet and Fred
suggested that we lake a walk
upstream to see the freshwater
pools — and that was how 1 came
to Maneas Pool, where this article
started. I have never wanted to
land a fish more than that
magnificent hen sea-trout and, in
spite of several more
heart-stopping jumps, the size
eight single hook stuck and
^A'cntually I was able to pull it over
i^Pred’s large landing net. Back on
the club scales at the hut, it
weighed exactly 13 lb
Throughout that afternoon of
brilliant sunshine, several more
good fish were taken, though
nothing bigger than 7 lb. My tally
for the day's fishing was eight
sea-trout, with the top three fish
averaging 10 lb, a catch 1 doubt l

7ho writer with a fat
nine-pounder from the Malo
River.
which lias been built and extended
over the years by the club, and
overlooks this wonderful stretch of
river.
In the hut, I looked at the club
log book. which must be one of
the mosl fantastic records of
sea-trout catches anywhere, the
lists of names, dates and weights
giving only an indication of many
epic fishing days On one page a
record of a member s four-day
catch of 17 sea-trout from 7 lb-14
lb. on another page a day’s catch
of six fish from 7 lb to 15 lb —
these were far from remarkable
and did not include many smaller
fish which were returned. But
even in this magnificent record,
one fish stood out clearly — the
huge sea-trout just two ounces
over 20 lb taken by Terry Spruce
on September 2 last year, the
second day of the season.
It was below the hut, where the
Malo runs through the narrow
gorge, that I made my first cast
from a gravel beach revealed by
the low tide. At the third cast
under the cliff on the far bank,
there was a satisfying pull which
resulted in a fish of 8 lb, followed
in the next hour by a
three-pounder and then a superb
sea-trout just short of 9 lb All of
these fish were take on an orange
hairwing pattern, tied to remind
the sca-lrout of the krill, a shrimp
found in incredible numbers off
the Falklnnds, which contribute to
the fantastic growth-rale of the
sea-trout. All were in superb
condition and fought savagely
before coming to the net.

will ever come near to equalling.
Next morning the weather had
turned cloudy with a chilly wind,
but down in the gorge the
sea-trout were jumping and in less
than an hour Fred Cheong had
taken a splendid brace of cock
sea-trout both over 12 lb I had to
settle for a best fish of 9 lb, but
just before midday I came close to
taking another really big sea-trout.
1 was fishing once again from the
gravel spit at the head of the gorge
and a fish well into double figures
had shown three times close under
the cliff on the far bank At last I
managed to cast the 25 yards
against that fierce Falkland wind
to where the fish had risen and
there it was, tearing off line in the
direction of the sea. Twice I
recovered most of the line before
it was ripped off the reel once
more and all was slack and I reeled
in to find the hook had broken at
the bend. The rocky bottom had
been taking its toll of the orange

I
Fred Cheong's Sunday-morning brace of sea-trout: 12% lb and
12% lb.
August, 1987

flies in my box and I had been
reduced to an ageing orange
marabou lure on a hook that was
clearly no longer up to the job.
The moral is, if you go to the
Falklands, take plenty of orange
lures on strong new hooks!
And then it was time for the
long drive back to Stanley with
memories of the remote water of
the Malo and those huge fish
which must make it one of the
world’s greatest sea-trout
fisheries.
The rest of my stay was spent
exploring the rivers and creeks
within easy reach of Stanley — the
Murrell, Frying Pan and Swan
Inlet. Although the fish were
smaller than those wc had caught
on the Malo, everywhere we
fished produced sea-trout, and
plenty of them up to 7 lb — proof,
if any were needed, of the way in
which these fish have spread from
the few places where they were
first stocked over 30 years ago.
From those original plantings with
brown trout, a migratory
population has developed to the
point where there are now runs of
sea-trout into any suitable stream
on both islands, and there are
signs that their size may still be
increasing. A 25-pounder must
now be a real possibility,
especially on the Malo.
The choice of tackle for the
Falklands is all about coping with
the wind, and the locals favour a
carbon rod of ten feet which will
take a nine or 10 line, and an
extension butt is very useful for
playing so many big fish. Leuders
should taper to a 12 lb point and
mosl Falkland flics are lied on size
six, eight or 10 double salmon

hooks, both standard and low
water. Although a shrimp fly
makes sense for sea-trout which
have been feeding on krill, I found
any orange pattern like a Whisky
Fly worked well, and my single
hooks in size six and eight hardly
lost a fish.
The Falkland weather, although
far less hostile than its reputation,
is very changeable and clothing
should be proofed against rain and
wind.
“We often have all four seasons
in a day” the locals say, or “If you
don’t like the weather, hang
around for ten minutes and it will
change”. Thigh waders are
essential on most rivers.
Before my visit, my only worry
was that much of what I had read
about Falkland fishing suggested
that mosf of the sea-trout were
taken on spinner. I suppose that is
still true but my own brief
experience, and that of regular
Falkland fly-fishers, would
indicate that the fly will probably
catch more and bigger sea-trout
than the spinner, at least on rivers.
I used a spinner only in the sea and
then a seven-foot glass rod,
fixed-spool reel, 12 lb line and a
selection of bar spoons and heavy
Toby spoons or similar worked
well.
The sea-trout season runs from
September 1 until April 30, but
the best fishing is from the
beginning of the season to the
middle of November and from the
middle of February to the end of
the season. In between, the rivers
are likely to be empty of sea-trout,
except in a very wet season, and I
was fortunate that the sea-trout
were running so early this year. If
I ever get to the Falklands again, I
would probably choose March,
when the autumn runs are
reaching their peak, but before the
weather deteriorates too much.
Even without fishing, a trip to
the Falklands is a memorable
experience. Any but the most
single-minded angler must look up
from the river from time to time
and nowhere are such diversions
more rewarding. My memories of
the unique Falkland birdlife
include a starling with a brilliant
red breast, the soaring turkey
vulture, the flightless steamer
duck, jackass penguins peering
from their burrows at the edge of
an airstrip, and the ubiquitous
upland goose. Add to that the
haunting smell of peat fires, the
hospitality of the Falklandcrs, the
lovely rivers in their remote
settings and those splendid
sea-trout — and you have
something very special.

Information
For information about the
Falklands, contact Falkland Island
Tourism, 126 Wethcrby Road,
York Y025BY. Tel: (0904)
782136.
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Taiwan's
South

Atlantic
hopes

A CONSORTIUM of
Taiwan fishing firms is
planning to enter into a
joint venture with an
Argentine concern to gain
access for Taiwan fishing
craft to the rich waters
controlled by the South
American country.
An official of Taiwan’s
Council for Agriculture
reported that more than 40
Republic of China fishing
companies have expressed an
interest in taking part in the
proposed venture, which
would
allow Taiwanese
7
boats to operate legally in
Argentina’s 200-mile exclu
sive zone.
The Argentine govern
ment/ which has strictly
enforced its rights over terri
torial waters, is said to be
planning to announce a new
fishing policy in September. I
The new regulations are
aimed at attracting foreign
investment and technology
to aid the nation’s fishing
industry.
j
Fishing industry represen- I
tatives from Taiwan are cur
rently in Indonesia to look
into the fcasability of form
ing joint ventures with at
least three Indonesian fish
ing companies.
According to industry
sources, the proposed joint
ventures would cover both
catching and processing, as
well as ship repairs.
Indonesian firms are said
to be eager to form ventures
with
foreign
companies
which can provide them with
much needed technology. At
present, the only foreign
companies engaged in joint
ventures with Indonesian
fishing firms are US con
cerns.

I
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THE GRAY FAMILY
MOVED TO THE
FALKLANDS WHERE THE
SHEEP AND THE SEALS
FAR OUTNUMBER THE
HUMANS — BUT THEY
HAVE FEW REGRETS.
E lived in a beautiful,
fk fel brand new, fourillraiw bedroomed bungalow
with ornamental stone
s'* W work and fish ponds in
the garden and a brand new car —
everything that a young family could
want." David Gray admitted. "But
life was speeding past us and for
what end? To have a new car. new
furniture and keep up with the
Joneses?"
It just wasn’t enough for him or
his wife Pat and, in 1974, they
decided to sell their house on the
outskirts of Middlesbrough and go
to live in the Falkland Islands, 8000
miles away in the South Atlantic, a
place few people in the U.K. had
heard of before the 1982 conflict
with Argentina.
Today David and Pat are running
a newly-built wildlife lodge on
Sea Lion Island, one of the most
southerly of the inhabited Falkland
Islands with a population —
including themselves — of seven.
"We talked about it for two years
before we decided to go," David
said, an electrician to trade. "I'd
worked in a factory with a man from
the Falklands and he'd talked about
the islands and the wildlife and the
freedom of it all. It was the freedom
and lack of restrictions that
appealed to us.”
His first application for a job was
rejected — there was no available
accommodation. But when he

i

applied the following year he was
accepted. Six months later he was
working as an electrician at Goose
Green settlement with its 20 or 30
houses, schools and the largest
sheep-shearing sheds in the world.
Pat, with their three-year-old
daughter, Andrea, to look after, was
battling with another set of
problems. "You have to make all
your own bread, milk the cow and
cook with peat as your fuel source,"
she said. "I’d never done any of
those things before. Cooking on a
peat-fuelled stove is quite an
experience. You get used to it in the
end but many a time I’d let the fire
go out just before David was due in
and couldn’t get the heat up in time
to cook his dinner.
"One day I'd just finished milking
the cow when it kicked the milk out
of my hand. I went home in tears
with only a couple of inches at the
bottom of the bucket!
"We had to make our own
vegetable garden as the only way to
get fresh vegetables is to grow your
own and we’d never done that
before. But neighbours were very
helpful. They used to come over
with milk and vegetables during the
first year.”
"Initially I wasn’t entirely sure
we'd done the right thing," David
admitted. "You do get a bit down
sometimes. But then I'd think of life
in England where we had the
material things we haven't got here,
but no real satisfaction.
'' For instance, I used to go to
work very early and never saw
Andrea because she was in bed and
it was the same when I got home at
eight at night. I'd only see her on
Sundays. Here we mightn't have
television or newspapers, but life is
fuller in a lot of ways and does give
you more in return. And as time
goes on, I’ve come to realise we did
do ttie right thing."
They stayed at Goose Green for
12 years during which time their
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second daughter, Johan, was born.
Then in March 1986 they made
another big decision: to move to the
isolated Sea Lion Island where the
only other inhabitants, Doreen and
Terry Clifton and their 13-year-old
daughter Marie, farm 1600 sheep.
"We felt we wanted to do
something on our own,” David said,
"and thought we’d like to run one of
the new holiday lodges being set up
by the Falkland Island Development
Corporation. We'd never done
anything like it before but had done
a lot of entertaining and do enjoy
meeting people."
It was, he admits, "a bit hair
raising” at first for it wasn’t just a
matter of moving into an existing
hotel. The lodge had to be built and
David was appointed project
manager.
"It's designed by a company near
Edinburgh, but the logistics of
getting anything here are
enormous,” he said. "All the
building material had to be brought
in by helicopter and the furniture
came by ship and had to be hauled
up a ramp on the rocky cliff some
thirty-five feet high. Then it
was taken by tractor and trailer
across rough grass to the lodge a
few'miles away.” There are no
roads on Sea Lion.
The foundations were laid on
June 2 and David and Pat opened
for business on November 28. As
neither had cooked professionally
before, they employed an English
chef whom they’d met in England
and now they plan the menus
together.
O UCH of the produce is
j|% Jfji necessarily around them:
B %w I m,'k anc* cream from the
m W w cows, eggs from the hens,
mutton from the sheep. But
vegetables, until their own garden is
established, have to be flown in
from Stanley. Water is pumped from
a nearby spring, fed through a
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sterilisation unit and heated by peat.
They generate their own electricity.
"Pat says I get a bit ratty at
times,” David said with a laugh,
"but we’ve only been going a short
time and the hours are long." A
typical day, he said, would include
stoking up the fires for cooking
breakfast, cleaning out the boilerroom fires for the central heating,
filling up the power-house engine
with diesel for electricity, checking
oil, chopping peat in small pieces so
it gives off more heat, filling drums
with diesel oil for the engines.
Land-Rover and tractor, and
checking water tanks. And that’s
just before breakfast!
Afterwards he gives the guests a
guided tour of the island to see the
hundreds of penguins, elephant
seals, sea lions and the many
different kinds of birds. He helps to
serve lunch, does maintenance jobs
in the hotel, works in the garden,
serves behind the bar of an evening,
banks fires and the boiler and
switches the engine off when
everyone has gone to bed.
Pat has an equally busy actionpacked day helping to cook for the
guests, cleaning the hotel rooms,
sorting out the laundry, serving
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lunch, tea and drinks behind the bar
of an evening.
It’s a harder life than the one they
left behind in England, but neither
regret the move.
"We keep in touch with friends by
letter. It's not the same, of course,
you can't go out on a Saturday
night. That’s gone, but you can have
too much of the bright lights and in
England, you always had to get up
next morning to go to work to earn
the money to go out and enjoy
yourself the next time. You don’t
think of it that way when you're
there, but looking back on it, you
see it as it really was."
Pat said she did miss going to the
hairdresser and window shopping,
' ’We have to use catalogues and
buy clothes when we can afford to
go home on leave, which has been
every four years so far."
"If I miss anything, it’s the trees,"
David admits. "I lived near woods at
home and there aren't any in the
Falklands, it’s too windy. But I think
I’m one of those chaps who can be
happy just sitting by a bank
watching a float. I've even stopped
smoking my pipe and I'd been doing
that since I was seventeen."

ij\

1

DOCTOR visits the island

M&fk every six weeks in the little
w m eight-seater Islander plane
that lands on Sea Lion’s
windswept grass when David has
cleared the sheep from the grass
"runway." The dentist comes once
a year though you can go to Stanley
straightaway if necessary and
dental treatment is free. Planes fly in
most days with visitors who come to
see the wildlife.
Andrea, now 15, goes to boarding
school in Stanley. If she gets her
"0"-Levels, she’ll go to college in
England. Johan, now 10. is going to
the Stanley school this year, but
isn’t looking forward to it. "It’s more
fun out here," she said. "I like going
down to the beaches and watching
the wildlife. I don’t go too close to
the sea lions, though, they're very
vicious.” She has a travelling
teacher who visits the island for two
weeks in every six to give lessons to
Johan and her neighbour Marie
Clifton. The rest of the time they get
15 minutes each day on the radio
telephone.
"Sometimes I’ve had little
twinges at leaving Goose Green,"
Pat admitted, "but these early
months on Sea Lion are bound to be
difficult."
David felt it was an interesting
challenge. "We're both forty-three
and at a crossroads in our lives. We
think we are right to try something

like this while we’re young enough
to enjoy it rather than look back at
being very well off at Goose Green
but always wondering for the rest of
our lives if we should have done this
when we had the chance.”
To live on an island with only one
other family for company calls for a
happy, stable marriage. ‘'We’ve
been married for twenty-five years
this March,” said David. "We do
have the odd rift, of course, but
never any real problems.”
1 'We’re only just starting to work
all day together,” Pat said, "and I
think when we get into a routine and
everything’s flowing, it will be fine.”
There's one episode in their lives
which they’ll never forget. David
described it.
"Two days after the Argentinians
landed in Stanley they came on to
Goose Green. At first they didn't
bother us, just checked us out.
"Then, after the bombing by the
British, the Argentinians ringed our
houses and we were all taken out
and shut in the Community Centre
for four weeks. There were a
hundred and fourteen of us, men,
women and children of all ages,
cramped into one small place. The
children couldn’t go out to play and
we slept on bare boards. They did
let the storekeeper out to get
food — cream crackers, tinned
meat — and we lived on things like
that, with no cooking at all for a
month until the liberation. I’d never
been that close to a battle before. It
was horrific.”
The islanders feel that the British
people have forgotten all about
them, and have done enough to
help them.
"We are very grateful for what
they've done," David said, "but
we'd like them to know what life is
like out here and what we have,
which I think is real freedom. When
you get back and think about your
visit, we hope you'll feel this sense
of peace that we feel the islands
have." H
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Falkland barracks ship
to be New York prison
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The Bibby Venture, being converted at Tilbury for use
as a prison ship to be based in New York harbour.

doors will lead into the main
prison section.
In the mess, up to 48 prisonTHE WORLD’S most unwel- ers at a time will be allowed 20
By John Petty
Transport Correspondent

day, flying the Bntish flag ^er,c.mesh fencing and barbed
but converted by Liverpool- ^ The ship will have telebased Bibby Line into a hones for prisoners’ use, with
floating prison for New calls free within the New York
York.
area.
The Home Office is looking
one complaint in America is
with interest at the project as it that Mafia bosses can continue
considers the need for more t0 mn their rackets by phone
orison accommodation in whiie ,n jail. But the right tor
Britain.
prisoners to use the telephone
Bullet-proof glass windows is built into the American penal
covered by steel bars replace code.
normal portholes in the grim,
xhe Bibby Venture is to be
grey, slab-sided Bibby Venture, chartered to the New York City
with cells for 396 detainees.
Department of Corrections m a
It is built like a series of con- contract worth $20 million tti
tainers welded together in million).
stacks four high and eight
Bibby went into the operation
across. Steel lattice catwalks of ships as floating hotels, barand metal ladders connect the rackSj offices and offshore-oildecks and the various stacks.
field accommodation units six
Warders will be able to watch years ago. The Bibby
prisoners through observation was °"g>na'ly ^‘Icfas bar
nanels
two other ships, to f^t as Dar
Holding pens with steel- racks off the: Falkland Islands,
harred gates will cage detainees
She has been rebuilt at Tilas they arrive from courts and bury by a team of 200 n1611 a*1**
wait to be processed and finger- 0n Monday will leave for New
printed. Electronically-operated York.
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Servicemen kicked
penguins in a
Falkland minefield
By Patrick Watts in Port Stanley

TWO BRITISH Seryieemen have beenrSentence^to
So”fmfrM “Sel! i» th.MM.nd, ,nd ch.s.d
and kicked penguins.
ld range fr0m seven to 28
Major General Neil Car- c
without pay The other
Her,J Commander British man will serve his detention m
Forces Falkland Islands, the Falklands.
who ordered an investigaA military spokesman said.
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“I couldn’t believe what I was
seeing-Servicemen running
around inside a marked mine
field,” he said
The area, like many othe
minefields on the islarn .
surrounded by a harbed
fence and clearly marked with
red triangles shovving skull and
crossbones and the word
“mines”.

said. It
stepped on an
^^^nnel mine.which we
knQ^ were laid by the Argentinians in that area.”
^ Army majors who
steppcd on unmarked mines
chortlv after the end of the 1982
shortly aiicr
a foQt since
confl t
h
tQ keep
the ^ minefiel(is have been
issued to Servicemen and civil
ians arriving in the islands.
Careers over
Mr Summers said that after
.

sssy-bT.

which took off at great speed .
Military Police inquiries
resulted in two Servicemen
one from the Army undone
from the RAF - being, denUfied. They were charged and
found guilty under various se^
tions of the Army and Am Force
Acts and received summary
discipline.
Although individual details
have not been released, it is
understood that one
n is
serve ouf histntence, which

Broad Street Associates
Facsimile: 01*831 7961

k

EeAS“.ri.«
e7nacidyent as “most
regrettabie“.
The attack has outraged aniMoving Falklanders and will
mauo^g ^ impr()ve relatl0ns
do n
islanders and the
which have been
in thc past.
sl At one stage, the Army issued
or(jer that Servicemen were
d their habit of referring
}0 the Falklanders as ‘ Bennies
after the simple character in the
TV soap opera, Crossroads.
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Floating jails
Newport, Rhode Island (AP)
- A barge that saw action in
the Falkland Islands War and
an old Staten Island ferry boat
will soon have new lives as
permanently docked prison
dormitories to help New York
City relieve its overcrowded
jails.
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THE INDEPENDENT

Revolt shows discontent still
seething in Argentine army

ON

A REVOLT by the Third Infantry
Regiment on the outskirts of Bue
nos Aires was brought under con
trol in the small hours of yester
day morning after Argentina’s
army
chief
~
~ ... of . staff,
. , , General
Dante Caridi, visited the regim<S •*
,
Despite the confident assurances of the General, however,
and attempts by the government
to play the incident down there is
growing evidence that the army
discontent that spilled over in the
Easter rebellion is still not under
the control either of the governmerit or the army high command.
1 he latest incident began on
Sunday night when 150 junior officers at the base locked themselves
in their barracks to protest
against the dismissal of their commanding officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Dario Fernandez Maguer.
The colonel was one of the officers who refused to send troops to
suppress last Easter’s rebellion,
On Friday, he was notified that he
was being sent, 15 months early, to
an undisdosed post.
The transfer was interpreted at
the base as punishment for his for

From Judith Evans
in Buenos Aires
the Easter rebellion. The officers
claimed on Sunday that such a
punishment violated “assurances
given by President Raul Alfonsfn”
that only Lieutenant-Colonel
Aldo Rico, the leader of the
Easter rebellion, would be punished.
Col Rico is in custody pending
prosecution on charges of rebellion and, last Friday, was denied
bail.
It was the second sign of militaiy unrest within a few days. Last
Friday, troops at an ammunition
dump staged an unannounced
military excercise and threatened
police and firemen who had
rushed to the scene.
The latest incident is just one of
several indications that General
Caridi, who was given his post in
the shake-up that followed the
Easter rebellion, is losing control
over the lower ranks of the army,
For more than two weeks, a 32minute videotape entitled “Operation Dignity” has been circulat-

ing in military installations. It was
made in consultation with the
Easter rebels and aims to defend
and justify their actions.
It has even been shown on one
local television station, in the provincial city of Mercedes, and uses
Col Rico’s rejection of human
rights trials for military officers as
part of the soundtrack,
In spite of its strong condemnation of the army high command,
whom the junior officers accuse
of betrayal, General Caridi has
not been able to prevent the
video’s distribution. Col Rico’s
supporters this month also disrupted two official army ceremoniesbyparadinginnoisycarcaravans shouting “long live Rico, the
fatherland and the armed forces”
The officers of the Third Regiment stressed this weekend that
they did not seek to threaten
President Alfonsfn’s government,
But this campaign of humiliation
against General Caridi is, according to a member of the “parallel
army”, designed to show the
general’s lack of command and to
highlight the government’s failure
to resolve military problems.
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UK fish fleet
in Falklands
still increasing
By a Staff Reporter

THE renaming in Hull yesterday
of a renovated trawler for SWB
Fishing marks another stage in the
build-up of a significant British
fishing fleet in the Falkland
Islands.
The Arctic Freebooter was
renamed Lord Shockleton at
Albert Dock and will become the
first UK trawler to fish Falklands
waters.
SWB is part of Boyd Line, one of
two British companies aiming to
become more heavily involved in
the South Atlantic.
The other, J. Marr, chartered ten
Japanese vessels last year and
increased this to 39 in 1987, includ
ing ten Taiwanese ships.
The Marr Falklands company
also broke a Soviet-Scandinavian
monopoly by transporting 66,000
tons of squid to Japan in collabora
tion with Fleet Services Ltd.
SWB has also operated a similar
sort of operation with chartered
tonnage this year.
There are now industry plans
through the Falkland Islands
government to order a fleet of
British trawlers which would give
the port of Hull a major boost with
refit and modernisation work.
Already the work undertaken on
Lord Shackleton has created 142
permanent jobs in the east coast
port.
As its contribution to year-round
fishing, Marr in collaboration with
: the Falkland Islands Development
l Corporation has bought the
Vesttraal, a Falklands war veteran,
for trawling.

London EC4A 1JE
Broad Street Associates Public Relations Limited 30 Fumival Street
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Fleet first
The first British trawler to be
converted for the fishing
boom in the Falklands was
renamed the Lord Shackleton,
in tribute to his advising the
Government to declare a fish
ing zone, and will sail next
month.
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Talks or notes?
London — The Argentine
news agency, Dyn, reported
yesterday that British and Ar
gentine diplomats were to
meet in New York next
month for talks on the re
newal of diplomatic rela
tions. A British Foreign Of
fice official said he had no
knowledge of such a pro
posal, although Britain and
Argentina had been involved
for some time in an indirect
exchange of notes aimed at
avoiding incidents in the
Falkland Islands Fisheries
Protection Zone.

k
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Banks closed
Buenos Aires (AP) — The
Argentine Central Bank has
closed six banks because ot
serious financial problems, in
the biggest action by the
since
banking authorities
,
, „
President Alfonsin was elec, ted in 1983.
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Alfonsin keeps his options open
NOW THE dust has settled fol
lowing Argentina’s mid-term
elections two weeks ago, the
Government’s road ahead ap
pears fraught with difficulties.
President Raul Alfonsin api pears to have decided to press
1 ahead with essentially th e same
policies that forced his Radical
Party to rule as a minority
government.
The climax of the Peronist
victory over the Government
turned into an anti-climax of
impatience as Mr Alfonsin de
layed announcement of his
reshuffled cabinet for ten days,
and in the wait for the Peron, ists to give some clear indicai

The Peronists are an
j unknown quantity. They
can exert power but
avoid the costs of
policy failures
tion of how they intended to
exploit
their
newly-won
electoral advantag.
The first clear message came
from Mr Antonio Cafiero, the
Peronist leader. A few days
after his party’s victory he said:
“We intend to enable the Gov
ernment to govern. In the case
of a national emergency we will
give the Government the laws it
needs. But the place for any
agreements will be in the Con
gress.
We do not intend to
WSmm?
share power.”
- r
Alliances will therefore have
to be pieced together on a caseby-case basis, if the Govern
ment wishes to introduce any
legislation in its remaining two
years of office.
Election high spot: A Socialist campaigner takes to stilts to rise
Mr Alfonsin was left with
above the fray
essentially two options in re
structuring his cabinet; either Nosiglia, a young Radical Party titional reform (which would reto
abandon
his
existing miiltant who controls the party quire a two-thirds majority in
economic policy in the hope of apparatus in the capital. His congress) has been postponed inplacating his Peronist opposi- inclusion of Mr Alderete was definitely. The foreign debt
tion, or to harden the policy aimed at dividing the Peronist issue has been placed in the
with an aim of possibly negotiat- opposition in the lead-up to the hands of Mr Sourouille and Mr
ing further down the road. He elections.
Caputo, who will press for a.;
chose the latter.
Despite widespread criticism freeze of debt interest rates.
Th new cabinet has fortified within the party for his “useHow much of this is rhetoric*
the positions of both Mr Juan less alliances,” as one senator for domestic. consumption will
Sourouille, the economy minis- termed them last week, Mr be evident when Argentina’s
ter, and Mr Dante Caputo, the Nosiglia has now been appointed negotiators arrive in the US this
foreign minister. The latter has to head the interior ministry, week. They do not have a great
emerged as the clearest and From there he will continue to deal of room for manoeuvre,
strongest voice of all within the plumb the opposition for weak- Foreign exchange reserves have
cabinet and has reportedly nesses and to enable govern- fallen considerably over the
exerted a strong influence in ment-sponsored legislation to past year and at the end of
survive through Congress. As August stood at $4.3bn, accordthe reshuffle.
Mr Sourouille has a freer the minister now in charge of ing to the central bank spokeshand with his anti-inflation and the intelligence
services, his man. Unofficial estimates of
controversial incomes policy, appointment has inevitably pro- liquid reserves are in the region
of $800m, sufficient only for two
with the removal of Mr Carlos voked some alarm.
Meanwhile, two important months’ imports.
Alderete as labour minister. The
latter is a Peronist trade policy issues have changed as a
If the banks are unreceptive
unionist whose appointment was result of the
elections. Mr the issue may then be taken to
masterminded by Mr . Enrique Alfonsin’s cherished constitu- Congress to obtain a political
Broad Street Associates Public Relations Limited 30 Fumlval Street London EC4A 1JE
Telephone: 01-331 3113
Facsimile: 01-831 7961
Telex: 894905
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consensus on how to continue
negotiations with the country’s
creditors. The Peronists have
already stated that they wish to
have a congressional debate on
the foreign debt.
The Peronists, however, are
still an unknown quantity. From
their free position on the
opposition benches they can
exert power over the govern
ment but avoid the political
costs of policy failures.
It is for this reason that some
prominent Radical Party figures
are already talking of a “tran
sitional” cabinet. The delay in
naming the new one was ap
parently due not only to inter-

if

Unions have wasted no
time in demanding
immediate changes in
economic policy and
wage increases
nal conflicts, especially over eco
nomic policy and Mr Nosiglia,
but also to the refusal of any
one to take the thankless post
. at the labour ministry.
The labour minister will be
obliged to bear the brunt of
trade union opposition to the
„ Government’s economic policy of
wage controls. Mr Tonelli, the
person who finally accepted the
task, said immediately that he
intended to pursue income poli
cies within guidelines laid down
by the economy minister, Mr
Juan Sourouille.
Unlike his predecessor, Mr
Tonelli will therefore avoid the
futile cabinet battles of the past
six months when contradictory
statements on incomes policy
emerged almost daily from one
of the two ministries.
The confrontation will once
again return to where it was
six months ago, between the
Government and the trade
unions
in
strike
action
•organised by Mr Saul Ubaldini,
the . secretary general of the
powetful General Confederation
of Labour. Mr Ubaldini has
wasted no time in demanding
immediate changes in economicpolicy following the elections,
and “urgent” wage increases for
the lowest paid.
Having spent the weekend:
briefing his new cabinet, Presi
dent Alfonsin said this week,
that “social agreements” with
the unions and Peronists aro
“essential” in the coming
months. Few doubt his sincerity
or conviction, but having chosert
to press ahead with a policy
already rejected by both, it is
unclear- where- any common
ground remains.
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Fishing News
25.9.87
cont..

Falklands role

From page one

gramme which win lead to
the building
and commissionf
_ ,
mg ot multi-purpose fishing
vessels specifically designed
for South Atlantic operation.
She has holding tanks for
araXnt"!
hake WWch
are then fed to three processThgJpneSr°n ^ fnCt°ry dfCkThese lines will produce
headed and gutted fish or
skinless fillets, either whole
or minced. In all cases the
product will be frozen in hori
zontal plate freezers.
Vesttraal
has
Swedish
VMK filleting machines like
those on board the Faroese
vessel Andrias i Havannasundi, recently featured in
Fishing News (September 11).
The skipper of the Faroese
vessel, Mortan Johannesen,
installed a final cutting
attachment to his VMK
machines to enable him to
process blue whiting blocks
at sea.
After returning to the UK
for
further
modifications
Vesttraal will sail to the
Falklands later this year. Her
crew will include Marr fisher
men trained on board Far
Eastern joint venture vessels
during the last two seasons.
_
« T *.j v.
• Marr Falklands) Ltd. has
appointed a new chief execu
tive to head its operations in

Falklands. Andrew How
joined BUT in Hull in 1972
and was involved with the
initial development of the I
winter
mackerel fishery
before moving to Australia in
1977.
He Iater moved to the tropics as manager of a major
prawn flshine company and
then on to New Zealand as
operations
manager
of
Sealord Products
• Fishing licences for the
1988 Falklands season can be
applied for in early October.
Three types of licence to fish
during the season to June 30
will be available.
These include a licence to
fish throughout the zone, a
licence to fish the northern
sector of the zone or a licence
to fish the southern sector.
The
Falkland
Islands
government is considering
granting licences for trawlers
valid for a 12 month period
starting on February 1 1988.
Alastair Cameron of the
Falkland Islands Office in
London said this is to encour
age a year round fishery in
the region.
Mr. Cameron is leaving
FIG this week to begin a new
life in his native Falklands.
He will be replaced by Lewis
Clifton
also from the
islands. •
:
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Cameron: “ Everything has changed ”

Golden
fleece of
Falklands

WHEN Alastair Cameron took
over as the Falklands represen
tative in London three years
ago, the islands’ economy had
the momentum of drifting kelp.
As he leaves the job today, the
place is so awash with promis
sory notes that soothsayers pre
dict the development problems
of a Gulf state.
Cameron, aged 35, fights shy
of any personal credit for this
sea change, theocratically con
tent to push some kudos in the
direction of the Foreign Office.
But, as the eyes, ears and
mouthpiece of the Falklands
councillors, he has shouldered
a formidable workload, with
the help of his sister, Sukey,
secretary to the FalklandIslands Government Office near
Millbank.
He kept up the pressure on
the FO for a fishing zone,
source of the huge licence fees
now materialising. A notable
coup was to edge Spain and
Portugal into the licence net.
By presenting a modern, intelli
gent face of the Falklands, seen
by some as a hotbed of sheep
shearing recidivism, he found
the Civil Service’s wavelength.
When the Argentines invaded
in 1982, Cameron was in West
Germany, dabbling in building
restoration and art history.
Having studied fine art and.
history at East Anglia, he had
no intention of working in the
Falklands, where his father had
sold the large family farm at
Port San Carlos some years
before and retired to England. 1
“The Falklands were on a;
slippery siope, with an uncer
tain future,” he says. “The
place and the possibilities were'
small. Now everything has
chanced.”

He heard the invasion
rumours on Radio 2 in Cologne.
“ The shock was such that one
wanted to be with other people.
I packed my bag and thought I
would be in London for a
week.”
He joined the band of volun
teers who manned a small
office during the conflict. “ Few
of us had any experience of
dealing with the press. Sud
denly we had people turning up
and paying us money to plead
our cause on radio and televi
sion, which we did in a very
naive way. We needed all the
money we could to keep the
office going. Most of use were
unpaid.”
He is about to set off on a
holiday to St Helena before
seeking a government job in
Port Stanley. His successor is
Lewis Clifton, manager of the
Philatelic Bureau in Stanley,
who is expected to move the
London office to larger
premises.
Cameron says that the island
ers’ abiding distrust of the Brit
ish Government is tempered by
a dramatic decline in uncer
tainty. What of the FO’s atti
tude? “ If you are a continual
problem, you are going to be
bad news. If you are a success
then people want to be identi
fied with you.”
i
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A painful reminder of Argentina’s evil past
Softer iuan Ge,man

Argentina's'evil

seems to me a painful example of
the paradoxes in Argen ina today.
His present personal situation
leav^Argendn^fbrexde Aoril

but in May 1984 Sefior Gelman's
friends in Buenos Aires advised
him not to come home to seek his
frandch;!d; they had confidential
information concerning a prospective legal action due to his

1975, under Isabel Peron s gov-

tag

“«sssassassa

political force created by the
fascist sector of the Peromst
movement to eliminate the revolutionary sector of the same
h®10"8^.10 ihe
atter. His exile continued under
the military dictatorship (1976™ . °,
** “Vton y
desapancion (warrant and disap^r?ccCeHLqral^,trt0ndeath)
was issued by the 601 Intelligence
Battalion of the army. His exile
still continues under the civil government of Doctor Alfonsin.
in August 1*76 his son and his
son s wife (aged 20 and 19) were
abducted m Buenos Aires by a
military group. His daughter-inlaw was pregnant. He had no further news of them, but he is sure
from survivors of the military concentration camp that both were
killed and that his grandson (or
granddaughter) was bom in the
camp. In February 1978 the Vatican informed him without further
details that the child was alive.
Children bom from prisoners in
concentration camps were given
to childless couples of military or
police members whose names
were on a waiting list. Once the
child was born, the mother was
killed and the baby given away,
His grandchild should be 10 years
old now.

Police Headquarters told his lawyer that a judge, Dr Miguel
Guillermo Pons, had initiated in
1985 a procedure against him for
‘unlawful association” according
to the article 210 of the Criminal
Code, had then issued a warrant
against him (within the national
borders) in June 1985, and in Feb!?ary
1986
dedared
his
contumacy” because he had not
appeared before the court,
though it was impossible for him
to do so, as he had no official information about the process until
March this year.
The Judge Pons belongs to the
very large rffajority of the present
judiciary that was appointed by
the military dictatorship and confirmed by the democratic government of Doctor Alfonsfn. The
allegation against Senor Gelman
was based on his brief membership in 1977 of the Movimienio
Peronisia Montonero (MPM). The
MPM was bom as an anti-dictatorial organisation with the aim of
concentrating on the political and
social fields. When it slipped towards violent action a group of
MPM leaders and members, in
eluding Senor Gelman, left the
organisation as from knowledge
of conditions in Argentina they
felt there was no room for mili-

geousty initiated by themadtede
Plaza de Mayo.
After the spiit, they denounced
publicly the mistaken militarist
policy of the MPM and were condemned to death (in exile) by

power of Doctor Alfonsin8 the
MPM decided on self-dissolution
Although it was an organisation
that only existed under8 the military dictatorship, legal actions
were initiated against their leaders and even those who had left
the MPM five years before, so Senor Gelman is involved in the
same suit as the Montoneros who
had condemened him to death. At
the same time the democratic
government has enacted a socalled Ley del punto final, which
amnesties hundreds of members
of thearmy —murderers and torturers — who have been identified by the victims who survived
and the families of those dead,
Senor Gelman writes to me: “I
have sleepless nights thinking that
the killers of my children are
walking freely in my city, whereas
I am banned to do so. I must re
turn to Argentina and I must return in freedom to enquire about
the whereabouts of my grandchild
and to know the fate of my son
and daughter-in-law and put an
end to this inexpressible night
mare of their ‘disappearance’”.
Yours truly
GRAHAM GREENE
Antibes
17 September
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Hope on Falklands

Britain and Argentina appear to be investing more hope in
indirect contacts on the Falklands through the US State
Department than had been thought (Our Diplomatic
Correspondent writes). Mr George Foulkes, opposition
spokesman on foreign affairs, yesterday reported to Mr
Timothy Eggar, Under-Secretary of State at the Foreign
Office, on recent meetings with senior officials and a junior
minister at the Argentinian foreign ministry.
“There is a better chance of progress than there has been.
There is a bunch of olive branches”, he said. His optimistic
assessment was not contradicted by Whitehall sources.
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UK aims
to avoid
F alkland
tension
From Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires
Britain has sent Argentina
proposals aimed at avoiding
tension in the South Atlantic
and is awaiting a reply from
President Raul Alfpnsin’s
Government.
Few details of the British
move, disclosed in a newspaper
here, have emerged yet. Diplo
matic observers say it was sub
mitted in August in a
“ non-paper,” or informal docu
ment, transmitted through the
United States Government.
The British proposals were
the latest step in a continuing
“ exchange of ideas ” estab
lished through third parties
after Britain declared its fish
ing protection zone around the
Falkland Islands in October. It
is thought to be the second
time Britain and Argentina
have discreetly and indirectly
swapped ideas since then.
The Argentine Foreign Minis
ter, Mr Dante Caputo, is said to
have outlined his thinking on
averting tension in a * similar
document despatched via the
US to London last May.

SSJUJoiSmtS!

The minister is also said to
have raised the idea with US
officials of recruiting a third
country or international organi
sation to act as “ witness ” to
any bilateral efforts to reduce
nsks in the South Atlantic. The
most obvious candidate, the US,
has consistently stressed its un
willingness to mediate between
Argentina and Britain.
The British proposals focus
on plans to co-ordinate the two
countires’ fisheries protection
and policing policies and Lon
don stressed that this had no
bearing on the sovereignty
issue.
The timing of disclosure by
the Argentines of the British
document has caused some
comment here. It has been
revealed in an apparent at
tempt to create the image that
progress is being made on the
thorny Falklands issue ahead
of the United Nations debate on
the dispute.
The document was leaked as
Mr Caputo left Buenos Aires
for New York, where he was
expected to hold talks with
senior US official, EEC repre
sentatives, and the Secretary
General of the UN, Mr Javier
Perez de Cuellar. Talks with
the UN official were expected
to explore ways of reaching an
understanding with Britain on
the Falklands.
The British proposal is seen
here as a sign that both sides
are moving towards a direct
| dialogue, although this has al! ways been urged by Britain as
| long as sovereignty Was
1 excluded.
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The other side
Leeds — The British televi• sion documentary, The Falk
lands War: The Untold Story,
has been bought for full
transmission throughout Ar
gentina, Yorkshire Televi
sion announced.
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Guernsey parishes — in Falklands
by Tim Earl
THE sheltered housing for
elderly Falkland Islanders,
built as part of a new
hospital in Stanley with a
£100,000 grant from Guern
sey, will be named after
the 10 island parishes and
the local sailor killed in the
1982 conflict.
All but one of the new
units are now occupied by
elderly people following the
hand-over of the new hospi
tal.
Chief medical officer for
the joint civilian and mili
tary hospital Derek Murphy
says that the whole unit
looks superb and that the
sheltered accommodation is
‘absolutely first-class’.
He says that the four
double and seven single
units of accommodation will
be named after Guernsey’s
10 parishes and sailor Peter
Brouard who was killed
while serving in HMS Ar
dent during the conflict
with Argentina.
He was the only Guernseyman killed in the conflict
and was serving with 815
Naval Air Squadron as a
member of the ship’s flight.
Petty Officer Brouard
died as the Ardent provided
protection to the landing
forces which liberated the
Falkland Islands.
Dr Murphy says that the
suggestion for naming the
units came in a letter from
the Bailiff, Sir Charles
Frossard.
Falklands governor Gor
don Jewkes is adamant that
the official opening will not
take place until Sir Charles
is available to attend.
It is also hoped that Sir
Jack Hayward, who gave
£lm. towards the accommo
dation, will attend.
The units have been allo
cated to Falkland Islanders
by a special committee of
which Dr Murphy is chair
man. All but one double
are now occupied.
Two sisters, one of whom
lived in Stanley, the other
in ‘camp’ - the islanders’
name for the outback have taken a double unit.

The new sheltered accommodation units attached to the Falkland Islands new hospital which will be named after
Guernsey’s 10 parishes and Petty Officer Peter Brouard who was killed in the conflict.
They are together again
for the latter years of their
lives because of the shelterDr
ed accommodation,
Murphy said.
Each unit is self-contain
ed with many electric appli
ances and is heated by the
main hospital system.
As electricity is expensive
the residents are given help
with the bills if they cannot
afford it.
The housing units are
built on a flat piece of land
on the warmer north side
of the hospital with a short
level road to Stanley's post
office, stores and bank.
Because of the fishing
licences issued last year the
island’s economy is booming
and the demand for accom
modation in Stanley is con
siderable.
Traditionally Falkland Is-

landers who live outside
Stanley retire to the capital
taking flats or government
accommodation.
The sheltered accommodation will liberate several
of the flats in Stanley
allowing more islanders to
come in from the camp. Dr
Murphy said.
Stanley had a hospital
for civilians at one end and
the military at the other.
The new hospital will do
the job of both of them.
It can take 25 patients
with considerable room for
expansion if needed sudden
ly, he said. There are also
two maternity beds.
Problems with the ventila
tion system for the operat
ing theatre held up the
hand-over of the new hospi
tal, and with it the sheltered
accommodation.

But in July the equipment
‘suddenly came right' and
the first patients were
accepted in the middle of
last month.
Dr Murphy’s committee
already had their list of
elderly people to move into
Guernsey’s wing and all
but one unit is now taken.

There are 18 patients W
the hospital at the momenj
Some of them are elderly
people who cannot loo
after themselves, even w
sheltered accommodation.]
The hospital will also
have a geriatric day-centi*'
for people living in Stanley.
Dr Murphy says.
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APPOINTMENTS

Abaco Investments names director
Abaco Investments: Mr Roger
'Morgan joins the board.
Dunlop-Beaufort: Mr Jon
Wilson becomes managing
director.
Marsh & McLennan Companics: Mr Lawrence Lasser
joins the board.
National Westminster
Bank. Dr David Smith is made
a director of the Western
Advisory board and Mr Dennis Burrell a director of theouter London regional board.
Grevhound Guaranty: Mr
Paul Gottlieb is made chairman and Mr Richard Welch
joins the board.
Hunting Gate DevelopmenuMr Kenmanaging
Gnindv dirhecomes deputy
ector. Mr Andrew Clayton and
Mr Jeremy Needs join the
board.
Pirns: Mr Mike Geach has

been appointed vice-president
for the East Coast, US.
International Partnership:
Mr Jeff Yeung becomes financial director.
Tower Hill Services: Mr AR
Taylor, Mr CM Keeling, Mr
JW Ramplin, Mr PD Evans,
^JrRLBarclay, MrIG Dai;sh.
Mr
Earthrowl and Mr JP
Watson join the board.
National Joint Council for
the Engineering Construction
Industry: Sir Pat Lowry becomes chairman.
Continental Aktiengesellschaft: Herr Horst Urban
becomes chairman; Herr Wilhelm Borgmann vice-cha.rman;
Herr Semper,.
Wilhelm Schafer
chairman.
Reifen;
Herr Gunter Sieber and Herr
Wilhelm Wmterstein joi
board.
Broomheads: Mr Alan

v
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jon Wilson: new managing
director at Dunlop-Beaufort
Stanley becomes chief exec
utive.
RJR Nabisco: Mr Charles
Huge! Ibecomes non-execu.,ve
chairman.
MG A Developments: Mr
Jan-Erik
Jansson is made
.
operations director

Llm „.d 30 Fumlval
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Marr (Falklands): Mr An
drew How becomes chief
executive.
Alexanders Rouse: Mr AIano Regueiro becomes dir
ector, capital markets
division.
NEC Business Systems
(Europe): Mr Toshi Yamafuji
becomes assistant managing
director.
_ tl
Land Rover: Mr John Sellers is made finance director.
BET Plant Services: Mr Ray
Ledger joins the board.
Ocean Mackenzie: Mr Wil
liam Hogg and Mr David
Jones become directors.
British Cotton Growing
Association: Mr James Turnbull joins as divisional
director.
Coca-Cola & Schweppes
n .
Beverages: Mr Robert Donkersley is made a director.
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Alfonsin delays
charter reform

g£3¥5ssa&i
one

Patagonian region in the south.
e aeso ate
weekendAmeeti^mwi.hthhe- annou,ncemen<s at the start of a
wteKena meeting with his newly named eieht-mcmhpr
whichche rePJaced the controversial Peronist
Labour Minister Senor Carlos Alderettc. Senor Alderette
w be succeeded by Sehor Ideler Tonelli, who had sensed as
the
!
;
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to give the economy further breathing
space; a reminder that the debt crisis

Everyone’s got
debt fatigue

cials have been sounding warnings
about the creeping debt fatigue which
has been making it steadily more difhcult to put together traditional fi
nancing packages for debtor countries.

—
T) razil, which is expected to hold
f^some initial discussions with
* bankers in Washington later
this week, is likely to prove the centre
of interest on the debt front at the annual meetings of the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank
It is doubtful that anything very conCrete will emerge. But the thinking of
both bankers and debtor countries on
a number of important issues should
become rather clearer over the next
couple of weeks.
Therc have been determined and
fairly aggressive noises emerging
from Brazil over forthcoming debfne8

Frustration with the orthodox apbecoming increasingly evi* u
out notonly by the
2 uUb'^humping fr°m Argentina,
That Comc ?Q8sntArpret 35 3 si8nal
‘
, 1988 Ar§cntlna will be
°r s°methmg more radical,
RUt a-iS? by the kjnd of demands which
n°w.making - for instance
tIJl °p0sa s for.secuntising half of its
n " “T", ,a‘ bank dcbt'
ti°, mSp,i?nHfrUSt^atl0^WIth tradl~
tlonaI ™ethods only evident on the
part of the debtor countries. It is evihi a,!S0. amo"g . the commercial
baJJks’ both In re]atl0n to the overall
aDomach^Cgy
he details of the

fhe USnTccIsu^ft A^geminaebwhere

10 For lnsl,®nce ?ne lJtJ ^'ng boated

‘-Siawssit

internal elections, has been makingf n^c,"S Packa8es.for debtor counbclligerent statements: it warned thif which reft"? °
mtereSt t0 banks
week that it would not in future ac- ^hicb re^sc to put up new money.
cept overly-restrictive IMF conditions rai^T wit^ ofn
C°U,d
and would be looking for a freezing of £a,S£ Wlth
agreements, some
interest rates on its external debt8
Idea*” ^ qUItC sympathetIC t0 thc
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Alfonsin
drops plan
for reform

i
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From Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires
President Raul Alfonsin has
abandoned his plan to reform
Argentina’s constitution, but
apparently still hopes to press
ahead with changes to the sys
tem of government and a plan
to move the national capital to
Patagonia.
In a televised speech at the
weekend. President Alfonsin
said he would not send a bill
proposing constitutional change
to Congress until the “consen
sus of a very ample majority”
in favour of reform was “per
fectly clear.”
President Alfonsin has
repeatedly denied he wants to
run for a second term in 1989, a
move which would be barred
by the present constitution. But
suspicion persists that, as the
ruling Radical Party’s biggest
vote-winner, he could be pre
vailed upon to change his
mind.
However, in a signal that he
still wishes to create the image
of a parliamentary system of
government in Argentina — in
contrast to the strongly presi
dential model in use at present
— he announced that his minis
ters would appear before Con
gress every week to answer
questions. In announcing his
apparent abandonment of con
stitutional reform, he said: “I
do not wish at this time to
submit the Argentine people to
new tensions.” Even so, he still
intends to move the capital.
The President said he wanted
to transfer it to the twin cities
of Viedma and Carmen de
Patagones, 625 miles south of
here and denied that this
would mean a significant drain
on public funds. He defended
his Government’s record, al
though he admitted mistakes
nad been made.
While conceding that the vot
ers blamed the Government for
Argentina’s economic difficul
ties President Alfonsin argued
tnat any economist would be
nard pressed to adopt a differ
ent policy. Resources to meet
public demand for better living
standards were "very scarce.”

Even so, he repeated an ear
lier attack on the International
Monetary Fund’s harsh auster
ity policies by saying it was not
possible to continue with the
“uncertainty” caused by them
and that his Government would
demand a ceiling on interest
rates. The only way out of
Argentina’s problems was “an
aggressive growth policy,” he
said, warning that an isolation
ist stance on the debt issue
would prompt “reprisals which
would be greater than the
benefits.”
The new Cabinet met over
the weekend in what was seen
as a sign of disagreement over
how the forthcoming talks with
the IMF should be approached.
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Mr Andrew How,former
operations manager of Sealord
Products. New Zealand, has
been appointed chief executive
of MARR (FALKLANDS) of
Hull. The company runs catch
ing and marketing operations in
Port Stanley, FI, and is in part
nership with the Falkland Is
lands Development Corporation
to develop a South Atlantic fish
ing industry.
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GUNNERS AND QUEENS
SHARE
PEACE
AWARl
THE Wilkinson Sword of Peace
Award 1986 for the Army’s
CO'
sution to establishing good
an<„ .lendly relations with the
inhabitants of communities at
home and overseas has been won
by two units, writes Graham
Smith.
Sharing the honour are 25
Engineer Regiment, RE for
ridding Port Stanley of its
Falklands war debris, and the
3rd Battalion, The Queen’s
Regiment for helping the Belize
Defence Force operationally in
us training and aid with natural
disaster relief operations in
Jamaica.
25 Engr Regt, reinforced by
518 Coy, RPC, served in the
Falklands from November last
year 'until March, with the
principal task of recovering 7,000
tons of stores and equipment
from the site of RAF Stanley
aft.
le opening of the Mount
Pleasant Airfield. The objective
was achieved in two months.
The regiment then turned its
hand to clearing all the military
scrap from the area of the old
airfield and other areas around
Stanley.
About 15kms of barbed wire
was removed and dumped at sea
More than 100 derelict vehicles
were buried while 150 lorry loads
of rubbish were removed from
Queensmen from the 3rd
Whalebone Cove.
From Stanley itself 500 loads Battal,on on Patro1 in the jungles
of rubbish were shifted and many °f BeMze
sites
landscaped.
Detached
disaster relief team sent to
to South Georgia to build a jetty,
Jamaica.
A Troop also renovated the
The citation says of the
post office at King Edward
battalion: “It earned a well
Point.
deserved reputation for its
3 Queens served in Belize from
friendliness and co-operation
April until October last year.
with the local population and its
Each company held an open
efforts were always directed to
day for the villagers and helped
achieve the best for the
with projects such as church
community as a whole.
repairs, water pump installation
‘‘Much of its time was spent in
and the rebuilding of clinics.
patrolling, bringing the battalion
In addition to flood relief in into daily contact with the local
the capital, the battalion was population in isolated jungle
represented in a tri-Service villages. Soldiers provided basic

Sappers from 35 Engr Regt tear
up the fabricated runway surface
constructed at RAF Stanley

medical support for the inhabi
tants and were able to convey
messages to others.
“The battalion generated a
tremendous amount of goodwill
and did much in maintaining
good friendly relations with the
inhabitants of Belize, including
many recently arrived Guatema
lans.”
Lt Col Bob McGhie, CO of the
650-strong regiment said: “We
are delighted and honoured to
receive this very prestigious
award. It really is a tangible
award which all the soldiers,
irrespective of rank, can share for
their efforts in Belize. That is the
nice thing about the Wilkinson
Sword, it is an award which all
can share rather than an award to
an individual.”
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Pennies from Heaven
for Falklands school
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PASSENGERS leaving Mourn
Pleasant on the homeward bound
IriStar flights have given a valu
able cash boost to local school
children.
In common with many airports
(he departure lounge at Mount
Pleasant has a box «n which
passengers are invited to deposit
ralkland Islands currency which
cannot be used in the UK. When
Air Movements staff opened the
box recently for the first time in

£?.??nths ,he>' found (hal

£64.28 had been collected.
The cash will be donated to

m

I
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Stanley Junior School and can be
used to help finance the building
of a sandpit for the youngsters
Air movements staff in the Falk
lands have a long and happy
association with the school which
stretches back to the end of 1983
Over the years they have helped
provide the children with various
extras including climbing appara
tus and a slide.
Our picture shows SACs Nigel
Cameron (left) and John
McGrath of the Air Movements
Flight, Mount Pleasant counting
the proceeds.
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Alfonsln keeps to
unpopular course
PRESIDENT Alfonsin’s new cab
inet, announced late on Wednes
day night, demonstrates the
President’s determination to stick
to many unpopular policies, at
least some of which were respon
sible for his party’s humiliating
electoral defeat on 6 September.
In the key area of economic
policy, President Alfonsm has
clearly stated that Argentina can
expect more of the same with the
confirmation in his post of one of
his most criticised ministers, the
Economy
Juan
Minister,
Sourrouille and the naming of
Ideler Tonelli as Minister of Labour.
Mr Tonelli replaces Carlos
Alderete, a Peronist, who had
openly clashed with the economy
ministry over wage policies. Mr
Tonelli, in contrast, said in his
first public statement as Labour
Minister, “I don’t intend to con
front the economy ministry.”
Another heavily criticised min
ister, the Defence Minister,
Horacio Jaunarcna, also retained
his post. Although Mr Jaunarena
came under attack after the
Easter rebellion of a group of ju
nior army officers, he has been re
tained, it is believed, because the
government thinks that continuity
in the post is desirable, in view of
continuing discontent in the
armed forces and the possibility
of further trouble from that direc
tion.
The new cabinet has received a
mixed reception. Overall it is seen
as representing the president’s

From Judith Evans
in Buenos Aires
“inner circle” and many of its
members have been criticised for
lack of experience. One highranking government official re
marked that the cabinet list was a
reaction to the new balance of
power following the Radical
Party’s electoral defeat and
should not necessarily be viewed
as a permanent list.
The
business
community
greeted the new cabinet with a
measure of relief, both because
Mr Sourrouille has retained his
post and because of the inclusion
of a number of younger men who
are known to be committed to the
president’s programme of struc
tural reform and economic de
regulation.
The continuity represented by
Mr Sourrouille and the promise
of increased dynamism in struc
tural changes, has provided the
business community with a wel
come assurance that the electoral
setback has unsettled the
president’s nerve to the point of
revising or improvising economic
policy.
But while this goes down well
the
businessmen,
with
government’s central dilemma
has been underlined by the elec
tions — how to maintain its eco
nomic direction in the face of re
sentment of the electorate at
continuing inflation and falling
living standards.
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Endurance is
refitted for
Falklands
By Adela Gooch
Defence Staff

THE ICE PATROL ship
Endurance, whose with
drawal partly caused Argen
tina to invade the Falklands,
is to be re-dedicated at Devonport dockyard today
after a 15 month refit.
The 31-year-old ship, twice
reprieved from the scrapyard, is
expected to resume her South
Atlantic role shortly.
The latest recent refit, costing
of £18 million, should increase
her operational life by 10 years.

Falklands symbolism
Among the improvements
have been a complete rewiring,
and overhaul of the engine. Her
flight deck has also been modi
fied to take two Lynx helicop
ters, which carry a wide range
of weapons.
The refit was ordered despite
calls for the ship for the former
Danish supply vessel to be
replaced by a purpose-built ves
sel. While cost was a factor, so
was Endurance’s symbolism in
the area.
Endurance was the guard ship
for the Falklands in the run-up
to the conflict.
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Demand
strong
in Hull
HULL,

l‘“are
«»

a-H* wa,s referring to the criSis faced by the port in the
flerI.y e,fh‘ies when, with its
H®n p i,but ,®one and the
Hull Fishing Vessel Owners'
Association wound up, Hull
faced a real threat of cornpiete closure as a fishing
port.
Today Hull is one of the
strongest markets in the
country, with a flourishing
processing and merchanting
sector and attracts fish from
throughout the UK, the conlandnt 3nd’ m°St notab]y' Ice-

1

. Its fleet remains limited
however to a handful of mid
dle and distant water vessels
owned by the only two companies to survive the crash of
this sector in the seventies J
Marr and Boyd Line.
Although these two com
panies are actively develop
ing their fishing activities in
the Falklands, it is unlikely
that the fleet working from
Hull will grow to any signifi
cant extent in the foreseeable
future — although events at
urimsby, which is now at the
crisis point faced by Hull in
1980, could result in the
transfer of some vessels to
Hull.
Hull is outside of the
National
Dock
Labour
Scheme which is at the root
of Grimsby’s present difficul
ties, and can therefore work
more flexibly.
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COMPANY
operating
a
Spanish flag of
convenience ship
was fined a mas
sive £71,000 by
Plymouth magis
trates last Fri
day.

-Mi

London - registered
Charmbuy Ltd., and
former Fleetwood skip
per Lawrence Doilin
faced 16 charges of
misusing’ the trawler
Gachamuwa, and also
had to pay £1,200 costs
wmes PHIL LOCK-’

Fishi ng News 18
September
1987
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The 16 charges were
heard from a dossier of 21
summons since February I
this year.
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Humber firm

THE® acquisition of a
European
fish
selling
agency in Germany of J.
Marr (Fishing) Ltd., (see

the

adopted by the remnants
industry, seemingly in terminal decline at the beginning of the eighties, in
their battle for survival.
Indeed, with

rv*
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generadongofCextr0emeW carT
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H
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a ^ V further P°lansation of
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waters,” he U toldf
t0r t0 the subsequent deciNews ’
Fishing sion to demerge the family
With
th»
* •
companies resulting in the
;mr,n qj l *
restrictions amicable re-ffrounine ln<=f
regulations* marW^0 QUOt,a year into Andrew Marr InterOIf a
mafketing took national and J. xMarr with J
question
U Was,a Marr (Fkhing) becoming a
markets whlj i>P lyin? the “ajor operating division8 of
mn Ji ^ where demand, and
the latter in this year’s resulhiehest^ Y ST1?68’ wouId be tant re-structuring,
could k/° wkhatever ^ies
The removal of the free.
zers
p
cau£bt.
left the small fresher fleet as
several^ F.T™* made ,int° 3 compact’ specialised busi-

...rs

1981 was the low point In grounds and hopefully, as a
that year the eight surviving
lfe11 profitably
stem fresher trawlers in the
J
French Ports.
Marr
fleet,
leading an • * fc£e event* ifc was saitbe
increasingly nomadic exi*
lnto.pc German ports that
fence m between periods of ?rovided Marr with the betla
o, were heavily in thp
mF0SSIngs it needed,
reu with virtually every trin
Throughout 1983 a better
a loser.
y ip mix of markets and voyages,
In 1982 the company madp
an in?reasing number of
a reluctant departure from it* landings into Bremerhaven
roots by transferring its f/1*!, C^,xbaven as well as
remaining Fleetwood trawlpr! ?ul1* Fleetwood and Aberto Hull. The resultant econn
deen> saw the return of deepmies provided a welromo Sea ^shing as a viable busibreathing space, but the rSl ne£? for J‘ Marr and Sonkeys to recovery were alrpnd,,
• Tbe year also saw tbe effecm hand.
feaay tive removal of the last of the
Charles Marr identifies t^ freezer trawlers from the corncrucial developments whi^K Pany’s deepsea fleet. All four
Put the company back nn Q
tke operational Marr
growth course.
freezer trawlers had been
“First, we recognised tha fecluisitioned for the Falkpotential of other Eumnean landsJtask forca in 1982 and,
markets, especially German
Wlth dlversions into scientific
Secondly, and even
y' exploration and other work,
important, we werp
•re did not ^et back into tbeir
were seeing stride as an operational fish
ing unit after their return.
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sister company Andrew Marr
International Ltd. demonstratmg a heavy commitment
to the development of the
Falklands-based South Atlantic fishery, it is no longer a
question of survival for the
Marr companies - more a
speculation on how much faster the pace of growth will
become.
, ^artam^y the recovery of
thefishing side has been dra-

^B

I

rs

east Arctic grounds off the
Norway coast.
Subsequently the company
has been able to develop a
seasonal
fishing
pattern
embracing both quota and
non-quota species and rang
ing from the Western Atlan
tic through the North Sea to
the Norwegian and Barents
Seas.
Our new breed of skippers
are not necessarily more able
or more skilled than their
predecessors but they certainly have a wider range of
skills and knowledge,” said
Charles Marr.
"It takes four or five years
to get to know fishing
grounds and our present team
have worked very hard to
gain what must be an almost
unique blend of knowledge of
home waters, which now
include what we always used
to call middle waters, as well
as distant water grounds.
"It is a fitting reward for I

^^^H ^J^B
H HI
-r
K

their efforts that we should
be able to once again order
new ships, and British built
ships, on which they can
really show their skills.”
As reported earlier in Fish
ing News J. Marr (Fishing)
has two new 38m. stem trawl
ers building at Cochranes of
Selby.
In line with its fishing
resurgence the company has
also been developing its
agency services. The tradi
tional link with Fleetwood
was completely severed, and
the company retains its office
and fish selling operation
there
while
the
longestablished Icelandic agency
in Hull was strengthened last
year when Icelander Baldvin
Gislason and Marr have a
Gislason and Marr has a
substantial stake in the grow
ing container trade with Ice
land as well as Marr’s tradi
tional selling and agency
work for Icelandic vessels
landing directly at Hull.
Against this background
the move into the EEC mar
ket through the acquisition
of the Eurotrade agency in
Cuxhaven can be seen as a
logical expansion of Mari
Fishing’s business.
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MARR FORGES GERMAN
LINKS

MARR fish selling agen
cies in Hull and Flee
twood
have
widened
international
their
network with the acqui
a
German
sition
of
agency operating in Cuxhaven.

J. Marr (Fishing) Ltd.
said that following the
acquisition of Eurotrade
KG from the parent com
pany, Flamingo Fish of
EurotBremerhaven,
rade's managing director
Gerd Gieseler and fresh
fish trading expert Burghard Dusse to run the
company.
Marr director

Charles

Marr said: "This is a log
ical extension of our sub
stantial
and
growing
trade through the two
German ports, the past
five years, during which
we have established an
excellent business and
personal
relationship
with Eurotrade and Gerd
Gieseler.

"This opens a direct
route for our catches into
the
EEC
and
eastern
European markets, and an

additional bonus is that
Gerd
brings
into the
company
the
interna
tional frozen fish trading
expertise we have been
seeking to add to our
range of marketing skills.

Saithe
Marr began to develop
the German market when
some of the fish species
it was restricted to under
EEC quota arrangements,
notably
saithe,
com
manded better prices at
the German ports. Now,
in the nomadic life the

company's trawlers are
forced to follow, land
ings in Germany are a
regular feature.
Other agency work is
handled through Gislason
and Marr Limited, the
Hull-based
Icelandic
agency headed by Ice
lander Baldvin Gislason.

Contacts
now
are:
Fleetwood,
Jim
Cross
Tel: 03917 3466; Hull,
Frank Knight (Marr Fish
ing) and Baldvin Gislason
(Gislason and Marr Ice
landic agency) Tel: 0482
27873; Cuxhaven. Gerd
Gieseler Tel (from UK):
010 49 4721 22365.
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RV Lancella heading towards her
i 1 8

I §

ONE of the world’s bestknown
and
biggest
research ships arrived in
her new home port of Hull
last week with her new
owners, J. Marr (Shipping)
Ltd. looking forward to a
variety of leading roles for

pizsr&C
West
,.

German

new home port of Hull

in several n»rtc ^
T.
according
'
Operations
P p0g S
Graham Botterill *
CaP
As well as fisherv rpcpa h
the superblv em^nnS
^
maintained RV f olw?
aHant roo#i-i
Lancella will

government

&£2JSMsr.

scientific exploration fleet
gl3nt
as a comprehensive
when she docked last week
ra^ge ot sounding. navigation
The ship is,
literallv
,
rec10rdm,? equipment,
adding an extra dimension to oratoriesthwrrkrU1PPed
Hulls waterfront at 273ft. hosnftal
WOrkshops' and a
ong and 41ft between waterrP'n
R
,
line and bridgetop, she is
“
one of the biggest ships ever
aZZ nTh
n r6'
to be based in the Western coTversionl p^7 .a
Docks.
conversion), RV
Lancella &
will also provide an
added dimension to the
worldwide operations of J.
Marr (Shipping) whose other
specialised fishery research
vessel, G. A. Reay is cur,rQe™y ,on charter to the Falk
land Islands Govern ment as a
hshery patrol ship.
The first charter, it was
revealed at an arrival pre
view, will be a MAFF voyage
oil northern Scotland next
month which would normally
nave been undertaken by G.
A. Reay.
After that there would
appear to be both fishery and
other research options ODen

.78ear£h duties ‘ook her to
South Atlantic and
Antarctlca ~ h°th areas of
X*”??4 special interest for
the, M?rr company — as well
aS^?/he northern oceans.
RV
Lancella
revives
one of Hull’s
most famous trawler designs.
^ S*^es,0^ ^ve *®5ft. vessels

—-

— were built for J. Marr &
Son by Cook, Welton & Gemmell of Beverley in 1951.
They "'ere regarded by
(many a® the peak of side
trawler design, and many
°thfr companies subsequently
1 °n Slmilar lines- L™~
Cfa won the Si|ver Cod trophy m 1956.
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Peronists display their democratic
credentials

From Eduardo Cue
Buenos Aires
Leaders of the Peronist Party,
following its unexpected vietory at the polls, are making a
concerted effort to convince
international opinion that
their movement has shed its
authoritarian past and is now
unequivocally committed to
strengthening democracy in
Argentina.
The need for such a campaign became apparent to the
Peronists as they learnt with
dismay of the overwhelmingly
negative press reaction abroad
to their victory in the Septem
ber 6 provincial and legislative
elections.

Newspaper editorials in the
united States and Western
Europe expressed disappointment and concern at the
peronist victory. For many,
tbe serenity and rationality
represented by President Alfonsin was threatened by the
return 0f the demagogic and
authoritarian Peronists, who
had ru|ed the country during
much of the 1940s and 1950s.

national image problem, re
sponded with a rapidly
organized campaign to depict a
modern, democratic party
similar to the Labour Party in
Britain and the Democrats in
the US.
... k th ( the per0nists
are seen through the same lens
a§ . the i94qs peop|e don’t
.. that if we have won an
S&“iy?£dSeTJlr

A number of foreign commentators even suggested that
peronist victory posed a
new threat to the very survival
of Argentine democracy,
Party leaders, stunned by
the criticism and suddenly
aware that they had an inter-

ability to adjust to new
circumstances,” Senor Antonio Casiero, a veteran Peronist
and the Governor-elect of
Buenos Aires province, told
foreign journalists last week.
Senor Casiero, who emerged
from the elections as leader of

V.

Broad Street Associates
Facsimile: 01*831 7961

the Peronist Party, admitted
that he had been “disagreeably surprised” by the reaction
abroad to his party’s victory.
The Peronists, who won 16
of the country s 22 provincial
governorship contests and deprived the ruling Radicals of
their absolute majority in the
Chamber of Deputies, have
purposely understated the impact of their victory as part of
an effort to show they have no
intention of making it impossible for President Alfonsin to
govern.
Senor Guido di Telia, a
respected Peronist economist
who teaches at St Anthony’s
College, Oxford, and just

elected a national deputy, said:
“The new Peronism makes its
commitment to democracy explicit. Peronism is not an
^cfthaU^is is^Tdely beheled
js prejudicial to the party. The
Democra,ic Party in the
United S(ates is thc corollary
f ,he Peronists.-T'he emergence of a reform
wj„g made up of younger men
sp|it the party? but has led to
wide-ranging efforts to make it
more democratic. YVhile Argentina’s unions continue to be
unabashedly Peronist, party
leaders insist that labour influence in the party is
diminishing.
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Alfonsin’s Cabinet
a balancing act
LrB”etoS°rg“

aMaivt Mr Nosiglia.

imm ss8=s

Party may complicate his
remaining two years in power
The new Cabinet
man*
at JaToi

Mr Ideler Tonelli, a Radical,
has been moved to the Labour
Ministry. As Justice and Edu^

leaydinrHae£caJSsTn8fte S SmSS?**JgSJSS"1 o°/ tS
the party's defeat at mid-term
ThenS^n Seftember 6- ,
whPfhp? ?hh erWaS about
•r tJle- Government,
if now m ? minority in
h !*ses of. Congress,
“u enter some form of pact
*
rresident Alfonsm tried to
2JS® ,a ffifiK?* • betw?en ™al
Radical factions in picking five
new ministers for the eightstrong Cabinet.But it remains
hlS fhoi9es
will heal the split or make him
a pnsoner of the party appara, ,
Mr Enrique Nosiglia, the boss
of the party machine in the
capital, was appointed Interior
Minister, despite considerable
opposition from other Radicals.
The outgoing minister, Mr
Antonio Troccoli, was asked by
President Alfonsin to accept
another post, but resigned from
the Government altogether, apparently in protest at the pro-

rights crimes
hUman
Mr Tonelh's ministry was
given to Mr Jorge Sabato ,
until now deputy to the Foreign
Minister, Mr Dante Caputo
who was retained and reportedly led one of the factions
2pposine Mr Nosiglia’s ascendancy m the party
Apart from Mr Caputo, two
other ministers survived the
shake-up;
Mr Horaciod
Jaunarena at Defence and Mr
Juan saurrouille at Economy,
Mr Saurrouille’s tenure
remains in doubt, since his
removal was one of Mr
Nosiglia’s key objectives amid
the recriminations of defeat,
Completing the balancing act,
President Alfonsin removed a
member of the Junta
Coordinadora as Minister of
Public Works, and appointed
Mr Rodolfo Terragno, a young
journalist and academic with
no known political affiliations
inside the party
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Election defeats
force Alfonsin
into reshuffle
By Our Buenos Aires
Correspondent

President Raul Alfonsin of
Argentina has completed a Cab
inet reshuffle — following a
defeat in mid-term elections—
which casts doubt on future pol
icy changes and gives support
ers of the Foreign Minister,
Senor Dante Caputo, a greater
say in government.
The presidential spokesman
said yesterday that Senor Ca
puto, who has reportedly been,
one of the President’s closest
advisers on the reshuffle,; was
confirmed in his post.
However, the new Cabinet
also included Senor Enrique Nosiglia, a controversial party
functionary whose promotion as
Interior Minister is said to have
been opposed by Senor Caputo.
.V
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Argentine cabinet changes near
BY OUR BUENOS AIRES CORRESPONDENT
PRESIDENT Raul Alfonsin of
and Mr Julio Rajneri, Educa
tion Minister, are the most
Argentina is expected to
likely to be displaced.
announce today his new Cabi
net and economic policy
The indications are that
guidelines for the coming
attempts to establish a coali
months. All his ministers
tion government with the
offered their resignations
opposition Peronists have
after the Government’s defeat
been abandoned and that only
at the polls last week, creat
ministers with close ties to
ing much speculation and
the Radicals will be in the
uncertainty.
cabinet. The inclusion of Mr
Alderete — a Peronist trade
Leaks from the President’s
union leader, in the Cabinet
office and the headquarters of
since April — has proved
his ruling Radical Party sug
highly
conflctive and failed to
gest that Mr Juan Sourouille,
divide the Peronist vote in
Economy Minister, Mr Dante
favour of the Radicals.
Caputo, Foreign Minister, and
Radical
substantial
Mr Horacio Jaunarena, De
A
presence in the Cabinet im
fence Minister, will remain in
plies a continuity of the
their posts, while Mr Carlos
economic polic ypursued by
Alderete, Labour Minister,

i

Mr Sourouille, with the like- •
lihood of deeper fiscal and f
monetary adjustments. Tariffs
for public services are expec
ted to rise sharply this
week, government privatisa
tion programmes may well be
accelerated and the anti
inflation programme will be
hardened, with a possible
lifting of price controls but
a continuation of wage con
trols.
Such a combination of pollenable Mr
would
cies
Sourouille to take a much
harder line on the foreign
debt, at the annual meeting
of the International Monetary
Fund in Washington at the
end of the month, especially .
over interest rates.
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Army renews ‘dirty
war’ propaganda

I

From Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires
Argentina’s army is rumbling
again even as President Raul
Alfonsin wrestles with the fall
out from his electoral reverse a
week ago. And it seems the
Falklands are entering the
power equation between the
armed forces and the elected
government.
The army has already aban
doned the studious silence it
observed during the election
campaign. Even as President
Alfonsin ponders possible Cabi
net changes, the army has
resumed its own campaign for
vindication of the “dirty war,”
a violent crackdown in which
at least 9,000 people
disappeared.
The latest gambit is to draw
a direct parallel between the
repression after the coup d’etat
in 1976 and the unsuccessful
military invasion of the Falk
land Islands in 1982.
The head of the army, Gen
eral Jose Caridi, claimed the
crackdown produced “new he
roes” in a message marking the
army’s Infantry Day, in which
he also said the force was
waiting for the “definite
recovery” of the south Atlantic
islands.
His message was thoroughly
overshadowed by events at a
parade at the Campo de Mayo
military base, the centre of the
rebellion against human rights
trials last Easter.
• Officers effusively greeted
Major Ernesto Barreiro, whose

refusal to appear before a court
sparked the uprising, as a
retired general read out a
speech linking the “dirty war”
to the Falklands.
About 60 people dressed in
civilian clothes gave fascist sa
lutes and shouts of support
outside the Infantry School,
where Colonel Aldo Rico, who
led the rebellion at Campo de
Mayo, is being held under
arrest.
Witnesses said the demon
strators included the head of
Famus, a group which aims to
offset human rights campaign
ers by drawing attention to the
deaths of military men during
the “dirty war,” and an ultra
nationalist, Mr Oscar Castroge,
who led rowdy protests against
the first post-war visit by Brit
ish MPs to Buenos Aires in
1984.
Officials say President
Alfonsin has reconfirmed the
Defence Minister, Mr Horacio
Jaunarena, in his job and it
appears the Supreme Court
also took action to avert a
confrontation with the army
when senior officers are due to
testify before federal courts
this week. It has done so by
requesting judges to “remit” all
outstanding cases, and it ap
pears lower courts have sus
pended the hearings.
Even before the election,
General Caridi restored to ac
tive service 24 army captains
who had been demoted and
suspended for joining Colonel
Rico’s rebellion.
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Clay
goose
A SAD STORY from Port
Stanley which makes me
doubt the so-called tourist
boom on the Falkl&nds.
Throughout last year and
most of this the only hotel on
the islands has been up for
sale—and no one wants to buy
itI’ve chronicled before the
efforts of Desmond and Nan
ette King to sell the Upland
Goose, which for one brief
moment in history was at
least as famous as the Ritz or
the Gritti Palace. They’ve run the place for nearly 20 years,
are both in their sixties and
admitted some time ago that
they wanted a quiet retire
ment elsewhere in Stanley.
But after an 18-month strug
gle they've finally accepted no
one wants their Goose—des
pite their claims that it has
become a golden one, since
my former colleague Max
pjLttings strode into its bar
and declared the war over.
They have dispensed with
their London agents Grant
and Partners anad will return
from their summer hols to
run the hotel again.
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LAST week in Argentina
President
Alfonsin’s party was
heavily defeated.
It lost its majority in
parliament
to
the
Peronists.
They also took control
of 16 out of 22 governor
ships. including the capi
tal Buenos Aires.
Peron, the founder of
the Peronists, was a Fas
cist dictator who ended
free elections.
Alfonsin for the time
being remains president.
His power has gone to
the Fascists.
It was always a dream
that
Argentina would
stay democratic. Yet the
Labour Party wants to
surrender the Falklands
to the Peronist dictators.
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Radical beat: supporters of the Peronist party celebrate their surprise victory in Argentina's mid-term election

PRESIDENT Raul Alfonsin
of Argentina is still not sure
what hit him. Nor are most of
his compatriots. All they know
is that last week’s mid-term
elections, which saw the opp
osition Peronists make stun
ning gains, were a political
earthquake and that nothing
will ever be the same again.
Equally dazed are the for
eign governments and heads
of major banks who can al
ready feel the first tremors.
They had grown used to the
idea that Alfonsin would re
main a dominant figure for
many years to come and that,
under his guidance, Argentina
would become a reasonably
stable democracy.
Now they must face the
prospect of Argentina once
again becoming a rogue coun
try, contemptuous of con
ventional political rules and
vulnerable to the slightest
temptation to blunder into
war or throw a sizeable span
ner into the world’s financial
machinery by repudiating its
foreign debt of more than
$50,000m.

by James Neilson
essa

Henry Kissinger is said to
have once remarked that the
collapse of Argentine democracy could lead to the rise of a
“new Gadaffi’’. That nightmare has come closer because
these mid-term elections
handed decisive power to a
movement adept at making
the country ungovernable but
itself incapable of governing.
In these depressing circumstances, Alfonsin could find it
hard to resist the temptation
to stake all on some desperate
throw.
As the extent of his election
defeat sank in, he moved towards a newly-toughened position on the debt, ad libbing in
a speech: “We won’t allow the
International Monetary Fund
to continue trying to apply
ndiculous prescriptions that
have nothing to do with the
neonle ”
P Alfonsin is an impulsive
man who has already toyed
with the idea of default and
also revived the Falklands is-

FSJm£“ W P“M"R"

sue, 10 months ago, before
thinking better of it. Now the
temptations are greater than
ever. Should he put a foot
wrong, the Peronists will be
sure to make the most ot it. So
too will the armed forces,
savouring the thought that
they may turn out to be the
true winners.
Altonsin has been the corner-stone of Argentina s hastlly built democratic edifice. As
^nSing to 14%
a month, he resigned himself
to a sharp rap over the knuckles. But no. even his gloom,est
advisers imagined being so
comprehensively trounced by
the Peronists, who won almos
°?o^
aIs 37%, 1^ua^hed in 16 o|
the 21 provinces, ana ae
pnved the ruling party of its
majority in the chamber of
deputies.
The Radicals even lost Buenos Aires province, the
country’s heartland, where the

Limited 30 Fumiv.l

Peronists romped home under
Antonio Cafiero, who was
economy minister in Isabel
Peron's chaotic government,
pje takes on the mantle of
leader of a movement that remains an assortment of revolutionaries and quasi-fascists,
soft leftists and feudalistic
conservatives, philanthropists
and thugs. There is no reason
l0 ^mk it could form a
government able to grapple
wilh Argentina’s monumental
problems,
D •
the election campa.gn the Peromsts stated
firmly that people^shouhi eant
‘8 “j ^ag ^
that the
"^^^Culd spend
mQre and lhal the IMp
^ be ’ in its p]ace gut
nouodv explained how the Argentile economic miracle
8^ be summoned forth,
, .Q<-n
Ever since the*T\y \95Us
when Juan Domingo Peron s
populist policies began to
crumble under the weight o
economicreahty Peromsm
has been amazingly successtui
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at winning mass electoral support. When it last reached
power in 1973 its performance
was abject: Argentina
immediately became a battlefield and an economic crisis
* boiled over.
The effect of this new electoral upheaval will be far
reaching. Even before the polling booths opened, the Rad-.
icals had come close to doubting their own ability to rule in
the face of an obstructive parliamentary opposition, runaway inflation, and armed
forces determined to make
Alfonsin free their former
commanders, jailed for apalling human rights violations.
Despite the enormous difnculties the Radicals soldiered
on, drawing comfort from the
belief that whatever happened, Alfonsin’s special mystique would enable them to
prevail. Since Alfonsin rode
into office on a flood tide of
public enthusiasm in October
when he trounced the
01983, .........
Peronists, his al eged invinability at the polls had been

<3
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the fundamental fact of Argentine political life,
Until last week, the main
aim of government strategists
was to translate Alfonsin’s
prestige into permanent political power. They sought to ref°rm the constitution, so that
he could serve consecutive
terms or, failing that, become
PPTe minister weh into the
' "90s.
Even the per0nists took
Alfonsin’s supremacy for
granted and many contempiated the advantages of finding a place in his movement.
But now Alfonsin’s “char
isma” is in tatters.
The Peronists’ victory burjed Radical plans to divide the
opposition by offering bright
young Peronists senior positi0ns in the government
Cafiero has wasted no time in
rejecting the idea ofa coalition
government to keep democracy intact until the presidential elections due in 1989
Governing is not the
Peronists’ responsibility,” he
sajd.

The Peronists have sud
denly been granted a great deal ;
of power without any of the ■
sobering effects of responsibil- j
ity. Given their record, this !
could be a formula for catas
trophe. It could mean the end |
of Argentine democracy.
The Peronists’ spectacular
advance owes a great deal to
the incompetence, vacillation
and penchant for political in
trigue of the Radicals. But it
was also a result of the success
of Peronist leaders in giving
their movement a far more
moderate facade than it had in
the 1983 elections, when gang
ster-like elements were all too
visible.
Now the overwhelming
election victory has removed
any need for Peronist self-re
straint. All Peronist factions
want their share of the spoils.
With real power now
tantalisingly close, moderate
party leaders are in no mood
to start expelling people whose
style is less decorous than
their own.
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Beaten radical: President Alfonsin faces a difficult future
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News that Argentina is seeking
to freeze interest rates on its
$54bn foreign debt triggered a
minor decline in the bank sector
at the outset but prices picked up
later in the day on the appearance
of new time buying and “bargain
hunting.”
Standard
„ Chartered were Par
ticularly favoured and ended the
day a net 7 higher at 808p. after
the sale of its 10 per cent stake in
Hong Kong’s Wing Hung Bank.
NatWest closed little changed at
713p, as did Midland, 493p, and
Barclays, 574p. Lloyds, perceived
to have a large exposure to
Argentinian debts, fell 10 to 343p,
after 340p.
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The big four clearing banks
opened the day on a flat note
after learning that the Argen
tinian government was plann«ng to freeze interest
repayments on its foreign
debts, totalling £33 billion.
The stock market was
predictably jittery about the
news. All four banks com
bined have lent Argentina
fljt Late speculative buying
lifted Rolls-Royce in its fully
paid form 5p to 20Qp as
almost 2 million shares were
traded. The second tranche
of 85p, disc for payment on
September 26, should
finally sort out the lingering
doubts about foreign
holders that have
overshadowed the shares.
about £1.87 billion and
Brazil’s decision earlier this
year to freeze interest pay
ments is still fresh in dealers’
minds.
Barclays de Zoete Wedd,
the broker, estimates that the
Midland Bank has the most

:

i

'

L

exposure to Argentina with
loans of £651 million, fol
lowed by Lloyds, which is
owed £455 million. National
Westminster has lent about
£400 million and Barclays
accounts for approximately
£369 million.
BZW was unperturbed by
the early shakeout and said
that it was generally quite a
good time to buy the shares.
Some dealers thought this
kind of positive thinking was
behind the rally later in the
day ) which enabled share
prices to close above their
worst levels.
But losses were still seen in
Lloyds, down J3p at 340p.
Midland. 5p at 489p. NatWest. 4p at 708p and Barclays,
2p at 573p.
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Last month’s unchanged in
flation rate helped to sustain
the slightly more cheerful
mood. Banks had to content
with Argentina’s decision to
seek a freeze on debt
interestpayments. Lloyds
reflected the trend at 340p,
down 13p.
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No Wild Reaction Expected
Traders generally don’t expect the dollar
‘°b™ci*l ly t0 today’s report, as it did
when the June figures were released
because then the dollar was then in an
pared for tteyba“newsaderS
Wpt*

WALL STREET JOURNAL

?“nbf;r IS any more critical than any other
bat 11 s more talked about and nlaveri
about’" said Ron Sapiro, chief de^er at
ental Illm°is National Ba>* & Trust.

Late in the New York trading session, the
dollar was quoted at 1.8046 Deutsche marks
Wedne"?! DM1’^023 around the same time
Wednesday.’
U2M ^ UP fr0m Y142 03
Overshadowed by the forthcoming trade
figure, due today, trading_ was confined to
narrow
cc- •fV,rai?g'eS, DMl-g025-90 and Y142.35.85, with what little movement there was in
the day coming in response to rumors.
1 A New York trader for a European bank
said the early test of the DM1.8025 support
level was inspired in part by vague rumors
that Argentina was renouncing interest
payments on its foreign debt. And a later
upside run to DM1.8090 came in reaction to a
spurious report that a U.S. military aircraft
had been shot down over the Persian Gulf.
But still commanding center stage, as it
has all week, was speculation over the latest
set of U.S. trade data. “I don’t think this
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Tough line on creditors
By Jeremy Morgan
President Raul Alfonsin has
adopted a more demanding atti
tude towards Argentina’s for
eign creditors, even as he
clings to his respected Econo
my Minister Juan Sourrouille.
The International Monetary
Fund will not be allowed to
“continue trying to apply ndic-

President Alfonsin said he
and the Economy and Foreign
Affairs Ministers had agreed
the Government should “imme-

the Argentine leader said in

available

want a pact with the Opposition Peromsts, who have called
for a vaguely-defined debt
moratorium.

sttssTrAssas Jasa sasSMs
cal levels”.
“blew his top amid criticism
Although he named neither of his Government and mountminister, this was seen , as tacit . ing concern over .At’geritmas
to comply with debt and
confirmation that both were ability
accords
for

comment

Agreement

::EfersXeuhoe

“SEHrS

S£%:

IlSPSI sssf
busS leer's.

electoral- -defeat,-.. Instead, they

WjMasHJk

cent in August.
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Austerity hits home in Argentina
A hard line by the
banks over Third
World debt could
have dangerous
consequences,
argues
Hugo Gurdon

j
I

!
|

WHEN America forced Brazil
this week to withdraw radical
plans to securitise $34 billion of
external debt there was a heavy
sigh of relief among creditors.
Converting the debt into low
interest long maturity bonds
would have lopped 30p.c. from
what Brazil eventually paid.
But a return to the conven
tional methods of “redressing
the country’s problems’’ is
likely to cause domestic diffi
culties for Brazil and its South
American neighbours, particu
larly perhaps for Argentina.
There, the population is
increasingly disillusioned with
austerity programmes which,
while producing hardship,
appear to have done nothing to
halt the upward spiral of debt.
Exports are declining and
already the projections underDinnine Argentina’s most rpront
debt rescheduling agreement
have been proved too optimistic. The cost of living rose
13p.c. last month and 120 p.c.
during the past year.
Argentina s governing Radical Party this vveek lost control
of the country s national congress plus all but two of the 22
provmcial governments.
The Peronists, who were the

“punishment vote” was the
consequence.
On Monday, the Brazilian
negotiators in London first offi
cially proposed their radical
securitisation. On the same day'
the Argentine poll made it clear
that President Raul Alfonsin
would have to accommodate
Peronist views and it seemed
likely that he would align him
self with the Brazilian position.
Only a day later the Brazilian
initiative collapsed and its
Finance Minister Luis Bresser
Pereira returned home to an
angry reception and a doubtful
political future.
He had agreed to discuss a
diluted plan which in essence
allows creditors to accept of
reject securities in lieu of debt.
Ironically, this
menu of
options” is based on Argenti
na’s latest rescheduling.
Argentina is a new and unsta
ble democracy. Its government
has just been delivered a mes
sage by the voters that they
want a tough approach to the
debt problem.
Essentially, they want the
President Raul Alfonsin of Argentina: Voters have
government to negotiate a par
signalled get-tough message over debt problem
tial write-off. Brazilian negotia
tors tried that and had the door
,
,
,
. , slammed in their faces within
main winners in the elections, at least in the short term. And two days.
concentrated their campaign on the popularity of radical soluIt is difficult to see how Presi
thc government’s economic tions is growing alongside the dent
Alfonsin can meet the vot
Micies.
feeling that lenders must share ers’ demands. He has two years
with the support of trade the blame for the costs in which still in office and there is every
unions which form the back- the borrowers find themselves,
possibility of a lame-duck
bone 0f the party they camEven before the elections var- presidency.
paigned for increased spending jous 0fRciais hinted that the
Argentina’s history suggests
on public services and ? halt to government intended taking a that the most likely beneficiary
payments on the $54 billion tougher line with creditors and of a political vacuum is the mili
external debt.
with the World Bank and Inter- tary establishment. We do not
Brazil showed in February national Monetary Fund. The need long memories to regret
that a moratorium was possible hints were not enough and a the consequences of that.
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RGENTINE PRESIDENT AlfonA
sin demanded a freeze on inter
est payments his country pays on its
$54 billion foreign debt and attacked
the IMF. He also implied that his
economic minister will be retained
and that economic policies of the last
two years will be continued.
(Story on Page 9)
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Argentine Leader Demands
Interest Freeze, Attacks IMF
By Judith Evans
Special to The Wall Street Journal

\ •

sin's remarks. They noted that his call for
an agreement to freeze interest rates was a
BUENOS AIRES-In his first public far cry from the declaration of a unilateral
statement since Sunday’s unexpected broad freeze, such as Brazil imposed. U.S. offidefeat in midterm elections, Argentine cials expressed doubt Argentina would seek
President Raul Alfonsin attacked the Inter- anytime soon to reopen its recently negotinational Monetary Fund and announced ated debt package with banks,
that his government will launch a diplorp^e peroniSts have made clear that they
matic offensive to freeze interest payments wan^ a toughening of Argentina’s stance on
on foreign debt.
its $54 billion foreign debt, which has been
The presidents remarks came in a refinanced on improved but conventional
departure from a prepared speech delivered terms , Mr soiitrouille.
at a reception held by the Argentine
Economist Pedro Lacoste said he saw a
Industrial Union. They are regarded as the
connection
between the decision to harden
government’s first effort to regain the
political initiative it lost when the populist the stance on the foreign debt and to
maintain the current economic team and its
Peronist Party scored election gains.
policies. Restraining the inflationary surge
Mr. Alfonsin confirmed expectations that of the past two months is likely to produce a
Argentina will modify its debt-negotiating sharp decline in economic activity, and
strategy, turning away from what political toughening the nation’s debt policy is “a
opponents have attacked as a compliant diversionary tactic to cover an exposed
approach.
flank in the domestic economy,” Mr.
President Alfonsin also implied that Lacoste said. While a modification in the
Economics Minister Juan V. Sourrouille will debt-negotiating strategy would occur over
be kept in his post and that domestic a peri0d of months, the administration
economic policy will continue to follow the already is being confronted by high wage
lines established over the past two years, demands, inflation and interest rates.
Economists read the signals as support for a
deepening of orthodox anti-inflation policies Different Approach
and an increase in the speed and scope of
Jorge Dominguez, an economist and a
economic deregulation.
candidate of the Peronist Party, sai
We won t allow the International Monetary
Fund to continue trying to apply ndictdous
prescriptions that have nothing to do with
the people.
Deteriorating Economy
A renewed political emphasis on the
Argentine foreign debt had been anticipated
before the election in light of Brazil’s recent
challenge to its creditor banks. But Brazil
subsequently retreated from its novel proposal to turn 50% of its foreign bank debt
into tradeable bonds, a move that hasn’t
been commented upon by Argentine economic officials.
Economic analysts also expected a hardened debt stance because Argentina’s
balance of payments is deteriorating and is
expected to create difficulties with the IMF
before year’s end. Argentina in October
faces the first of the IMF’s bimonthly target
reviews agreed upon in the most-recent
round of negotiations.
In Washington, Reagan administration
officials reacted calmly to President Alfon-
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confirming hits party's insistence
differenl
ch tQ the debti Mr.
Dominguez accused president Alfonsin of
attempting to escape his government’s
responsibilities for domestic economic
problems by hiding behind the debt.
Eduardo Amadeo, an important Peronist
economic adviser, said, ‘‘A repudiation of
e foreign debt doesn’t interest us. Rather,
we want t0 put a break on the unilateral
transfers of funds to creditors.” Mr. Ama^eo’s statement reinforced the impression
that, although the Peronists want a stricter
approach to the debt, they don’t seek radical
methods,
Up to now, the administration has
f0n0wed a conventional approach in its •
foreign-debt negotiations, signing a major
accord last month that rescheduled $30
billion of debt over 19 years at sharply
reduced interest rates. But the electoral
defeat bolstered a widespread sense among
senior economic officials that being a model
debtor hasn’t helped the country.
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b Foreign bankers
fear debt shift
by Argentina

-S
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By Tim Coone in Buenos Aires

c POLITICAL
and
economic
^•pressures continued to mount
j upon President Raul Alfonsin
• of
Argentina
yesterday.
Demands from within his party
V and from opposition Peronists
r to accept the resignation of Mr
Juan
Sourouille,
Economy
■ Minister, and change economic
' policy have been counter
balanced by foreign bankers
who fear a hardening of
Argentina’s stance on foreign
5: debt negotiations.
; ^ The lack of definition of the
Government’s economic policy
: has continued to upset local
financial markets. The Austral
, dropped a further 4 per cent
; against the dollar on the
parallel market, making a total
: fall of almost 10 per cent since
'I the reverse suiTered by the
. ruling Radical party in Sun, day’s mid-term elections.
The gap between parallel and
. official exchange rates is now
;» 44 per cent, the highest since
'1 the introduction of the Ausral
] Plan in 1985.
j Unregulated interest rales
\ continued to rise in an attempt
i by bank’s to prevent deposits
‘being attracted to operations
tin foreign exchange and dollar;linked bonds, while local stock
I market values also fell at the
j beginning of the week.
Market jitters caused by the
offers of resignation of the
entire Cabinet of President
Alfonsin on Monday have been
fuelled by publication of the
official inflation figures for last
month.
According to the national
statistics institute, Indec, the
retail price index rose by 13.7
per cent in August, a monthly
record since the introduction
of the Austral Plan. Managing
• directors of the Frankfurt-based
Deutsche Bank met President
'Alfonsin to warn him against
'iadopting a Brazilian approach to
foreign debt.
■
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Alfonsin’s party at
panic stations
'

\
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^Z/nen«?^0rgan
gone t0 14 minor parties, who
in Buenos Aires
now hold 32 seats. The GovemCoalition fever and the ment will need 11 votes from
3 scapegoat have other parties for a majority.
kSFPPflr^f^nntthf S rUiJin8 ?®d'
Resident Alfonsin is under
ical Party in the wake of its pressure from the Junta
elections ^ ^ Sunday’s Coordinadora, the p^ulist Fac
#•
tion 11131 orchestrated the Radia minority^?
38 caJs’ unsuccessful campaign, to
a minority in both houses of make a pact with the Peronists
^ss or llle' remaining two Other advisers want him to
years of President Raul enter alliances with the small
Alfonsin s term in office has parties
The Coordinadora already
plunged the party into a state
nfpSfpw?? CflAs 3101081 com' have ^ir sights on the Econoflote 3lf011on figures confirmed my Minister, Mr Juan
the extent of the defeat, Presi- Sourrouille whose austpritv
adviw^0???1n °alled in h!s top P°licies they blame for the rout
advisors. There was speculation at the polls.
m?rL£abmet changes were imGuido di Telia, one of the
a®"1.,
newly elected Peronist conall*
had pressmen, said the election
all offered their resignations, results left Mr Alfonsin with
Prici/W^AITen •slressed that the alternative of seeking an
President Alfonsin was consid- alliance with the Peronists or
enng his options and political with some of the smaller parS?LfSxd , a new C?binel ties- l'1 think it is unlikely that
might not be known until next we will join the Government ”
Wp~Lv . .
... . . . . Mr di Telia said. “We would set
Party leaders split into nval conditions that I think would
camps urging diametrically op- be impractical, and we are not
posed views of the new realities eager to do it because it would
in Congress. The Radicals, al- be a mess.”
ready outnumbered in the SenMr di Telia and other
ate, lost 13 seats and a small Peronists said the vote was a
majority in the Lower House.
"punishment” for President
However they will still be Alfonsin’s economic policy,
the biggest block, with 117 seats After a year-and-a-half of conagainst 108 for the opposition trolled inflation, the cost of
Peronists, who gained five living has rocketed in the past
Tho Koionn, f
.
!w° ninths, reducing the buythe balance of power has mg power of salaries.
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Argentine cabinet quite

3

Argentina’s cabinet, offered its
resignation following the severe
setback for President Alfonsin’s
Radical Party in Sunday’s elections.Back Page

Argentine cabinet offers to
res
•

•

BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

THE ARGENTINE cabinet has
offered to resign following the
severe setback for the ruling
Radical Party in Sunday’s midterm polls.
The greatest doubt surrounds
the future of Mr Juan Sourouille, the Economy Minister,
whose austere policies have
been blamed for the widespread upsurge in support for
the opposition Peronist Party,
which now controls both houses
of the national congress.
A senior party official said
last night it was up to President
Raul Alfonsin to decide "who
stays and who goes." but added
that before any announcements
were made there would be a
three or four day reflection pe
riod.

President Alfonsin has declined to make any public statement on the outcome of the
elections, adding to the contuslon and uncertainty over his
Government’s future course, especially on economic policy.
The... Peronist - opposition,
which is rooted in the trade
union movement, staged a comeback in the polls, taking control 0f the provincial governments and shattering the
Government’s slim majority in
the congress. Now, no party
holds an absolute majority and
the Government faces the pros
pect of paralysis should the opposition parties, led by the Peromsts. unite against it in the
co.
congress.
President Alfonsin has to de-

cide whether to build alliances
with various conservative parties represented in the congress
which also made advances in
the polls, or to extend a hand to
the Peronists, offering cabinet
posts and the possibility of a coalition government.
The first option, implying a
further shift to the right and a
more austere economic policy,
risks a head-on confrontation
with the trade unions and the
Peronists, which were the main
winners in the elections,
But the second
_ _ option . faces ,
the prospect of failure due to
the Peronists’ reluctance to associate too closely with the Goveminent and an economy which
shows few signs of recovery be
fore the next presidential elec
tions in 1989.

(

The Peronists believe they
now have the presidency in
sight. Said Mr Diego Gueiar. a
Peronist deputy and spokesman
on budget issues in the con
gress; "The Peronist response to
| a coalition government will
probably be ‘no’.
j

'"Nothing has been thought out.1
yet. We are divided on the issue
and we were irresponsible to
arrive at the elections without a
clear economic programme.'' A^
senior Radical Party official
said conversations were taking
place with the Peronists.
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Alfonsin to act on poll defeat
o

From Eduardo Cue, Buenos Aires
President Alfonsin of Argen sented its resignation late on the vole in Tucuman prov
tina was preparing yesterday Monday.
ince. the Governor there will
to make big changes in his
be chosen by an electoral
Meanwhile,
the
final
elec
Cabinet after his Radical
college and the combination
Civic Union Party’s defeat in tion count showed the depth of voles for the Peronists and a
of
the
Radical
defeat.
Overall,
Sunday's provincial and leg
they polled 37.9 per cent of the local party may be enough to
islative elections.
vote, down from 43.2 per cent elect a Peronist Governor.
Sources widely quoted in in the 1985 elections. The Perhaps symbolic of the Rad
yesterday’s Buenos Aires Peronists had 41.5 per cent, a ical defeat was their loss in the
newspapers, indicated that 7.5 per cent increase on 1985. city of Viedma, the site of the
new federal capital.
among those likely to go are
The Radicals lost four prov
the Economy Minister, Senor
In the Chamber of Deputies
Juan Sourrouille, whose tight inces to the Peronist opp the Radicals gave up 13 seats
monetary policies are being osition, including such Ra and lost their slim two-vote
1 seen within the Government dical strongholds as Misiones absolute majority, although
,as the main cause of the and provinces such as For they will still represent the?
mosa and Chaco.
Radical debacle at the polls.
single largest voting block.
*
Senor Alfonsin, who said
In all, the Peronists now
"The party that is not the
1 the results required serious control 16 of the country’s 22 Government has the power
reflection, spent Monday and provinces with the Radicals and the one that has the power *
yesterday analysing the vote holding only Cordoba, Rio is not the Government,v’:tl^e <
and meeting close aides. The Negro and the federal capital, Buenos Aires business da^lyjw
entire Cabinet formally pre- Although the Radicals won Ambito Financiero, said.
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Alfonsin is planning changes in Argen
tina’s economic policies, following the
Peronists’ gains in Sunday’s election and
soaring inflation, Vice President Victor
Martinez said. Government sources also
said the president is considering reshuffling
his cabinet.
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The difficulties of Alfonsin
FOREIGNERS tend to look on President vived a mutiny in April, but conceded the
Alfonsm of Argentina with approval, consid- rebels’ main demands. Several generals who
ering him a better democrat than his rivals, were too inclined to make concessions to the.
The elections held last Sunday show that civilian government were sacked, and immii-!
many of his countrymen hold him in lower nity from prosecution has been granted to''
esteem. The well-meaning idea that he will most of the soldiers and policemen accusedbe strengthened, if Britain shows him le- of engaging in murder and torture during ttoi
mency in respect of the Falkland Islands, has military regime of 1976 to 1983, when 9 000
less to commend it than the view that no political prisoners disappeared. It is said thatj
agreement can safely be reached with Ar- the offenders were only obeying orders. Tht<
gentma on the basis that Mr Alfonsin will armed forces did not intervene in the elecjong remain m power. He has two years of tions, allowing the country to complete an
his term to serve, but his Radical party ob- electoral cycle without military interference
tamed fewer votes than the Peronists and for the first time since the early 1960s. But
lost the overall majority it had held in the they remain a potent threat to democracy.
Chamber of Deputies since 1983, when he
Any contribution which the Peronists
took power after seven years of military rule, make to government is unlikely to improve
The Peronists also took 16 of the 22 provin- matters. The last time they were in power in
cial governorships, compared with seven be- the mid-1970s, inflation rose above
ore the elections.
1,000 per cent per annum and terrorist acts
Reasons for this grave electoral setback by thuggish Peronist factions of left and right
may not be far to seek. Inflation is running at multiplied, giving the armed forces their exa monthly rate of about 10 per cent. The real cuse to intervene. The Peronists have strong
incomes of industrial workers have fallen by links with the trade union movement, but the
about a fifth since 1983, and state employees inclusion of a Peronist trade union leader in
have done worse than that. The country is the government last April did not lead to inplagued by strikes. The government’s auster- dustrial peace. The party has campaigned
lty plan is regarded as a failure. President for an increase in state spending on welfare
Altonsm has not managed to reverse the and a moratorium on payment of interest on
economic decline which has beset Argentina the enormous foreign debt, neither move
or most of the last 50 years. In the 1930s, Ar- calculated to restore the foreign investment
gentine living standards were comparable to on which Argentina used to thrive. With the’’
Canada s. The country has since regressed revival of the Peronists, President Alfonsin’s
rrom developed to developing status, if that, task of consolidating democracy becomes
and acquired a foreign debt of $53bn.
. ^ stifl.h^rijej[^d-^h^^godationr6f an^tjeaty
Nor has President Alfonsin beep Jable'to with him, whether about the Falkland'Is-.
assert his authority over the army. He sur- lands or anything else, still more dubious.
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Argentina’s Political Landscape Shifts
Opposition Gains May Force Alfonsin to Reshape Policy
By Bradley Graham
Washington Post Service

\ \

BUENOS AIRES — The stunning resurgence of Peronism and
the blow dealt President Raul Alfonsln’s centrist party in this week’s
national elections have shoved this
renascent democracy into a new
period of political uncertainty.
But politicians and commentators said that the democratic pro
cess had been strengthened by the
vote, which gave greater stakes in
the system to the opposition —
both the reformed center-left Peronist movement and the small center-right Democratic Center
Union.
Despite policy differences be
tween the country’s two main polit
ical groups, there were indications
that Mr. Alfonsfn’s Radical Civic
Union might seek some form of
coalition with the newly reinvigorated Peronists.
Antonio Troccoli, minister of the
interior and a veteran Radical politician, said Monday that the Peronists would “share in the administra
tion.”
But as the parties look toward
presidential elections in 1989, it is
unclear whether the Peronists real
ly want a power-sharing arrange
ment or whether the Radicals
would accede to the opposition’s
conditions.
“I think it’s unlikely we’ll join
the government,” said Guido di
Telia, a senior Peronist economist
elected to Congress. “We’ll put for
ward conditions that would make it
impractical.”
Instead, Mr. di Telia predicted,
Mr. Alfonsin may try to form a

political alliance with center-right
parties, although the tightening of
economic measures that probably
would entail is also fraught with
political risks,
The scope of the Peronist victory
bad not been foreseen by opinion
surveys.
The pro-labor movement captured more than two-thirds of the

NEWS ANALYSIS
country’s 22 governorships and
substantially increased its repres^ntation in Congress at the exP^nS€
Mr- Alfonsin’s Radical
Civic Union.
The Radicals lost their absolute
majority in the lower house. With
sudden redrawing of Argentina’s political map, Mr. Alfonsin
was under pressure to revamp his
nearty four-year-old government,
especially its economic policy.
The Argentine leader spent the
day ^ senior ministers and poli
ical advisers. Local news agencies

reported later that all ministers had
submitted their resignations for the
president’s consideration.
There was broad agreement
among members of Mr. Alfonsin’s
party and opposition leaders that
the election results showed discon
tent with the government’s eco
nomic management. The Peronist
victor, Antonio Cafiero, called it a
“punishment vote.”
Monthly inflation figures have
jumped into the double-digit range
in recent weeks, for the first time
since mid-1985. Real incomes are
eroding, and the national trade im
balance has widened.
Peronist leaders, closely aligned
with the country’s powerful labor
unions, have been demanding a
halt to interest payments on Argen
tina’s $54 billion foreign debt, say
ing that the funds should be spent
on social programs, public works
and industrial development. Mr.
See DEFEAT, Page 7
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Backward in Argentina
Argentine politics throughout this century has repeatedly been seized by a perverse
and
that
, self-destructive impulse
.
_ has done
me country immense harm. One of the
bearers of that tradition is the Peronist
movement — and unfortunately the Peron!sts are the chief winners in Sunday’s election. They have taken most of the provincial governorships. And although President
Raul Alfonsm s party continues to have
raore seats than any other in the national
Chamber of Deputies, it no longer has the
two-seat absolute majority that it comnaanded for the past two years.
It is not the pure arithmetic of seats lost
that will undercut Mr. Alfonsln so much as
the sense that his countiy is swinging away
from rational and skillful leadership toward
the darker and more adventurous altematives that have always meant trouble.
Argentina’s huge debts to foreign banks
were generated largely by capital flight. The
govemment borrowed desperately to keep
lts currency from collapsing in the years
under the military juntas when wealthy Argentines were sending their money by the
tens of billions of dollars to New York and

•

3 SEP 198?

:1

London. The best and easiest way for Ari
gentina to repay its debts and stabilize its
economy is to attract that money back
home. The chances of that are going to fall
at the same rate at which the Peronists’
fortunes rise. In Brazil, a weak government
..trying to avoid the necessity for extensive
economic reform, is now hunting for allies
to join its moratorium on repaying foreign
debts. If the Argentine government is immobilized and prevented from carrying out
its own program of reforms now getting
under way, the pressure on it to join a
moratorium will rise. That is a shortcut to
economic isolation and stagnation,
At the turn of the century, Argentina was
one of the world’s richest countries. Its
GNP per capita was equal to that of the
United States. The figure is now about onesixth the U.S. figure — a rare case of a
country sliding rapidly backward down the
scale of economic development. What happened? It was the result of misguided politics: the familiar mixture of fervid populism
and nationalism represented in that big
Peronist vote last weekend,
— THE WASHINGTON POST
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Victory Dedication
“We dedicate this victory to the memory
of Gen. Peron and his wife, Eva,” were
almost the first words of the triumphant
Buenos Aires governor, Antonio Cafiero,
who is now widely viewed as a presidential
candidate.
Many analysts believe, however, that
party moderates - the so-called renovators
widely credited for the victory-will hold
sway, restraining more-extreme labor de
mands and calls for a debt moratorium
among some factions.
Nevertheless, it’s clear that President
Alfonsin’s attempts to rein in the military,
who showed their clout last Easter in a
rebellion against human-rights trials that
went largely unpunished, will be compli
cated by the Peronists’ new force. More
over, even in a new guise, the return of
Peronism to center stage could be trau
matic to the many Argentines who associate
it with decades of instability.
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Peronists Hand Radical Party
Defeat in Argentine Elections
Alfonsin s Party Loses Control
Of Congress, Governorship
°
0
.
In Buenos Aires r rovince

By Roger Cohen
Staff Reporter of The Wall Street Journal

BUENOS AIRES-President Raul Alfonsin and his centrist Radical Civic Union
Party, paying for popular anger over the
economy, suffered a crushing electoral
defeat to the left-leaning Peronists that
seems certain to lead to a period of political
turbulence.
The Radicals, who have controlled the
country since civilian rule was restored in
1983, lost their over
all majority in Con
gress and the gover* norship of the pivotal
‘province of Buenos
; Aires. Clearly the
»victim of grievances
[ over high inflation
«and a steep decline in
! the
purchasing
power of wages, the
< party retained con
trol of just three of
| the country’s 23 prov»inces in the congres
Raul Alfonsin
sional and gubernajtorial elections. The Peronists took 17
1 provinces, with the remainder going to local
[parties.
J Almost-complete returns gave the Radi
cals 37% of the vote, against the Peronists’
; 41%, a sharp reverse from the 1983 presiden
tial poll, when the Radicals won 52% of
the vote and the Peronists 40%. Center-right
1 parties also improved their performance in
.Sunday’s election.
■Problems for Alfonsin
For Mr. Alfonsin, whose high interna
tional reputation has been dented at home
by a mounting sense of economic stagna
tion, the defeat posed several problems and
made it less likely he will seek a second
term in 1989.

Aif0nSin w aunq cu re-eiection win now
face severe difficulties.

The country voted for change and the
economics team will probably have to go,”
said leading sociologist Manuel Mora y
Araujo. Interior Minister Antonio Troccoli
conceded that “now the Peronists will share
the administration of this period of transi
tion.” .
That transition - portrayed by Mr. Alfon
sin as one from a half-century of instability
. and intermittent coups to stable democ
racy-now looks more hazardous. The
president will be working with a parliament
in which he doesn’t have a majority, a far
tougher proposition in a volatile country
such as Argentina than in solid democracies
such as France or the U.S. Moreover, he will
be attempting this balancing act at a time
when high wage demands from invigorated
Peronist labor unions appear inevitable and
could boost what is already beginning to
look like a hyper-inflationary spiral.
Overall, a critical test of Argentina’s
fledgling democracy now looms. While
some took comfort from the fact that the
election was calm and suggested that an
alternation of power could be a salutory
democratic experience, it is clear that the
country has rejected Mr. Alfonsin’s appeals
for consistency and for understanding of his
dogged attempts to reverse a long decline.
With workers’ wages rooted at little over
$100 a month, rising unemployment, and the
promised galvanization of the economy
through denationalization and an opening to
foreign competition stalled, Argentines
have gambled instead on the unknown.
That is what Peronism is. Deeply associ
ated still with the memory of populist leader
Gen. Juan Peron and his charismatic wife,
Eva, the party has modernized itself since
1983 along social-democratic lines without
ever entirely severing old ties with labor
unions and the military, or abandoning
vestiges of a trenchant nationalism.

He will be under intense pressure to
change the economic team headed by
Economics Minister Juan Sourrouille,
whose already crumbling image has been
battered by inflation rising 13.8% last
month. At the same time, the Peronists have
made it clear that they want a toughening of
Argentina s stance on its $54 billion foreign
debt, which has been refinanced on im
proved but conventional terms by Mr.
Sourrouille. A coalition government with the
Peronists may become necessary, and
attempts to reform the constitution toward a
parliamentary system that would allow Mr.
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Peronists gain
in Argentina

!

THERE IS no disguising the
setback suffered by President
Raul Alfonsin in Argentina’s
mid-term elections over the
weekend. The opposition Peronist Party now controls both the
upper and ' lower houses of
parliament. President Alfonsin
is confronted with two basicchoices: either he opts to run
a minority Radical Party gov
ernment for the remainder of
his two-year term, or he accepts
some son of power sharing
deal with the Peronists.
Neither of these are comfor
table choices. The situation
requires considerable political
skill if Argentina’s fledgeling
democracy is to be kept on
course. The burden is not just
on President Alfonsin but also
on the Peronists who must
demonstrate they can act with
maturity. Otherwise, the in
gredients exist for a debili
tating struggle whose only
beneficiaries will be the
military.
It is thus encouraging that
the initial reaction of the
Peronists to their electoral
gains has been responsible. An
influential sector
of the
j Peronist leadership seems to
i realise an ideal opportunity
! exists to demonstrate that the
I party is no longer so bound to
i the nationalism, corporatism
and bully-boy tactics associated
1 with the late General Pcron.
! The importance of this oppor
tunity cannot be overstated.
The Peronist Party risks being
a permanent negative - force in
Argentine politics so long as it
continues to base itself round a
sentimental scmi-fascistic glori
fication of Peron whose policies
have long been discredited in
practice.

Creeping inflation
However, the Peronists’ cur
rent moderation is based on the
belief that President Alfonsin
will be obliged to work with
them, either in a formal coali
tion government or on the
basis of agreed policy changes.
In
terms
of Argentina’s
stability by far the most satis
factory solution would be the
fQrmation of a coalition govern
ment. This would make the
Peronists jointly responsible
for policy. Since they control
1 the powerful trades union move
ment it would also provide a
greater guarantee , of a nation
ally agreed economic and
social programme which has
eluded President Alfonsin these
past three years.

W?1

On the other hand if the
Peronists are now denied a say
in government, it is hard not
to see them declaring an all out
war on President Alfonsin both
on the streets and in parlia
ment. This could revive the
party’s uglier side and make
consensus politics impossible.
President Alfonsin suffered
in the elections largely because
of his handling of the economy.
There has been growing dis
enchantment with his govern
ment’s apparent inability to
deliver on the initial promise
of the austral stabilisation pro
gramme. Inflation has been
creeping up again, growth is
flat despite commitments to
stimulate activity and there is
a widespread feeling that the
country is making too many
concessions to the international
financial community to service
its debt and obtain credit.

Performance targets
Prior to the elections various
officials hinted at the possibility
of a change in economic policy,
especially regarding foreign
debt. The latest trade figures
have highlighted a declining
trend in exports, undermining
the projections on which Argen
tina recently signed a major
loan rescheduling agreement
with the commercial banks. The
election results suggest that a
reassessment of foreign debt
policy, perhaps moving closer
to Brazil’s position, will be one
of the first consequences of the
Peronists’ gains, with or with
out a coalition government: for
President Alfonsin is likely to
put his own survival and that
of the Argentine political pro
cess above the interests of the
international banking com
munity.
Among the options considered
before the elections were the
partial write-off of principal
owed, the lowering of interest
rates and the fixing of longerterm I n t e rn ati o n a 1 Mo neta rv
Fund performance targets. If
Argentina is to go ahead with
any of these options it will help
its own case by demonstrating
that despite the setback for the
ruling party coherent political
leadership is still possible. In
this the lead must come from
President Alfonsin who still
enjoys
considerable
moral
authority; he must have the
statesmanship to show that what
was a had result for him could
yet prove to be a positive out
come for Argentina.
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Alfonsin’s Radicals put
brave face on poll result

THE RULING Radical Party
(UCR) was yesterday trying to
put on a brave face to hide the
surprise and bitter disappoint
ment of its overwhelming
defeat in Argentina’s mid-term
elections held on Sunday.
As results flowed in over
night and it became clear that
victory would go to the populist
Peronist Party, Mr Marcelo
Stubrin, a close adviser to
President Raul Alfonsin and
member of the UCR national
committee, chose an optimistic
tone: “ The elections have been
a triumph for the system and
have consolidated democracy in
Argentina,” he said.
He was referring to the fact
that it is the first time in 25
years that consecutive elec
Raul Alfonsin: defeated
tions have been held in
Argentina without ,Ta military
..
majority of only three of the
coup intervening. He said a 254 seats in the chamber.
ffS
Although still a minority, the
pvpi* ”°^nHn°arHm?ttpHSS+vZt ^ new block of Peronists in the
averu and admitted that the Congress, which was formerly
rGThpS irfL tP? TTPRapanhm^fp deeply divided, will in future
The defeated UCR candidate jje more cohesive and able to
AfrJi*6
Bu?n0S bring a much stronger opposiracpiia PF0V^
tion t0 the government, which
I S3,eli!sf!?e °f 5e£ar^? lead* is now also a minority.
ing figures, said he intended
...___ . , ,
withdrawing from politics “ for
a!bance !he Radicals had
a prolonged period”, adding: mfa?® with an important sector
“I have been a candidate thft
sLlllPd ZZ
has not been able to overcome
h^wittpnpH «
the difficulties of the national a*sn b- weakened as f.he, FeP™*
governmpnt ”
sentatives they controlled in the
n c.
j
congress have almost all lost
: nf
tbe lead-er their seats. The labour minisof Ihe Peronist Party and win- ter, Mr Carlos Alderete, is
anwornr! v,*be Buenos Aires linked to the group of 15.
fpnn^o ^hl«?’xi7meanwhl e t0ud
In 1989> Mr Cafiero will not
ai-e .n0w the only be a powerful candidate
^
« i the ?”n?ipal force for the presidency, but elections
be country; We have enor- t0 the senate will also be
tn UpnncM^j01ISlbl.!lty’ j not on.y influenced by the outcome of
flem°oratic the voting on Sunday, as the
opftnnmin but a so to, h™?1® senators are elected by the proju~ progress and social vincial governments which
1
showed similar swings to the
With 99 per cent of the Peronists.
confirmed, at
Yesterday afternoon, there
havp
/H6^e ’ tbe Ber0,ni^ts was speculation that there
t aoo”
*ie would be an immiment resigppnt agamst tbe
s 37-3 per nation of the economy minister,
Thp
u, .. .
Mr Juan Sourouille, who has
nJ!!enoS0Ve/n^rship °£.tbe key been the principal target of
Ww?U?noS ftlres ,bas attack by the trade union
cnanged hands from the ruling movement and the Peronist
Radicals to the Peronists, as Party over the past two years,
have the governorships of three He was the chief architect
other provinces. The UCR has of the Austral plan introlost control of the Chamber of duced in 1985 designed to
Deputies in the National Con- reduce inflation,
gress, not only through the loss
In spite of early success of
of 13 of its seats but also „a the plan at the cost of falling
further. 10
seats
that
were
for,,.
,
.
living standards and growing
merly held by Peronist deputies political discord, inflation over
*“,at
$ .d totbe Radicals, the past three months has once
The UCR previously held a slim again been rising sharply hit-

ARGENTINE ELECTION
STATISTICS
On bais of 99 per cent of all
result* for 1987
Elections for Deputies (per cent)
1983
1985
1987
UCR
49.46
43.24
37.3
PJ
23.57
24.12
41.4
UCD
8.71
3.65
5.7
PI
5.87 6.08
2.0
Others
12.39
22.91
13.6
BUENOS AIRES GOVERNORSHIP
____ (per cent of total votes)
1983
1987
51.97
39.81
0.36
4.1
2.8
Others
3.76
6.6
Total number of voters 1987: 19.42m
UCR
Union Civica Radical
(Radicals)
PJ Partido Justicialista (Peronists)
UCD Union Centro Domocratica
(conservative)
PJ Partido Intransigente (centreleft)
UCR
PJ
UCD
PI

Others—Includes all other parties,
none of which obtained more than
3 per cent of the vote at national
level. Includes spoiled votes.

ting real incomes.
The defeat at the polls on
Sunday for the government is
already being widely blamed on
the government’s economic
policy and early changes are
therefore expected at Mr
Souroufile's ministry.
What thus amounts to a de
feat for the government
throws its entire platform open
to question in a number of key
areas. Besides prices and in
comes policy, other contentious
issues will have to be placed
on the negotiating table with
the Peronists if the government
expects to be able to run the
country without being paralysed
until the end of its term in
1989. . These include interest
rates policy, the negotiation of
Argentina’s $54bn foreign debt
with its creditor banks and the
International Monetary Fund,
the proposed reform of th6
constitution, new labour legisla
tion and reform of the armed
forces.
. This may necessitate more
than just changes at the econ
omy ministry. Mr Cafiero said
yesterday he was ready to meet
immediately with President
Alfonsin to discuss the future
course of the government, and
hinted that he Was prepared to
consider the possibility of a
coalition.
------tsE:j— ^-
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Poll blow for Alfonsin
By Cristina Bonasegna in Buenos Aires
4

i

PRESIDENT Alfonsin s
Radical party suffered a
staggering defeat in Sunday’s election in Argentina,
the most important since he
took over from a military
regime almost four years
ag0
Provisional results gave the
opposition Peronist party a
sweeping victory after two consecutive defeats in 1983 and
1985
rpi' tj
. . .
.
The Peronists deprived the
Radicals of their overall majorin^ VoG /"Ower ..^°,us^’
retained 12 of Argentina s 22
provinces and won another four,
including the key province of
Buenos Aires.
The Radicals retained only
Buenos Aires, the federal capi
tal, and two of the seven prov
inces they previously held.
According to the provisional
results, including the count
from most of the ballot boxes
throughout Argentina, the Per
onists (Justicialist party) had
polled 41.59 per cent of the vote
against 37.26 per cent for the
Radicals.
The results give the Peronists
115 seats in the 254-seat Lower
House (up from 103) and the
Radicals 114 (down from 130).

Peronists won the crucial province of Buenos Aires, where a
third of Argentina’s 30 million
inhabitants live,
The Peronist, Antonio Cafiero, won the richest province
w*t*1 46.6 per cent of the votes,
against 39.4 per cent polled by
Alfonsin’s candidate, Juan Ma
nuel Casella.
.
Three °*her provinces remain
un<*?r the government of
smaller; local parties. The fate
of the tiny province of Tucuman
js stjn a mystery as the Radical
party-s simp|e majority of votes
there does not seem enough.to
wjn the governorship in the
PiPrtoral rolle^p
Alfonsin falters-P15

Punishment vote
They also make the conserva
tive Union of Democratic Cen
tre, a strong advocate of privati
sation, the third strongest
party, with a surprise increase
in their Lower House seats from
three to nine. Final results will
be available tomorrow.
At stake in Sunday’s elections
were half of the Lower House
seats, governorships in all but
one of the provinces, and 10,000
provincial and municipal
elected posts. The newlyelected take office on Dec 10.
In what is seen as a punish
ment vote ag iinst the Radicals
for their economic policies, the

i
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Alfonsin falters
but democracy
is growing up
4

CRISTINA BONASEGNA on the impact of
the latest poll results in Argentina

i

(■

ARGENTINES yesterday woke
to a surprise defeat of President
Raul Alfonsin’s Radical Party
that not even the most optimis
tic opposition Peronist had
dared to predict.
Unofficial results of Sunday’s
polls showed that the ruling
Radicals had lost their narrow
overall majority in the Lower
House (from 130 seats to 114)
and had failed to retain all but
two of the seven provinces they
* won in 1983.
According to the provisional
results, the Justicialists —as
the followers of late President
Juan Domingo Peron are
called —added five more prov
inces to the 12 they already held
and increased their number of
Lower House seats from 103 to
115.
The conservative Union of
Democratic Centre, which has
strongly advocated the privati
sation of state companies, was
undoubtedly the second winner,
increasing their number of seats
in the Lower House from three
to at least five.
The results of the polls — an
important step in the strength
ening of Argentina’s fledgeling
democracy — are seen as a
“vote of punishment” for Alfon
sin’s austere economic policies.
In 1985, the Radicals obtained
their second successive victory
over the Peronists since 1983
after launching the Austral plan
to curb inflation which was then
galloping at more than 1,000 per
cent a year.
But two months ago the
monthly inflation rate broke the
two-digit barrier for the first
time in two years and a spate of
strikes started to cripple the
country, already burdened by a
$54 billion debt.
“I voted for the UCD”, said a
smiling cab driver.
“I voted Radical before,” he
added, “but in the last couple of
months everything capsized."
For some others, the results
also revealed disapproval for
the Government’s human rights
policies.

A few months ago the Radi
cals gave in to pressure, from
military officers opposed to
human rights trials and pushed
the so called “Due Obedience
Law’’ through Congress.
The law amonts to a virtual
amnesty for middle and lower
ranking officers accused of com
mitting human rights violations
under the former military
regime in the mid and late
Seventies, when at least 9,000
people disappeared.
After Sunday’s defeat, Presi
dent Alfonsfn is expected to
reconsider the Government’s
policies and maybe make
changes in his cabinet. In the
long term, the results mean that
for the last third of his six-year
term, President Alfonsin will
find it difficult to get congres
sional approval for his cher
ished projects without making
further concessions to the
opposition.
His efforts to streamline a
state-controlled economy — as
Argentina’s creditors would like
him to — may thus never mate
rialize. By the same token, a bill
to reform the Argentine consti
tution in order to introduce a
prime minister and presidential
reelection may find opposition
in Congress.
As the Peronists are only too

Polls apart: Alfonsm (top) and
jubilant Peronists Antonio '
Cafiero and Luis Macaya
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well aware, the opinion polls
still rate Alfonsin as one of the
most popular individual politi
cians. They are therefore
expected to put off the reform
until it is too late to apply it to
the next presidential election
scheduled for 1989.
The results of the polls are
also expected to have an impact
in the re-organization of both
parties, with an eye to the next
polls. Antonio Cafiero, the Peronist candidate who conquered
the key province of Buenos
Aires, is likely to emerge as the
party’s leader and seek a presi
dential nomination.
Juan Manuel Casella, like
other defeated Radical guberna
torial candidates, may be head
ing for the political wilderness.
"I have been the main
defeated (candidate),” said a
tired-looking and unshaven Ca
sella who lost the rich province
of Buenos Aires to Cafiero.
"I will begin a long parenthe
sis in my political career,” he
added.
The results show that Argen
tines have abandoned emotional
voting and have started making
rational choices. “The long
cycle of one party having hege
mony over the rest seems to
have been broken,” observed a
political commentator on tele
vision yesterday morning.
But doubts still remain as to
whether the Peronists, who
have not yet managed to orga
nize themselves into a real
party, will be able to handle
such a big share of power with
out taking their internal squables to the top.
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Alfonsin
suffers
polling
setback
From Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires
Argentina’s mid-term elec
tions have left President Raul
Alfonsin haunted by the ghost of
General Juan Domingo Peron
and facing bleak prospects for
continuing to govern until his
term in office expires in 1989.
The final count from the larg
est elections held since the coun
try’s return to democratic rule
will not be known until the
middle of the week, but the ex
tent of the setback to the ruling
Radical Party was already clear
yesterday.
The overall trend was a shift
by the voters of about 5 per cent
to the opposition Peronist mass
movement, while other smaller
parties also made inroads into
Radical territory.
With about 85 per cent of the
vote counted, the Radicals ap
peared to have lost 11 of their
seats in the lower house of Con
gress, along with their small
overall working majority there.
Calculations based on partial
figures indicated that the Radi
cals might still form the biggest
bloc in the lower house, but the
ruling partywould be highly vul
nerable to pressure from the
Peronists and many smaller
parties.
As pundits predicted, the bal
ance of power in the lower
house will now be held by third
parties.
However, the poll’s psycholog
ical advantage undoubtedly lies
with the Peronists and their al
lies in the labour unions — even
though the Peronists seem un
likely to regain all the losses
they suffered with the Radicals'
substantial advance in Congres
sional elections two years ago.
Initial results indicated that
the Peronists, who held 103 seats
in the old house, gained about
half a dozen seats on Sunday.
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The Union de Centro Democratico, a small conservative
party founded as the former mil
itary regime moved to relin
quish power in 1983, was
thought to have gained perhaps
five seats, almost matching the
Peronist performance.
However, the Peronists nearly
made a clean sweep in the coun
try’s 22 provinces and were be
lieved to have reduced the num
ber of Radical provincial
governors by more than half to
only three.
While the Radicals clung on in
a few provinces, the extent of
their defeat became clear when
they conceded the Peronists had
won control in Buenos Aires
province, the country’s most
populous region with 7.4 million
voters.
That happened less than five
hours after counting started on
Sunday night, and by yesterday
it was evident that the Peronists
had routed the Radicals in the
interior, complicating the out
look for an economic policy
whose rigours were seen as an
important factor behind the
Government’s defeat.
Government sources privately
conceded that President Alfon
sin was “ evaluating ” the eco
nomic policy.
Speculation grew over the fate
of the Economy Minister, Mr
Juan Sourrouille, the architect
of the Plan Austral anti-inflation
drive, which was launched with
considerable bravado and some
success by President Alfonsin in
June, 1985.
Plan Austral visibly stopped
producing results several
months ago, as economic policy
fell victim to electoral consider
ations and pressure from inside
the Radical Party for measures
to boost wages and jobs.
In the end, the election took
place amid unconfirmed reports
that the monthly inflation rate,
which fell to only a few per cent
shortly after Plan Austral went
into force, had gone back up to
at least 15 per cent.
The Austral, a new currency
introduced as the symbol of
what was supposed to be a
wholesale restructuring of the
economy, plunged on black mar
kets yesterday as shares tum
bled on the stock exchange.
The reaction reflected not
only surprise at the result but
fears that President Alfonsin
would not be able to continue
his economic strategy, or many
of his other policies.
General Antonio Bussi, the
general linked with the former
military regime’s repression of
the opposition, appeared to have
done well in the northern prov
ince of Tucuman, where the
Radicals scored against an in
cumbent Peronist governor.
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Alfonsin
Radicals
slump in
elections
From Eduardo Cue
Buenos Aires
President Alfonsin’s Radical
parly suffered a severe, un
expected defeat in important
provincial and legislative elec
tions in Argentina on Sunday,
losing its absolute majority in
the Chamber of Deputies and
the governorship of the key
Buenos Aires province.
The opposition Peronists
made a significant comeback
from their defeats in the past
two national elections, win
ning 16 of the country's 22
provinces and adding three
national deputies for a total of
106 seats in the 254-member
lower house of Congress.
The Peronist victory in the
provinces extended from
Santa Cruz in the far south to
the entire north, with the
exception of Corrientes. The
Radicals were able to hold
only Cordoba and Rio Negro
and take Tucuman province
from the Peronists. Three
other provinces, including
Corrfcnles, were won by re
gional parties.
In Buenos Aires, where
public opinion polls had pre
dicted a difference of only 1.5
per cent between the two
leading candidates, Senor
Antonio Cafiero, the Peronist,
won with 45.7 per cent of the
vote against 38.7 per cent for
his Radical opponent, Sehor
Juan Manuel Casella.
In the Chamber of Deputies
the Radicals, who had enjoyed
an absolute majority since the
return of democracy in 1983,
lost 14 seals, reducing their
total to 115 but maintaining
their position as the largest
single block. The party had
been widely expected to be
deprived of its two-vote ab
solute majority, but most ob
servers had predicted a loss of
five to seven seats at most.

L

Sefior Antonio Troccoli, the
Interior Minister, told a press
conference at which he admit
ted the Radical defeat that the
Peronists were now going to
share the adminstralion “dur• ing this period of transition”.
He added that the opposition
parly had recovered some of
the votes it lost in the 1983
and 1985 elections, but said
the results were not “cata
strophic for the governing
party”.
The Radicals’ sole consola
tion was their victory in the
important province of Cor
doba and their continued
strength in the federal capital,
where they won 38.5 per cent
of the vote against the
Peronists' 23.6 per cent.
More significant was the
strength of the Union pf the
Democratic Centre — its 18
per cent of the vote was almost
double what1 it achieved in the
capital in 1985, and increased
its representation in the lower
house front one to three.
The biggest loser nationally
was the leftist Intransigent
Party, which received only 2.8
per cent of the vote in Buenos
Aires province, compared
with 10 percent two years ago.
Former Intransigent support
ers, apparently eager to punish
the Radicals, switched their
votes in favour of the
Peronists, assuring the elec
tion ofScnorCafiero.
• Thousands celebrate: Thou
sands of Peronists celebrated
in front of party headquarters
in Buenos Aires, waving flags,
beating drums and flashing
the victory salute (Reuter
reports).
Comfort for generals, page 12
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Jeremy Morgan in
Buenos Aires

Peron’s
ghost
ARGENTINA has half-decided
to have yet another fling with
Peronism, and may have
stranded President Raul
Alfonsin with two more years
of his mandate still to go.
The Peronist vote in Sun
day’s mid-term elections fell far
short of an absolute majority.
Even so, it seemed that the
populist mass movement — and
its allies among the rightwing
cabals controlling Argentina’s
far-from-democratic labour
unions — had regained its tra
ditional pre-eminent position
on the political stage.
Whether this also meant the
Peronists had secured an
effective veto over the Govern
ment’s actions was not clear as
counting continued yesterday.
But with his ruling Radical
Party losing control of the
lower house of Congress, the
election result is a severe set-back for Alfonsin’s plans
Ever since he took over from
the military regime in Decem
ber, 1983, the President’s party
has been outnumbered by the
Peronists and smaller regional
parties in the upper house, the
Senate. Now the new pattern of
power in the lower house, the
Chamber of Deputies, is ex
pected to leave the Radicals
little choice between two diffi
cult options — a wide-ranging
agreement with the Peronists,
or an alliance with virtually
every other political current
represented in Congress.
Either way, Alfonsin’s austere economic strategy and
other policies including consti
tutional reform, switching to a
parliamentary system of gov
ernment, moving the capital a
thousand miles to the south
and selling off state assets,
already seem to be seriously
compromised.

A pact with the Peronists
would certainly spell the end of
Alfonsin’s dream of forging a
strongly-pluralist Argentine de
mocracy before he leaves office.
The niceties of gracious vic
tory counted for little as tens of
thousands of Peronist youths
took to the streets in the centre
of the capital after the Radicals
conceded defeat in Buenos
Aires province.
The Peronists’ fundamental
view of themselves as the true
and only essence of being Ar
gentine was on full show as
threatening drummer bands led
the march. The police, Peronist
to a man for years, sat quietly
around the comer as youths
tore down rival party posters,
burned rubbish and almost set
a building on fire, smashed
bottles, hurled vulger insults at
the Radicals and barged pass
ers-by in the early hours of
yesterday morning.
The crowd, reminiscent of
the rowdy triumphalism that
greeted the Falklands invasion
and the World Cup soccer vic
tory, marched on Congress but
drifted away once they saw the
heavily-armed military pres
ence there. But the public’s
rebuff to the Radicals, and . the
party’s loss of control in Con
gress, will weaken the Presi
dent’s position in the still
unresolved relationship with
the armed forces.
Legal proceedings start soon
against 46 senior military offi
cers in connection with human
rights crimes under the former
regime. These officers were not
absolved under the “ due obedience • > near-amnesty law
rushed through Congress after
the army rebellion last Easter.
Throughout the election cam
paign, the suspicion was that
the middle-ranking officers be
hind the uprising were only
biding their time until the
results were in. Demands for
more action to halt human
rights trials and “ vindicate ”
the repression under the
regime are now expected to
resume in a more public form.

J
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Don’t cry for
Alfonsin
Britain has no diplomatic relations with
Argentina. Accordingly Britain conducts
next to no trade with Buenos Aires. Why,
then, are yesterday’s election results, from
so far away, so important? The narrow
answer is that the drubbing handed out to
President Alfonsin’s Radical Party by the
Peronists introduces added instability to a
country wracked by inflation and always,
on its history, a gun shot or two away
from a military coup. Instability for Argen
tina has a tendency to provoke nationalist
adventures; the last such adventure was the
invasion of the Falklands — which is why
the great diplomatic freeze continues. So
Mr Alfonsin’s defeat is bad news for Port
Stanley and the Foreign Office.
There is a wider answer, too. Argentina
has a pivotal role in South America. If,
with all its natural opportunities and
squandered resources, it cannot establish a
stable democracy, then what hopes are
there for the countries to its north ? And,
in detail, how will its new, inevitably coali
tionist government, address the crippling
mountain of debt it owes to the nervous
banks of America and Europe ? There will
be tricky, nervous weeks ahead.
But there is one basic and saving grace
to these elections. Most emergent democra
cies (see Spain even today) may have a
natural party of government; but they don’t
have a solid party of opposition. Mr
Alfonsin, two years from the end of his
term, now has an opposition he must do
business with, an opposition with realistic
hopes of future power. The campaign that
brought the Peronist victories was notably
calm. The politicians know that all of their
aspirations rest on orderly politics and or
derly transitions. Alfonsin’s problems may
bring dire problems for Argentina. But not
of necessity, if the new Peronist leadership
has learned some of the brutal lessons of
the last two decades.

■
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Don’t cheer yet
for Argentina
PERON lives. That is the macabre and
menacing roar of triumph now
resounding through the streets of
Buenos Aires. Thirteen years after the
death of Argentina’s most notorious
neo-Fascist leader his political heirs
are again in full cry.
It is to the credit of President Raul
Alfonsin, who returned the country to
democratic rule in 1983. that he has
had the courage to put his party’s
popularity to a mid-term electoral test
— the first time that has happened
for thirty years in this South
American country, where the coup is
so often mightier than the ballot box.
That’s the good news. The bad news is
that the Peronist Opposition has
savaged President Alfonsin at the
polls. He means well but has failed to
deliver the economic goods.
Too soon, maybe, to cry for Argentina.
But few outside that country will be
disposed
,
,to cheer the democratic
0f uthe Peronists’ in some
respects a throw-back to the National
Socialists of the Thirties here in
Europe, whose talent for winning
elections, it will be remembered, was
not matched by zeal for holding them.
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Woolly dream
Looking for the ultimate es
cape from Big Bang? A wool
agent in Yorkshire is doubling
up as an estate agent for a
Falklands farmer who wants
to return to the British Isles.
He is offering for sale a 9,000acre farm on Keppel Island
and two adjacent islets, just
north-west of the Falklands,
complete with two houses,
3,000 sheep and 45 cattle — all
for £125,000. “We are looking
for a self-reliant family who
could put up with that kind of
life — who could tolerate the
isolation,” says wool agent
Colin Smith. “It could be a
dream for somebody.”
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HIGH spot of the spectacular
nine-day Cardiff Searchlight
Tattoo in the shadow of
Cardiffs ancient castle was the
visit by the Duke and Duchess
of York, who went directly to
the Welsh capital after jetting
in from their Canadian tour.
Thousands thronged the
arena and adjacent city streets
to catch a glimpse of the Royal
couple, who were given a
tremendous welcome when
they made a circuit of the arena
accompanied by the General
Officer Commanding Wales,
Maj Gen Peter de la Billiere.
It was a particularly proud
moment for the general,
coming at the culmination of
his period of command in
Wales. He first met Prince
Andrew when both were

in

serving in the 1982 Falklands
war.
There was an abundance of
military music in the tattoo,
with nine full military bands on
parade, backing exciting per
formances by such acts as the
Royal Signals White Helmets
motor cycle display team, with
equally spectacular enactments
of an anti-terrorist battle scene,
and a splendid musical fantasy,
the Battle of Waterloo, sup
ported by a colourful fireworks
display.
One of the most impressive
music and marching contribu
tions came from the Pipes and
Drums of the Scots College of
Sydney, Australia. They also
took part in the Waterloo
tableau, as did all the main
bands, including the Fanfarekorps der Genie - the
Military Engineers Band of the
Royal Netherlands Army.
This band comes from
’s-Hertogenbosch - a Dutch
city with a particular fondness
for the Welsh, since the 53rd
Welsh Division liberated the
city in October, 1944 after six
days of fierce fighting with
German rearguard units.
Nine military bands were
joined by six Corps of Drums,
and three Corps of Bugles . . .
all under the direction of Maj
Peter Hannam of the Welsh
Guards.

Youth was at the centre of a
good deal of the thrills and
excitement in the arena,
particularly in the shape of the
Joint Services cadets field gun
competition, in which youngs
ters from the Air Training
Corps, the Army Cadets and
the Sea Cadets took part.
The tattoo culminated in a
breathtaking finale, with the
massed bands giving a rousing
flourish to a spectacle of
pageantry and music in which
all 800 participants in the tattoo
joined voices with thousands of
spectators to sing the evening

hymn and the National
Anthem.
Organising producer of the
Cardiff Searchlight Tattoo was
Maj Aubrey Jackman, who has
produced 89 similar military
events since he became in
volved in military showbusiness.
Administration and support
fell to the 3rd Battalion, The
Light Infantry, who also
provided two arena displays.
Music was provided by The
Massed Bands of the Light
Division, consisting of The
Light Infantry Corunna Band;
The Normandy Band of The
Royal Greenjackets; the Bugles
of the 3rd Battalion, The Light
Infantry, and the Bugles of the
2nd Battalion, The Royal
Greenjackets.
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ASTOR' S

GRAND

SOUTH
I

AMERI

FIRST THE INCAS. THEN CAME THE SPANISH.

NO W IT’S YOUR TURN
■I'nuTunumiftn
IN January 1^88. Astor will
| i become the latest in a long line
of distinguished adventurers
to discover
South America.

I

And what a discovery. The
carnival of Mardi Gras in

i

Rio, the 1-alklands, Tierra del
Kuego, the dramatic coasts of

i

tr.

I
II
I

Chile, Peru and Ecuador.
Thence through the Panama
canal and into the contrasting
world of the Caribbean. A
cruise that deliberately avoids
the somewhat crowded round-

nUnurtumirnimuTS

The Grand Cruise will take
8(> days (with shorter options
of 19 to 60 days). Ample time
for you to enjoy the sheer
luxury of Astor.
Not to mention the superb
cuisine, the fine wines, the
sophisticated and lively
entertainment, all in the very
best of international society.
Astor is the world’s most
adventurous cruise liner. And
this will be the cruise event of ;
1988. Ask your travel agent to
tell you more, or post the
coupon today.

the-world circuit.
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Milestone for democracy in Argentina

Alfonsin party faces
Peronist challenge
in vital election test

a

From Eduardo Cue, Buenos Aires
The stakes are enormous for pected to lose four provinces,
More than 19 million Argen
tinians vote tomorrow in cru- both the Goyernment and and the Radicals at least one.
cial legislative and provincial Peronist opposition.
in Tucuman province, the
elections that are likely to
Both parties channelled governorship race has been
determine the direction of their efforts on the battle for marked by controversy over
President Alfonsin's Govern- the governorship of Buenos the candidacy of Senor Antoment for the next two years Aires province, where Argen- nio Domingo Bussi, who is
and set the stage for the 1989 tma’s population, industrial, accused of human rights violapresidential campaign.
financial and political power tions when he was military
The polls - for half of thd are concentrated. If the governor of the province dur254-member Chamber of Peronists can lake the prov- ing the 1976-1983 military
Deputies, the governorships ince from Radical control, dictatorship,
of the country’s 22 provinces, they will receive a boost for
in the Chamber of Depand hundreds of local posts — the 1989 presidential cam- uties, the balance of power
are also important psychologi- paign and be in a strong between Radicals and Percally. Democratically elected - position to challenge Senor onists is not expected to
governors have not been able Alfonsin’s Government on change substantially, although
to complete their four-year key issues. In addition, the the Government is likely to
terms of office since 1962 divided Peronists would al- lose its slim two-vote absolute
because of a succession of most certainly rally around majority. Nevertheless, there
military coups. So the fact that their victorious candidate, Se- wjn be many new faces in
the election is taking place is nor Antonio Cafiero, in the Congress, because only 29 of
seen here as an important race for the presidency,
the 127 deputies to be chosen
clement in consolidating the
One foreign observer re- are standing for re-election,
country's fragile democracy.
marked that if Senor Cafiero
The Union of the DemoThe President said in a could win, the direction of the cratic Centre party, which
nationally televised speech on 1989 election would be deter- backs economic programmes
Thursday night: “September 6 mined, with the reformist such as privatization, is hopexists because we have fought wing of the Peronists taking an jng t0 increase its reprefor it and obtained it together, unassailable hold on the party, sentation in Congress from
I think that we should not
Yet despite the massive three to four seats,
forget that we have struggled television publicity for Senor
Because voters who are
«° auam what we have.”
Cafiero and Senor Juan Ma- disillusioned wltS the RadS
oertor Alfonsin, by appear- nuel Casclla, his Radical Government are likely to vote
ing in a broadcast three days opponent, public opinion for the Centre, the number of
before the vote, in effect polls show the two are only 1.5 votes the party receives will be
confirmed that, although he is per cent apart, with more than an important measurement of
not up for re-election, he 30 per cent of the electorate tbe electorate’s discontent
played a central role in the apparently undecided just with mainstream politicians,
campaign. While the Presi- days before the vote,
the outcome in
dent did not appear at rallies
In the other provinces, the theWhatever
lower
House
Congress,
during the long campaign, and Peronists appear more fragile the Government of
will have to
refrained from endorsing any than the Radicals, if only
candidate or party on Thurs- because they now control 12 make alliances if it is to see its
day night, he defended his ad- governorships to seven for the programmes become law.
ministration’s record and government party, with three
This is especially true for
implied that it merited a vote others held by provincial par- constitutional reform, an issue
of confidence.
ties. The Peronists are ex- likely to dominate the political
debate during the next two
years. The Radicals are intent
on rewriting the Constitution
to allow the re-election of the
President and to create the
post of Prime Minister, which
could keep Senor Alfonsin in
power after 1989.

The poll results are also
likely to determine the future
of Senor Carlos Alderete the
Peronist Labour Minister
whose relations with Senor
Juan Sourrouille, the Economy Minister, have been turbulent at best.
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Yesterday he said: “ I've been a
naturist all my life but it’s still damn
embarrassing.
" Most of my friends know but those
people who don't, might not under
stand.”

Stripping
“ I won't be going back to Berrow
again.
"The dunes there used to be a nudist
beach widely advertised in naturist
handbooks ail over the world but the
council banned it last year.
‘Tve got a conditional discharge
hanging over my head now and there are
plenty of beaches here and abroad where
it is allowed.”
The army veteran, of Weston-superMare, Avon, is an international expert on
Falkland Island stamps.
As for stripping off there—it's too
chilly and you can pick up a nasty nip
from a penguin.
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The London Standard
4 September 1987

'Nude major loses
a beach skirmish

:

nnuffUTTTirn naturist
Ronald
COMMITT
nrmhaqhpd todav
Spafford remained unabashed toaay
after a court was told o£ HIS passion
for nude sunbathing.
The 59-vear-old retired major upset
hparh users when he was spotted
Sng nothing buT his birthday suit U
we
Berrow in Somerset.

'

A mother who was with her two young
children reported the major to the police.
officers moved ln and arrested him .or
indecent exposure.
The life-long naturist was given a conditional
discharge by magistrates in Burnham-on ..ea
after he admitted annoying other people on the
sands by “wilfully and indecenUy exposing his
person.”
But Major Spafford, of Wes
ton-super-Mare, who has
spent years fighting to get the
Falkland Islands a better deal
from the British Government,
remained unabashed.
«I don’t make any secret of
the fact that I sunbathe nude,
and to me it is perfectly
normal.
“I am a member of the
Central Council of British
Naturists and don’t feel I have
anything to be ashamed of. I
try not to flaunt it because it
supsets some people, but I leel
it is natural.
“Obviously, I am embarrassed about the publicity, but
I think many people have the
wrong idea about us. It is
nothing very peculiar.

1 ■:

£
jviaior Ronald Spafford ..
clothed version,
will continue to sunbcvfc^mlde although I won't
■ ’ back t0 that particu.Vo-f
g *
„

Press Cuttings
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Proposals on Falklands to
be conveyed to London
BY TIM COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

MR GEORGE FOULKES, the
British Labour Party frontbench spokesman on foreign
affairs, will pass on “ at least
two new proposals ” on the
Falkland Islands from the
Argentinian Government to
the
British
Government
following a visit to Buenos
Aires this week.
Mr Foulkes met the Argen
tine deputy foreign minister,
Mr Jorge Sabato, and other
senior foreign ministry offi
cials.
In private, senior Argen
tine officials admit that the
unresolved sovereignty dis
pute with the UK over the
:slands is hindering its

Broad Street Associates Public Relations
Facsimile: 01-831 7961
Telex: 894905

i

relations in other spheres,
especially economic ones.
Mr Foulkes said that during
his meetings “ the word
sovereignty was barely men
tioned.”
The proposals Mr Foulkes
will take to Sir Geoffrey
Howe, the Foreign Secretary,
may include an arrangement
to share policing duties and
licensing responsibilities in
the fisheries around the }
islands up to the 200-mile \
limit of the economic exclu
sion zone, and for British ,
approval to be granted for an j
Argentine family to settle on
the Falkland Islands, In
return trade restrictions with
Britain would be lifted.

1
Extract from United Nations Information News Summary 3.9.87

DECOLONIZATION COMMITTEE CONCLUDES ITS WORK FOR THE YEAR
h

The Special Committee on decolonization concluded its work for the year on 14
August by affirming the inalienable right pf.,the people of New Caledonia to
self-determination and independence in conformity with the I960 Declaration on .
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, The Committee
called on the Government of France to resume dialogue with all sections of the
population of New Caledonia to facilitate rapid progress towards such an act
of self-determination.
V

i

The Special Committee also urged the Governments of Argentina and the United
Kingdom to resume negotiations in order,to find, a peaceful solution to the
sovereignty dispute over the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) as soon as possible.
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Venture firm
deciding plans
meat possibilities ^The j '^ds

German
THE
WEST
ministry’s
fisheries
research ship the Anton
Dohrn has been bought by
British owners and will
become the largest vessel
in the fleet of scientific,
exploratory and special
purpose ships operated out
of Hull.
J. Marr (Shipping) Ltd.
has bought the 83 metre
long and 1940 grt Anton
Dohrn, and the company
also owns another special
ised fishery research ship,
the G.A. Reay.
She was bought from the
British fisheries ministry and
is currently on charter to the
Falkland islands govern
ment, but the company does
not regard the German ship
as a direct replacement.
Marr Shipping director,
Jim Hind, said: “Although
bigger than our established
class of vessel, we see a wide
range of possibilities for the
Anton Dohrn. She has been
exceptionally well
mainlained, is superbly equipped

\v
and will readily adapt to a
variety of scientific and
exploratory roles, as well as
fishery research.”
Built by AG “Wcser”
See bee k we r ft at
Bremerhaven and registered in
Hamburg, the Anton Dohrn
has operated in the South
Atlantic and Antarctic —
both areas of interests for
Marr — as well as northern I
and Arctic waters.
The diesel electric ship is
fitted for most types of fish
ing and has a freezing at sea
plant plus refrigerated stor
age as well as a fresh fish
hold. She has a comprehen
sive range of electronic navi
gation, fishfinding, sounding
and other instrumentation
and, also, lavishly equipped
workshops, laboratories and
a hospital.
O A new trawler/jiggcr for
year-round operation off the
Falklands (see FNI, August
issue) is likely to be ordered
by Marr (Falklands) Ltd, a
company jointly owned by J.
Marr Ltd. and Andrew
Marr International.

Argentine links
CONTACTS have been made between UK and Argen
tina officials in an attempt to avoid clashes around the
150-mile fishery zone in the Falklands.
Both the British and tries would be the first since
the Falklands war in 1982.
Argentine governments wish
There is some indication
to prevent disputes along the
border of the zone where that the Falklands have
attitude
their
foreign fishing fleets, includ- changed
ing 16 Spanish trawlers, towards Argentina,
have been finding valuable
An Islands councillors,
squid stocks.
Tony Blake, caJJed
°r
"greater autonomy lor the
The US State Department Falklands during a recent
the
United
is delivering messages to the speech
to
Argentinians from the UK, Nations,
Islanders are keen to capithe content of which is being
kept secret. Any understand- talise on their new income
ing between the two coun- from fishing licences.

Four licences were granted
to the company for the first
season’s fishing and a ven
ture was established with
four Taiwanese jigging vessels.
"
indeed^” sfewan HaLfof

Pin^*-

Er

as

tional squid trader bought
supplies from the Falklands
tor the European market
the^'

is <Wg

AF’s company Caley International told FNI and the
vessels remained on the

tAlfp°,nt*V^ntli.rC con?Pany to
inp
the, f,shing durt
n?Xt
seas°n

the.r catches going for the
Taiwan market.
The operation was carried
out with the Spanish corn-

.
a partner
to operate off the Falklands
during the present season for
trawlers only on Ioligo
squid.
b

r-.. z„'o‘ “sea ",,s b“

Falklands fuel
deal signed
HSHING vessels are to be the main customers of a new
fuel bunkering operation to be set up in the Falkland
Islands.
A contract signed last told FNI: “It is early days
month is expected to see fuel
yet, but we will be starting
oil sales of up to £30 million on an offshore basis.”
a year in the islands being
made by Stanley Services, a
II is envisaged that a
company being formed by tanker
will initially
be
the Hogg Robinson group of moored tosupply
the fuel
London; the Orkney, Scot- and Mr- Swales says that a
land, based fuel oil supplier shore dePot is likely to be
S & J D Robertson; and built.
Falklands-based
Stanley
The fishing industry will
Fuels Ltd.
T_^
c .
.
also be able to take advan-

» .‘i

Islands to set-up the venture

SSzJUtJ:ITS

l0 bc established.
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A GERMAN-built cod
freezer trawler has had her
frozen fish hold capacity
almost doubled in a major
refit at a Spanish yard for
her
UK-based
owning
company to fish her off
the Falklands.
atedhl? p6 Cdtic Sea °Pcralcd by Baomar UK, a 66
metre long ship built in 1966
and of 700 gross tons. The
conversion of the
2000 hp at 275 rpm powered
^h'PAhaS.,beCn carried out at
the Astilleros Ascorreta SA
yard at Pasajes, Spain.
bhe was handed back to
her owners in August after
trials to prove her new
equipment and to satisfy the
UK authorites that she
meels ^e standards f0?
registration in Britain.
Celrir c Loundon-registercd
Cellic Sen has spent six
momhs under conversion
and her frozen hold was
increased from 525 to 1000
cu metres. Her freezing
capacity was raised to 50
tons a day.
The ship s fuel tanks were
also enlarged from 350 tons
to 750 tons so that she can
undertake trips of up to six
months.
The Celtic Sen has been
transformed in a shelterdeck
stern trawler following the
removal of her bridge and
her covered deck area has
been increased from 180 cu
metres to 360 cu metres
Her
conversion
has
equipped her for operation
m the roughest waters and
her fish processing lines have
been improved with the
installation
of new equip
_
ment. On deck, two large
trawhng gantries have been
installed.
Her electric system has
been replaced and all her
mam engine and other ser
vices have been overhauled
ready for her to take on her
new trawling role. She now
complies with the latest
Lloyd’s requirement’s.
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summer monthTto
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number of foreign squid
JJggers m New Zealand
Ports, visitors to Welling
ton harbour in July were
suprised
,,
. to see four of
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haHmJled “P- And ‘W
end f" ‘here si"« the
end Of May, with
crews unpaid and depennent on local charities.
Two of the vessels belong
to the South Korean com7^
Wah - the 5e^
D™dJf- Two otf>ers, the
Dong Chang 3 and Kore;
163, were owned by another
us nz"--™’ not named fey
agent.
Normally,
lhe
New
Zealand squid fishing season
ends m April, although it
sometimes runs into May.
Appammjy some vesseJs
eit Korea in early April, far
too late for profitable squid
fishing in NZ waters, with
the reported intention of
evaluating prospects for the
next season.
r One vessel took ten tons
ot tish, and they have been
idle in Wellington since early
June.
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Trawler of 6000 Itp
to join UK fleet

^THE MOST powerful fishing vessel in the UK fleet has

been ordered from Norway by owners in Northern Ireland. She is a 75 metre long and 6000 hp purse seiner
and trawler and will have a frozen hold and RSW tanks,
The ship is a similar processing plant at Whitelength to the UK’s longest haven, Cumberland, in the
fishing vessel — the Fishing north of England.
Explorer — which joined the
“We can’t get enough
fleet earlier this year from frozen fish to keep us going
Chile to fish the Falkland all year round,” he told
Islands. However, her engine FNI.
power is only 2000 hp.
//
Tbejr shjp (see pronie
The new ship has bsfc/h drawing on opposite page) is
ordered by Ulster Ltd#/ot due for delivery on August
Belfast to a new design by ^ nex^ year and js t0 be
Vik and Sandvik of Fitjar, powercd by a 6000 hp WartNorway. The building con- siJa type 12V32 main engine
tract has been placed with d • • a gear by Volda to a
the Th HeUesoy Sk«psbyg- wich*ann propeller in
a
geri shipyard at Lofall- nozzle
F
strand Norway
,
This yard has recently
She will be constructed to
delivered the Shetland-based
a new design by Vik and
nurse seiner and trawler Sandvik which has been
Ahaire (see Paee 69) for tested in Trondheim, NorSkiDDcr John Peter Duncan way, at the Manntek ship
and his ten oartners and is model tank and her speed
akn huildine a 90 metre has been calculated at 17
lone freezer trawler and facknots in ballast and 15.5
torv ship for Irish owner
knots loaded.
Kevin McHugh.
Her frozen and RSW
Skipper McHugh is a
catch holding capac.ty will
resident of Southern Ireland, total 2400 cu. m andher
while the skipper and main dimensions will
be:
engineer of the latest ship to lcngth overall 74.6 m, length
be' ordered — Ian Buchan between perpendiculars 65.8
and Ian Ross — are from m, breadth 13.6 m and
depth to first deck 10.6 m.
Northern Ireland.
The owners Ulster Ltd.
ship’s freezing plant
are part of Richard Donnan willThe
be supplied by Kvaerner
(Enterprises) Ltd. of Co. Kulde. Her trawl and winch
Down. Boss Rick Donnan
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Ian Buchan and Ian Ross 6f Northern Ireland will be
skipper and engineer of the most powerful vessel in the
UK fishing fleet.

seine equipment by Bjorshol. the scheme precludes this
The trawl winches will have vessel,
a 50 tons pull.
The Bea Fish Industn'
.
Authority, based in Edin
The UK government has burgh
Scotland, which
just approved a new grants administers the grant scheme
scheme under EEC rules to on behalf of the UK governassisl uk owners buy new mcnti told FNI the new
fishing vessels and aid for rules state: “No grant shall
pursers is being made avail- be paid in respect of expenabje following the ending of diture incurred in the acquia ban on support for this sjtion of a vessel or part of_a
type of vessel brought in vessei constructed, or the
when the herring stocks got jmpr0vement of a vessel.
into trouble.
“"member"“tote ^of^tht
However, a
maximuma member
state toi
grant 0f £250,000 has been
EEC),
appiied to each vessel
Finance for the stop wa.
assisted and a new clause in arrange i
y-

I
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pet priority
NINE joint venture com
panies
have now been
formed in the Falkland
Islands
to
tap
the
resources
inside
the
islands’ 150-miie fishing
zone.
The
countries
involved include Taiwan,
Spain and the UK.
All the joint ventures have
established
with
been
Falkland’s-based
Stanley
Fisheries Ltd. holding a 51
per cent interest and these
companies are being given
preference in the twice-yearly
licensing round for vessel
fishing rights.
The aim is to build up a
local fishing industry even
though crews are coming in
from outside the islands and
there is at present little
expertise. It is hoped the
next generation of Falkland
Islanders will look to the
sea.
A scientific assessment of
the first licensed high sea
son’s fishing is now being
carried out in London by
Dr.
John
Beddington’s
Marine Resources Assess
ment Group and Gordon

Gordon Jewkes, governor
of the Falkland Islands and
chairman of the Falkland
islands Development Cor
poration, is anxious to
ensure a long-term future
for the islands' new fishing
industry.

Jewkes, governor of the
Falkland Islands, told FNI
that the figures would be
released shortly. However,
the governor said that there
is “still caution” on the loligo squid stock.
Discussing the next high
season due to start in Janu
ary 1988, the governor said
that the final details of
licensing arrangements and
fees are still being worked
out. However, he went on:

“I would be very disappointed if the nex't season
did not look similar to the
one just passed.”
Revenue from fisheries
has increased and the deve
lopment corporation is now
cutting back on spending
public funds to expand
fisheries as the private sector
makes
investments,
The
development corporation cut
its spending on fisheries
projects from £497,785 in
1985 to £310,343 in 1986.
The policy of the Falklands government is “geared
to conservation and the long
term future of fishing,” said
Mr. Jewkes.

Potential
“There is greater potential
in the fishing industry than
has been realised — espe
cially in finfish,” he told
FNI. The aim now is to
ensure that a year-round
fishery is established and a
study of the parasite prob
lem in hake is to be carried
out as finfish stocks are
assessed,
However,
Mr.
Jewkes was unable to give
any hint of the size of future
finfish catches.
The 1986 report and
accounts of the Falkland
Islands Development Cor
poration highlights the acti
vities of Stanley fisheries
corporation’s
the
Ltd.,
fisheries arm, and its joint
venture partners in the
establishment of this new
industry.
Stanley Fisheries Ltd. and
its partners are investing in a
variety of developments.
These include buying and
chartering squid jiggers and
trawlers, developing port
and bunkering facilities, plus
cold store and fish process
ing operations.
Developments in fisheries
have been so rapid that

1

cont../

Stanley Fisheries is becom
ing one of the largest trading
ventures in the islands.
The development corporation states in its report
. , for
.
1986: “It was decided by tne
Falkland Islands Government that preferences in
allocation of licences to lish
in the new zone would be
given to companies prepared
to enter into a joint venture
with Stanley Fisheries Ltd.
(SFL). Such was the demand
for licences that a large
number of companies asked
to form joint ventures.
“The joint ventures are
controlled by SFL, which

Fishing News International

has 51 per cent of the
shares, but are funded by
the fishing company. The
fishing company pays not
just a fishing licence, but
another sum equal to and on
top of the licence fee to
secure the joint venture
agreement.
“The sums contributed to
the joint venture add up to a
very substantial amount running into several million
pounds. The aim is that SFI
and its partner should
jointly invest the monies in
fisheries
developments.
“In most instances the
joinl venture partners are

September 1987

British fishing companies, nomy by helping to revitalise
The British fishing industry its fishing industry.
has taken a severe pounding
The nine joint venture
over the last few decades companies are: Stancal Ltd.;
and they do not have the Falkfish Ltd.; Stanmarr Ltd.
vessels to fish directly.
(the largest and operated
“They in turn, therefore, with
of
Hull,
Marr
are chartering vessels from England); Starfish Ltd.;
Japan, Korea and Taiwan. Stankor
Ltd.; Australis
We are jointly putting Brit- Fisheries Ltd.; SWB Ltd.;
ish personnel on to some of Stancross Ltd.; and Falkthe vessels to learn the span.
highly specialised techniques
# Fees for fishing and
of squid jigging,
around the
“By linking with British transhipping
Falklands are estimated at
companies in this way, the £13m,
£800,000
Falkland Islands are able to from theincluding
£1500
per
make an invaluable contri- tion transhipment tax opera
levied
bution to the British eco-
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from Broad Street Associates
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Falkland Islands
Development Corp
The World Fishing article entitled ‘Falklands Up
date’, published in April this year and written by
Major R N Spafford, predicted that the Islands’ gross
national income would quadruple from its previous
£6M, as a direct result of introducing licence fees
and other fishery-related levies,

Mr Gordon Jewkes CMG
The 1986 Falkland Islands
Development Corporation Re
port and Accounts were
recently published and pre
sented in London by the Cor
poration’s Chairman, His
Excellency Gordon Jewkes,
CMG, who is also the Islands'
Governor. The Chairman’s
introduction to the report
reflected the buoyancy of the
Corporation's economy, fol
lowing the introduction of
controlled fishing.
"The events following the
declaration of the Falkland
Islands Fisheries Interim Con
servation and Management
Zone (FICZ) in October 1986
have coloured the whole
nature of this report as indeed
they have changed the whole

economic outlook of the Falk
land Islands.
"In the period covered by
this report, Stanley Fisheries
Ltd had only just been
created, but it is already
moving into exciting new
areas in developments with
its joint venture partners. It
has purchased a stern trawler
to operate under Falkland
registration, brought to com
mercial fruition the inshore
fisheries research and will
shortly be investing in port
and bunkering facilities.

Income
"The Falkland Islands, pro
bably for the first time in its
history, has a source of in
come which should provide a
sizeable surplus of income
over expenditure for invest
ment in development. Islan
ders now have the exciting,

but daunting task of deciding
for themselves on policies
and priorities for investment.
Decisions taken now will
shape the whole pattern of life
in the Islands over the next
five to ten years and beyond."
When staff of World Fishing
met Mr Jewkes in London to
discuss the report, he
announced that the Islands’
budget has increased to
about £21.4M, from which the
costs of policing the fisheries
zone in the first half year, had
amounted to £2.9M.
Much of this revenue is
already committed and the
Islands are still drawing on a
£31M grant from the United
Kingdom Overseas Develop
ment Administration (ODA) to
help pay for existing develop
ment programmes which in
clude water treatment and
distribution systems.

Looking ahead, the govern
ment wants to purchase a
floating dock which was
taken to Port Stanley by the
UK Ministry of Defence in
1985 to provide facilities for
military and cargo ships. An
offer has already been made
to the British government, but
it will not be known until later
this year whether the bid was
successful. The floating dock
consists of six large
interlocked barges which are
located just outside Port
Stanley, to the north of the
town. The dock was con
structed at a cost of about
£25M in 1983.

Infrastructure
If the bid to acquire the
dock is successful, it will form
the basis of the Falklands
Intermediate Port and
Storage System (FIPASS) pro
ject, to provide much needed
fishery infrastructure inclu
ding wet docking, fuel bunker
ing and other facilities for
vessels, as well as an onshore
infrastructure which will in
clude cold stores in the early
stages and, hopefully, pro
cessing plants, at a later
stage.
It is envisaged that some
dredging work would be
necessary in order to give
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access to deep-water fishing
lish the new industry. Stanley
the development of port and
vessels.
Fisheries Ltd (SFL) was thus
bunkering facilities, cold
The government also
created to look after joint
stores and fish processing
believes that trawler crew
venture fishing activities,
facilities.
changes could be effected via
which the Falkland Islands
The sums contributed to
the Mount Pleasant airfield
Government prefers to fishing
the joint ventures add up to a
instead of having to use the
licences.
very substantial amount —
airport at Montevideo, as
There are now 13 joint
running into several million
presently happens, and that a
venture companies which are
pounds — and next year SFL
saving of about £200 000 per
controlled by SFL who own 51
will produce its own annual
year can be achieved in this
per cent of the shares, but
report and accounts, instead
way.
which are funded by the par
of being included in that of the
The Islands' population is
ticipating fishing companies
Falkland Islands Develop
also feeling the benefit of its
(The fishing companies pay a
ment Corporation.
newly-created wealth; a new
fishing licence and another
So far as fish species are
school and housebuilding pro
sum, at least equal to the
concerned, Mr Jewkes felt
gramme is regarded as a
licence cost, to secure the
that it is necessary to further
priority together with a new
road system, and efforts are
being made to encourage
»
»
tourists to return. Existing
hotels are being modernised
and new lodges have been
f7 ?
built.
>7
The social infrastructure is
already showing signs of
\ t
expansion and growth in this
v•
area is predicted to continue,
to cater for the demands of
the fishing and tourism indus
JL
tries alike
The Arctic Freebooter, first Falkland-registered vessel
Mr Jewkes stressed that
the government was looking
joint ventures.) The aim is that
develop the fin fish fishery,
to establish and maintain a
SFL and its partners should
which can be exploited all
long-term fishery. The Islands
jointly invest the monies in
year round. Indigenous
do not have a fishing tradition
fisheries developments, inclu
species include Argentine
and so it was necessary to
ding the charter and purchase
hake and whiptail hake and
call on outside help to estabof jiggers and trawlers, and
southern blue whiting. A

L

2

Exclusive interview with
the General Manaqer of
F.I.D.C.
In a subsequent interview with Mr Simon Armstrong,
general manager of FIDC and director of Stanley
Fisheries Ltd, World Fishing pursued some of the
»«SPAeC,S °* infras,ructural development. However
Mr Armstrong pointed out that the plans depend very
much upon whether the government is successful in
its attempt to purchase the floating dock from the
UK, since this would form the basis of the develop
ment programme. He said that although the dock
presently lies in shallow waters, tests have already
been conducted and it has been established that
dredging work can be undertaken there to permit
deep water berthing to be made available.

study of the problem of para
sites. which have affected the
hake, has already been com
missioned.
It is believed that potential
scallop, shrimp and crab fish
eries exist and a Faroese
scalloper has been chartered
to test the potential for estab
lishing scallop and shrimp
fisheries. The vessel will also
engage in commercial fishing
activities, when it arrives in
the Falklands later this year.
The first Falkland Islandsowned and registered vessel
will also arrive later this year.
The vessel, formerly called
the Arctic Freebooter, has
been renamed Lord Shackleton and she has been pur
chased by the joint venture
company SWB Fisheries
(Stanley Fisheries and Witte
Boyd of Hull, England). The
vessel is currently being re
fitted at Hull after which she
will sail to the Falklands to
participate in the loligo fishery.
SWB Fisheries has already
undertaken to develop an
inshore crab fishery, as a
separate part of its joint
venture activities (see World
Fishing, April 1987 p 3) and
two British-built vessels will
be used in these activities.
mg, with vessels coming from
Greece, Japan and every
where? Is there a preference
towards British bunkering
companies? Will the existing
on-shore bunkers be utilised?

WF: Will foreign tankers be
allowed ad hoc into the EEZ
during the next fishing
season, as we understand
there has previously been a
free-for-all attitude to bunker-

Armstrong: Earlier this year
two subsidiary companies,
Stanley Services and Stanley
Fuels, were established to
take control of bunkering
operations within a 3-mile
zone but other bunker vessels
will be permitted to operate
beyond the zone. However,
they will not be allowed to
bunker in Berkeley Sound as
they have previously done.
The new company (which has
been formed with the British
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travel specialist company,
Hogg Robinson) will offer
bunkering on a joint venture
basis with a Shetland-based
bunker specialist. The exist
ing shore-based bunkers (one
built by the British Royal Navy
and the other by Argentina)
are of very small capacity and
are located In areas where the
water is shallow, thus denying
access to vessels.
WF: How are tender applica
tions handled; can any com
pany request permission to
tender for a given project or
are the/e certain criteria
determining who qualifies to
tender?
Armstrong: A system of selec
tive tendering is used, where
by only certain companies are
given the opportunity to sub
mit a proposal. These are
selected by Stanley Fisheries,
FIDC or by the government.
WF: What timescale do you
envisage to develop secon
dary fishing facilities, such as
cold stores and processing
plants?
Armstrong: The cold stores
could be constructed within
one year, but It would be much
more difficult to develop pro
cessing facilities since we are
already faced with an over
employment problem. We do
not therefore envisage being

Bro»d sm,

able to process fish on the
Islands in the short term.
Invitations to tender were
submitted to selected com
panies, on a closed tender
basis. The tender is in two
parts, one for management
and operation of the floating
port, and the other for fran
chise operations.
WF: What berthing facilities
already exist for vessels
operating in the area?
Armstrong: There has been no
problem to berth the jiggers at
Stanley and, so far, we have
not received requests from
deep sea trawlers for docking
facilities, but if requests are
received we would look into
the matter. The floating port
would, of course, solve this
problem, in part at least.
WF: How many joint ventures
are currently in operation, and
with whom?
Armstrong: There are cur
rently 13 joint ventures, the
largest of which is Berkeley
Sound Shipping, which is
engaged in jigging activities in
conjunction with a major
Korean company. There are
several joint ventures with
British companies including
Falconview, Scofish Inter
national, Stanmar and SWB.
We have JV agreements with
the two Spanish owner asso-

ciations, AASPE and ANAMER
and others which include
Solander of New Zealand and
FCF of Taiwan.
A recent joint venture agree
ment has been established
with the Faroe Islands. A
licence for fishing squid has
been issued for one vessel
which, during its commercial
fishing activities, will search
for scallops and shrimp.
WF: What is your opinion of
the joint ventures? How do
you measure their success
and their development?
Armstrong: We do not envis
age joint ventures completely
replacing the licence system,
but we do gain a considerable
amount of expertise from the
JV agreements. We believe it
is possible for both systems to

New talks
According to recent articles
published in the Sunday
Observer and the Times, a
Falkland Islands representa
tive at the United Nations, Mr
Tony Blake, a Falklands'
councillor, has proposed that
Britain, Argentina and
Uruguay should co-operate in
managing the South Atlantic
fisheries.
The Foreign Office in
London has confirmed that
indirect discussions have

™>»c ***“ “SS4J°

continue in operation for the
foreseeable future.
WF: Have you yet been able to
identify other species as
being suitable for commercial
exploitation? For instance,
have you studied the inshore
resources?
Armstrong: We have already
conducted studies into the
crab stocks within a 3-mile
zone and the results were suf
ficiently encouraging for SWB
to proceed with commercial
activities. In deeper waters,
beyond the 3-mile zone, the
Koreans are confident that we
will find King crab, and
abalone is thought to be
present too. However,
insufficient data is available at
this stage to know what is
present.
taken place with Argentina via
the USA since January this
year, in order to try to obtain
agreement to avoid military
clashes in the disputed fish
ing zone. Mr Blake’s pro
posals are thought to be wider
ranging in seeking co
operation, rather than
avoidance of problems.
There is no formal mandate
from the Falklands’ govern
ment covering Mr Blake’s pro
posals, but he is understood
to have the support of other
councillors.
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Salmon ranching
trials beginning
»

WORK to develop a salmon ranching industry in the Falkland islands
is continuing and the first smolts are due to be released into the sea
later this year.
Both krill and mutton have been
The project is the work of one
man - Simon Hardcastle — who is examined as possible salmon feed
as
being assisted by the Falkland until ranching takes
, place,
.
Islands Development Corporation importing feed would be costly,
which hopes that ranching can begin
The corporation stated: “The
in two to three years.
P**01 hatchery in Cheeks Creek
Meanwhile, Mr. Hardcastle is at simulated ideal conditions lor salthe “patient development” stage of mon culture, specifically including
the venture which began at Fox Bay water filters, egg hatching troughs,
last year
fry tanks, heating and recycled
He is also looking at developing water,
the large Falkland Islands mussel
“The project, during which
stock and at possibilities with farm- several populations of salmon were
in oysters.
introduced into the hatchery has
A young Falkland Islander favourably answered some of the
trained at the Institute of Acquacul- questions about the suitability of the
ture of the University of Stirling, environment for salmon developMr. Hardcastle set up a pilot hat- ment.
chery at Cheeks Creek and the preliSimilar information about the
minary results of the project are marine environment will be tabuencouraging”, according to the lated after the smolts are transferred
corporation.
t0
sea- .
,
Salmon ova were delivered to the
“If the pilot stage proves to be
Falklands in May last year and successful, the FIDC will hope to
Gordon Jewkes, chairman of the encourage one of Stanley Fisheries
corporation, told FNI: “We have all Ltd.’s joint venture partners to
the conditions for farming which invest in its commercial exploitaappear to be right.”____
_____ tion”.
-------------
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Falklands ranch
plans first
smolt release
WORK to develop a salmon ranching industry in
the Falkland Islands is
continuing and the first
smolts are due to be
released into the sea later
this year.
The project is the work of
one man
Simon Hard
castle — who is being
assisted by the Falkland
Islands Development Cor
poration which hopes that
ranching can begin in two to
three years.
Meanwhile. Mr. Hardcastle is at the “patient deve
lopment” stage of the ven
ture which began at Fox Bay
last year.
He is also looking at developing the large Falkland
Islands mussel stock and at
possibilities of farming oysters.
A
young
Falkland
Islander trained at the Institute of Acquaculture of the
University of Stirling, Mr.
Hardcastle set up a pil6t

hatchery at Cheeks Creek
and the preliminary results
the project are “encouraginS” according to the Falkland Islands Development
Corporation.
Salmon ova were delivered
to the Falklands in May last
year and Gordon Jewkes,
chairman of the FI DC, told
FFI: “We have all the conditions for farming which
appear to be right.”
Bolh krill and mutton
have been examined as possible salmon feed until
ranching takes place, as
importing feed would be
cosily.

the hatchery has favourably
answered some of the questions about the suitability
the environment for salmon
development.
in particular, the salmon
specialists have collected
information on the water
quality,’temperature regime,
the presence of indigenous
potential pathogenic organisms in the water supplies,
and the effect of these factors upon survival, growth
and smoltification rates,
information
“Similar
about the marine environmcnt will be tabulated after
the smolts are transferred to
The FI DC stated “The the sea.”
pilot hatchery in Cheeks
Creek simulated ideal conditions for salmon culture,
specifically including water
filters, egg hatching troughs,
fry tanks, heating and
recycled w,ater.
“The project during which
several populations of salmon were introduced into

